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Abstract 
Obesity prevalence has accelerated over the last two decades and is predicted to continue to rise, 
bringing with it increased morbidity and mortality as well as rising dramatically health care 
costs. Obesogenic environments are one of the explanations for the rising prevalence. 
Accordingly this thesis investigates the obesogenic environment factors, as well as obesogenic 
behaviour factors, associated with the increased prevalence of childhood obesity, using familiar 
geographical techniques in novel ways. These results were then applied to develop a targeted 
childhood obesity prevention policy for Leeds to reduce the risk of childhood obesity in 
different populations. 
In this ecological study body mass index in Leeds for children aged 3 to 13 years old was 
examined to measure variations in childhood obesity. Spatial microsimulation modelling was 
utilised to give synthetic individual estimates of obesogenic covariates (e. g. obesogenic 
environment variables such as socio-economic characteristics and perceived social capital; 
individuals' behavioural variables such as dietary variables and physical activity levels) at the 
micro level. Additionally two demographic indices based on the 2001 Census were employed. 
The relationship between childhood obesity and the obesogenic covariates were considered at 
the home and school level using a combination of spatial statistical techniques. 
Spatial microsimulation modelling was shown to be a robust method to estimate obesogenic 
covariates at the micro-level. In the design of a spatial microsimulation model using a 
deterministic re-weighting algorithm, the input variables must be strongly correlated with the 
output variables to be able to accurately simulate micro-area estimates. Also this thesis has 
highlighted that there is considerable advantage to analysing health data at a small scale, 
otherwise micro-level differences are simply "averaged" away and missed. 
As well as showing that individuals' behaviours are important in determining risk of childhood 
obesity, this study adds to the increasing evidence of the existence of "obesogenic 
environments": features of the local environment in Leeds may affect childhood obesity by 
changing health behaviours. There was significant variation in childhood obesity across 
Leeds, with "hot spots" in both deprived and affluent areas. Further, relationships between 
obesogenic covariates and childhood obesity were not uniform across Leeds, highlighting the 
need for tailored, multifaceted public health policies that are based on locally relevant evidence. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
1.2 Hypothesis 
1.3 Aims and objectives of the research 
1.4 Thesis Structure 
1.1 Introduction 
"Obesity [is] abnormal or excessive fat accumulation that may impair health " 
(World Health Organisation, 2006) 
"Through most of human history, weight gain and fat storage have been viewed as signs of 
health and prosperity. In times of had labour and frequent food shortages, securing an 
adequate energy intake to meet requirements has been the major nutritional concern. 
Today, however, as standards of living continue to rise, weight gain and obesity are posing a 
growing threat to health in countries all over the world". 
(World Health Organisation, 2004a) 
Obesity in children is a rapidly growing problem and is associated with a number of co- 
morbidities in childhood and with increased risk of adult disease, particularly cardiovascular 
disease, hypertension and type 2 diabetes. Reducing childhood obesity and health inequalities 
are at the centre of the UK government's health policy. Halting growth in childhood obesity is a 
prime objective (Department of Health, 2004) (reviewed by Foster & Buttriss, 2005). There is a 
debate around the reasons for this increasing prevalence and obesogenic environments are one 
of the explanations. However, whilst the importance of the environment in controlling obesity 
is widely acknowledged, environmental strategies to prevent obesity remain relatively 
unexplored. Obesity is notoriously difficult to correct after becoming established plus obese 
children are more likely to become obese adults. Accordingly it follows that prevention of 
obesity in children is key. 
This study brings together the disciplines of medicine, nutrition, geography and public health to 
investigate the environmental factors associated with the increased prevalence of childhood 
obesity, using familiar geographical techniques in novel ways to further our understanding of 
childhood obesity. It also seeks to develop methods to facilitate the prevention of obesity in 
children. 
In this ecological study body mass index (BMI) in Leeds for children aged 3 to 13 years old was 
examined to measure variations in childhood obesity. These data are derived from the data 
collected routinely by the Primary Care Trusts and from two studies, "Trends" and "RADs", 
that are being conducted in Leeds. Spatial microsimulation modelling was utilised to give 
synthetic individual estimates of obesogenic covariates (e. g. obesogenic environment variables 
I 
such as socio-economic characteristics and perceived social capital; individual obesogenic 
behaviour variables such as dietary variables and physical activity levels) at the micro level, as 
otherwise these data are only available in national surveys. This is cheaper, quicker and more 
detailed than conducting a survey in Leeds. Additionally two demographic indices based on the 
2001 Census were employed: the Index of Deprivation 2004 and the Census Open Area 
Classification system. The relationships between childhood obesity and the obesogenic 
covariates were considered at the home and school level using a combination of spatial 
statistical techniques (including, geographically weighted regression, multi-level modelling, and 
spatial scan statistics). These results are 'applied to develop a framework for a targeted 
childhood obesity prevention policy for Leeds to reduce the risk of childhood obesity in 
different populations, which is compared and contrasted to the actual policies in Leeds. 
1.2 Hypothesis 
Obesogenic covariates for the locality will be related to patterns of obesity in children. 
1.3 Aims & objectives of the research 
The principal aim of this thesis is to investigate the micro-level variability in childhood obesity 
and obesogenic environments/behaviours. More specifically: 
  To describe, measure and map childhood obesity and obesogenic covariates across Leeds. 
  To identify relationships between obesogenic covariates and childhood obesity, highlighting 
those factors with the strongest associations and considering the variation in these 
relationships across Leeds. 
  To identify populations `at risk' of childhood obesity, both at the home and school levels, 
defined either spatially and/or by any of the covariates analysed. 
  To develop targeted environmental interventions and health policies to reduce childhood 
obesity in Leeds. 
In order to achieve these aims, the following research objectives were formulated: 
1 To review the aetiology and geography of childhood obesity, and interventions to prevent 
childhood obesity. 
2 To evaluate small area population estimation methods and spatial analysis techniques. 
3 To describe obesogenic environments/behaviours and the "ANGELO" model. 
4 To examine current obesity prevention policy in Leeds. 
5 To identify and obtain the available data for childhood obesity in Leeds. 
6 To investigate and determine sources of data for obesogenic covariates. 
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7 To explore the temporal and micro-level spatial variations in childhood obesity in Leeds at 
residential level, using spatial analysis techniques, and identify "hot" and "cold" spots of 
childhood obesity. 
8 To explore the variation in childhood obesity at the school level, using spatial analysis 
techniques, and identify the schools that are under or over performing in respect to their 
levels of pupils' obesity. 
9 Build and validate SimObesity, a static spatial microsimulation model for obesogenic 
covariates. 
10 Use SimObesity to estimate obesogenic covariates at the individual level, and aggregate to 
Census low super output area, in Leeds. 
11 To study the relationship between childhood obesity and obesogenic covariates in Leeds, 
using spatial analysis techniques, to identify those covariates with the strongest associations 
with childhood obesity and also to determine how the relationships vary at the micro-level. 
12 To apply the knowledge gained in objectives 1-11 to develop a framework for childhood 
obesity prevention policy, and tailor it for different population groups. 
13 Compare and contrast the theoretical childhood obesity prevention policy with the actual 
obesity policy in Leeds. 
14 To evaluate the success of the research and propose the possibilities for future work. 
1.4 Thesis Structure 
In order to accomplish the research objectives set out above, this thesis is structured into nine 
chapters as outlined in Table 1.1. Each chapter relates to one or more research objective, and 
each research objective may be covered in more than one chapter as knowledge builds from one 
chapter to the next. The way in which each chapter is related to others is described in Figure 
1.1. 
Chapter Objective(s) 
Chapter 2: The Aetiology of Childhood Obesity: A Review 1 
Chapter 3: The Geography of Obesity 1 
Chapter 4: Spatial variations in childhood obesity in Leeds 2,5,7 
Chapter 5: Measuring the school impact on child obesity 1,2,8 
Chapter 6: A spatial microsimulation model of obesogenic environments 2,6,9,10 
and behaviours in Leeds: SimObesity 
Chapter 7: Micro-level analysis of childhood obesity, diet, physical activity, 2,3,11 
residential socio-economic and social capital variables: where are 
the obesogenic environments in Leeds? 
Chapter 8: The development of a childhood obesity prevention policy for 1,3,4,12,13 
Leeds using an ANGELO-style framework 
Chapter 9: Conclusions 14 
Table I. I. Thesis outline 
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I Chapter I Introduction 
Chapter 2 Chapter 3 
Review of definition, impact, trends and aetiology of childhood obesity Review of the Geography of Obesity 
4. 
Chapter 4 
Outline the use of routinely collected 
data to monitor childhood obesity 
Evaluate spatial analysis of health data 
Describe the childhood obesity data used 
Examine temporal and spatial variations 
in childhood obesity at residential level 
y 
Chapter 6 
Evaluate small area population 
estimation methods 
Investigate and determine sources 
of data for obesogenic covariates 
Build and validate SimObesity 
Generate micro-level estimates of 
obesogenic covariates 
4 
Chapter 5 
Briefly review interventions to prevent 
childhood obesity 
Outline multi-level modelling 
techniques 
Examine variations in childhood 
obesity at school level 
Chapter 7 
Outline geographically weighted regression techniques 
Describe obesogenic environments 
Identify obesogenic covariates with strongest relationship with obesity 
Examine variations in these relationships 
y 
Chapter 8 
Review of interventions of childhood obesity 
Description of "ANGELO" modelling 
Examine current obesity prevention policy in Leeds 
Develop a comprehensive, tailored, childhood obesity prevention policy for Leeds 
Compare and contrast this proposed policy to actual policy 
Chapter 9 Conclusion 
Figure I. I. Structure of thesis chapters 
Chapter 2: The Aetiology of Childhood Obesity: A Review 
This chapter reviews the literature to examine the implications of obesity in children, from both 
the perspective of the increased health risk to the individual and the high economic cost of its 
treatment. Obesity is then defined, the methods to measure childhood obesity examined, and 
recent worldwide trends explored. The determinants of health behaviour are outlined to 
facilitate understanding of why the aetiology of obesity is so complex. The question of whether 
genetics or the environment are leading the rapid rise in prevalence of obesity is also 
investigated. The paper then considers the evidence base for the multi-factorial aetiology of 
childhood obesity under three key headings: physical activity, diet and obesogenic 
environments. Finally the chapter draws conclusions for different causes of childhood obesity, 
in particular considering the importance of the obesogenic environment. 
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Chapter 3: The Geography of Obesity 
Following a definition for the broad concept of the geography of health, this chapter reviews 
selective areas of health geography that can be applied to obesity, in particular examining the 
composition and contextual effects debate, followed by an explanation of the concept of social 
capital and health. The issue of spatial scale is also addressed. There is a brief overview of the 
geography of obesity literature, focusing on obesity research regarding food access, green space 
availability, neighbourhood characteristics, and degree of urbanization, as well as examining the 
effect of multiple environmental determinants on obesity. Finally there is a discussion about 
how this type of analysis can add value to obesity research and prevention initiatives. 
Chapter 4: Spatial variations in childhood obesity in Leeds 
There are two key foci to this chapter. First, in relation to whether it is feasible to use routinely 
collected data to monitor trends in prevalence of childhood obesity in the UK. Secondly, a 
micro-level spatial analysis of childhood obesity in Leeds (using the routinely collected data, 
together with data gathered from two studies in Leeds). By way of background, this chapter 
outlines the use of routinely collected data to monitor childhood obesity, and then the use of 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and spatial statistics to analyse health data together with 
an exploration of the problems associated with this type of analysis. Then the methodology is 
described, starting with a description of the sources of data used, followed by an explanation of 
the analysis undertaken. The results of the analysis of the routinely collected data are presented 
first, followed by the examination of the obesity data. The routinely collected height and weight 
data and survey data on older children from two studies in Leeds (children aged 3-6 years, 9 
years, 11 years and 13 years) are used to describe childhood obesity in Leeds, from both a 
global (whole of Leeds) and micro-level (spatial) perspective, together with a consideration of 
the demographics across Leeds. This will identify "hot" and "cold" spots at the residential 
micro-level, with consideration of how these populations differ from each other. Finally the 
discussion section puts the results into context of the existing body of work and an indication of 
the insights that these results give to the understanding of the whole area is given. 
Chapter 5: Measuring the school impact on child obesity 
This chapter explores the impact that schools have on their pupils' obesity, identifying those 
where targeted input is most needed. It provides some background information regarding 
obesity and the obesogenic environment, briefly overviewing interventions to prevent childhood 
obesity (more detail is given in Chapter 8) and the role that schools may be able to play to 
facilitate the prevention of obesity in children. The methodology covers the description of the 
childhood obesity data used and the three steps in the modelling process that was developed. 
There is an explanation and appraisal of multi-level modelling as a technique. The results show 
that there was variation between the schools in terms of their levels of obesity, although only a 
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small proportion of this variation was accounted for by residential deprivation score and 
ethnicity of the child. The results of the three different rankings of the schools are also 
explained. This modelling process enabled the identification of the schools whose levels 
differed from that expected given the socio-demographic make up of the pupils attending, 
highlighting the "highest" and "lowest" performing schools, and suggested that there may be a 
significant school effect. 
Chapter 6: A spatial microsimulation model of obesogenic environments and behaviours in 
Leeds: SimObesity 
SimObesity is a spatial microsimulation model that is designed to synthesise obesogenic 
covariates at the small-area level in Leeds in order that the relationship between actual obesity 
data and these synthetic obesogenic covariates (obesogenic environment variables and 
individuals' behaviour variables) data can be analysed at the micro level. This is a novel 
application of spatial microsimulation modelling. This chapter explains how the SimObesity 
model was built and validated. It firstly explores the alternatives for estimating small area 
populations. Then it describes the SimObesity model specification, including the choice of 
variables to use in the model, and how the model is structured and works. This includes a 
summary of the investigation and determination of the available sources of data for obesogenic 
covariates, plus a detailed explanation of the algorithms used. The model output is the creation 
of synthetic individuals in Leeds whose characteristics match as closely as possible the 
characteristics of the actual individuals living in Leeds as shown in the 2001 Census. 
SimObesity combines individual micro-data from the Health Survey for England 2002 (HSE), 
and separately from the Expenditure and Food Survey 2005 (EFS), with census statistics for 
lower Super Output Areas (SOAs) to create synthetic micro-data estimates for SOAs in Leeds. 
The resulting, synthesised, micro dataset includes all the attributes from both the survey and the 
census datasets, thereby creating estimates of obesogenic variables at the micro-level in Leeds. 
The validation of the synthetic micro-data is deliberated, with a concluding discussion of the 
robustness of the methodology to estimate small area level obesogenic covariate data. 
Chapter 7: Micro-level analysis of childhood obesity, diet, physical activity, residential socio- 
econonric and social capital variables: where are the obesogenic environments in Leeds? 
This chapter describes global and local analyses of the relationship between childhood obesity 
and many potential obesogenic variables - including obesogenic environment variables such as 
deprivation, urbanisation, socio-economic group, income, access to local amenities and 
perceived neighbourhood safety; as well as individuals' obesogenic behaviour variables such as 
fruit and vegetable consumption, household expenditure on food generally and school meals, 
and physical activity behaviours. The covariate data were all synthesised at the 
individual/household level using spatial microsimulation (SimObesity). This builds on the work 
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undertaken in chapters 4 and 6. This chapter provides a definition and description of 
obesogenic environments, as well as the rationale for using geographically weighted regression 
techniques. Then, using spatial analysis techniques, it considers whether various neighbourhood 
features or individuals' behaviours, such as perceived supermarket accessibility or fruit and 
vegetable consumption (respectively), contribute to a higher risk for childhood obesity. 
Accordingly these analyses identify the covariates with the strongest relationships with obesity, 
as well as highlighting the micro-level variation in these relationships across the study area. 
This highlights "at-risk" populations, defined either spatially and/or by any of the covariates 
analysed. It seeks to demonstrate the importance of analysis at the micro-level in order to 
provide health planners with additional information with which to tailor interventions and health 
policies to prevent childhood obesity. 
Chapter 8: The development of a childhood obesity prevention policy for Leeds using an 
ANGELD-style framework 
This chapter seeks to pull together the work undertaken in previous chapters into a practical 
application. There is a review of the interventions to prevent childhood obesity, together with a 
description of the ANGELO framework to prevent obesity in children, and an investigation into 
the current obesity prevention policy in Leeds. Then, having identified the key obesogenic 
factors at the micro-level, three case studies of different neighbourhoods in Leeds are studied in 
depth - the most affluent, the most deprived, and a middle-of-the-road ward. 
An ANGELO- 
style framework was used to develop and prioritise potential targeted interventions and health 
policies to facilitate the prevention of childhood obesity in these three areas, using factors that 
are amenable to measurement, intervention, and change. These suggestions are compared and 
contrasted with actual local policy in Leeds with a discussion regarding what could, and 
perhaps, should be altered to facilitate the prevention of childhood obesity. 
Chapter 9: Conclusions 
This last chapter concludes the study by summarising the findings of the research, considering 
whether the aims and objectives have been met, and discussing the limitations of this work. It 
then looks to possibilities for future work, before finishing with the key messages from this 
thesis. 
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Chapter 2: The Aetiology of Childhood Obesity: A Review 
2.1 Introduction 
2.2 Impact of childhood obesity on health 
2.3 Definition and measurement of obesity 
2.3.1 British classification system 
2.3.2 International classification system (IOTF) 
2.4 Current trends in childhood obesity 
2.5 Determinants of health behaviour 
2.6 Genetics of the environment? 
2.7 Aetiology of primary childhood obesity 
2.7.1 Physical (in)activity levels 
2.7.2 Diet 
2.7.3 Obesogenic environments 
2.8 Conclusion 
2.1 Introduction 
This review is focusing on the increasing prevalence of childhood primary obesity, a condition 
caused by chronic positive energy imbalance due to excess energy intake and/or insufficient 
energy expenditure. (as opposed to the rare instances of Secondary Obesity, which can occur 
due to endocrine problems (e. g. Cushing's syndrome, hypothyroidism) and genetic 
abnormalities (e. g. Down's syndrome, Prader-Willi syndrome) (Flodmark et al, 2004)). What 
has changed in society and behavioural patterns in recent years to warrant the rapid rise in the 
prevalence of childhood obesity that is currently evident? Why are children consuming too 
many calories and/or not taking enough exercise? 
This chapter starts by briefly considering why we should be concerned about obesity in 
children: looking at the impact of childhood obesity, both in terms of the child's health and the 
strain it imposes on the health system. These factors facilitate an understanding of why 
prevention of obesity in children is so important. It then examines the definition of obesity and 
how childhood obesity is measured. The chapter then looks at the current increasing trends in 
the prevalence of childhood obesity. Next the determinants of health behaviour are explored, 
moving on to consider the question of whether genetics or the environment are leading the rapid 
rise in prevalence of obesity. Next, the different causes of childhood obesity and the rationale 
for these increasing trends are investigated, in order to understand what is changing in society 
and our children's behaviour that is causing the positive energy balance leading to obesity. 
Finally the chapter draws conclusions about the evidence base for different causes of childhood 
obesity, in particular considering the importance of the obesogenic environment. 
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2.2 Impact of childhood obesity on health 
Obesity in children, and adults, is a rapidly growing problem in the UK and worldwide and has 
been increasing at accelerating rates in more recent years. Childhood obesity is associated with 
a number of co-morbidities in childhood and with increased risk of adult disease, particularly 
cardiovascular disease, hypertension and type 2 diabetes. Obese children tend to be more 
isolated and have lower self-esteem than their peers (Strauss, 2000). 
Reducing childhood obesity and health inequalities are at the centre of the UK government's 
health policy. The government's "Choosing Health" white paper on improving public health in 
England (Department of Health, 2004) (reviewed by Foster & Buttriss, 2005) outlines a number 
of actions to tackle key current public health issues. Specifically, six key priorities for action 
have been identified, with children's health, particularly childhood obesity, being a major focus. 
Halting growth in childhood obesity is their prime objective. This objective was very recently 
updated by the government to "by 2020, we aim to reduce the proportion of overweight and 
obese children to 2000 levels" (DH, 2008) 
One of the steps towards achieving this is the development of a national social marketing 
strategy. Health related social marketing is "the systematic application of marketing concepts 
and techniques, to achieve specific behavioural goals, to improve health and reduce 
inequalities" (NSMC, 2006). Importantly this process addresses short, medium and long term 
issues, recognising that encouraging healthy choices and associated behavioural change is a 
complex process, requiring more than merely increased public awareness of health issues. This 
shows how government public health policy is moving away from considering disease 
groupings in isolation, towards a population approach that considers the determinants of health 
- which is why obesity has suddenly risen up the agenda. 
Obesity related diseases account for a substantial proportion of costs of health care resources 
worldwide (WHO, 2004a). The Select Committee Report on Obesity (2004) estimated that the 
total cost of treating obesity in the UK was £3.3-3.7 billion in 2002 and will increase to £7 
billion by 2020. The Foresight report (2007) has now increased this estimate to £45.5 billion by 
2050. As well as being expensive, the treatment of obesity is difficult and time consuming; 
whilst it can be effective, weight regain is common. Obesity is notoriously difficult to correct 
after becoming established plus obese children are more likely to become obese adults (Guo et 
al, 1994; Freedman et al, 2002), with all the corresponding health and social disadvantages. 
Whilst recognising that treatment of obesity is also an important approach that needs to be 
addressed concurrent with prevention approaches, prevention of obesity is likely to be more cost 
effective than treatment (WHO, 2004a). Without a focus on prevention, the unavoidable high 
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cost of managing the obesity epidemic will almost certainly be too expensive for many 
countries. Accordingly it follows that prevention of obesity in children is key. 
The importance of the environment in controlling obesity is widely acknowledged. A WHO 
report (2003) states that major social and environmental changes to make healthier choices more 
accessible and preferable are required to prevent obesity. The strength of an environmental 
approach is that significant population benefits can result from even fairly small effects if a 
large number of people are exposed to that environment (Swinburn & Egger, 2002). 
Yet whilst prevention of childhood obesity is the only viable, enduring, cost effective, solution, 
effective methods for it remain elusive. Furthermore strategies to influence obesogenic 
environments remain relatively unexplored. In order to be able to develop powerful population 
level interventions and public health policies to prevent childhood obesity, we need to fully 
understand its aetiology and those environments that are most amenable to measurable change, 
which is what this review seeks to consider. 
2.3 Definition and measurement of obesity 
The definition of obesity is not merely an excess of body fat, but where that excess is sufficient 
to be detrimental to health (WHO, 2006). 
So how should that level of `excess fatness detrimental to health' (obesity) be measured? There 
are four alternatives. (1) To measure the increased risk of adverse health consequences. It is 
difficult to use measures of increased risk of adverse health consequences to measure childhood 
obesity because excess fatness has a gradual negative impact on health (Neovius et al, 2004), 
which in turn depends upon the extent of excess fatness and the duration (WHO, 2004a). 
Accordingly, obesity-related morbidity in adults is clearer than in children. (2) To measure body 
fat. There are many methods available to estimate body fatness, including dual energy X-ray 
absorptiometry (DXA), underwater weighing, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 
bioimpedance analysis (BIA), computer tomography (CT) (Flodmark et al, 2004; Freedman et 
al, 2004). However, whilst they are accurate, they are expensive and time consuming, making 
them impractical to use on a routine basis (and so for epidemiological studies). Their use is 
normally limited to research purposes in clinical settings. (3) Other anthropometric 
measurements may be used to define childhood obesity, such as skinfold thickness and waist 
circumference. However cut off points are not universally agreed. Furthermore, assumptions 
required for these methods can be invalid during growth and maturation leading to inaccurate 
measurements in children (Freedman et al, 2004). Also they can be very impractical to 
undertake on infants and very young children. (4) Given the limitations with the above methods 
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of estimating obesity, weight for height indices are generally used to estimate body fatness, and 
in particular, Body Mass Index (BMI). BMI more closely correlates with other measures of 
adiposity (e. g. skinfold thickness) than other weight for height indices, namely W/H3 and W/HP 
(Michielutte et al, 1984; Lazarus et al, 1996; Frontini et al, 2001; Freedman et al, 2004). 
BMI is a useful proxy measurement of body fat at a population perspective. It has been 
validated (by the IOTF - Dietz & Bellizzi, 1999) against other, more direct, measures of body 
fatness (such as DXA and BIA) and its use to measure obesity in children is generally accepted 
(Bellizzi & Dietz, 1999; Dietz & Bellizzi, 1999). It is safe, easy and inexpensive to undertake. 
It is calculated as a person's weight in kilograms divided by the square of their height in metres. 
The main limitation of BMI is its association with height and the exponential relationship 
between weight and height, so it may be (more) inaccurate for individuals at height extremes 
(Lars-Esqueda et al, 2004). In particular, it tends to under estimate obesity for taller children. 
Also BMI varies with sex, race and maturation (Daniels et al, 1997; Neovius et al, 2004), which 
complicate the choice of appropriate cut-off points for children. During childhood BMI shows 
significant variations (see Figure 2.1, below), which is the reason why age and gender specific 
reference standards must be used. Further, the time course of these variations will fluctuate due 
to differences in maturation patterns (Guo et al, 1998). 
There are ethnic differences in the use of BMI to predict increased morbidity and mortality 
(WHO Expert Consultation, 2004). In adult Caucasians the risk of increased ill health due to 
obesity commences at (and above) a BMI of 25 kg 11f2 . However 
in Asians this risk commences 
at (and above) a BMI of around 23 kg m2 (although this varies from 22-25 kg M-2 ). Whilst the 
cut-offs are not as clear cut for children, it is likely that this trend is true for child populations, 
although this difference in adults may be due to differences in height between ethnic groups 
(Lara-Esqueda et al, 2004). 
In adults (in the West) there is consensus that overweight is defined as BMI between 25-30 kg 
m-2 and obesity as BMI >_ 30 kg m2 (WHO, 2004a). These figures are based, albeit crudely, on 
known risk ratios for these different levels of BMI. No such data exist for children. In children 
it is difficult to determine at what BMI increased risk of health consequences occurs - due to 
maturation differences, age, gender, the time lag between excess fatness and disease, etc. So, 
unlike for adults, there is no universal consensus of the cut off points to use for children. 
Notwithstanding this, there are two accepted ways to determine obesity in children. One 
classification system uses international reference data and the other uses national reference data. 
The debate seems to continue about which dataset should be used when, particularly, for some 
reason, in the UK (Reilly (2002) provides a good review). In summary, clinicians should use 
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the relevant national dataset, and researchers who wish to make international comparisons 
should use the IOTF definition. If in doubt, use both. It is important to use an international 
dataset when making secular or cross-cultural comparisons between large epidemiological 
datasets for children. The IOTF dataset is the gold standard international reference to compare 
worldwide populations (albeit limited to those in Western countries) and it combines data from 
6 different countries (GB, Netherlands, Brazil, US, HK, Singapore). However when working 
with data for children from only one country, then that countries reference data (if available) can 
be used. The British reference dataset was produced using data on nearly 15,000 children from 
the combination of several UK surveys undertaken between 1980-1990 (Cole et al, 1995). 
Other examples of national datasets include NHANES and CDC, which are both US based 
national datasets and so not accurate for UK children. However, in practice, even if the children 
in the data set under examination are only from one country, the IOTF dataset should be used 
(probably as well as the national definition) to enable the work to be compared with other 
international work. 
2.3.1 British reference system 
When using the British reference system, BMI Z-scores are used to compare an individual or 
specified population against the British reference population, which is then used to identify the 
numbers of obese children. A Z-score is based on the difference between the observed value 
and the median reference value of a population, standardized against the standard deviation of 
the reference population, and a BMI Z-score is calculated as follows: 
(observed value) - (median reference value of a population) 
standard deviation of reference population 
Therefore for a normal Gaussian distribution, 50% of children would be expected to have a z- 
score greater than 0,16% of children would be expected to have aZ score of greater than +1, 
2% of children would be expected to have aZ score greater than +2, assuming the sampled 
population is identical to the reference population. That is, by definition 2% of children would 
be expected to have a BMI above the 98th centile value. 
Figure 2.1 shows the growth charts for the British dataset. This clearly shows how BMI varies 
with age (there is a different graph for boys and girls as BMI varies with gender as well as age). 
BMI typically rises during the first months after birth, falls after the first year and rises again 
around the fifth or sixth year of life - this second rise is referred to as `the adiposity rebound'. 
A given value of BMI therefore needs to be evaluated against age- and gender-specific reference 
values. 
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The British dataset conventionally uses the 915` centile as the cut off for overweight and the 98`x' 
centile as the cut off for obesity (Rudolf et al, 2005a), although some authors do not stick to this 
(for example, using the 85`h and 95`h centiles as the cut off for overweight and obesity, 
respectively, which will obviously give a larger number of obese children, thus increasing the 
strength of any associations with risk, or protective, factors). This is probably because the 95`h 
centile as a cut-off for obesity has been recommended in the past (Barlow & Dietz, 1998) and 
this is the cut-off for other national datasets (Rudolf et al, 2005a). So when comparing studies, 
even if authors are using the same reference population the actual cut off point used should also 
be considered. 
The use of a BMI Z-score has advantages, permitting comparison between populations, the 
depiction of temporal trends and a comprehensive statistical description of an individual or a 
population. Also BMI-for-age charts can be useful in a clinical setting as a child can be 
described as being above or below a particular centile (e. g. the 91St centile). 
However this method is not without its difficulties. Firstly in choosing the appropriate reference 
population. The data are derived from a single reference population and classifying the 
individual as overweight or obese assumes they are comparable to that reference population. If 
you consider how much the demographics of the UK population are changing, that is increasing 
numbers of ethnic minorities, this might not be a valid assumption. Plus clinicians may 
erroneously assume the centiles represent an ideal population, when the data may come from a 
reference population with a high prevalence of obesity (e. g. USA reference data). Other 
problems include the fact that the Z-score methodology requires a degree of statistical skills 
and/or the appropriate software in order to do the calculation. Most importantly perhaps the cut- 
offs to define overweight and obesity are based only on statistical convenience (e. g. BMI Z- 
score > 2) rather than a known health risk. 
2.3.2 International classification system (IOTF) 
Moving on to look at the IOTF definition, which has a different methodology. The IOTF 
reference dataset uses growth data from six different countries, namely Brazil, Britain, HK, 
Singapore, Netherlands and USA. These are shown in Figure 2.2. 
As it is not clear at which BMI level adverse health risk factors increase in children, the IOTF 
definitions do not relate to specified centiles. Instead the IOTF extrapolated the adult cut offs of 
25 and 30 kg/m2 for overweight and obesity, respectively, at age 18, back to childhood to 
identify the age and gender specific BMI cut offs to define overweight and obesity in children 
corresponding to the adult cut off points. Each of the six datasets were used to estimate these 
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centiles, which were then averaged to provide the published cut-off points. These are listed in 
Table 2.1. Where an age is between the half years given, interpolation between the two values 
is used. As with the British reference data a given value of BMI still needs to be evaluated 
against age- and gender- specific reference values. 
Whilst the IOTF definition is the `gold standard' to use in order to facilitate comparisons across 
borders, it is not perfect. The IOTF cut-offs have been questioned by Voss et al (2005) (running 
the EarlyBird study in Plymouth) as these child cut-offs are based on adult thresholds, which are 
based on known health risks for adults, not for children. Results from the EarlyBird study show 
that these cut-offs in young children are poor indicators of insulin resistance and so of metabolic 
risk and diabetes. They are concerned that the use of these cut-offs could stigmatise the heavier 
child unduly. It should be remembered that different national and international cut-offs produce 
different estimates of childhood obesity for the same child, which is clearly demonstrated by 
Flodmark et al (2004) and Chinn & Rona (2002). The latter authors compared the IOTF 
definitions with the British reference data using BMI data from 6000 white children from 
primary schools across England. The IOTF cut-offs resulted in higher prevalence of obesity in 
girls and lower in boys (a consequence of averaging curves of different shapes). 
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Figure 2.1. Growth charts for the British dataset (there is a different chart/dataset for boys and girls as 
BMI varies with gender as well as age) (Prentice, 1998). Age is along the x axis and BMI along the y 
axis. These charts include nine centile curves based on divisions of two thirds of a standard deviation, 
thus ranging from the 0.4th to 99.6th centile. The centiles were fitted using a least mean squared method, 
with the BMI distribution being adjusted at various ages for differing amounts of skewness (Cole & 
Green, 1992). Age and gender specific BMI cut offs define overweight as above the 91" centile and 
obesity as above the 98th centile (Cole et al, 1995). 
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Figure 2.2. BMI plotted against age for six large-scale surveys of children, boys on the left and girls on 
the right, showing the `rebound' after age 5 years (Lobstein et al, 2004) 
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Age (years) Body mass indax 
25kg m' 
Males Fernales 
Body mass Index 
30kgm' 
6lalas Females 
2 18.41 18.02 20.09 19.81 
2.5 18.13 17.76 19.80 19.55 
3 17.89 17.56 19.57 19.36 
3.5 17.69 17.40 19.39 19.23 
4 17.55 17.28 19.29 19.15 
4.5 17.47 17.19 19.26 19.12 
5 17.42 17.15 19.30 19.17 
5.5 17.45 17.20 19.47 19.34 
6 17.55 17.34 19.78 19.65 
6.5 17.71 17.53 20.23 20.08 
7 17.92 17.75 20,63 20.51 
7.5 18.16 18.03 21.09 21.01 
8 18.44 18.35 21.60 21.57 
8.5 18.76 18.69 22.17 22.1 B 
9 19.10 19.07 22.77 22.81 
9.5 19.46 19.45 23.39 23.46 
10 19.84 19.86 24.00 24.11 
10.5 20.20 20.29 24.57 24.77 
11 20.55 20.74 25.10 25.42 
11.5 20.89 21.20 25.58 26.05 
12 21.22 21.68 26.02 26.67 
12.5 21.56 22.14 26.43 27.24 
13 21.91 22.58 26.84 27.76 
13.5 22.27 22.98 27.25 28.20 
14 22.62 23.34 27.63 28.57 
14.5 22.96 23.66 27.98 28.87 
15 23.29 23.94 28.30 29.11 
15.5 23.60 24.17 28.60 29.29 
16 23.90 24.37 28.88 29.43 
16.5 24.19 24.54 29.14 29.56 
17 24.43 24.70 29.41 29.69 
17.5 24.73 24.85 29.70 29.84 
18 25 25 30 30 
Table 2.1. Age and gender specific BMI cut offs to define overweight and obesity (IOTF) (Cole et at, 
2000) 
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2.4 Current trends in childhood obesity 
Obesity is a significant medical, social and economic problem. Its prevalence has escalated 
over the last two decades, reaching pandemic levels in the developed world and is also 
increasing across the developing world (Wang & Lobstein, 2006). Worldwide over 22 million 
children under the age of 5 years were overweight in 2002 (Kumanyika et al, 2002). Figure 2.3 
demonstrates how rates of childhood obesity have been increasing worldwide, and not just in 
the West. Figure 2.4 shows how the prevalence of childhood overweight (not obesity) has been 
increasing worldwide since the 1970s. All of the countries (USA, Canada, Brazil, China, 
Australia, Spain and the UK) show an increasing trend, with overweight in the UK rising from 
about 8% in the mid 1980s to about 20% in 2000. The bar chart in Figure 2.5 is a summary of 
current prevalence of childhood overweight and obesity in different global regions. This shows 
how America stands out with the highest rates, but that Europe comes a close second. 
Furthermore, in the UK the prevalence of obesity amongst children of all ages is also increasing. 
In particular, between 1995 and 2002 the prevalence of obesity in children aged 2 to 15 years 
increased from 10.4% to 16.6% (60% rise) in boys and 11.7% to 16.7% (43% rise) in girls 
(Sproston & Primatesta, 2002). Figure 2.6 shows UK rates of childhood obesity for different 
age groups, with increasing trends, particularly for the older age groups. In actual fact, research 
in the UK, has shown that nine years old is probably a key age to start seeing rises in obesity 
(Rudolf et al, 2005b), although, as will be shown later, the seeds may have been sown in much 
earlier childhood. 
This epidemic has affected most ethnic groups and children of every socio-economic 
background, though in disproportionate ways and there is some evidence of a social class 
gradient in obesity in English children of school age (Kinra et at, 2000). Also data over ten 
years to 1999 shows that the rise in prevalence of childhood obesity was focused on the French 
children from lower socio-economic groups, with no change in rates of obesity over the period 
in children from the higher socio-economic groups (Romon et al, 2005). Furthermore, 
indicators of morbidity and mortality have long shown significant differences between areas of 
high and low income and variations in fruit and vegetable consumption between social classes 
(negative correlation) have also been shown to be highly significant (Billson et al, 1999; 
Shohaimi et al, 2004). There is also growing evidence of spatial variations in the geography of 
obesity in the UK, with Scottish children having a higher prevalence of obesity than English 
children (Chinn & Rona, 2001). On a more local level, it has also been shown that poor access 
to good quality food retail outlets (within so called food deserts on many highly deprived 
council housing estates) has led to poor diets amongst residents, especially those with young 
children (Whelan et at, 2002; Wrigley et al, 2003). 
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Figure 2.3. Diagram of the global increase in the prevalence of childhood obes ity (Ebbcling et al, 2002) 
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Figure 2.4. Worldwide prevalence of overweight among children (1970 -2 000). Time is along the x 
axis. The rate of overweight shown on the y axis (overweight defined by IO TF criteria) (Lobstein et al, 
2004). 
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2.5 Determinants of health behaviour 
In order to fully understand the complex multi-factorial aetiology of obesity and to identify the 
role of the broader environmental influences (obesogenic factors) on energy balance, it is 
beneficial to use an "ecological model" to look at the multiple levels of influence on the 
determinants of health behaviour. Various models have been proposed, including: Ecological 
Systems Theory (Davison & Birch, 2001); Epidemiological Triad (Swinburn & Egger, 2002; 
Egger et al, 2003); Ecological Model (Egger & Swinburn, 1997; Swinburn et al, 1999). All 
expand the energy balance equation to look at the broader environmental factors and their role 
in influencing energy balance, in order to facilitate the identification of obesogenic factors and 
the prevention of obesity. Similarly, Flodmark et al (2004) suggest, without the use of a model, 
that there are six levels that should each be considered when addressing a preventative 
programme for childhood obesity. 
Each of these models concur that the determinants of obesity sit at many different levels, and 
agree that successful prevention of obesity needs to work at all of these levels. However, it is 
how these levels are defined and summarised that varies between the models. For example, the 
ecology model in Figure 2.7 considers the multiple levels of influence (both within and outside 
the individual) on the determinants of health behaviour, seeking to address the complex web of 
factors that impact a person's dietary and physical activity choices. Accordingly this model 
subdivides the influences on obesity health behaviours into three broad categories: individual 
factors, social and cultural factors, and the physical environment. 
Individual 
Health 
Behaviour 
Social /\ Physical 
& Cultural Environment 
Figure 2.7. The ecological approach states that health behaviour is influenced by more than just 
individual factors (such as attitudes, beliefs and knowledge). Factors outside the individual (i. e. social 
and cultural and the physical environment) also impact the choices people make in relation to health 
behaviour, as does the interaction between the individual and these external factors. 
(1) Individual factors (such as the knowledge, attitudes and beliefs of the individual). It is 
recognised that individual factors in determining health behaviour are important. However the 
ecology approach is also concerned with factors outside the individual and with the interaction 
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between the individual and these external factors. That is, obesity results from positive energy 
balance (when people burn too little energy in energy expenditure relative to the intake of 
energy from eating). Eating and physical activity patterns are individual characteristics 
(individuals decide which food to consume and how much exercise to take). However this is 
only part of the story. The amount and type of food consumed and the amount of exercise 
undertaken are also determined by factors outside the individual. These external obesogenic 
factors are encompassed in the next two categories. 
(2) Social and Cultural factors including, for example, the impact of the influence and 
behaviours of friends, family, peers, neighbours, and all rules (whether formal, e. g. laws, 
regulations, policies, or informal, e. g. institutional rules, including in the home) on the eating 
and physical activity behaviours of the individual. On a micro level, this encompasses the 
`culture' or `ethos' of a school, home, workplace or neighbourhood. On a macro level, this 
includes the media's impact on influencing the socio-cultural aspects of food and physical 
activity, particularly through advertising and marketing. 
(3) The Physical Environment category looks at what is available. It includes, for example, 
food and physical activity choices that may be impacted by climate, geography and crime rates 
(both perceived and actual), as well as nutrition and exercise expertise, available technology, 
and food labelling. This category would also encompass financial factors, including both costs 
and incomes for consumers, money spent on the promotion of healthy lifestyles by health 
departments, advertising by fast food outlets and government funding of roads, public transport 
and recreation activities. 
This model suggests that health behaviours can be changed by impacting factors other than at 
the individual level. For example, if crime rates were lower, parents may allow children to play 
outside more frequently, increasing child physical activity levels and reducing risk of obesity. 
Consequently interventions to reduce obesity in children would be more effective if targeted at 
multiple levels of influence of the determinants of health, rather than solely focusing on the 
child. 
It is important to note that the interaction between these categories means that different 
individuals may be influenced by different environmental factors, or in different ways by the 
same environmental factors. For example, a person with a high income level may not be 
influenced by fluctuations in the price of food, yet lower income individuals may be easily 
influenced by such fluctuations and consume less of the produce, such as fruit and vegetables, 
when it is higher priced. This makes interpretation very difficult and also means that the 
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interaction between multiple obesogenic factors needs to be considered rather than just a single 
obesogenic factor in isolation. 
2.6 Genetics or the environment? 
The regulation of energy balance and the aetiology of obesity are enormously complex, with 
numerous genetic, hormonal, neural, metabolic, behavioural, societal, and obesogenic 
influences (Comuzzie and Allison, 1998; Deckelbaum & Williams, 2001). Although several 
single-gene mutations have been shown to cause obesity in animal models, the situation in 
humans is considerably more complex (Comuzzie and Allison, 1998). The most common forms 
of human obesity arise from the interactions of multiple genes and obesogenic factors 
(Comuzzie and Allison, 1998; Deckelbaum & Williams, 2001; Liu et al, 2003). 
Many studies show a strong genetic link with obesity. That is, an individual is more likely to 
be obese if he/she has obese relatives. For example adoptees' body mass index (BMI) were 
more similar to biological parents' BMI (Sorensen et at, 1998) and weight gain in twins showed 
a genetic factor (Bouchard & Tremblay, 1997). However, the environment has to be, at least 
partially, responsible for the rapid rise in obesity, as evidenced by the following: (1) The fact 
that the rise in childhood obesity has been so rapid suggests that environmental factors rather 
than single gene defects are the primary cause (if the cause was genetic then the increasing 
prevalence would take longer as it takes time for gene defects to pass between generations). (2) 
Migrant studies suggest a strong influence of environmental factors on obesity rates, as migrants 
have higher BMIs than their counterparts still living in the country of origin (McDermott et al, 
1998; Popkin & Udry, 1998). Also immigrants' offspring have higher rates of obesity than their 
parents (Popkin & Udry, 1998) and second generation children have higher obesity rates than 
first generation children (Popkin, 1998). (3) As developing countries switch to more Western 
diets (Drewnowski & Popkin, 1997) and reduced physical activity levels (WHO, 2006), the 
prevalence of obesity in children is rising (Bhave et al, 2004; Wang et at, 2002). Developing 
countries also show over and under weight children in the same family (Florencio et al, 2001). 
Both of these instances imply that it is not genetic factors but environmental factors that are 
influencing levels of obesity. 
The difficult question of how much of the variation is explained by each of the genes and the 
environment has been addressed by Allison et al (2001). This review suggests that about 10% 
of the population may become overweight even in a leptogenic environment (i. e. an 
environment that increases the likelihood of being "normal" weight, as opposed to obese) and 
another 10% would remain slim even in an obesogenic environment. These people have strong 
genetic predispositions to be obese or slim. The remaining 80% of us possess `thrifty' genes, 
which evolved to help us deal with periods of famine and feast and which have not (yet) adapted 
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to the modern obesogenic world, where energy dense foods are readily available and energy 
expenditure can be minimal. So, for the majority of us, although we possess the genes to 
become obese (genetics is the loaded gun), it is the obesogenic environment that is the primary 
factor causing obesity (the environment pulls the trigger). 
2.7 Aetioloey of primary childhood obesity 
The answers to the questions regarding the causes of the increased prevalence of childhood 
obesity remain subject to debate, with different authors holding different opinions and studies 
producing conflicting results. It may be that there isn't a simple or exact answer, particularly as 
obesity is a condition that develops slowly (so the time lag could mask the causes) plus its cause 
is likely to be multi-factorial with many confounding factors. Nevertheless, the debate around 
the reasons for the increasing prevalence of childhood obesity include the following possible 
explanations: this review will look at how physical activity or inactivity effects obesity, dietary 
risk factors for obesity, and then at obesogenic environments. This is summarised 
diagrammatically in Appendix A. 
2.7.1 Physical (in)activity levels 
There is some evidence, particularly in the US and the UK, of a reduction in habitual energy 
expenditure in children: reduced walking, cycling, and increased use of cars (DiGuiseppi et al, 
1997); increased use of automated transport and technology in the home, with more passive 
leisure pursuits (WHO, 2004b). A systematic review of studies looking at the relationship 
between physical activity in children and obesity found roughly half had found no effect and the 
balance had a negative effect (i. e. increased physical activity levels were protective) (Parsons et 
al, 1999). A stronger link has been found between lifestyles characterised by lack of physical 
activity and excessive inactivity (particularly television viewing) with increased risk of obesity 
(Lowry et al, 2002; Matheson et al, 2004). 
It should be noted that physical activity can be measured in a number of ways. Either energy 
output can be directly measured using calorimetric methods or indicators of energy expenditure 
(such as the incidence or prevalence of specific physical activities) can be used. Alternatively 
physical inactivity can be measured as an indicator of low energy expenditure. TV viewing 
and/or media time (e. g. surfing the web, playing video games, etc) are often used as a proxy for 
all sedentary leisure activities and so for physical inactivity. 
Accordingly many cross sectional and prospective studies have looked at the association 
between TV viewing and childhood obesity. Some only found a weak association (Robinson et 
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at, 1993; Maffeis et al, 1998), but most found a positive association (after adjusting for potential 
confounders, such as maternal overweight, previous overweight, family structure, ethnicity, and 
socio-economic status) in children all over the world - USA (Dietz & Gortmaker, 1985), Mexico 
(Hernandez et al, 1999), Native Canadian groups (Hanley et al, 2000), Australia (Wake et al, 
2003) and the UK (Reilly et al, 2005). 
A prospective study by Gortmaker et al (1996) showed a strong positive dose-response 
relationship between time watching TV and prevalence of overweight (as measured at the end of 
the 4 year study). This relationship was found after adjusting for potential confounders, 
including baseline maternal overweight, previous overweight, family structure, ethnicity, socio- 
economic status and maternal and child aptitude test scores. 
The effect of TV viewing on obesity may be mediated through one or more of the following 
factors: a reduction in physical activity levels (Wake et al, 2003); an increase in energy intake 
whilst viewing (particularly snacking on energy dense foods and poor portion control) (Wake et 
al, 2003; Phillips et al, 2004); a reduction in resting metabolic rate (Kiesges et al, 1993; Reilly & 
McDowell, 2003; Matheson et al, 2004); inappropriate food choices due to TV advertising for 
foods high in added sugars or fat (Lewis & Hill, 1998; Borzekowski & Robinson, 2001); TV 
programmes or advertisements may confuselcontradict the message about a healthy lifestyle 
(Dietz, 2001 a). 
If increased television viewing does lead to obesity, then factors that increase TV viewing time 
are important (as this is where interventions should be targeted). A study in America (Wiecha 
et al, 2001) found the following: a TV in the child's bedroom (raise viewing time by average of 
38 minutes per day); additional TV sets in the household (7 minutes per day more per additional 
set); lack of family dinners (33 minutes per day more viewing); no parental limits on amount of 
TV watched (29 minutes per day more viewing). 
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2.7.2 Diet 
Increased Energy Intake 
It would seem logical that the rise in obesity prevalence might be partly due to increases in 
energy intake, but paradoxically, in the US at least, while the prevalence of obesity in 
adolescents has doubled (WHO, 2004a), energy intakes (in adolescents) have apparently 
decreased (Cavadini et al, 2000). There are, however, concerns about the accuracy of measures 
relying on reported food intake. Food disappearance data' suggest that energy intakes have 
actually increased while reported food intakes show a decrease (Harnack et al, 2000). Also 
energy balance is the important factor, so the rise in obesity may be due to energy expenditure 
decreasing by more than the fall in energy intake. 
Eating Patterns 
Changes in dietary patterns and eating habits are likely to be factors related to the increased 
prevalence of childhood obesity. 
Snacking is gaining prominence as a potential risk factor for obesity (Takahashi et al, 1999; 
Berteus Forslund et al, 2005; Jebb, 2005; Sturm, 2005), as is skipping meals. Whilst babies and 
young children characteristically eat frequently, as children get older this is traditionally (in 
Western society) replaced by "three square meals a day". However, eating occasions are 
increasingly becoming less well defined and a "grazing" or snacking culture is permeating our 
society with "meals" at more frequent or irregular intervals (Jahns et al, 2001) and meals being 
skipped. 
The impact of snacking may be attributed to the types and amounts of foods eaten as well as the 
frequency of eating. Snacking is often associated with more energy dense foods (and drink) or 
more total food ingested, particularly outside the home where the types of foods commonly 
consumed as snacks are often high in fat or high in carbohydrates (sugar and/or starch) (Jebb, 
2005). It has been shown body weight is not affected by the frequency of eating - in a lab under 
isoenergetic conditions. However real life is not isoenergetic. Marmonier et al (2000) 
demonstrated that snacks (using a1 MJ afternoon snack) delay the next meal slightly but that 
the "snacking individual" consumed more total energy over the course of the day. This suggests 
Food disappearance is equivalent to food available for consumption. It is calculated by adding total 
food production (plus imports, minus exports) and net losses from processing at the mill level and food 
fed to animals. These data are a reasonable approximation in all countries of the trends in food 
consumption at the national level. However, the data do not reflect actual consumption because additional 
losses in the food chain linking the producers and mills to the consumers are not considered. 
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that snacking contributes to positive energy balance, over the short term at least. Longer 
duration studies, which may be more predictive of long-term behaviour, show inconsistent 
results. Johnstone et al (2000) showed no difference in energy intake between snackers and 
non-snackers over nine days (using a 4-way cross-over study design with either high protein, 
high carbohydrate or high fat (isoenergetic) snacks or no snacks - under lab conditions), 
whereas Blair (1991) showed higher weight loss in subjects who stopped snacking (in "real life" 
conditions). An observational study of 3 year old children in Japan showed irregular or 
frequent snacking (no definition provided - subject to individuals' interpretation) was correlated 
with increased risk of obesity (Takahashi et al, 1999), but a longitudinal study by Phillips et al 
(2004) with adolescent girls found no relationship between obesity and consumption of energy 
dense snacks. 
However, snacking can be difficult to measure as it is often self reported, which can be highly 
inaccurate. For example, Barkeling et al (2001) validated self-reported food intake with saliva 
tests, which showed significant differences in levels of sugary foods consumed between the 
obese and non-obese groups, yet the food diaries showed no significant differences. 
Children who skip breakfast may have a higher risk of subsequent obesity (Wolfe et al, 1994; 
Siega-Riz et al, 1998). The mechanism is unclear, but it may be due to breakfast consumption 
being a marker of general good healthy behaviour or being related to decreased fat intake and 
decreased snacking during the day. Alternatively it may be due to an uneven distribution of 
energy intake over the course of the day, for example those who do not consume breakfast tend 
to eat a large amount of food in the evening, and this imbalance could lead to a higher risk of 
obesity (Thompson et al, 2006). 
Also meal times as a family are becoming increasingly uncommon. This has the effect of fewer 
social controls on eating and opportunities to observe good role models, which can lead to 
unhealthy eating habits. 
Portion sizes of foods/meals are also gaining prominence as a potential risk factor for obesity 
(Ebbeling et al, 2002). Research has shown that very young children have innate control of 
appetite and energy balance is achieved, but as children age social and environmental factors 
take precedence over this biological mechanism (Rolls et al, 2000; McConahy et al, 2002). In 
light of this and of the increases in standard portion sizes seen both inside and outside the home 
in recent years (Young & Nestle, 2002), more research is needed to look at the impact of portion 
size over a long duration (rather than just one meal) and also the factors that influence this and 
cause the overriding of our natural biological appetite control mechanism. 
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Psychological factors also play a key role in the development of childhood obesity. Increased 
depression and boredom in this age group can lead to comfort eating and binge eating, which 
are associated with increased risk of obesity (Neumark-Sztainer et al, 2007). 
Diet composition 
Dietary composition may be an important risk factor for obesity. The amount of fat and type of 
fat may be important in part due to the energy provision of fat. Cross sectional surveys of diet 
indicate that on average children's intake of fat is close to recommended levels, but that there 
are big between-children variations in intake levels (Gregory & Lowe, 2000) and they also show 
that higher fat intakes (as a percentage of energy intake) are associated with higher weight 
(Tucker et al, 1997; Guillaume et al, 1998; McGloin et al, 2002). Energy density may also be 
important. A UK-based cross-sectional survey showed high energy dense diets in young 
children tend to be higher in fat and lower in sugar content than lower energy dense diets 
(Gibson, 2000), although other longitudinal studies have less clear results (Robertson et al, 
1999; Maffeis et al, 1998; Magarey et al, 2001). "Healthy" food intake and fruit and vegetable 
intake are negatively associated with obesity (WHO, 2003), although potential confounding 
issues such as deprivation should be taken into account. Refined carbohydrate foods, and 
particularly those with a high glycaemic index such as sugar-sweetened soft drinks, biscuits and 
cakes, may be associated with obesity (Livesey, 2005; Nielsen et al, 2005). High glycaemic 
index foods increase postprandial blood glucose concentration and so could play a part in 
appetite regulation. 
Consumption of unhealthy foods 
Another dietary risk factor for obesity, unsurprisingly, is a high consumption of unhealthy 
foods, and in particular "fast foods" (i. e. foods from fast food outlets) and soft drinks. 
The popularity of fast foods has increased over recent years and consumption by children has 
risen 300% over the last twenty years (St-Onge et al, 2003). It has been shown that when 
children eat fast food, then that day their energy and fat intake is likely to be higher and fruit 
and vegetable intake lower than normal (Bowman et al, 2004). Also children who eat fast food 
frequently "consume more total energy, more energy per gram of food, more total fat, more total 
carbohydrate, more added sugars, less fibre, less milk, and fewer fruit and vegetables than 
children who eat fast food infrequently" (Speiser et al, 2005). Accordingly, it is not the 
consumption of fast food, per se, that leads to obesity (as both lean and obese children consume 
fast food), but the fact that overweight consumers of fast food are less likely to adjust their daily 
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energy intake to take account of an energy dense fast food meal than their lean counterparts 
(Ebbeling et al, 2004). 
There has also been a massive increase in the amount of soft drinks consumed. Soft drink 
intake now accounts for largest single source of non-milk extrinsic sugar intake in young people 
(Gregory & Lowe, 2000). These fluids tend to replace milk and so calcium intake for 
adolescents, which is a concern, not least because there is an inverse relationship between 
calcium intake and adiposity (Heaney et al, 2002). Sugar sweetened soft drinks can lead to 
increased energy intake as their energy value is often not acknowledged, and the energy intake 
from solid food not correspondingly reduced. In a study where children were given either a 
sugar sweetened or aspartame sweetened soft drink with a standardized meal, both groups 
consumed similar amount of foods, resulting in the sugar sweetened group consuming more 
energy in total (Wilson, 2000). Furthermore a prospective study by Ludwig et al (2001) has 
shown consumption of soft drinks is positively associated with obesity in children (over 19 
months). Although this observational study cannot prove causality, the regression models did 
take other dietary and lifestyle differences into account to minimize the impact of confounding 
on the results, but obviously other unaddressed factors could be at work. Furthermore a 
longitudinal study over ten years (Phillips et al, 2004) also found an association between soda 
consumption and BMI (Phillips et al, 2004). A recent cross sectional analysis (O'Connor et al, 
2006) appears to contradict these findings, with no association found between total amount of 
beverage consumed and weight status of the child and whilst higher beverage consumption was 
associated with total energy intake (positively) it was not related to BMI. However this study 
considered very young children (2-5 years), which may be too young to see the long-term 
impact of higher energy intake due to beverages, plus it is limited by its snap shot cross 
sectional nature. 
2.7.3 Obesogenic environments 
Obesogenic environments are one of the explanations for the increasing prevalence in obesity. 
An obesogenic environment considers the combination of factors that influence health 
behaviour and is one that makes obesity more likely to occur. It is defined as "the sum of 
influences that the surroundings, opportunities or conditions of life have on promoting obesity 
in individuals or populations" (Swinburn et al, 1999). Six different obesogenic environments 
are now considered. 
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The foetal environment 
Birth weight is positively associated with childhood obesity, with an increased risk of obesity 
for both the heaviest and lightest babies (Fall et al, 1995; Curhan et al, 1996a&b; Parsons et al, 
1999), independent of socio-economic status (Barker et al, 1997; Stettler et al, 2002) and 
gestational age (Sorensen et al, 1997), but may be confounded by maternal weight (Parsons et 
al, 2001). However other studies suggest that subsequent obesity may actually be independent 
of foetal growth (birth weight), instead suggesting that unfavourable conditions in the foetal 
environment are fundamental to the increased risk of subsequent obesity: 
Maternal diabetes during pregnancy results in offspring with an increased risk of developing 
childhood obesity (Whitaker & Dietz, 1998). These infants are likely to be born overweight, 
revert to normal weight by 12 months, then become overweight / obese as older children 
(Whitaker & Dietz, 1998; Dabelea et al, 2000). This higher risk of subsequent obesity is 
independent of birth weight and maternal weight, suggesting that the effect is due to the 
unfavourable foetal environment. 
Maternal smoking during pregnancy is also associated with an increased risk of childhood 
obesity (Power & Jefferis, 2002). There is a dose-dependent relationship between numbers of 
cigarettes smoked during pregnancy and extent of childhood overweight/obesity, after 
accounting for potential confounders (social class, maternal weight and birth weight) (von Kries 
et al, 1999), which may be due to programming of appetite regulation (Grove et al, 2001; von 
Kries et al, 2002). There was no association with smoking after pregnancy, suggesting that it is 
the intrauterine exposure that was fundamental to the increased risk of obesity. 
Maternal fatness may promote childhood obesity (Curhan et al, 1996a; Parsons et al, 2001). 
Furthermore, studies of famine during pregnancy (Ravelli et al, 1999; Biro et al, 2001) again 
suggest that it is the adverse foetal environment rather than any effect on foetal growth that may 
be responsible for this relationship with obesity. 
The infant environment 
There is strong evidence that the environment in early life can determine the risk of subsequent 
obesity. Contrary to the previous section, Kinra et al (2005) suggest that the critical period 
when obesity risk is acquired is postnatally, rather than prenatally. 
Post natal weight gain (of the infant) is thought to be important in determining risk of 
subsequent obesity, although the exact pattern of weight gain that is higher risk is controversial. 
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Rapid weight gain during the first four months increases risk of subsequent obesity (Stettler et 
al, 2002), as does rapid weight gain during the first twelve months (Reilly et al, 2005), and also 
children in the highest age standardized weight quarter at age 8 and 18 months (Reilly et al, 
2005). Conversely it is suggested that it is the mixture of foetal and infant growth that is 
important. There is an increased risk of obesity for low birth weight babies who show catch up 
growth or rapid childhood growth (Ong et al, 2000; Parsons et al, 2001, Reilly et al, 2005). 
Further studies suggest it may be the age of adiposity rebound that is crucial. The evidence is 
strong that the earlier this occurs the higher the risk of subsequent obesity in the child (Parsons 
et al, 1999, Reilly et al, 2005). However, the mechanism for this relationship is unclear and it is 
undecided whether the association between early adiposity rebound and subsequent obesity is 
caused by a biological mechanism or whether it simply reflects a child's predisposition to gain 
weight easily (as a result of existing genetic or environmental circumstances). It does not 
appear to be due to high early protein intake (Dorosty et al, 2000). 
A systematic review by Baird et al (2005) concluded that the highest risk of subsequent obesity 
was for infants both at the highest end of the distribution for weight or BMI and those who grow 
rapidly during infancy. The mechanism for greater fatness earlier in childhood leading to 
increased risk of subsequent obesity is unclear. It could be because early excessive fatness 
predicts earlier maturation (at least after 3-4 years of age) (Parsons et al, 1999) and early 
maturation is associated with increased risk obesity (Power et al, 1997). However adolescents 
who mature later have higher protein and energy intake as well as higher activity levels, which 
might be the factors that prevent the obesity rather than the timing of maturation itself (Post & 
Kemper, 1993). 
There is evidence for and against the protective effects of breast feeding. It has shown a dose 
dependent (better protection with longer duration of breast feeding) reduction in the risk of 
subsequent childhood obesity (von Kries et at, 1999; Gillman et at, 2001; Armstrong et at, 2002; 
Dietz, 2001b; Bergmann et at, 2003), although more recent studies have shown no or limited 
protective effect (Li et at, 2003; Victoria et at, 2003). Furthermore the designs of the studies 
with protective effects have been called into question (Clifford, 2003). That said a systematic 
review found that breast feeding had a (small) protective effect against subsequent childhood 
obesity (Arenz et al, 2004). 
The apparent protective effect may be due to confounding variables such as maternal diabetes, 
maternal BMI, maternal smoking during pregnancy, low birth weight, familial dietary patterns 
or social class (von Kries et al, 1999; Wadsworth et al, 1999; Hediger et at, 2001; Poulton & 
Williams, 2001). Alternatively the conflicting results may be due to an interaction between 
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breast feeding and potential confounding factors. For example, Reilly et al (2005) found that 
breast feeding amongst non smoking (during pregnancy) women was significantly associated 
with reduced risk of obesity in the child at age 7 years. This effect was not evident in women 
who smoked during pregnancy. Before taking this factor into account there was not a 
significant relationship between breast feeding and obesity. 
The mechanism for the proposed protective effect of breast feeding may be due to the timing of 
weaning, as solid foods increase the energy density of the diet and so could lead to excess 
energy intake and consequent weight gain. It might also be a factor of the amount of protein in 
the diet, with bottle feeding and early weaning increasing protein intake (breast milk provides a 
relatively high amount of energy from fat), which may reduce the age of adiposity rebound and 
increase the risk of subsequent obesity (Agostoni et al, 2005). Feeding style may also be 
important to the infant's risk of obesity. A "vigorous" feeding style (Agras et al, 1990), 
restrictive patterns causing upset to the baby (Wells et al, 1997) and a lack of control over the 
child's intake (Wardle et al, 2002) have all been associated with subsequent obesity. 
Sleep duration (as an infant) has been shown to have a negative independent association with 
the risk of childhood obesity (Sekine et al, 2002; Agras et al, 2004; Reilly et al, 2005). There 
are several different possible mechanisms for this effect. It may be due to growth hormone 
secretion being altered by the duration of sleep or because sleep reduces the child's exposure to 
obesogenic factors, such as evening food intake or it could be marker for another variable, such 
as levels of physical activity (more active, more sleep required). 
The family environment 
It has been shown that family structure, including the family size (Wolfe et al, 1994; Padez et al, 
2005), birth order of the child (Wang et al, 2006) as well as whether it is a single or joint parent 
family (Wolfe et al, 1994) may have an effect on childhood obesity. However relatively few 
studies have been undertaken and the results are inconsistent (Parsons et al, 1999; Lobstein et al, 
2004). 
Parent-child interactions, the quality of the home environment and the level of care provided 
within a family might also be affecting the behaviours related to the risk of obesity. These 
factors may have more of an impact on the risk of obesity than family structure or deprivation. 
For example, children with low cognitive stimulation are at increased risk of subsequent obesity 
(Strauss and Knight, 1999), as are children who suffer parental neglect (Lissau & Sorensen, 
1994). 
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Parenting styles may influence the food and exercise choices of a child. Each member of the 
family acts as a role model for the child, their behaviour reinforcing and supporting the 
development of diet and activity behaviours (Davison & Birch, 2002). The family members all 
share the same environment, which may encourage overeating or a sedentary lifestyle (Lake et 
al, 1997; Parsons et al, 1999; Hood et al, 2000; Wardle et at, 2001). Dietary and activity 
behaviours have been shown to "run" in families (Davison & Birch, 2001), primarily due to 
shared environmental factors rather than genetics (Franks et al, 2005), and parental diet and 
activity patterns can predict risk of obesity (Davison & Birch, 2002). 
Parental BMI (particularly maternal) has a strong positive association with childhood obesity 
(Maffeis et at, 1998, Strauss & Knight, 1999; Danielzik et at, 2004). This predictor is much 
stronger with young children (Whitaker et at, 1997), and if both parents are obese (Lake et at, 
1997; Wang et at, 2000). This latter increase is systematic - with two lean parents having the 
leanest children, two obese parents having the fattest children and children of one lean and one 
obese parent falling in between (Garn et at, 1976, Reilly et at, 2005). This relationship is 
largely due to lifestyle factors and parents' diet and activity patterns can be used to identify 
obesogenic or non-obesogenic family clusters, with children in an obesogenic family cluster 
have a higher risk of obesity (Davison & Birch, 2002). 
It is also worth noting that parents of overweight children tend not to recognise that their child 
has a weight problem (Etelson et al, 2003). However this was a small study with a sample of 
only 83 parents. Plus the recognition scale, used to determine the parents' perception of how 
overweight (or otherwise) their child was, tends to produce a normal distribution, whereas the 
actual BMI percentiles of the children in this sample do not appear to be normally distributed. 
Accordingly we might expect to see greater differential between the perceived and actual child 
weights at the heavier end of the scale in this study. Nevertheless a subsequent, larger, 
longitudinal study (Jeffery et al, 2005) using a five point scale questionnaire to determine 
parental perception of overweight also found that most of the overweight children (and one 
third/half of obese girlsiboys respectively) were judged by their parents to be of normal weight. 
These authors suggest that possible reasons for parental low recognition of a child's weight 
problem may be due to simple denial, an unwillingness to admit that there is a problem or even 
desensitisation to overweight because this state has become normal. 
Ethnicity could also be important. In the West, non-white children are more likely to be obese 
than white children, however this is largely to do with socio-economic differences, such as 
parental education and family income (Strauss & Knight, 1999, Strauss & Pollack, 2001; Booth 
et al, 2001; Ogden et al, 2002; Whincup et al, 2002), although increased prevalence of 
overweight and obesity after adjustment for socio-economic group has been reported among 
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Afro-Caribbean and Southern Asian ethnic groups (Saxena et al, 2004) and black girls (Wardle 
et al, 2006) in the UK. Further, the fact that obesity related diseases (such as type 2 diabetes or 
high blood pressure) are more common in people from the Indian subcontinent and that the risk 
of obesity related complications commences at lower BMI for these populations has 
implications for childhood obesity in these populations - and more research is required into this 
(Lobstein et al, 2004). 
The school environment 
The schools' policy (and/or national guidelines) to promote healthy eating might affect obesity 
levels. That is, the choice of foods available during the school day and the types of foods 
permitted for classroom events may also impact obesity rates. The availability of vending 
machines in schools is associated with an obesogenic environment, although not all the evidence 
supports this view (New and Livingstone, 2003). Children who attend breakfast clubs consume 
more fat and saturated fat than children who don't attend (Belderson et al, 2003). Children who 
bring a packed lunch to school consume a less healthy meal than those eating school dinners 
(Whincup et al, 2005). Externally available foods (i. e. local shops and children being allowed 
off school premises) may also impact food choices. 
School food policies that reduce availability of high fat and high sugar foods are connected with 
reduced buying of these items (Neumark-Sztainer et al, 2005). However a recent study by 
Gould et al (2006) of school meals in the UK found that two thirds of schools did not meet the 
government nutritional guidelines and deprivation was associated with the worst food provision 
and most unhealthy food choices. This suggests that nutritional standards in isolation do not 
facilitate healthy eating in schools. Enforcement of the guidelines as well as a pricing policy to 
encourage healthier food choice (or restrict unhealthy choices) is required to improve the 
nutrient intake of school children. 
Also nutritional and physical education might help to reduce risk of childhood obesity, by 
promoting healthy eating habits and body image, as well as providing opportunities for regular 
exercise. 
A study in primary schools in Leeds used a population-based approach to implement a health 
promotion programme to prevent risk factors for obesity (Sahota et al, 2001a). Positive changes 
were seen in school meals, tuck shops, and playground activities and the implementation of the 
programme was a success, yet only nominal behavioural changes were seen in the children 
(Sahota et al, 2001b). A national programme launched in Singapore to promote healthy 
lifestyles, "Trim and Fit", used similar methods to the Sahota study, as well as giving special 
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attention to overweight children (Toh et al, 2002). Conversely in Singapore obesity levels have 
fallen since the commencement of the programme, although this may be due to factors outside 
of the programme. Similarly school interventions have been run to affect children's activities 
outside of school. For example, Robinson (1999) ran an intervention aimed at reducing levels 
of TV viewing which resulted in a positive association between children changes in levels of 
TV viewing and adiposity. However often children return to baseline after the intervention 
stops. 
It has been shown that primary school children are more active at the weekend than on school 
days. So although schools are well placed to help tackle childhood obesity, school attendance 
actually limits levels of physical activity (Metcalf et al, 2002). That said, the level of timetabled 
physical activity at school does not affect the overall daily amount of activity undertaken by the 
child, as they compensate out of school (Mallam et al, 2003). Furthermore, although children 
who walk to primary school expend more energy on that journey than children who are driven, 
there is no difference between the two groups in total weekly physical activity levels. Again 
children are compensating elsewhere (Metcalf et al, 2004). 
Low achievers at school are more likely to become obese (Guillaume et al, 2002), although it is 
not clear whether the poor performance leads to obesity or vice versa (Mo-Suwan et al, 1999). 
The neighbourhood environment 
There are many different aspects of the neighbourhood that may impact levels of obesity in 
children. For example: 
(1) The availability of public transport affects many diet and exercise choices people make, for 
example with where to do the shopping, what to do with the children, etc. This impact is 
obviously larger on families without a car. 
(2) Food deserts are areas where there is low (or no) access to affordable, healthy food, 
particularly if the residents don't have access to a car or good public transport links. This 
may impact on the dietary choices of residents. 
(3) It may be that proximity to or access to parks and green spaces has an effect on obesity in 
children by impacting their physical activity levels (e. g. playing on swings) or diet (e. g. 
consuming ice creams and sugary drinks), although the little research that has been 
undertaken in this area tends not to show a relationship (Timperio et al, 2005). It is likely 
that perceived neighbourhood safety is a more important determinant of childhood obesity, 
but again the evidence is contrary (Burdette & Whitaker, 2005; Lumeng et at, 2006). 
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(4) Crime, both perceived and actual, can affect a parent's decision whether to let the child 
outside to play, as can road safety issues, such as safe road crossings, pavements and the 
speed of traffic (Timperiol et al, 2005). 
Deprivation is commonly associated with obesity, although the relationship is not 
straightforward, depending the timing of the outcome measure of obesity (that is, whether it is 
in childhood or adulthood). Also different authors use different measures of deprivation, 
ranging from a simplistic single indicator of socio-economic status (SES) as a proxy for 
deprivation to a more sophisticated indicator of deprivation by ranking several different factors. 
A thorough review in 1999 (Parsons et al, 1999) found a relationship between low socio- 
economic status (SES) in childhood and subsequent adulthood obesity, which concurs with 
subsequent work by Hardy et al (2000) and Okasha et al (2003), both using father's occupation 
as the indicator of childhood SES. This relationship was also shown more recently and using a 
more sophisticated indicator of deprivation (a ranking of three different factors - education 
level, occupation of head of household and current employment status) (Monden et al, 2006). 
This "SES of origin to subsequent adult obesity" relationship may be due to (1) confounding by 
parental body size (which insufficient studies have considered - Parsons et al, 1999), and (2) 
SES acting as a proxy for the effect of multiple adverse childhood circumstances, which are 
then manifesting as adult obesity in the long term (Power & Parsons, 2000). For example, it has 
been shown that there is a higher density of fast food outlets in poorer areas, which may 
(partially) explain the phenomenon (Reidpath et al, 2002). 
The 1999 review did not find any relationship between childhood SES and childhood obesity, 
although conversely several more recent studies have found that children with lower SES / more 
deprived backgrounds do have an increased risk of childhood obesity. Some used only a single 
indicator of SES as a proxy for deprivation. For example, household income has been shown to 
be a significant predictor of childhood obesity (inverse relationship) (Strauss & Knight, 1999; 
Stamatakis et al, 2005). Similarly using entitlement to free school meals as a proxy for income 
(Cecil et al, 2005). Cecil found that it was not that these deprived children weighed more than 
their more affluent peers, in fact the higher BMI was due to shorter height, suggesting possible 
nutrition related growth restriction in low income families. Also children from families with 
lower education levels have a higher risk of obesity (Danielzik et al, 2004; Lamerz et al, 2005; 
Romon et al, 2005). However, this effect could be mediated by confounding factors, such as 
low income and lower levels of cognitive stimulation (Strauss and Knight, 1999). Other studies 
have considered multiple SES factors as an index of deprivation. For example, studies using the 
Townsend Deprivation Score (an index score based on a combination of adult unemployment, 
household size, and car and home ownership) have shown that children from more deprived 
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areas have higher risk of obesity (despite lower birth weights) (Kinra et al, 2000; Kinra et al, 
2005). However if the deprivation index is based on the electoral ward of the school (rather 
than the home), no relationship with childhood obesity is present (Dummer et al, 2005). 
The increased prevalence of obesity in children from more deprived backgrounds could be due 
to a multitude of factors: dietary differences are often apparent; no safe play area for the child; 
lack of opportunity / funds for activities, so TV viewing is the primary leisure activity by 
default; food deserts (lack of accessible, affordable, healthy (low energy dense) food); 
constraints on calories per pound, which focuses purchases on energy dense foods. 
Also whilst deprivation is commonly associated with obesity, affluence has been less critically 
considered, yet there may also be a link. Certainly early work in Asia found such an association 
(Hakeem, 2001; Noor, 2002; Subramanian & Smith, 2006) although this could reflect cultural 
differences that are not prevalent in Western society (that is, whether fatness or thinness is more 
highly regarded). 
The macro environment 
The macro environment relates to those influences on childhood obesity outside of our direct 
control - namely industry, media and government. 
Industry. This aspect of the macro environment largely encompasses all levels of the food 
industry, from manufacture to retail outlets to eating out. However also included is price and 
availability of goods that reduce our energy expenditure. It encompasses many different issues, 
such as hidden fats and/or sugars in prepared foods and greater availability of energy dense 
foods, increased use of restaurants and fast food outlets, larger portions of food offering better 
"value" for money, poor labelling of foods, subsidised "bad" foods as loss leaders and 
expensive "good" foods, more frequent and widespread food purchasing opportunities, and 
cheap and easy access to labour saving devices / cars. 
It has already been discussed that a high dietary fat intake is associated with obesity (Tucker et 
al, 1997; Guillaume et al, 1998; McGloin et al, 2002) and that high fruit and vegetable 
consumption is negatively correlated (WHO, 2003). Additionally the rise in soft drink 
consumption has already been highlighted (Gregory & Lowe, 2000). Furthermore, sugar 
consumption in general (including sugar, corn sweeteners, honey and other edible syrups, 
excluding non-caloric sweeteners) has also increased substantially over the last twenty years, 
largely due to increased high-fructose corn syrup use in beverages, bakery products and 
processed and prepared foods (Coulston & Johnson, 2002). On top of this, advances in 
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technology have increased the availability of processed and prepared foods (Cawley, 2006). 
Accordingly, it follows that consuming a diet composed of a large quantity of processed and 
prepared foods with high "hidden" fat and sugar content (consumption of which has increased in 
recent years) may lead, perhaps unwittingly, to increased energy intake and so to obesity. 
Similarly a diet high in energy dense fast foods will also lead to increased fat consumption and 
higher energy intake, which may increase risk of obesity as well (Prentice & Jebb, 2003; 
Bowman et al, 2004; Ebbeling et al, 2004). Accordingly the fact that both eating out generally 
and fast food consumption have increased in recent years (St-Onge et al, 2003; Tillotson, 2004) 
should be of concern. Spending on eating in the home is now less than eating out spending 
(National Statistics, 2006). Furthermore high fast food outlet density in an area is negatively 
associated with SES, which in turn is considered a social determinant of obesity with, generally, 
a negative association between obesity and SES (Reidpath et al, 2002). 
Another factor contributing to increased energy intake, and thus highlighted as a plausible risk 
factor for obesity, is larger portion sizes (Hill & Peters, 1998; Ebbeling et al, 2002; Rolls et al, 
2004; Diliberti et al, 2004). This factor relates back to industry as the macro environment 
because most processed and prepared foods have seen rises in the standard portion size over the 
last twenty years (Young & Nestle, 2002; Young & Nestle, 2003), as have restaurant and fast 
food outlet portion sizes. The fact that many packaged foods contain multiple (not single) 
servings and that consumers do not recognize this exacerbates this problem (Pelletier et al, 
2004). As well as increasing energy intake on the eating occasion (of the product or at the 
premises), this may also have a knock on effect of increasing the expected portion size, or that 
considered appropriate, at a self-serve eating occasion (Geier et al, 2006). This occurrence of 
"portion distortion" varies for different foods but does show significant differences (mostly 
increases) in self serve portion sizes over the last two decades (Schwartz & Byrd-Bredbenner, 
2006). 
The question of food labelling is frequently discussed as a means to facilitate healthy food 
choices by the consumer. In the UK the Food Standards Agency has proposed a "traffic light" 
food labelling scheme in this regard. Whilst several retailers have agreed to introduce it on their 
own products, many other retailers and manufacturers are introducing their own labelling 
systems, which only serves to add to consumers confusion. Consumers have been shown to 
change their consumption patterns depending on the information given about the fat content of 
the food (Roefs & Jansen, 2004), although whether this translates into long term purchasing and 
consumption patterns remains to be seen. The evidence of providing dietary information about 
restaurant meals is hampered by the fact few restaurants provide this facility, particularly at 
point of purchase (Wootan et al, 2006), and it has been shown that consumers largely ignore or 
do not correctly understand restaurant food labelling (Krukowski et al, 2006). 
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Poor access to affordable, healthy food is considered to be a contributory factor to poor diet and 
obesity. Whilst the price of food in real terms has reduced, this is largely for "unhealthy" 
(energy dense, high fat, high sugar) foods (Cawley, 2006) and it has been shown that these 
"food deserts" do exist (for example, Clarke et al, 2002; Wrigley, 2002; Whelan et al, 2002). 
Improving access to food can increase fruit and vegetable intake, which also suggests that 
limited access to healthy, affordable food does affect the diet consumed (Wrigley et al, 2002). 
Also Sturm & Datar (2005) found that higher fruit and vegetable prices were positively 
correlated with change in BMI. Yet all the evidence does not agree, as some authors have not 
found a positive relationship between amount of fruit and vegetables consumed and food deserts 
(Pearson et al, 2005; Winkler et al, 2006), although the evidence does seem to be stronger in the 
USA (Cummins & Macintyre, 2006). A clear way to increase healthy choices over unhealthy 
choices is to provide an economic incentive, for example, healthy food subsidies and unhealthy 
food taxes. It was shown that young people do respond to this, with price rises reducing 
purchases of a particular food, and substitution between healthy and unhealthy foods occurring 
as prices rise or fall depending on the amount of disposable income (Epstein et al, 2006). 
Obesity is also promoted by industry in the macro environment by the more frequent and 
widespread food purchasing and consuming opportunities that currently exist. An extensive 
range of tasty, reasonably priced foods are accessible almost ubiquitously (Hill & Peters, 1998). 
On the other side of the coin, increased access to labour saving devices and use of cars has 
reduced levels of physical activity (WHO, 2004b), which is further impacted by less habitual 
energy expenditure (DiGuiseppi et al, 1997; WHO, 2004b). 
Given the food industries role in encouraging, or at least facilitating, obesogenic behaviour, 
accordingly they also have a role in preventing obesity. They could reduce the availability of 
high fat, high sugar, and energy dense foods. However, realistically this is not going to happen, 
as it would be too directly damaging to profits. More pragmatically, food companies could 
make more (in quantity) healthy and, importantly, cheap products available (rather than making 
these products a high profit margin alternative). Clear food labelling would also help. Finally, 
a more indirect role could be taken, with encouraging consumers to select healthy produce and 
to collaborate in research to increase our understanding about food and health (Dwyer & 
Ouyang, 2000). 
Media. There is a broad and strong impact of the media, both negative as well as positive. An 
example of the positive impact the media can have is the recent success of a UK TV chef in 
bringing the public's and government's attention to the poor diet given to children in schools, 
leading to changes in awareness of the issue as well as real changes. Food TV advertising, 
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especially that aimed at children, is a classic example of a negative impact of the media 
particularly as this is often for unhealthy foods (Linn, 2004; Neville et al, 2005), which can lead 
to unhealthy food choices (Lewis & Hill, 1998; Borzekowski & Robinson, 2001). Additionally 
advertisers often concentrate on building brand loyalty and "creating lifelong customers rather 
than generating immediate sales" (Connor, 2006), which means any resulting unhealthy food 
choices will be enduring. Furthermore TV programmes and advertisements may confuse or 
contradict the message about a healthy lifestyle (Dietz, 2001a). Advertisers refute the claim that 
they contribute to the obesity problem, stating that they cannot compel people into buying goods 
(Hoek & Gendall, 2006). However that response is illogical - if the adverts are not successful 
why would advertisers go to huge lengths and expense to build brands and advertise products? 
Excessive amounts of money are spent on advertising (especially when compared to 
governmental budgets for healthy food promotion). Also a review of the ecological evidences 
showed that there is a significant relationship between TV advertising and prevalence of 
overweight children (Lobstein & Dibb, 2005). All in all this suggests that in this day and age 
where obesity is a growing problem, TV advertising aimed at children should be limited, which 
probably needs to occur at a governmental level as voluntary codes are largely unsuccessful. 
Government. It is all well and good saying that diet and exercise are down to individual choice. 
But this approach is not working as demonstrated by the rising prevalence of obesity. 
Furthermore, in relation to children, their cognitive ability is not sufficiently developed to 
enable them to take the future consequences of their actions into account when evaluating what 
to do. Whilst it can be argued that parents therefore have a role in deciding what foods and how 
much exercise their children should take, arguably there is also a role for government to help 
children (and their parents) to make healthier choices (Cawley, 2006). Similarly as the market 
is not providing sufficient, clear, information to allow consumers to make rational, healthy 
choices, as demonstrated by food labelling confusions, then this also fuels the debate for more 
heavy-handed government intervention. 
If the fact that obesity is associated with increased morbidity and mortality is insufficient by 
itself to justify bringing obesity on to the government's agenda and for them to take action to 
reduce it, then maybe the economic implications tip the balance. The health care costs 
associated with obesity are increasing and are projected to grow rapidly (as discussed above). If 
prevention measures are not successful then these costs will need to be borne somehow (i. e. by 
the taxpayer) (Cawley, 2006). Furthermore the costs of obesity are lop-sided. On the one hand, 
even assuming the consumer has full information about the benefits of physical activity and a 
healthy diet as well as the detrimental health consequences of obesity, there will still be some 
people for whom an obesogenic lifestyle has the lowest "cost" (in terms of time, opportunity 
costs, and money) and so this is their optimal choice (Finkelstein et al, 2005). However it is not 
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an optional choice from a national viewpoint because, on the other hand, the taxpayer bears 
much of the monetary cost of obesity (Finkelstein et al, 2005). Accordingly it follows that there 
is a role for the government to intervene. 
The fact that the food industry sells energy dense, high fat, high sugar foods and energy saving / 
sedentary behaviour devices, such as cars, television sets and play stations, is not good reason 
for government intervention in the market. They sell these foods because there is demand for 
them. If consumers demanded healthy products then these would be provided - the strength of 
the diet industry reflects this. However, the food industry is not "playing fair". They have used 
complicated marketing and advertising practices to increase the amount people eat, whilst at the 
same time (in the US at least) lobbying government bodies responsible for providing dietary 
advice to consumers to ensure the message to reduce their energy intake does not get across 
(Elliot, 2003). These aggressive sales tactics are at least partly due to overproduction of food 
leading to intense competition to win sales (Nestle, 2003). This sales competition takes place 
through new or improved products, increased portions, health claims, advertising, campaigns at 
special groups such as children (Nestle, 2003), all the while aiming to increase prices as well as 
sales volumes. Furthermore government subsidies have facilitated the increased manufacture of 
cheap, high fat and sugar snacks and drinks (Rigby et al, 2004). Industry (i. e. agriculture, food 
production and retail, restaurants, diet, pharmaceuticals) do not benefit if society were to eat less 
(Nestle, 2003). Accordingly they strongly lobby government to ensure little (no) action is taken 
to discourage overeating (Nestle, 2003; Weiss & Smith, 2004), as there would be serious 
economic consequences for them if obesity reduced. In view of this lack of fair play, industry 
cannot be relied upon to comply with any voluntary codes of practice to reduce obesity and 
obligatory policies need to be established. However the obesity issue is highly political. The 
(potential? ) conflict of interest between governmental funding and influences from food 
companies and the government's responsibility to protect the public need to be borne in mind. 
This leads to a "policy paradox" whereby governments support food industry as well as making 
lifestyle recommendations to maximise population health (Rigby et al, 2004) and has lead to 
governments taking action contrary to best practice for consumer health and more akin to 
helping boost food companies' balance sheets (Boseley, 2004). 
Litigation also has a role to play in protecting public health, particularly when government 
policy is non-existent or insufficient (Daynard et al, 2004). A classic example of this is with the 
tobacco industry. Whilst a move towards the prolific litigation culture of the USA is perhaps 
not desirable, nevertheless litigation can help to increase public awareness of the issue and to 
improve self-regulation of industry, eventually restraining those practices that are detrimental to 
consumers. For example, leading food companies to rework their merchandise and marketing 
methods because, with the obesity issue, potential lawsuits are likely to include "unfair and 
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deceptive trade practice" (Daynard et al, 2004). Indeed, it was the wrongdoings of the tobacco 
manufacturers, rather than the health risks of tobacco, that resulted in successful litigation 
against tobacco companies (Daynard et al, 2004). The food companies consider litigation a very 
real threat, as demonstrated by their attempts to try to prevent it from being allowed (Kelly & 
Smith, 2004; Nelson, 2004). 
At the present time turning around public perception of the acceptability of overeating and 
sedentary behaviour leading to obesity might seem an impossible task. Imagine changing social 
norms about the (un)acceptability of using a car for a short journey rather than walking. 
However, so too was changing attitudes to smoking and drink driving, but both have been very 
successful (albeit not entirely eliminated). It is argued that the only way we will see a radical 
reduction in obesity rates is to implement radical policy changes, to regulate food production, 
marketing and consumption (Davey, 2004). This view was corroborated in a recent debate at 
the International Conference of Obesity held in Sydney where there was an overwhelming 
majority in favour of a more "heavy hand" of government than that which currently exists 
across many different countries. Regulation can transform an environment in an instant (Hayne 
et al, 2004). It could be used to create leptogenic environments, in the same way that we now 
have smoke-free environments and clean water (Davey, 2004). But is there the political will to 
do what is necessary to fight obesity? There are many conflicts of interest. 
There are many possible government interventions that may help to prevent obesity. It is 
important that policy does not solely focus on changing individuals' behaviour, but that it also 
looks at the role of industry and media in order to make changes at these levels as well. 
In relation to the impact of television and physical activity on childhood obesity there are 
several suggestions. Ban (or at least more heavily regulate) advertising of unhealthy foods 
aimed at children, especially in schools and on television (Butler, 2004; Davey, 2004; 
Finkelstein et al, 2004; Hayne et al, 2004; Tillotson, 2004; Weiss & Smith, 2004). Additionally 
any food advertising to children that is permitted could be taxed, with the proceeds being used 
to fund healthy lifestyle initiatives and education (Hayne et al, 2004). Proactively, public 
service announcements could be shown during children's programming to promote healthy 
eating and physical activity (Pratt et al, 2004). Changes to the physical environment may also 
help to prevent obesity (Hayne et al, 2004). More pavements, less parking, more "park and 
ride" schemes, more parks, etc, may all promote a more active lifestyle. 
The school environment is an important influence on children. Accordingly it may be helpful to 
ban unhealthy products from school vending machines (or even a total ban) (Butler, 2004; 
Finkelstein et al, 2004, Hayne et al, 2004, Tillotson, 2004; Weiss & Smith, 2004). Clear, 
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enforced, nutritional guidelines for healthy school dinners are required (Finkelstein et al, 2004; 
Hayne et al, 2004; Weiss & Smith, 2004), whilst providing the schools with the tools required to 
prepare these meals. The implementation of healthy eating schemes may also be beneficial. 
For example, in the UK, there are several such schemes, including the new Healthy Start 
Scheme, the continuation of the National School Fruit and Vegetable Scheme, and Food in 
Schools as part of the Healthy Schools Initiative. Compulsory physical education and nutrition 
classes in schools may also make a difference to the obesity epidemic (Hayne et al, 2004). The 
nutrition classes should include how to read food labels, as this will facilitate healthier food 
choices. This obviously also necessitates clear nutrition labels to be provided by the food 
industry (Butler, 2004; Hayne et al, 2004), which probably needs legislation to ensure it 
happens in a coordinated, comprehensible manner. 
Whilst the use of tariffs or import bans cannot be used to control consumption due to the 
implications on global trade (Rigby et al, 2004), this does not prevent the use of taxes to tackle 
obesity. A "fat tax" could be put on unhealthy (energy dense, high fat or high sugar) foods, 
which could fund, at least in part, these obesity prevention strategies (Davey, 2004; Finkelstein 
et al, 2004; Tillotson, 2004; Weiss & Smith, 2004). Whilst this is often dismissed as a "stealth" 
tax on the poor, if an economic viewpoint is taken, then it is suggested that no amount of 
increased education or clear nutritional information will change the dietary and activity choices 
some individuals make (Finkelstein et al, 2005), in which case financial incentives (or 
disincentives) are required. Also deprivation is strongly correlated with obesity, with an 
unhealthy diet being an inexpensive diet (Drewnowski, 2004), so there is an argument to 
implement policies that have a larger effect on low socio-economic groups. A similar tax could 
be levied on products that promote sedentary activity (Finkelstein et al, 2004; Pratt et al, 2004). 
The other side of this coin is to change the way agriculture subsidies work to reduce the retail 
costs of fruit and vegetables and to discourage, rather than support, the marketing of obesogenic 
foods (Kelley & Smith, 2004). Given the tripartite conflict of interests between consumers, 
industry and governments, which initiatives will be more successful? A supply side stance 
(such as restricting food advertising) or demand side (healthy eating education) or a 
combination of both (Tillotson, 2004). Also can these initiatives work given the existing 
influential economic and agriculture policies? 
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2.8 Conclusion 
From both the perspective of the increased health risk to the individual and the high economic 
cost of treatment of obesity and related diseases, it is important that obesity is preferentially 
prevented from occurring, whilst nevertheless implementing treatment programmes in parallel 
as current rates of obesity are already high and we can not ignore these patients. However, 
going forward, prevention will be more effective in children as obese children tend to become 
obese adults and it may be that behavioural patterns that determine obesity are set in childhood. 
Further, as the bulk of the population are predisposed to become obese, particularly if living in 
an obesogenic environment, then obesity is likely to be an important public health issue for 
some time to come. 
The present review has looked at the different levels of behaviours leading to obesity, which 
helps us to understand why the aetiology is so complex and that potential causal factors should 
not be considered in isolation as the interaction between these factors is important. Many 
studies have looked at simple, single or bivariate relationships with obesity, rather than 
considering the multiple factors that actually comprise the aetiology of childhood obesity and 
considering their inter-relationship and their relative importance. If we don't understand how 
these factors interact, or the relative strength of different obesogenic factors, we can't predict 
the outcome for any one individual. 
This review of the aetiology of childhood obesity considered physical activity, diet and various 
obesogenic environments. Strong predictors of obesity were found to be high amounts of 
sedentary time, snacking, skipping meals, portion sizes, energy density of foods/meals and 
potentially a high sugar consumption. Also various obesogenic environments may be impacting 
a child's risk of obesity. Unfavourable conditions in the foetal environment are a risk factor for 
subsequent obesity. Infant postnatal weight gain can follow a high-risk pattern -a warning sign 
for subsequent obesity is when a child is becoming increasingly fat when his/her peers are 
generally showing a reduction in fatness (i. e. between around 6 months and 5 years old), plus if 
this fatness is developing when other children are tending to decrease fat it is probably a 
warning of persistent obesity (Lobstein et al, 2004). Breast feeding may have a protective 
effect, although this effect may be due to confounding by maternal diabetes or BMI. Similarly 
longer sleep duration seems to be protective, but may be a marker for other factors. Parental 
BMI has a strong positive association with childhood obesity and familial similarity in 
behaviour can predict risk of obesity. The literature supports the view that low SES and/or 
deprivation in childhood in the home environment is associated with childhood obesity as well 
as subsequent obesity in adulthood. However many studies take a too simplistic approach to 
defining deprivation and insufficient consideration of possible confounding factors, such as 
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parental BMI. Also the school environment may influence prevalence of obesity, although the 
evidence is weaker, but nevertheless schools can be used as a platform to help prevent obesity. 
Developments in industry, stemming from economic growth, serve to enhance consumption and 
are aspired to by developing countries, yet are contributing to our obesity problems. 
Government led regulation and industry self-regulation can help to level this playing field, albeit 
many conflicts of interest exist. Further, the extensive, robust impact of the media cannot be 
ignored. 
This review emphasizes the need for multi-level approaches if we truly want to prevent 
childhood obesity. It also serves to highlight that there is a need to extend the current research 
base in order to build a well-founded framework to form the basis of a strategy for the 
prevention of childhood obesity, in particular to be able to address measurable, changeable 
environments in order that viable, long-term, population level prevention strategies can be 
successfully implemented. 
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3.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is not to give an exhaustive review of the geography of health, as 
this would be too broad a remit and would not permit any in depth consideration of pertinent 
topics. Instead it seeks to review selective areas of the geography of health that can be applied 
to the geography of obesity. In reviewing the vast literature of geography of health, the focus 
has been placed on how health geography provides information about spatial variations in health 
outcomes and risk factors, and how this relates to the environment. 
This chapter starts by providing a definition of the broad concept of the geography of health, 
before moving on to consider selective areas of health geography that can be applied to obesity, 
in particular examining the composition and contextual effects debate, followed by a 
consideration of how social capital may add a further dimension to the explanations of 
differences in health. The issue of spatial scale is also addressed. Next, an overview of the 
geography of obesity literature follows, focusing on spatial analysis of food access, green space 
availability, neighbourhood characteristics, and degree of urbanization, as well as examining the 
effect of multiple environmental determinants on obesity. Obesity has risen rapidly in recent 
years and there is growing evidence of spatial variations worldwide. These studies increase 
understanding about aetiology of obesity and can distinguish between individual and 
environmental impacts. Finally there is a discussion about how this analysis can add value to 
obesity research and prevention initiatives. 
3.2 The geography of health 
Health geography is the application of geographical information, perspectives and methods to 
the study of health, disease and health care. The study is considered a sub-discipline of human 
geography, however, it draws from many different fields to elucidate the research, such as 
epidemiology, sociology, ecology and statistics. Health geography research is diverse and 
wide-ranging (Asthana et al, 2002). It can provide a spatial understanding of a population's 
health, the distribution of disease in an area, and the environment's effect on health and disease. 
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It provides the ability to find and comprehend patterns of disease or health behaviours, 
highlighting any inequalities. It also deals with accessibility to health care and spatial 
distribution of health care providers and services. This research is undertaken using both 
qualitative and/or quantitative methods. 
3.2.1 Compositional or contextual? 
There is a large literature contending that our environment, particularly that of our place of 
residence or school/work, impacts on health related behaviour and therefore health outcomes 
(Macintyre et at, 2002; Mohan et al, 2005). This is a relatively new area of research (with no 
such articles on Medline bibliographic database until 1993 (Pickle et al, 2005)), although this 
recognition of the impact of geography on disease dates back to the 1800s, with John Snow and 
his cholera maps. This increased interest in the effect of place on health seems to stem from the 
publication of the Black Report some 28 years ago (Black et al, 1980). Since then many 
authors have shown that deprivation is related to mortality (UK examples include: Dorling et al, 
2000; Senior et a, 2000; Maheswaran et al, 2002; Woods et al, 2005) as well as to specific 
health outcomes (Cooper et al, 2000; Lostao et al, 2001; Benigni & Giuliani, 2002; Home et al, 
2004; Shang et al, 2004; Tseng et at, 2006). The health impact of place has wide-ranging 
effects, including physical, psychological, social, spiritual and aesthetic (Frumkin, 2003). 
An important debate within health geography is that of whether the environment has 
compositional or contextual effects on health. That is, the issue of whether individual or area 
effects on health predominate. Accordingly, the compositional school of thought is that 
individuals have risks of ill health, therefore an area's ill health is reflective of that of the 
individuals who live (or work, as appropriate) there. For example, do obese people congregate 
in similar locations? Conversely, the contextual theory is that living (or working) in an area 
imposes ill health on that area's residents. For example, do certain attributes of places cause its 
inhabitants to become obese? That is, does the environment increase the risk of obesity (or have 
a protective effect) (contextual), or are risk factors simply inherent to the individual 
(compositional); are people living in poor communities more obese because of lower socio- 
economic status, or because there is something intrinsically unhealthy about living in such 
communities? 
The literature is not conclusive on this point. Mitchell et al (2000) argue that mortality is 
entirely due to compositional effects, and several other authors have also emphasised the 
significance of standardising the age-sex distribution and the socio-economic factors of an area 
before comparisons can be made (Hayes, 1991; Shouls et al, 1996). However a further body of 
literature concludes that area of residence does have an effect over and above effects of 
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population composition (Reading et al, 1999; Pickett & Pearl, 2001; Subramania et al, 2001; 
Maclntyre et at, 2002). 
3.2.2 Social capital 
Extending from the debate regarding the issue of the relative importance of individual- or area- 
level effects on health, follows the question regarding the impact of social capital. It has been 
suggested that the social environment may play a role in rationalising the differences in health 
between places and populations. The sense of worth of the individual and/or the social unity of 
the community may be detrimentally impacted by social inequalities, particularly in relation to 
income (Mohan et al, 2005). Accordingly social capital may explain the connection between 
social inequality and health. 
"Trust, connection and reciprocity" are the fundamental concepts of social capital (Ziersch et al, 
2005), and the over-riding philosophy of it is that benefits and obligations are bestowed on 
individuals through membership of a social group (Have & Shiell, 2000). High levels of social 
capital confers benefits on the individuals/communities associated with it (Mohan et al, 2005) 
for a variety of reasons, including social trust, assisting coordination and communication, and 
developing a broader sense of self thereby encouraging collective behaviours (Putman, 1995). 
It is a hypothesis that has been interpreted at both the area and individual levels (Baum & 
Ziersch, 2003). As an individual construct, social capital focuses on the resources (potential and 
actual) that individuals amass due to their belonging to social networks (Bourdieu, 1986). 
Conversely, social capital as a community construct focuses on the strength and structure of 
social ties. Putman (1995) defines it as "features of social organization such as networks, 
norms, and social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit". 
Accordingly social capital has been measured at different geographic scales, from the local, 
neighbourhood to the national level (Kawachi et al, 1997; Ellaway & MacIntyre, 1999; 
Subramanian et al, 2001). 
The differences in definitions make it difficult to assess the relationship between social capital 
and health. A number of studies have shown a relationship between indicators of social capital 
and health (Rietschlin, 1998; Gattrell et al, 2000; Joshi et al, 2000; Hyppa & Maki, 2001), but 
the results are not universal with some studies showing no or inconsistent associations (Ellaway 
& Maclntyre, 1999; Baum et al, 2000; Veenstra, 2000). 
Wallace & Wallace (1997) discuss how the break down of social and community factors can 
lead to unhealthy behaviours, which in turn loops back further breaking down social & 
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community factors, thereby exacerbating the vicious circle. Environments (social, political, 
economic, etc) progressively change (many small changes to many different factors) and one 
final small change acts as a "trigger point" in unbalancing the network, tipping the balance into 
"unhealthy". The occurrence of this trigger point is critical in whether a disease becomes 
endemic or not. Using obesity as an example, this condition could exist in a population for a 
long time, and as long as each case lead to, on average, just one new case, the prevalence of the 
condition remains stable. But if circumstances change, say the safe cut-through to school gets 
built on so children have to be driven to school, drug use increases in an area making it unsafe 
for children to play outside, a fish and chip shop opens directly outside the secondary schools, 
then this could cumulatively be sufficient to unhinge the disease and cause a massive increase in 
obesity. Accordingly we need to understand these environmental factors, or the "upstream" 
factors (so from the above example, why did drug use increase and why did urban planners not 
consider the impact on walkability by building near a school? ), in order to understand the 
mechanism of disease (Gattrell, 2005), and in this case the obesity epidemic. 
3.2.3 Scale of analyses 
Spatial data are often considered at the macro level (e. g. county level), largely because of the 
absence of routinely available small area health data (e. g. super output area, postal sector), and 
to a lesser degree due to a lack of spatial analysis skills or awareness amongst health researchers 
/ epidemiologists. This means that monitoring and targeting are being undertaken at relatively 
crude geographical scales, which are often too large to be considered neighbourhoods (for 
example, the difference between a ward in the UK with an average population of around 2400 
people, with the local "neighbourhood" of probably only a few streets). However, health 
behaviours are not homogeneous across space and this lack of uniformity is exacerbated the 
larger the study area unit, and it is debateable at what point the analysis becomes so large that it 
is "global" rather than "local" (e. g. county vs. postal sector). A key advantage of undertaking 
spatial analysis of health data at the micro scale is that this facilitates focus on key problem 
areas, rather than relying on averages for the whole region as per a global analysis. To 
generalise for a whole city would mean that health professionals / planners could miss small 
problem areas. 
3.3 The Geography of obesity 
Health geography concepts are applicable to the study of obesity. In particular, geographic 
information system (GIS) and spatial analysis techniques can be used to model the obesogenic 
environment. This is particularly useful as obesity is such a complex interaction between 
biophysical, social, environmental and psychological factors. There are several different areas 
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of obesity research where spatial analysis has been undertaken, including food access, green 
space availability, neighbourhood characteristics, and degree of urbanization, as well as 
examining the effect of multiple environmental determinants on obesity. 
Poor access to affordable, healthy food is considered to be a contributory factor to poor diet, 
poor health and obesity. It has been shown that these "food deserts" exist (for example, Clarke 
et al, 2002; Wrigley, 2002; Whelan et al, 2002). Improving access to food can increase fruit and 
vegetable intake, which also suggests that limited access to healthy, affordable food does affect 
the diet consumed (Wrigley et al, 2002). Also Sturm & Datar (2005) found that higher fruit and 
vegetable prices were positively correlated with change in BMI. Yet all the evidence does not 
agree with other authors not finding a positive relationship. For example, Pearson et al (2005) 
did not find an association between the amount of fruit and vegetables consumed and food 
desert features (namely, access to supermarkets, fruit and vegetable price, deprivation) in the 
UK, neither did Winkler et al (2006) in Australia (considering distance, shop density and 
opening hours) despite considering areas of differing socioeconomic disadvantage, although the 
evidence does seem to be stronger in the USA (Cummins & Macintyre, 2006). 
Likewise, the relationship between green spaces and obesity has been considered. A start was 
made at this by Liu et al (2002), reporting in that paper the impact of proximity to "play 
spaces", however as they used BMI rather than a BMI standard deviation score to define 
overweight and obesity in children their results are unreliable, but the concept is reasonable. A 
more thorough examination of park space was undertaken by Coen & Ross (2006), although this 
study considered the association with health rather than obesity. They concluded that parks in 
areas of poor health showed material disadvantages compared to those in healthy areas. 
It has been shown that neighbourhood characteristics, such as deprivation, impact behaviours 
that effect health, such as walking and smoking (Ross, 2000). Deprivation is commonly 
associated with obesity, although the relationship is not straightforward, depending on the 
timing of the outcome measure of obesity (that is, whether it is in childhood or adulthood) 
(Parsons et al, 1999; Hardy et al, 2000; Okasha et al, 2003; Monden et al, 2006). Also different 
authors use different measures of deprivation, ranging from a simplistic single indicator of 
socio-economic status (SES) as a proxy for deprivation (Romon et al, 2005; Strauss & Knight, 
1999; Danielzik et al, 2004; Cecil et al, 2005; Lamerz et al, 2005; Stamatakis et al, 2005) to a 
more sophisticated indicator of deprivation by ranking several different factors (Kinra et al, 
2000; Dummer et al, 2005; Kinra et al, 2005). Few studies have considered specific 
characteristics of the environment, namely the impact of road safety issues on obesity (Timperio 
et al, 2005). 
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Furthermore overcrowding, poverty, migration, pollution, housing, employment can all create 
environmental changes that may initiate the breakdown of community factors that adversely 
impact health. This is encapsulated in the term "urbanisation", which relates to the 
concentration of populations into towns/cities and the corresponding changes associated with 
this: migration; transformation of the economic and physical organisation of the city; changes in 
behaviour of populations due to "urban-living" (Asthana et at, 2002). It is likely that these 
behavioural changes effect health behaviours and so the probability of disease. This potential 
role of urbanization in the aetiology of obesity also needs to be considered in light of urban 
regeneration and whether this supposedly positive urban change impacts health (Curtis et at, 
2002). In this vein levels of urban sprawl (that is, the amount of developed land for a given 
constant population), which is a relatively recent phenomena and reduces accessibility of work, 
school and social activities by foot, have been showed to be positively associated with obesity in 
the USA (Vandegrift & Yoked, 2004), where walkability is more of a universal issue than in the 
UK. Similarly the term "globalisation" recapitulates how activities and decisions in one area of 
the globe are having a considerable impact in locations that are far-away (Asthana et at, 2002). 
States and societies are now more interconnected and interdependent that they once were. 
Global pandemics of disease exist, with obesity perhaps being a classic example as prevalence 
of obesity in Europe rapidly catches up with that in the USA. 
Other studies have looked at multiple aspects of an obesogenic environment rather than single 
attributes, which is more realistic as environmental factors do not operate to shape our health 
behaviours in isolation. Geographic clustering of environments were determined and compared 
with different health outcomes, including obesity, in Nashville, Tennessee. Point (individual) 
data for health outcomes were aggregated to census units, and compared to aggregate census 
data for that unit. The 136 census data were amalgamated and categorised into 12 definitions of 
"poverty, crowding, urban core, low SES, aging residential, family residential, born outside 
Tennessee, immigrants, rental units, rental costs, intelligensia and accumulated wealth" 
(Schlundt et al, 2006). They found that locations with poor health (albeit self reported) were 
associated with poverty, crowding, aging infrastructure and low levels of education. Similarly 
Nelson et at (2006) have modelled the obesogenic environment. Instead of using aggregated 
census variables to illustrate neighbourhoods, the authors used cluster analysis procedures to 
identify six different environment patterns related to physical activity levels and obesity using 
eight different residential variables (income, race, education, SES, crime rates, road type, 
walkability and recreation facilities). The data showed significant differences in physical 
activity levels and obesity between the different neighbourhood patterns. 
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3.4 Discussion 
Recent UK White Papers (DH, 2004; DH, 2008) outline a number of actions to tackle key 
current public health issues; of which obesity is high up the agenda. This shift in government 
health policy (in the UK at least) away from considering isolated disease groupings towards a 
population approach that considers the determinants of health will require massive change at all 
levels as solutions to health problems lie in many places (Hawe & Shiell, 2000). 
Furthermore, whilst it may be possible to identify individual level determinants of health, very 
often it is not possible to modify these factors or behaviours. Accordingly interventions need to 
occur at a higher level (the "upstream" factors), changing the cultural, social, and physical 
factors that also affect health, thereby considering the determinants of health at the population 
level rather than individual level. It should be remembered that area level variables are not the 
same as individual level variables (Robert, 1999), plus the location of individuals is not random 
(Propper et al, 2005). In considering the compositional and contextual debate and weighing the 
evidence, it can be reasoned that the health (or ill health) of an area is composed of a 
combination of the health profiles and health behaviours of the residents together with 
environmental factors of the locality e. g. access to green spaces, number of primary health care 
facilities, pollution levels, etc. 
The issue of compositional or contextual effects of the environment on a population's health can 
be elucidated by establishing the extent of spatial variation of, say obesity, in an area 
(Yiannakouliasa et al, 2003). Individual level variation in disease is less likely to be explained 
by contextual effects where there is minimal spatial variation, but if there is significant spatial 
variation, then it is possible to consider the contextual effects and whether or how such variation 
is explained by place. Accordingly it is preferable that analyses would contain data on both 
community and individual attributes, modelling the two simultaneously in order to glean the 
most information about health determinants. Plus, importantly, it is at the contextual level 
where public health measures can be most effectively introduced, rather than trying to change 
the behaviour of individuals directly. 
A consideration of social capital can make an important contribution to an understanding about 
health inequalities. The concept of social capital may help to focus interventions to redress 
health inequalities at the level of community rather than focusing on trying to change 
individuals' behaviour (Hawe & Shiell, 2000). 
There is a strong case for relationships existing between different aspects of the environment 
and obesity. The obesity studies do not necessarily indicate causality; nevertheless they do 
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provide more detail about correlations between environmental factors and obesity and also 
suggest that overcoming social and economic challenges would facilitate the reduction of health 
inequalities. Furthermore the consideration of environmental patterns, rather than single socio- 
economic variables, more closely simulates the real world and real environments in which 
people live and work. Environmental factors cannot, and do not, operate in isolation. As such, 
a combined effect needs to be considered. A nutritional analogy is looking at dietary patterns 
(such as a Mediterranean diet, traditional British diet, etc) rather than individual nutrients. 
Rather than focusing on the "downstream" outcomes of individual behaviours or lifestyles, 
better understanding of the "upstream" factors that tip environments into obesogenic 
environments is required, and whether any trigger points or thresholds exist. 
Illuminating how people react and interact with the environment to the benefit or detriment of 
their health may not provide a complete solution to understanding the obesity problem, but it 
does provide an enhanced platform for analysis, evaluation and decision-making in health 
planning. Furthermore as public health embraces the micro level spatial analysis concept and 
moves to a more local approach, this will facilitate more focused and detailed health planning. 
It enables governments and health professionals to response to local differences in health 
behaviours, and to develop and implement more targeted interventions and health policies for 
prevention. 
This is a time when many different literatures are coming together, and through this 
combination of expertise the field of obesity prevention has much to gain with a little innovative 
thinking and challenging of traditional analysis. Looking forward, the geography of obesity 
should have a role in improving our knowledge about the aetiology of obesity (i. e. "spatial 
epidemiology" works alongside, not instead of, traditional epidemiology). These are additional 
erudite ways of conceptualising and devising population-level and place-level interventions and 
health policies to help prevent obesity, which may assist in transforming the propensity of 
interventions to focus too much on individual-level activities. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Obesity in children is a rapidly growing problem in the UK and worldwide and has been 
increasing at accelerating rates in more recent years. It is associated with a number of co- 
morbidities in childhood and with increased risk of adult disease, particularly cardiovascular 
disease, hypertension and type 2 diabetes (Lobstein et al, 2004). On top of this treating obesity 
and obesity related diseases is expensive; the total cost of treating obesity in the UK was £3.3- 
3.7 billion in 2002 and is estimated to increase to £7 billion by 2020 (Select Committee Report, 
2004). The Foresight report (2007) has now increased this estimate to £45.5 billion by 2050. 
Reducing childhood obesity and health inequalities are at the centre of the UK government's 
health policy, with halting growth in childhood obesity is a prime objective. To be able to 
assess whether this is achieved and whether interventions to reduce the prevalence of childhood 
obesity are successful, then accurate and comprehensive data are required at both baseline and 
after the changes are made. To drill down into potential inequalities in health data, these data 
need to be considered at the micro-level rather than taking averages for a whole city whereby 
pockets of problem areas could be missed. 
There are two key objectives for this chapter. The first is to consider the potential to use 
routinely collected data to monitor trends in obesity and the second is to increase our 
understanding about obesity and associated inequalities. 
This chapter firstly outlines the use of routinely collected data to monitor childhood obesity, and 
then the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and spatial statistics to analyse health 
data together with an exploration of the problems associated with this type of analysis. Then the 
methodology is described, starting with a description of the sources of data used, followed by an 
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explanation of the analysis undertaken. These analyses lead to the identification of "hot" and 
"cold" spots of problem areas at the residential micro-level and enable consideration of how 
populations in these areas differ. The data are considered at school level in chapter 5. Finally 
the discussion section puts the results into context of the existing body of work and an 
indication of the insights that these results give to the understanding of the whole area is given. 
4.2 Background 
4.2.1 Use of routinely collected data to monitor childhood obesity 
In the UK the National Child Health Computer System (NCHCS) is used to record the results of 
regular health check ups for children, which should be undertaken on all children when the child 
is at specific ages (which varies across the country), but generally weight and height (amongst 
other things) are measured at regular intervals from birth until school entry, with some areas 
also measuring older children (7 and 11 years). Each Primary Care Trust (PCT) is responsible 
for collecting its own data. Therefore the quality of the data varies across the country 
(confirmed by interviews with PCT personnel responsible for managing the NCHCS). Also 
recently the government has introduced a new monitoring of heights and weights of 11 year 
olds, the National Child Measurement Programme (NCMP) (http: H%vww. ncmp. ic. nhs. uk/), 
again intended as 100% coverage. 
Three studies have specifically looked at using this population data to monitor trends in obesity 
across the UK, although with differing results. Banerjec et al (2003) showed poor coverage 
(c. 67%) of weight and height measurements in the South Wales (Rhondda & Taff Ely) area, 
either because no height and/or weight measurements were taken (for example, if the child did 
not attend school on the day of measurement) or because the data had not been input into the 
NCHCS (remaining as inaccessible paper records) due to lack of resources to undertake the data 
input. Height was considered secondary to weight (as not all those weighed had their height 
recorded), which obviously means BMI cannot be calculated. Similarly Blundred et al (2001) 
examined data in the Wirral Health Authority of the North West region from 1989 to 1998 and 
also found low coverage. They had to exclude 25% of the records due to missing or inaccurate 
data (15% did not have full data recorded; 9% had incorrect age data; 1% had unfeasible weight 
or height data). Jones et al (2005) had a completely different experience however, also in the 
South Wales (Swansea, Neath and Port Talbot) area. This database had a much higher coverage 
of height and weight data (87%-99%) than that reported by Banerjec (2003) in neighbouring 
localities. However there were still many measurement errors, only some of which were 
obvious (e. g. when a later height measurement was less than the earlier one; or when weight 
and, more frequently, height data had been recorded incorrectly, usually as the result of 
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incorrect placing of decimal points). It was suggested (Betts, 2003) that the NCHCS should 
have been developed with the ability to reject obviously wrong entries, as well as to highlight 
those in the highest and lowest centiles. 
Other authors suggest that routinely collected data are inadequate for monitoring trends in 
childhood obesity, suggesting that the data are too inaccurate, and that school entry age (which 
is when routine measurements are taken) is too young as levels of obesity are low relative to 
later in childhood (Rudolf et al, 2006). In view of the fact that the average child visits their 
general practitioner 15 times up to the age of 14 years, there are many opportunities for 
measurement (Betts, 2003). However, as the data are showing significant increases in obesity in 
young children (i. e. by school entry) (Blundred et al, 2001), then monitoring does 
(additionally? ) need to take place in these young age groups, which will also facilitate the 
design of interventions targeted at this young age group if there is to be hope of having an 
impact on the rising prevalence of obesity. 
Given the investment already made to measuring height and weight at school entry and in 
infants, to ignore this source of data would be a huge waste of resources. Accordingly this 
study reviews the quality of the NCHCS records in the Leeds primary care trusts and considers 
whether it is possible to use these data to monitor trends in obesity and, importantly the 
obesogenic environment, in young children in the UK. 
4.2.2 Spatial analysis of health data 
Spatial scale is important when considering health data, as it may be that variables that 
illuminate variation in disease at one scale may not be relevant at a different scale (Gatrell, 
2002). For example, differences in disease prevalence between countries may be a function of 
levels of government spending on health; variations within a small region may be due to 
environmental variables. Areas of high and low rates of disease may give clues regarding 
causation (Gatrell & Loytonen, 1998). The scale of analysis (or level of aggregation) is a trade- 
off between specificity and precision (Wilkinson et al, 1998). The smaller the area the more 
specific the results to that population, but the greater the imprecision and potential for bias due 
to small number problems. 
There is much discussion in the health geography literature (Gatrell 2002 is a good starting 
point) about whether health variations from place to place are due to compositional or 
contextual effects. The former being that these spatial health variations are due to different 
types of people living in different places and the latter that they are due to places themselves 
differing in terms of the quality of the environment or other attributes. In reality it is likely to be 
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a combination of both effects: individual health behaviour choices will vary from person to 
person (although one might expect them to be similar in a small, homogenous area such as 
output area, where the population have broadly similar census-type characteristics) 
(compositional), and will be impacted by the environment around them (contextual) (see Figure 
2.7, the ecology model of health behaviours in chapter 2). The key point is that if a particular 
area has a high prevalence of disease, then rather than taking a total population approach, it 
makes more sense to strategically target those high-risk populations (a good example is the 
dental caries programme where 90% of the disease is concentrated in 10% of the child 
population and targeting has successfully controlled the problem (Tickle, 2002)). 
A map of disease incidence or prevalence (the latter being more useful for slow developing, 
chronic conditions like obesity) may show spatial patterns or clusters (spatial autocorrelation), 
which in turn may give clues about the disease aetiology. Positive spatial autocorrelation is 
where similar values inhabit adjacent positions on a map. Negative spatial autocorrelation is 
where high and low values are located adjacently. That is, spatial autocorrelation exists when 
the location of disease cases are dependent on the location of other disease cases, such as with 
an infectious disease where an infected individual is likely to infect those living close by, or if 
obesity were caused by a lack of walkability in an area then all residents of areas of low 
walkability are likely to be equally effected. There is no spatial autocorrelation if the 
arrangement of values is completely random. The smaller the spatial units (finer geography of 
analysis) the increased likelihood that close spatial units are dependent. It is this lack of 
independence inherent in spatial data that affects the statistical methodologies that can be used 
to analyse the data. Events distributed over space tend to not be independent. This leads to 
problems with statistical analysis that assumes independence (Fischer et al, 1996). If spatial 
autocorrelation is ignored, the confidence in the risk relationships will be overestimated with 
biased p-values that are too small, providing "statistically significant" results when none exist 
(Kulldorf, 2006). 
Using a spatial scan statistic to search for hot spots of high prevalence of disease is effectively 
looking for local spatial autocorrelation (Rigby & Gatrell, 2000). In looking for hot spots of 
high prevalence of disease, it is geographical clusters of data that should be considered, not 
simply clusters of data. If it were the latter then neural networks would be a suitable technique 
to use. The use of spatial statistical techniques, such as Spatial Scan Statistic (SaTScan) 
(Kulldorff, 1997), FleXscan (Tango & Takahashi, 2005) or WinBUGs (Cowles, 2004) enable us 
to identify any significant spatial or temporal clusters of high prevalence of the condition or 
disease (the software for each is freely available from the Internet, see Kulldorff & IMS (2005), 
Takahashi, Yokoyama & Tango (2005) and Spiegelhalter, Thomas, Best & Lunn (2002), 
respectively). Of these three, SaTScan is best suited for the purpose of this thesis: WinBUGS is 
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not "user friendly" and best suited to use by a statistician; the data do not require a flexible 
cluster shape (such as if disease followed the course of a river), so FleXscan is not appropriate; 
furthermore SaTScan enables different models to be used, such as a Bernoulli, Normal, Poisson 
and Exponential. 
However, the use of spatial data is not without its problems: confidentiality of patients is a 
primary concern, which can lead to use of aggregated data, rather than data for each individual, 
and the problems associated with it (e. g. loss of detail, or imputation to prevent identification of 
individuals). The methodologies used to integrate data and present the results are important as 
they can affect the interpretations. For example, the scale used in creating a map can generate 
very different visual patterns. Finally, and probably the least easily resolved, migration can be a 
major issue when dealing with chronic disease patterns, although hopefully in the analysis of 
child data, as in this thesis, this is less of an issue. 
Health data can be identified geographically, for example, through use of residential ward or 
postcode. However the finer the geographical resolution the concern about patient 
confidentiality increases. Nevertheless full postcode data can be converted to Cartesian 
coordinates (for the centroid of the postcode) and mapped to an acceptable approximation whilst 
retaining acceptable levels of patients' confidentiality. Due to this concern over the protection 
of patients' confidentiality, individual level health data are not always available for analysis. 
The data supplied for research are often aggregated to areal units, such as wards. Using 
appropriate spatial analytical techniques, the data can then be used to answer health questions of 
interest. However, investigating data grouped into areal units is plagued with several problems, 
the major ones being the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP), ecological fallacy and small 
number problems. 
The MAUP occur when analysing data by area (point data aggregated to areal units) and 
different results are obtained depending how the areal units are configured; that is, where 
boundaries are, which is a relatively arbitrary choice i. e. areal units are "modifiable" 
(Openshaw, 1983). In addition to the usual sources of bias that affect individual level data (e. g. 
selection bias, observation bias, interviewer bias, recall bias) there is the problem of "ecological 
fallacy" with aggregated areal data. This is the failure of the expected ecologic effect (i. e. at 
population or community level) estimates to reflect the biologic effect at the individual level 
(Rothman & Greenland, 1998) and is due to heterogeneity within areal units. The size of areal 
units is important: smaller areas are more homogenous, but then run into small number 
problems. A common problem with working with relatively small areal units (or small number 
of population at risk) is the misclassification of risk estimates. These may lead to extreme risk 
estimates for areas with small population or small number of cases (Gatrell, 2002). The small 
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number problem is essentially a problem of scale, because as the size of the areal units 
increases, so does the number of cases within the unit (for example, there are more cases of 
obesity in the UK than at ward level). With analysis at the micro-level, where there are only a 
handful of cases per area, then estimates of disease risk become unstable (since the addition or 
subtraction of just one case can greatly affect the estimate). Almost by definition there are 
going to be a small number of events (e. g. cases of obesity) in a small area with a small 
population; so analysis at the micro-level is going to have problems with producing sufficient 
numbers for analysis (Carstairs 1981). The data will consequently have large standard errors. 
There are two key ways to minimise the effect of this small numbers problem and to increase 
precision. One is to aggregate data where possible: to extend data collection over several years 
or to work at a coarser geographical scale (although the latter point is not of help if looking for 
micro-level hot spots of disease). The other is to use statistical shrinkage methodologies to 
shrink unstable disease estimates toward the population mean rate; that is, to use Empirical 
Bayes estimation. Empirical Bayes estimation method is a "smoothing" approach that gives risk 
estimates based on mean risks of the area unit and that of neighbouring areas (Leyland & 
Davies, 2005). In this way it prevents undue attention being focussed on areas with small 
numbers. An Empirical Bayes variation is estimated from the variation in the data itself: the 
data for small numbers is pooled across areas to provide a more stable estimate of the rate. To 
put it another way, Empirical Bayes works by "borrowing strength" from areas where there are 
large numbers measured to improve the data in areas with low numbers measured. There are 
four possible methods to smooth data using Empirical Bayes; one global and three local 
techniques. Global smoothing causes the rates to be smoothed based on all geographical areas 
(i. e. using the mean for the study area). Local smoothing permits smoothing to be limited to a 
subset of the areas based on different criteria, either based on population limits, distance or a 
particular field in the dataset. The type of smoothing chosen will depend upon the needs of the 
user and the characteristics of the data. 
Data integration, that is the process of making different data sets compatible with each other, 
needs to be undertaken with care - at best it can be a headache, and at worst can make the 
analysis invalid. This problem is caused by various factors, such as different spatial referencing 
systems, different degrees of generalisation, locational errors, and different temporal coverage 
(Fischer et al, 1996). Similarly the presentation of data using maps can present a number of 
difficulties, for example in the choice of number of classes used, class intervals, and colour 
scheme, as these affect how the map is read or perceived (Cliff et al, 1998; Monmonier 1996). 
The most commonly used method for visualising areal-based data is the thematic, or choropleth 
map. In this map the areal units are classified and coloured (or shaded) according to the value 
of a particular attribute under investigation. However large areas on maps may be sparsely 
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populated (rural areas) and yet these areas can visually dominate the map to the detriment of the 
more densely populated, smaller, urban areas, where the attribute being mapped may be of more 
relevance. Some human geographers, notably Prof D. Dorling, have introduced the use of novel 
cartographic techniques where areas are re-sized according to the subject of interest, such as 
population size (cartograms rather than thematic choropleth maps) (Dorling, 1995); however 
these techniques do not come with the standard mapping software and their use is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. 
Last but not least, migration can be a major issue when looking at chronic disease data, such as 
obesity. This time lag, or latency period of disease, between exposure to pathogen and 
appearance of symptoms can be many years. Current health may reflect where the person used 
to live, perhaps many years ago, rather than their current place of residence. This issue is 
acerbated when looking at small areas, as people tend to move small distances. The 
achievement of reliable results in epidemiological research without the use of accurate personal 
histories (which would be too time consuming and costly to obtain, not to mention unfeasible), 
including migration data, is very difficult. 
In conclusion, despite the many potential problems of analysing spatial data, with careful choice 
of statistical methods and choosing relatively homogenous areal units to examine, taking health 
data down to the micro-level can add invaluable knowledge about the location of hot spots of 
high prevalence of disease, which can help with the design and implementation of health 
policies that best target resources to those most at need or the most high-risk populations, and 
also with increasing knowledge about disease causation. 
4.3 Methodology 
4.3.1 Study Area 
The study area covers the 33 Leeds wards (see Figure 4.1). Leeds is a large city in the North of 
England with a diverse population in terms of affluence and ethnicity. This area has been 
selected for largely pragmatic reasons associated with proximity to and connections with the 
University of Leeds. Also it is a large enough area to highlight differences, covering a variety 
of different demographic and socio-economic factors, as well as to make an important 
contribution to national knowledge about childhood obesity. The analysis is undertaken at ward 
(N=33), lower super output area (N=476) and output area (N=2440) level. 
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Figure 4.1. Map of the study area, which consists of the 33 wards in Leeds, Yorkshire. The study area is 
highlighted within the context of the outline of England and Wales. The top left corner illustrates the 
ward boundaries at a larger scale. 
4.3.2 Sources of Data 
Childhood obesity will be described using body mass index (BMI) (weight (kg)/height (m)), 
which is a measure for obesity (as described in chapter 2). There are three key sources of child 
BMI data used in this study: 
1 The BMI data for 3 to 6 year olds were obtained from primary care trusts' (PCTs) records 
of routinely collected data for children born since 1995 (the PCTs' data on older children 
are sporadic). 
The National Child Health Computer System (NCHCS) has been used since 1986 to record 
the results of regular health check ups for children. PCTs routinely measure (heights and 
weights) children to monitor their progress, comparing it to "norms" using growth charts 
for the British dataset (see Figure 2.1 in chapter 2) for gender and age. These charts include 
nine centile curves based on divisions of two thirds of a standard deviation, thus ranging 
from the 0.4th to 99.6th centile. Age and gender specific BMI cut offs define overweight 
as above the 91" centile and obesity as above the 98`f' centile (Cole et al, 1995). The 
specific ages at which children are routinely measured varies from PCT to PCT and can 
vary from year to year. Until September 2004 Leeds health visitors would measure weight 
and height (amongst other things) at birth, 6 weeks, 7 months, 18 months and 3 years old. 
Since then these examinations are only done at 6 weeks and 2 years old. Similarly until the 
end of 2003 Leeds school nurses were encouraged to measure children at reception (5 years 
old), Year 3 (7 years old) and Year 7 (11 years old), and since then they only measure 
children at reception and Year 6. These (primary) school-entry medicals have been 
consistently offered, but are not obligatory, either on the part of the school or the family. It 
is not clear how aggressively families who fail to turn up for appointments are followed up. 
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Data on older children are sporadic and unreliable. Unfortunately many of these Leeds 
records, particularly for 3 year olds, have not (yet) been transposed onto the NCHCS, 
remaining as inaccessible paper records (we did not examine any paper records). Recently 
the UK Department of Health took the (controversial) step of introducing monitoring for 
obesity in primary schools (NCMP), which may prove useful for future analysis, but are 
not included in this study as the data were not available in time. 
BMI data for 3 to 6 year olds were obtained from the NCHCS records of routinely 
collected data for children in the Leeds PCTs born since 1995, in order that serial cross- 
sectional analyses could be undertaken. The only exclusion criteria was if the child had 
subsequently died, primarily because the cause of death would be unknown yet it might 
have affected their growth or weight and so bias the results. As well as height and weight 
data for each child, we also collected data on gender, age (calculated from the date of birth 
and date of the examination), and full postcode. Data were provided by year of birth. 
Initially children were excluded who were too young or old for our study (under 2.5 years; 
over 6.5 years). We also removed duplicate entries for the same measurement date for a 
child (this was due to a different entry being made on the system for each health 
practitioner who was present at the examination). This left us with the number of children 
who were measured by year of birth, which was required to calculate the proportion of 
total children who had been measured, determined using annual births and by census data. 
Then the data were sorted by year of measurement using Microsoft Excel 2000. 
Children's records with no height and/or weight data were excluded. If children had been 
measured more than once in the same year, the duplicate entries (randomly chosen) were 
excluded. These repeated measurements were scrutinised for cases in which the second 
height measurement was less than the first as an indication of the frequency of at least one 
obvious measurement error (in which case both records were excluded). The results for 
BMI were scrutinised for outliers. It was clear that weight and, more frequently, height 
data had at times been logged inaccurately, giving rise to unlikely BMI results. These 
mistakes seemed to arise due to the incorrect placing of decimal points. Accordingly a 
correction formula (multiplication of the weight entry by 10,100, or 1000, as appropriate, 
and division of the height entry by 10) was applied to adjust for this. Following on from 
these adjustments, in order to remove the effect of remaining outliers that were also due to 
incorrect data entry, the data were reexamined and entries with an unfeasible BMI (BMI 
standard deviation score > +/- 4.00) were excluded. Finally entries where the child lived 
outside of the study area or where no, or incomplete, postcode information was provided 
were also excluded. 
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2 The "Trends" study measures BMI in a sample of 5,9 and 13 year olds in Leeds (Rudolf et 
al, 1999; Rudolf et al, 2006). Data are available for use in this study that was collected in 
2004 and 2005. 
The Trends project in Leeds has collected growth data on school children in thirty-five 
primary schools and five secondary schools during 2004 and 2005 (the 2006 data were not 
available in time for this study). The aim of the project was to construct a simple, 
reproducible method to monitor trends in childhood obesity in light of the governmental 
target to stop the rise in childhood obesity by 2010 (Rudolf et at, 2006). Ten of the 
primary schools (for the 2004 study) and the secondary schools were selected as a 
purposive sample; a further 25 schools were randomly selected by computer from the 
remaining 230 state primary schools across the city for the 2005 sample. Agreement had 
been obtained from the head teachers and governors of each school for a specially trained 
health care assistant and scribe to measure children in reception class (age 5 years) and in 
Year 4 (age 9 years) and Year 8 (13 years old). "Opt out" consent was obtained from 
parents, and measurements were made in the summer term (April - June). Children, 
wearing light clothing only and no shoes, were measured. Height was taken to 0.1cm 
accuracy using a freestanding stadiometer (Raven Dunmow) and weight to 0.1kg, as 
previously described (Rudolf et al, 2003). As well as height and weight data for each child, 
data on gender, age (calculated from the date of birth and date of the examination), and full 
postcode were also collected. Children's ethnicity was determined from school records. 
All children with no or incorrect postcode data were excluded from the dataset, as were 
children living outside of the study area. 
3 The "RADs" (Rugby League and Athletics Development Scheme) study measures BMI 
(amongst other things) in a sample of 11 year olds in Leeds. Data are available for use in 
this study that were collected in 2004-06. 
The RADs project in Leeds has collected growth data on school children in thirty-nine 
different secondary schools during 2004,2005 and 2006. Originally the RADs programme 
was set up (in 2004) to identify athletically talented children starting secondary school in 
Leeds who were then offered a place on a sports development programme. Given that each 
year approximately 5000 children commence their secondary school studies, it became 
clear that these data also provided a means to evaluate risk factors associated with 
prevalence of overweight and obesity, so the purpose of the programme evolved. 
Agreement was obtained from each school to participate in the programme and "opt out" 
consent was obtained from parents. Children, wearing light clothing only and no shoes, 
were measured. Height was taken to 0.1cm accuracy using a freestanding stadiometer and 
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weight to 0.1kg. The same equipment was consistently used by especially trained staff. 
Also measured was percentage body fat using bio-electrical impedance, waist 
circumference (at the top of the hip), plus there were a range of sport performance tests to 
assess speed, power and coordination. The following additional information was also 
collected from East Leeds PCT for each child: gender, age (calculated from the date of 
birth and date of the examination), and full residential postcode were also collected. All 
children with no or incorrect postcode data were excluded from the dataset, as were 
children living outside of the study area. Similarly if no date of birth, height or weight data 
were collected, then the child was excluded from this analysis. I 
No children were contacted, and no new measurements were taken. All data were anonymised 
and a unique identifying number given to each child. Residential Census 2001 low super output 
area (SOA) and output area (OA) zones were allocated to each child using the X/Y coordinates 
of their full postcode. Ethical approval was obtained from Leeds (East) Research Ethics 
Committee. 
This analysis also uses census data to facilitate an understanding of the trends and patterns of 
obesity that emerge. In the absence of individual socio-economic status (SES) data, micro-level 
area based SES was used to proxy the individual socio-economic characteristics. There were 
two types of these data: the Index of Deprivation and the Open Area Classification "Super 
Groups". The Index of Deprivation 2004 (Communities and Local Government, 2004) was 
used to assign a measure of SES based on the child's full postcode of residence. A higher Index 
of Deprivation score indicates a more deprived area. The Index of Deprivation contains 7 
domains built from 37 social, economic and environmental indicators, derived from the 2001 
census data. The domains and their weights (the degree of importance attached to each domain 
in constructing the index) are as follows: Income deprivation 22.5%; Employment deprivation 
22.5%; Health deprivation 13.5%; Education skills and training deprivation 13.5%; Barriers to 
housing and services 9.3%; Living environment deprivation 9.3%; Crime 9.3%. This index is 
provided at SOA level (of which there are 476 in the study area), which is a new census 
boundary designed to facilitate comparisons across the country. They have a minimum 
population of 1000 individuals, with a mean of 1500. They are built from groups of output 
areas (typically 4-6) and contain homogenous populations with similar socio-economic 
characteristics. 
Demographic data is available from the 2001 census. However there is a vast amount of census 
data and the inter-relationships between multiple variables is important, as none exist in an area 
in isolation. Accordingly this analysis also used another index in the analysis that, like the 
Index of Deprivation, also seeks to summarise multiple characteristics of a micro-locality: the 
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National Statistics 2001 Open Area Classification of Output Areas (Vickers & Rees, 2007). 
This is a powerful and effective way of summarising the complexity of census data, providing a 
straightforward indicator of the features of the area and of the likeness between areas. Forty- 
one census variables are used in the index, namely: demographic attributes (including, age, 
ethnicity, country of birth, and population density); household composition (including, living 
arrangements, family type, and family size); housing characteristics (including, tenure, type & 
size, and quality/overcrowding); socio-economic traits (including, education, socio-economic 
class, car ownership & commuting, and health & care); and employment attributes (including, 
level of economic activity, and employment class type) (Vickers, 2007). The index is created 
by firstly finding, for each output area, the other output areas with which it is most similar, then 
by secondly grouping these output areas into a three-tier hierarchy: seven clusters of Super 
Groups (OAC super groups); twenty one clusters of Groups; fifty two clusters of Sub-Groups. 
This analysis uses the seven Super Groups, which are classified as follows: 1: blue collar 
communities; 2: city living; 3: countryside; 4: prospering suburbs; 5: constrained by 
circumstances; 6: typical traits; 7: multicultural. These titles broadly summarise the 
characteristics (41 census variables) of the Super Groups (for full details see slides 15-21, 
http: //www. reallifemethods. ac. uk/ training/workshops/geodemographics/documents/vickers- 
geodemographics. pdf). 
4.3.3 Analysis of Data 
There are three components of this analysis: Firstly an analysis of the coverage and usability of 
the routinely collected data is undertaken. Secondly the data are considered on a global basis; 
that is, for the whole of Leeds without consideration of spatial scale. This includes an analysis 
of the change in childhood obesity in Leeds over time and for different age groups of children. 
Thirdly the data are investigated at a local level; the data are mapped to visualise any spatial 
patterns using different definitions of childhood obesity (proportion of obese children; 
proportion of overweight and obese children; mean BMI standard deviation score) at both SOA 
and ward levels. The use of different scales enables the pros and cons of micro-level analysis to 
be considered. Also the data are tested for significant micro-level hot spots of childhood obesity 
using a spatial scan statistic, again using all three definitions of childhood obesity. Plus a multi- 
level model is constructed to allow for covariates (deprivation and OAC super groups) and the 
resulting adjusted hot and cold spots are described. 
1. Routine Data Coverage: 
Coverage (the proportion of children on the system who had a record of sex, height, and weight) 
was calculated for each measurement year for the routinely collected data. This calculation was 
not pertinent to the other two BMI datasets as they were samples. Three different measures of 
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coverage were calculated. The "normal" method is to calculate the proportion of children with 
height and weight data against all of the children for that age / year on the NCHCS system. 
However in this study the "birth" and "census" coverages were also calculated. The birth 
coverage uses the total number of children born in Leeds in the corresponding year of birth as 
the denominator. Similarly the census coverage uses the total number of children of 
corresponding age living in Leeds in the measurement year. 
2. Global Analysis: 
Body mass index (BMI) was calculated and converted to standard deviation scores (BMI SDS) 
using the UK 1990 growth references (Freeman et at, 1995; Cole et al, 1995) to allow for 
statistical computation of children of different ages and sex. Mean age, height, weight, BMI 
and BMI SDS was calculated for each measurement year of the routinely collected data, and for 
each age group for the three childhood "obesity" datasets. The proportions of children falling 
into each BMI category were calculated. These categories were defined as follows: "obese" is 
above the 98th centile (equivalent to BMI SDS > 2.00); "overweight" is above the 91st centile 
(equivalent to BMI SDS >_ 1.33); "acceptable" was taken as below the 91st centile (equivalent to 
BMI SDS < 1.33) (see Figure 2.1). 
As the routinely collected data were provided over six years, this enabled serial cross-sectional 
analyses of the proportion of children in the various BMI categories over time to be considered 
using a logistic regression model; time trends were investigated using "year of measurement" as 
a covariate. Using data from all three childhood obesity datasets enabled analysis of the 
proportion of children in the various BMI categories in five discrete age groups (namely, 3 
years, 5 years, 9 years, 11 years and 13 years), which were analysed with logistic regression 
models. In both regression models differences between boys and girls were also allowed for. 
Descriptive analysis of the two census derived indices was also undertaken. Mean deprivation 
score was calculated. The global relationship between deprivation and mean BMI SDS was 
analysed using a linear regression model. Similarly the odds ratios between deprivation 
(dichotomised as affluent / deprived i. e. a score greater or less than 30) and numbers of obese, 
and overweight and obese, were calculated. The OAC super groups were tabulated and mean 
BMI SDS and deprivation calculated for location and for study population. 
3. Spatial Analysis: 
The spatial analysis complements and extends the global analysis by considering the data at the 
residential micro-level. Small number problems prevent individual age group or measurement 
year analysis (even after allowing for an Empirical Bayes smoothing technique), so the data will 
be considered cumulatively using all three aggregated datasets. 
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A GIS (ArcGIS version 9.0) was used to summarise the childhood obesity datasets for the 
residential analysis at various spatial scales (ward, SOA, and output area levels, as appropriate). 
The residential location of each measured child was determined by linking each child's 
residential full postcode centroid to the relevant OA using GIS software. Ward and SOA data 
ties in with the OA data. Mean BMI SDS was calculated for each residential SOA and ward, as 
was the proportion of (measured) children in each BMI category (obese, overweight, 
acceptable). In view of the small aggregate numbers involved (which remains an issue despite 
using cumulative data) the data were smoothed using an Empirical Bayes technique. Given the 
reason for the smoothing is concern over the small numbers measured, a local smoothing based 
on population limits (using the number of children measured as the population variable) was 
used. In this way the smoothing searches the neighbouring areas (for each area, e. g. SOA, in 
turn) until it is at least equal to the population limit set. Then each population area and its 
neighbouring areas that meet the population limits are referred to as a group and smoothing 
takes place within this group. The process is iterative. 
Firstly the data were mapped (using ArcGIS version 9) at residential level showing the 
proportion obese, proportion overweight and obese, and the mean BMI SDS. This identifies 
any spatial patterns across the study area. These residential analyses were undertaken at SOA 
and ward level, to highlight the extra information provided by undertaking analysis at the 
smaller scale. Deprivation and the OAC super groups were also mapped at SOA and OA levels 
respectively. The boundary data for the study area were downloaded from UKBORDERS (an 
online digital UK boundaries provider) in a form compatible for use with ArcGIS V. 9.0 
software. Secondly, to examine whether any residential spatial clusters of high prevalence of 
childhood obesity, "hot spots", are significant, a Spatial Scan Statistic software (SaTScan) was 
used to search for spatial clusters only (no temporal analysis were attempted due to small 
number issues) and to test whether they were statistically significant. The SaTScan User Guide 
(Kulldorf, 2006) provides a comprehensive explanation of how to use the software. 
SaTScan will run analysis to search for hot spots at the individual as well as the aggregate level. 
Arguably, analysis at the individual level is more precise as there are no MAUPs (that is, 
aggregate boundaries are, at the end of the day, arbitrary and use of different boundaries could 
create different clusters). With the SaTScan software the data may be either aggregated (e. g. at 
the census tract) or there may be unique coordinates for each observation. The "individual" data 
in this study used the postcode to identify each individuals' residential location (which are not 
unique). With 33,594 children in the dataset, there are 9,651 different postcodes; accordingly 
hot spot analysis at the "individual" level would really be aggregated at postcode level. By 
using a micro-scale aggregation minimises the effect of arbitrary geographical aggregation of 
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the data; the finer the geographical resolution of the input data, the better able SaTScan is to 
evaluate different, smaller or larger, aggregations of data through its continually moving circular 
window. Note, the stability of the results of SaTScan depend upon the population sizes of the 
circles the model creates and not on the geographic resolution of the input data. However the 
resolution of the postcode unit was too fine for SaTScan (it crashed). In addition, these 
boundaries do not align with the OA/SOA/ward boundaries used by other data in the analysis. 
As such, it is better to aggregate to OA level (which still have 2440 unique locations), which is a 
micro-level geographical boundary that can tie in with other data that we are considering (rather 
than confusing the issue by using non-aligning geographic boundaries). 
SaTScan can run many different types of probability model. Applicable to this study's data set 
were the Bernoulli model and the Normal model. The Bernoulli model can be used when the 
data consists of individuals with or without the disease in question (i. e. obesity, or obesity and 
overweight). For the purpose of the SaTScan model, those without the disease are "controls". 
The Normal model is suitable for continuous data that can be positive or negative values (i. e. 
mean BMI SDS). As clustering is obviously going to occur in highly populated areas, such as 
towns, the methodology to identify hot spots needs to be able to determine if the clustering is 
above that expected based on the population distribution, which both the Bernoulli and Normal 
SaTScan models do take into account (by considering the location of controls as well as cases, 
and by using a standardised statistic, respectively). Three SaTScan models were run. Two 
Bernoulli models were run: cases were number of obese children, and obese and overweight 
children (using the Empirical Bayes smoothed data); controls were the rest of the population in 
each OA (so all non-obese children and all acceptably categorised children respectively); the 
"geo" file was the Cartesian coordinates for the centre of each OA that had children measured. 
The third model run was a Normal model: cases were the number of children measured in each 
OA, with an attribute for mean BMI SDS (smoothed using Empirical Bayes) for each OA; no 
control file was required; same "geo" file as the previous models. All models used a maximum 
spatial cluster size of "°50% population at risk", which is the default setting and the least 
arbitrary choice, as in this way SaTScan will evaluate very small and very large clusters plus 
everything in between. No geographic overlap of clusters was permitted. Maps showing the 
location of all significant clusters were produced using ArcGIS v. 9. 
Last, but not least, in order to investigate whether there is any relationship between residential 
obesity and/or overweight and deprivation or OAC super groups, multi-level modelling 
techniques (Rasbash et al, 2004) were then employed. This allows the dependency inherent in 
child observations nested within the same SOA to be taken into account. That is, it partitions the 
variation in obesity across each of the hierarchies, thus respecting the natural aggregation of the 
data (children at level 1, nested within SOAs at level 2) leading to less erroneous inferences 
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than if the natural ordering had not been accounted for. MLwiN version 2.0 was used based on 
a 2-level (child within SOA) hierarchical linear model. The independent variable was the BMI 
SDS of each child. The explanatory variables used in the model were deprivation score and 
OAC super group (7 categories). The analysis was undertaken at SOA level rather than OA 
level partly due to the increased small number problems at OA and also because MLwiN 
software could not handle that number of children and area levels. The residuals were examined 
to highlight any resulting hot and cold spots of childhood obesity (i. e. areas where BMI SDS 
was higher/lower than expected given the deprivation and OAC super groups). These results 
were mapped and the cluster characteristics summarised to facilitate comparisons. 
4.4 Results 
The routinely collected data were cleaned. Table 4.1 shows by year of measurement the number 
of children present on the NCHCS (for example, in 2000, n=5069) (total n=42396), the number 
with a record of weight and height (n=30811), and the number that were excluded for various 
reasons: due to duplicate entries in the same measurement year (n=317); because their BMI 
SDS was outside of a plausible range (> +/- 4.00) (n=322); postcode issues (i. e. postcode 
outside the study area, and no or incomplete postcode provided) (n=796). Whilst in eliminating 
BMI SDS outliers there is a slight risk that exceptionally sized children are omitted from the 
analysis, thus underestimating the childhood obesity problem, it is more important that the 
numerous incorrect data entries are excluded. The total number of child weight and height 
records deemed usable was 29376. A large proportion of the "clean" data were adjusted for 
errors in data entry (the most common being height entered in mm rather than cm). 
Similarly the Trends and RADs datasets were also cleaned; but as these data were from recent, 
well-organised and run, studies there was much less cleaning required. On the other hand, there 
were fewer records to use. Table 4.2 shows the number of children measured as part of the 
Trends and RADs studies by age group (n=17,938), the number that were excluded for various 
reasons: due to no or incomplete postcode (n=5,959); living outside the study area (n=583); 
those with missing height, weight or date of birth data (n=7,493). The total number of child 
weight and height records deemed usable for this analysis was 10,458 (79% of useable records). 
All children measured by the RADs project in 2004 were excluded (not included in Table 4.2) 
because no date of birth data were collected. It should be remembered that these studies were 
not designed with this analysis in mind, which is why key data were missing in relatively large 
numbers. The response rates for both studies was high: the Trends project approached a sample 
of 35 primary and secondary schools and the RADs programme had participation from 22 
(52%), 33 (79%) and 32 (76%) secondary schools in Leeds in 2004,2005 and 2006 
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respectively. For both studies, the majority (over 95%) of pupils within the relevant classes in 
those schools participated. 
3-6 year olds Year of measurem ent 
; 1999 2000 2001 I 2003 
No. of children recorded on the 
system (no duplicates) 3636 6268 5069 7832 8335 11256 42396 
No. with record of weight & 
height 2324 3107 3779 6208 6333 9060 30811 
% with weight & height data 63.9% 49.6% 74.6% 79.3% 76.0% 80.5% 72.7% 
No. of records excluded: 
Duplicate entries 5 41 33 47 72 119 317 
BMI SDS too low / high 42 67 35 37 63 78 322 
Postcode outside study area 31 28 61 103 127 152 502 
No or incomplete postcode 21 32 34 56 64 87 294 
Total no. of records excluded 99 168 163 243 326 436 1435 
% excluded 2.7% 2.7% 3.2% 3.1% 3.9% 3.9% 3.4% 
Final no. of records 2225 2939 3616 5965 6007 8624 29376 
% on system that are clean 95.7% 94.6% 95.7% 96.1% 94.9% 95.2% 95.3% 
Table 4.1. Details of the 3-6 year old children with height and weight records on the NCHCS (routinely 
recorded data) by year of measurement, highlighting entries that were excluded. 
1 
vears I years 13 years Total 
No. of children measured 1120 1247 10830 904 14101 
No with height, weight & age data 1120 1247 9892 904 13163 
% with full data 100% 100% 91.3% 100% 93.3% 
No. of records excluded: 
Postcode outside study area 28 39 512 4 583 
No or incomplete postcode 28 19 1935 140 2122 
Total no. of records excluded 56 58 2447 144 2705 
% excluded 5.0% 4.7% 24.7% 15.9% 20.6% 
No of usable records 1064 1189 7445 760 10458 
% of useable records 95.0% 95.3% 75.3% 84.1% 79.4% 
Table 4.2. Details of the children with height and weight records measured as part of the Trends project 
(5,9, and 13 years old) in 2004 and 2005 and the RADS project (11 years old) in 2005 and 2006, 
highlighting entries that were excluded. 667 and 271 children measured in the RADs study did not have 
height/weight data or date of birth (respectively). 
4.4.1 Routine Data Coverage 
The routinely collected data's coverage numbers for 3 and 5 year olds (as these are the age 
groups targeted by the primary care trusts for measurement) were calculated by three different 
methods: normal, birth and census. The birth and census coverage figures are much lower than 
the "normal" calculation coverage values (see Table 4.3). For 3 year olds, normal coverage 
varied from 51% to 79% (mean 72%). However birth coverage was only in the range of 12% to 
40% (mean 22%). For 5 year olds, normal coverage varied from 57% to 95% (mean 92%). 
Birth coverage had a wide range at 5% to 54% (mean 35%), although if the latter two years of 
data collection, where coverage suddenly fell to 5% (most likely due to the data for the current 
year not being input into the NCHCS yet), are excluded, the range for 5 year olds is a more 
robust 44% to 54% (mean 50%). The census and birth coverage figures are similar. 
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4.4.2 Global Analysis 
For the serial cross-sectional routinely measured data mean age, height, weight, BMI and BMI 
SDS at the beginning of the period were 3.1 years, 95.4cm, 15.0 kg, 16.4 kg m2 and 0.231 
respectively, compared with 4.7 years, 106.4 cm, 18.8 kg, 16.6 kg m-2 and 0.464 respectively at 
the end of the study period (1998-2003) (see Table 4.4). Similarly using the data from all three 
obesity datasets, the mean for age, height, weight, BMI and BMI SDS was calculated by age 
group; these statistics rise as the children get older (see Table 4.5). 
1 year 1 
Final no. of records 
% on system that are clean 
1998 
2225 
95.7 
1999 
2939 
94.6 
Year of meas 
2000 
3616 
95.7 
urement 
2001 
5965 
96.1 
2002 
6007 
94.9 
2003 
8624 
95.2 
Mean age (years) 3.1 3.5 4.7 5.1 5.1 4.7 
Age range 2.6; 3.9 2.6; 5.0 2.7; 6.0 2.8; 6.4 2.7; 6.5 2.5; 6.5 
Mean height (cm) 95.4 98.7 105.9 109.0 108.9 106.4 
Height range 79; 114 74; 124 67; 130 . 78; 132 71; 150 81; 141 Mean weight (kg) 15.0 16.0 18.4 19.5 19.6 18.8 
Weight range 10; 26 10; 34 8; 36 10; 42 9; 37 10; 47 
Mean BMI (Kg/m2) 16.4 16.4 16.4 16.4 16.5 16.6 
BMI range 12; 23 12; 25 12; 25 12; 27 11; 25 12; 27 
Mean BMI SDS 0.231 0.273 0.383 0.429 0.525 0.464 
BMI SDS range -3.8; 4.0 -3.9; 4.0 3.8; 4.0 -3.9; 4.0 -3.7; 3.9 -3.9; 4.0 
Table 4.4. Summary of cleaned routinely recorded data with gender, age, height and weight data by year 
of measurement for 3-6 year olds in Leeds. 
N 
3 years 
7881 
5 vears 
15257 
5 years 
1064 
9 years 
1189 
II years 
7445 
13 years 
760 
Mean age (years) 3.1 5.1 5.3 9.3 11.6 13.3 
Age range 2.5; 3.5 4.6; 5.5 4.5; 6.4 7.4; 10.4 10.1; 12.8 12.5; 14.4 
Mean height (cm) 95.5 109.1 111.9 135.2 148.3 158.0 
Height range 67; 149 83; 130 91; 140 108; 158 120; 178 132; 186 
Mean weight (kg) 15.0 19.6 20.2 32.4 42.9 52.5 
Weight range 8; 37 11; 40 12; 39 18; 90 22.2; 97.7 28; 118 
Mean BMI (Kg/m2) 16.4 16.4 16.1 17.6 19.3 20.8 
BMI range 12; 24 11; 25 11; 26 10; 36 11; 45 14; 45 
Mean BMI SDS 0.236 0.501 0.258 0.394 0.473 0.539 
BMI SDS range -3.95; 3.95 -3.93; 3.99 -4.77; 4.48 -5.68; 3.95 -6.16; 3.96 -3.09; 4.12 
Table 4.5. Summary of cleaned obesity datasets with gender, age, height and weight data by age groups 
for children in Leeds. Note, the routinely measured data for 3 and 5 year olds relates to measurements in 
2000-2003; the Trends data for 5,9 and 13 year olds was measured in 2004 and 2005; the RADs data for 
11 year olds was measured in 2005 and 2006. 
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The childhood obesity data were analysed over time (serial cross-sectional analyses, not 
longitudinal). The proportions of children who were in the Acceptable, Overweight (but not 
obese) and Obese ranges of BMI according to the British reference dataset age and gender 
specific cut-offs at the start of the period (1998) were 84.8%, 10.7% and 4.5%, which by the 
end of the period (2003) had changed to 82.0%, 11.4% and 6.6% respectively (see Figure 4.2). 
Logistic regression analysis showed that the proportion of obese 3-6 year old children rose 
significantly between 1998 and 2003 (see Table 4.6); as did the proportion overweight (R2 _ 
0.001 (Nagekerke); X2 (5) = 18.8; p=0.002) and the proportion overweight and obese (R` 
0.002 (Nagekerke); A! (5) = 34.4; p<0.001) (full results not shown). Children were 1.5x more 
likely to be obese in 2003 than 1998; similarly overweight was 1.1 x more likely and overweight 
and obese was 1.2x more likely. 
When the data are considered by gender, logistical regression analysis shows significant rising 
trends for all categories except overweight boys (see Table 4.7 for full results for obese data; see 
Table 4.8 for summary results for all three models). Whilst the proportion of obese girls was 
lower than that for boys across all years, this difference was not significant (p = 0.056) (2-tailed 
2 sample equal variance t-test); although this same proportion difference was significantly lower 
for overweight (p<0.001) and overweight and obese (p<0.001). Girls were 1.8x more likely to 
be obese in 2003 than 1998; similarly overweight in girls was l. 1x more likely, and overweight 
and obese was 1.3x more likely. The corresponding figures for boys were 1.3x, 1. Ox and 1.1 x 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.2. Proportion of children with Acceptable, Overweight (but not obese) or Obese BMI SDS' for 
3-6 year olds children routinely measured between 1998 and 2003, showing an increase in childhood 
obesity over time. 
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1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
MMasunmsnt year 
Year 
Measured 
1998 
N 
2225 
B S. E. Wald 
20.839 
(if 
5 
Sig. 
. 001 
t 
' 
1999 2939 -. 406 . 111 13.357 1 . 000 . 666 . 536 . 828 2000 3616 -. 238 . 093 6.519 1 . 011 . 788 . 657 . 946 2001 5965 -. 209 . 085 6.010 1 . 014 . 811 . 686 . 959 2002 6007 -. 072 . 069 1.077 1 . 299 . 931 . 813 1.066 2003 8624 -. 037 . 068 . 287 1 . 592 . 964 . 843 1.102 Constant na -2.650 . 043 3732.638 1 . 000 . 071 na na 
Table 4.6. Summary of logistic regression results considering whether children are obese (or not) over 
time (serial cross-sectional analysis from 1998 to 2003). RZ = 0.002 (Nagekerke); ?2 (5) = 21.9; p= 
0.001 
Boys: 
1998 1116 17.810 5 . 003 
lower 
95 Cl 95'YoCl 
1999 1500 -. 269 . 145 3.422 1 . 064 . 764 . 575 1.016 2000 1814 -. 317 . 131 5.872 1 . 015 . 728 . 563 . 941 2001 3136 -. 389 . 125 9.733 1 . 002 . 678 . 531 . 865 2002 3125 -. 071 . 093 . 581 1 . 446 . 931 . 775 
1.118 
2003 4481 . 019 . 091 . 042 1 . 837 1.019 . 852 
1.219 
Constant 
Girls: year 
Measured 
1998 
na 
N 
1109 
-2.599 
t 
. 059 
S. E. 
1949.632 
Wald 
11.789 
1 
df 
5 
. 000 
Sig. 
. 038 
. 074 
Exp(B) 
na 
95%Cl 
lower 
na 
951Y. Cl 
upper 
1999 1439 -. 578 . 173 11.109 1 . 001 . 561 . 399 . 788 2000 1802 -. 151 . 133 1.298 1 . 255 . 859 . 662 1.115 2001 2829 -. 035 . 118 . 089 1 . 766 . 965 . 
766 1.216 
2002 2882 -. 074 . 103 . 517 1 . 472 . 
929 . 759 1.136 2003 4143 -. 106 . 103 1.067 1 . 302 . 899 . 735 
1.100 
Constant na -2.708 . 064 1780.307 1 . 000 . 067 na na 
Table 4.7. Summary of logistic regression results considering whether boys or girls are obese (or not) 
over time (serial cross-sectional analysis from 1998 to 2003) 
Boys 
Obese 0.003 5 18.7 0.002 
Overweight 0.001 5 8.1 0.152 
Obese & overweight 0.002 5 21.7 0.001 
Obese 0.003 5 13.3 0.021 
Overweight 0.002 5 13.4 0.020 
Obese & overweight 0.002 5 16.4 0.006 
Table 4.8. Summary of key statistics from logistic regression for whether boys or girls are obese and/or 
overweight (or not) over time. 
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The childhood obesity data were also analysed by age group of the children measured. The 
proportions of children who were in the Acceptable, Overweight (but not obese) and Obese 
ranges of BMI at age 3 were 85.2%, 9.9% and 4.8%, changing for children aged 13 to 72.4%, 
14.3% and 13.3% respectively (see Figure 4.3). Logistical regression analysis showed that the 
proportion of obese children was significantly higher as the children got older (see Table 4.9); 
similarly for the proportion overweight (R2 = 0.003 (Nagekerke); X2 (4) = 50.9; p<0.001) and 
the proportion overweight and obese (R2 = 0.017 (Nagekerke); A. 2 (4) = 349.0; p<0.001) (full 
results not shown). Older children were IN more likely to be obese; similarly overweight was 
1.5x more likely in older children and overweight and obese was 2.2x more likely. 
When the data are considered by gender, logistical regression analysis shows significant rising 
trends with age for all categories (see Table 4.10 for full results for obese data; see Table 4.11 
for summary results for all three models). The proportion of obese girls was significantly lower 
than that for boys across all age groups (p = 0.002) (2-tailed 2 sample equal variance t-test); 
similarly for overweight girls (p = 0.012) and overweight and obese girls (p = 0.001). Girls 
were 2.7x more likely to be obese at age 13 than at age 3; similarly overweight in girls was 1.8x 
more likely, and overweight and obese 2.3x more likely. The corresponding figures for boys 
were 3.3x, 1.3x and 2.1 x respectively. 
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Figure 4.3. Proportion of children with Acceptable, Overweight (but not obese) or Obese BMI SDSs by 
age groups for children from all three obesity datasets. The routinely measured data for 3 and 5 year olds 
was measured in 2000-03; the Trends project data for 5,9 and 13 year olds was measured in 2004-05; the 
RADs project data for II year olds was measured in 2005-06. This shows an increase in childhood 
obesity with age. 
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Aqo 3 Aqe 5 Ache 9 Aqe 11 Aqo 13 
Age of child 
Age 
Group 
3 ears 7881 
1 (if 
;, 6.413 4 
Sig. 
. 000 
Exp(B) 
95%Cl 
loiser 
1 
tipper 
5 years 16321 -1.104 . 
119 86.015 1 . 
000 
. 
331 . 
262 
. 
419 
9 ears 1189 -. 822 . 
112 54.265 1 . 
000 
. 
440 . 
353 
. 
547 
11 ears 7443 -. 284 . 
143 3.934 1 . 
047 
. 
753 . 
569 . 
997 
13 years 760 -. 102 . 113 . 
818 1 . 
366 
. 
903 . 
724 1.126 
Constant na -1.876 . 
007 308.088 1 . 000 . 
153 na na 
Table 4.9. Summary of logistic regression analysis considering whether children are obese (or not) by 
the five age groups, namely 3,5,9,11 and 13 years old. R' = 0.026 (Nagekerke), X2 (4) = 368.0; p< 
0.001 
BoysAge 
Group 
veal's 4003, 
I 1 df 
"ti. )ýý i 
Sig. 
111111 
1: 
1 
lower upper 
-5'years 8329 -1.207 . 162 55.570 1 . 000 . 
299 . 
218 . 
41 
y ears 656 -. 830 . 
151 30.291 1 . 000 . 
436 . 
324 . 
586 
! 
ears 3637 -. 191 . 
187 1.043 1 . 
307 
. 
826 . 
572 1.192 
years 389 -. 101 . 
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Table 4.10. Sununary of logistic regression results considering whether boys or girls are obese (or not) 
by the five age groups, namely 3,5.9,11 and 13 years old. 
N. 
Obese 0.031 4 227 .2 
0.000 
Overweight 0.001 4 12.8 0.012 
Obese & overný ei, -, ht 0.016 4 169.2 0.000 
Obese 0.023 4 149.0 0.0(0 ) 
Overweight 0.006 4 45.0 0.000 
Obese & overweight 0.018 4 185.9 0.000 
Table 4.11. Summary of key statistics from logistic regression for whether boys or girls are obese and/or 
overweight (or not) across the age groups 
No. children 6637 1002 607 7989 5655 7172 4532 33594 
: Mall BMI SDS 0.488 0.379 0.492 0.392 0.475 0.423 0.366 0.422 
SD BMI SDS 1.08 1.15 1.00 1.06 1.09 1.06 1.19 1.09 
Mean deprivation 38.8 21.9 12.7 12.3 46.1 19.5 51.4 30.3 
SD deprivation 16.9 12.2 4.9 6.8 14.7 10.4 17.7 20.0 
No. OAs 349 167 62 528 436 570 270 2382 
Mean OA BMI SDS 0.473 0.389 0.490 0.398 0.480 0.419 0.381 0.429 
SD OA BMI SDS 0.36 0.80 0.48 0.34 0.43 0.39 0.45 0.44 
Mean OA deprivation 35.3 23.5 12.2 12.3 43.5 19.6 49.0 28.1 
Range OA deprivation 6; 77 5; 73 4; 26 2; 53 7: 77 2; 67 9,79 2; 79 
SD OA deprivation 16.1 12.2 5.0 6.9 15.1 10.4 17.2 18.5 
Table 4.12. Summary of the 7 OAC super groups by mean BMI SDS for each child. Standard deviation 
and the number of children in each sub-dataset are included. Also provided is a summary of the data by 
OA, in order that locational mean BMI SDS and deprivation can be compared to that of the study 
population. 
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A global analysis of the covariates of interest (namely, deprivation and OAC super groups) was 
also undertaken. The average deprivation score for the study area based on the deprivation 
score for the children measured was 30.3, and based on geography (i. e. taking each OA only 
once) was 28.1. A simple linear regression of deprivation score for each SOA against each 
SOA's mean BMI SDS shows a positive relationship; with higher deprivation associated with a 
higher mean BMI SDS (see Figure 4.4). Considering proportions of children who are 
overweight and/or obese against deprivation shows that children in the most deprived areas are 
2. I x more likely to be obese (1.8x for overweight and obese) than those living in the most 
affluent areas (deprivation score < 30). In relation to the OAC super groups and obesity, if the 
BMI SDS is summarised by super group (see Table 4.12) it is clear to see that OAC's 2 and 7 
(city living and multicultural) have the most variability (in terms of BMI SDS). Also OAC's I 
(blue collar communities), 3 (countryside), and 5 (constrained by circumstances) have above 
average BMI SDS, with OACs 2,4 (prospering suburbs), and 7 having below average. These 
results are not simply tied to deprivation. For example, OAC super group 7, with low obesity 
levels, are largely found in the city centre, which generally has higher deprivation (average 
locational deprivation score 49.0; mean child deprivation score 51.4). Conversely OAC super 
group 3, with high obesity levels, are largely found in rural areas, which are generally affluent 
areas (average locational deprivation score 12.2; mean child deprivation score 12.7). 
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Figure 4.4. Scatter plot of deprivation score for each SOA against mean (smoothed) BMI SDS for each 
SOA. Linear regression line shows positive relationship. 
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4.4.3 Spatial Analysis 
All three BMI datasets (i. e. PCT 1998-03; Trends 2004-05; RADs 2005-06) were combined and 
summarised by home (residential SOA, OA & ward) locations. Calculations were undertaken 
for mean BMI SDS as well as number of children categorised as Obese, Overweight (and not 
obese) and Acceptable. These data were smoothed using Empirical Bayes (EB) with a 
population limit set at equal to the mean for wards and twice the mean for OAs and SOAs. 
These limits were selected based on the range of children measured in each area (see Table 
4.13). The ward level data are fine; EB was used to smooth the data and unsurprisingly had 
little impact. The SOA level data had children measured in all 476 areas. Few areas had less 
than 25 children measured and the average number measured per area is above 50; accordingly 
EB was sufficient to resolve these small number problems. The OA level data had 57 OAs 
within the study area with no obesity data (mostly in the north east part of the study area) and 
many areas with very few numbers of children measured. This suggests that this scale is too 
small (without a much larger dataset) to do analysis. Nevertheless the data excluding these 
"zero" areas were smoothed using EB, as it is necessary to use OAs to consider the OAC super 
group variables. 
Next the data were mapped to facilitate visualisation of the data. Maps for the Leeds SOAs and 
wards show the proportion of measured children in each SOA and ward who are obese, who are 
overweight and obese, and give the mean BMI SDS for each area (see figures 4.5-4.10). The 
minimum scale (i. e. the lightest colour used to shade each map) in the four proportion maps are 
greater than the corresponding figures for the cut-off for obesity and overweight; so by 
definition if the observed population were equivalent to the reference population it would be 
expected that the maps would only be in this first lightest shade. Given the rising obesity rates 
seen over the last decade or so, this is not the case. Also the ward maps are at the same scales as 
the SOA level maps, to highlight the difference in detail. Mapping the Index of Deprivation for 
Leeds (see Figure 4.11) enables easy visualisation of the deprivation seen in the city centre and 
the relatively wealthy rural surroundings. Similarly a map of the Area Classification Super 
Groups (Figure 4.12) gives an indication of the homogeneity and heterogeneity within and 
between neighbourhoods (respectively) in Leeds. These two maps quickly give an overview of 
the population composition across Leeds. 
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Table 4.13. This table summarises the number of children measured in each area (ward, SOA, and OA), 
giving the mean and the range. The total number of children measured is 33,594. Datasets used were 
routine measured data 1998-2003; Trends project 2004-2005; RADS project 2005-2006. 
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Figure 4.5. Map of proportion of measured children 
in each SOA who are obese (EB smoothed; quintile 
scale). The darker the shading the higher the 
proportion. The lines represent the ward boundaries. 
Figure 4.7. Map of proportion of measured children in 
each SOA who are overweight and obese (EB 
smoothed; quintile scale). The darker the shading the 
higher the proportion. The lines represent the ward 
boundaries. 
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Figure 4.6. Map of proportion of measured children in 
each ward who are obese (EB smoothed; same scale as 
the SOA level map). The darker the shading the higher 
the proportion. 
Figure 4.8. Map of proportion of measured children in 
each ward who are overweight and obese (EB 
smoothed; same scale as the SOA level map). The 
darker the shading the higher the proportion. 
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Figure 4.9. Map of mean BMI SDS in each SOA (EB Figure 4.10. Map of mean BMI SDS in each ward 
smoothed; quintile scale). The darker the shading the (EB smoothed; same scale as the SOA level map). The 
higher the mean. The lines represent the ward darker the shading the higher the mean. 
boundaries. 
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Figure 4.11. Map of the Index of Multiple Deprivation (2004) across Leeds by SOA (manual scale). The 
darker the shading the higher the deprivation. The lines represent the ward boundaries. 
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Figure 4.12. Map of the Area Classifications for Leeds (which are currently only available at output area 
level). Each colour represents a different OAC super group. The lines represent the ward boundaries. 
The maps of the childhood obesity data show that some areas have higher prevalence of obesity 
and/or overweight (or mean BMI SDS) than others. In order to determine whether these 
differences are significant a spatial scan statistic, SaTScan, was used. This model permits the 
identification of any statistically significant hot spots of childhood obesity. Three separate 
SaTScan models were run: 1. Bernoulli obese (or not); 2. Bernoulli overweight and obese (or 
not); 3. Normal mean BMI SDS. These models identified several significant clusters, which are 
shown in Figures 4.13-4.15. Children living in Cluster 1 were 1.5x more likely to be obese than 
children outside of the obese clusters (p =0.001), and those in Cluster 2 were 6.1x more likely (p 
= 0.40). Children in Cluster 3 were 1.2x more likely to be obese or overweight than children 
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elsewhere (p = 0.002), and in Cluster 4 were 2.2x more likely (p = 0.018). Children in Clusters 
5-15 had a significantly higher mean BMI SDS than children outside of these clusters (p=0.001, 
p=0.001, p=0.001, p=0.017, p=0.017, p=0.017, p=0.038, p=0.038, p=0.040, p=0.040, p=0.041 
respectively). Clusters 1,2 and 3 are large clusters in approximately the same location (i. e. 
central Leeds) as the smaller clusters 6,7,8,12,14 and 15. Cluster 9 is in a similar location, 
albeit shifted slightly south-east. This leaves cluster 4, which is for overweight and obesity; 
cluster 13, which is for mean BMI SDS, in the north west corner of the study area; and finally, 
clusters 10,5 and 11 in the west of the study area. This is summarised in Figure 4.16. 
After identifying significant hot spots of childhood obesity in Leeds, the next step was to take 
the census derived indices, namely deprivation and OAC super groups, into account, to see if 
these covariates were impacting the data. In order to be able to separate out the effects at 
individual and area level, a multi-level model was constructed (see Figure 4.17). Deprivation 
did not have a significant effect on the fit of the model but OAC super groups did, at least for 
OAC 7 (multicultural). Whilst only about 1% of the total variance in BMISDS may be 
attributed to differences between SOAs, there was nevertheless significant variation between 
SOAs ((72o), even after adjusting for super groups and deprivation (p<0.001). Accordingly 
most of the variation in the data was at child level (a2, ). Analysis of the residuals (see Figure 
4.18) identified four hot spots of childhood obesity (where mean BMI SDS in the area was 
higher than expected after taking deprivation and OAC super group into account) and five cold 
spots (where mean BMI SDS was lower than expected). 
The location of these hot and cold spots is shown in Figure 4.19 and their characteristics are 
summarised in Table 4.14. The hot spots were all in affluent areas (maximum deprivation 
28.9). Only OAC super groups 2 and 3 (city living and countryside) were not represented in hot 
spots. The cold spots spanned both affluent and deprived areas; the most deprived being Cold 
Spots 4 and 5 with deprivation scores of 71 and 64 respectively. OAC group 7 was represented 
in both affluent and deprived cold spots. However OAC groups 3,4 and 6 (countryside, 
prospering suburbs and typical traits, respectively) were in the affluent cold spots and OAC 
group 1 and 5 (blue collar communities and constrained by circumstances, respectively) were in 
the deprived cold spots. OAC group 2 was not represented in the cold spots. The average age 
was similar across all groups, with the same age range of children measured, from all possible 
measurement years, with the proportion of boys ranging from 41-57%. 
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Figure 4.13. Map of the relative risk of obesity 
across OAs in Leeds. A manual scale was used 
to highlight those areas with a relative risk of 
greater than or less than I (red shading indicates 
the relative risk is greater than one). The two 
significant "hot spots" are highlighted Bernoulli 
SaTScan analysis): Cluster I is in blue (p=0.001) 
and Cluster 2 (just north of Cluster l- it's very 
small) is in purple (p=0.040). Children in these 
hot spots were 1.5x and 6.1x (Cluster l and 2, 
respectively) more likely to be obese than 
children living in other parts of the study area. 
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Figure 4.14. Map of the relative risk of overweight 
and obesity across OAs in Leeds. A manual scale 
was used to highlight those areas with a relative risk 
of greater than or less than I (red shading indicates 
the relative risk is greater than one). The two 
significant "hot spots" are highlighted (Bernoulli 
SaTScan analysis): Cluster 3 is in blue (p=0.002) and 
Cluster 4 (small cluster in top north west corner) is in 
purple (p=0.018). Children in these hot spots were 
1.2x and 2.2x (Cluster 3 and 4, respectively) more 
likely to be overweight and obese than children living 
in other parts of the study area. 
Figure 4.15. Map of mean BMI SDS (smoothed) 
across SOAs in Leeds (i. e. same background as 
Figure 5). 15 significant hot spots are highlighted 
(Normal SaTScan analysis): Cluster 9 is the obvious 
large cluster in the south of the study area (p=0.017); 
clusters 10 and 13 are the next largest (p=0.017, 
p=0.040 respectively), with many of the remaining 
clusters only representing a single OA (all p values < 
0.05). 
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Figure 4.16. Map showing all the hot spots against a 
blank background (SOA boundaries). Note cluster I 
is now in green pattern and cluster 3 is stripy blue 
(both were solid blue colour). Highlights the overlap 
between clusters 1,2,3,6,7,8,9,12,14 and 15. 
Clusters 4,5,10,11 and 13 stand out separately. The 
lines represent the ward boundaries. 
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Figure 4.17.2 level multi-level model, with children at level l and SOA at level 2, adjusted for the OAC 
super group (categorised against OAC super group 6, which was closest to the mean) and deprivation 
score. The value for the coefficient for each variable is given and the number in brackets is the standard 
error. 
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Figure 4.18. Plot of the residuals at SOA level from the multi level model using 1.96x standard deviation 
to calculate 95% confidence intervals. Significant SOAs are those that do not cross the 0.00 (BMI SDS 
residual) line. On the right hand side, SOAs are more obese that the model would predict (given the 
deprivation and super group number of the area). Vice versa on the left hand side. These are the "hot" 
and "cold" spots. 
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Figure 4.19. Map of Leeds highlighting those OAs that the MLM identified as having a significantly 
higher (red) or lower (blue) BMISDS than expected, after taking deprivation and OAC super group into 
consideration. The lines represent the ward boundaries. 
No children 91 81 70 87 56 106 209 156 62 
Total 
33594 
% obese & 
overweight 30.0 25.8 24.8 26.9 6.2 13.1 14.9 13.5 13.8 11.3% 
% obese 14.3 14.4 11.7 14.4 1.7 3.0 5.8 7.1 8.2 7.6% 
Mean 
BMISDS 0.760 0.450 0.600 1.122 0.159 0.345 0.103 0.008 0.216 0.422 
Mean 
Deprivation 28.9 19.5 23.2 20.6 12.7 6.1 21.5 70.9 64.2 
30.3 
OAC 
supergroup 1,5 6,7 1,4,6 1,5 3,4,6 4 4,6,7 7 1,5,7 all 
% male 44.0 54.3 57.1 48.3 41.1 47.2 49.8 55.1 43.5 50.9 
Mean age 6.3 6.9 6.5 6.4 5.2 5.3 7.1 6.5 6.8 6.4 
Age range 3; 12 3; 13 3; 12 3; 13 3; 12 3; 12 3; 12 3; 12 3; 14 3; 14 
Years of 
measurement 
1998; 
2006 
1998; 
2006 
1998; 
2006 
1998; 
2006 
1998; 
2006 
1998; 
2006 
1998; 
2006 
1998; 
2006 
1998; 
2006 
1998; 
2006 
Table 4.14. Summary of characteristics of those hot and cold spots identified by MLM after adjusting for 
deprivation and OAC super group. 
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4.5 Discussion 
Childhood obesity is a serious condition with serious consequences, with little or no adequate 
treatment available. Treatment is not a viable (no good treatment available) or affordable 
(expensive) option. Obese children will most likely become obese adults, with all the 
corresponding increased health risks. Accordingly childhood obesity is a major public health 
problem that needs to be monitored and addressed. Monitoring child BMI trends is important 
because of the rapid and substantial rise in prevalence of obesity. This process would be 
assisted by a policy of universal measurement when children start school (Hall, 2000). Recently 
the government has commenced blanket measuring of 11 year olds in order to monitor the 
obesity epidemic. Nevertheless school entry still offers an excellent opportunity to monitor 
trends in early cases of obesity in children (and these data are being collected anyway, whether 
it is used to monitor obesity or not). As with the 11 year olds data almost 100% of children can 
be examined (in theory) and these large datasets would enable micro-level analysis to be 
undertaken to identify the high-risk populations. These data can contribute to a core dataset to 
benefit child public health. 
4.5.1 Data collection 
This study examined childhood obesity in Leeds using BMI as a measure of obesity, which isn't 
perfect (for reasons discussed in chapter 2) but is a suitable measure for epidemiological 
purposes. The number of children excluded from this analysis was low and largely related to 
postcode issues; 58% of the 4140 children excluded from the study had no or an incorrect 
postcode and 26% lived outside of the study area. This was because the BMI data was collected 
for different original purposes than that of this study. 
The routinely collected data showed that the "normal" coverage calculation of height and 
weight data was on a par with that reported elsewhere (Banerjee et al, 2003; Jones et al, 2005). 
However in terms of coverage of the whole population, the "birth" and "census" coverage 
figures more truly represent the proportion of the population that was measured (corroborated 
by the fact that both measures produced similar figures), which were low. Birth and census 
coverage for 5 year olds was more robust (particularly if the last two years of measurements, 
where many data had not been recorded on to the NCHCS yet, were excluded) at an average of 
46.2% and 45.1% (birth and census coverage respectively). This is probably because this age 
group are a more captive target as they are measured at school rather than relying on attendance 
at a clinic. It should be noted that the coverage is lumpy; i. e. some schools have particularly 
high or low measurement rates. At least this means the data are more like a random sample, 
although it is not known whether schools do not participate because they think obesity is a 
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problem for them or because there isn't the funding or time. Qualitative interviews with the 
system administrator and school nurses suggests the latter rationale. 
As there was no standardised procedure for selecting the children that were measured (such as 
cluster analysis) for the routinely collected data, by definition, then the children that were 
measured may not be representative of the population. Also the issue of non-response bias must 
be addressed for this dataset. However as coverage increases, these concerns diminish. Given 
the low non-measurement percentage (i. e. where height and/or weight data not provided) (8% 
for 5 year olds; albeit higher for 3 year olds at 28%), the magnitude of any non-response bias is 
also probably low; but may still be present, depending upon the reasons for children not being 
measured. Informal qualitative interviews discovered that the principle reason for missing data 
was that a large proportion of the records arc still paper based because the primary care trusts 
have insufficient resources (both time and money) to transpose the data onto the computer 
system. This was particularly true for 3 year olds and the more recent 5 year olds' 
measurements. To a lesser degree another possible reason for missing data was families not 
turning up for assessment, with no subsequent follow up (as health staff were not aware of the 
importance of obtaining as close to 100% coverage as possible). For the 5 year olds this was 
simply due to absence from school on the day of measurement. However for the younger 
children it is not known why parents did not attend their clinic appointment and can not 
distinguish between "whether they felt their child is "normal" and doesn't need checking", or 
conversely, "too thin or fat and not wanting to get into trouble". It was also reported that if 
health visitors or school nurses were busy and the child looked "normal", then height and 
weight measurements were not carried out. 
Aside from the problem of missing data, measurement bias may also be present as many 
different people carried out the measurements. Whilst it is understood that the primary care 
trusts aimed to standardise the measuring methodologies, the author was unable to ascertain the 
specific nature of the standardised methodology. Accordingly, it is necessary to conclude that 
differences in techniques between examiners are possible. A small percentage (<2%) of data 
were identified, retrospectively, as having a measurement error: this was undertaken by 
searching the dataset for children who had been measured twice in the same year and whose 
second height measurement was less than the first. In these circumstances at least one of the 
height measurements must be wrong, but it is impossible to determine which; these children 
were excluded from the dataset. Whilst this isn't an exact method of identifying measurement 
errors it gives an indication of the size of the problem (i. e. small). This only applied to the 
routinely collected data. Finally there is also the possibility of information bias, which in the 
original routinely measured dataset was very likely as many entries had used the wrong unit of 
measurement (e. g. mm rather than cm). Many of the routinely recorded data records were 
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adjusted for input errors and this is indicative of the low quality of the data input, perhaps 
because of a lack of priority (in funding and time terms) given to this task by the primary care 
trusts. The two studies' data did not suffer from high levels of data entry errors. However it 
was possible to use a formula to correct these errors, although some may have slipped through. 
Also data entry errors were minimised by excluding children with implausible BMI SDS. 
Whilst this may serve to underestimate the obesity problem, given the high level of data entry 
errors it was strongly felt that it was more important to remove these likely errors (as it was 
likely that more children were in this category incorrectly than correctly). In summary, for the 
routinely recorded information the data for the 5 year olds is likely to have relatively little non- 
response, measurement and information bias, although the 3 year olds' data are less reliable. 
This was not a problem for the two study samples. 
Some authors have been critical of using the routinely collected data as a means of monitoring 
trends in childhood obesity (Rudolf et al, 2006) although other authors do advocate its use for 
monitoring (Blundred et al, 2001; Jones et al, 2005). This argument is still important, despite 
the population-level measuring of 11 year olds that has recently commenced, as it facilitates 
monitoring and analysis of childhood obesity in different age groups. A review of the evidence 
for the benefit and/or harm of growth monitoring (i. e. not limited to monitoring obesity trends) 
came to the conclusion that there was no reliable evidence to either support or refute the claim 
that investment in the activity has worthwhile health benefits (Garner, 2000). The theoretical 
benefits of using this routinely collected data are low marginal cost (when taken together with 
other school entry screening procedures), potentially high coverage, and the additional benefits 
of identifying children with other growth related disorders (Hall, 2000). Routinely collected 
data, if amassed accurately, with comprehensive (as close to 100% as possible) coverage, and 
with high quality measurement and data entry, can be used to examine trends in childhood 
obesity (equally so could an adequately sized and randomized sample with a high response rate 
(Levine et al, 2007)). However the measurement must be done to a high standard, using a 
standardised methodology with trained examiners, so reliable equipment must be provided and 
used, and staff training is vital (Hall, 2000). Yet for the NCHCS data to be useable to monitor 
trends in childhood obesity in the UK, there is a need to improve the quality of the database, 
because any method of monitoring trends in the population needs to be simple and accurate and 
to have comprehensive coverage (Jones et al, 2005). Accordingly the quality of the routinely 
collected data needs to be improved, particularly focusing on the data entry - improving the 
accuracy of the typed entries as well as transposing the backlog of paper records and keeping up 
the conversion onto the NCHCS up to date - if it is to be reliable in monitoring trends in obesity. 
Measurement error must also be measured and monitored. This dataset can also be used to 
examine the relationship between obesity and obesogenic factors. To do temporal spatial 
analysis takes very large datasets to avoid small number problems, so high coverage is essential 
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if this examination of trends and health inequalities can be undertaken on a routine basis as an 
essential part of public health investigations. A thorough review of the NCHCS across the 
country is needed to identify those areas that are under-performing and need urgent attention 
(and probably additional resources) to facilitate this process. As significant resources are 
already committed to measuring height and weight at school entry (and also now at age 11) to 
ignore this resource, to continue to leave the data as paper records unavailable to researchers 
and public health professionals, is a massive waste of resources and potentially valuable 
information. 
4.5.2 Global analysis 
The global analysis showed obesity (and overweight) rates increasing over time and as children 
age (in boys and girls alike). Over time there was a small increase in average BMI (0.2 kg/m2), 
although the range remained fairly static. This modest average gain converts into a 50% 
increase in the proportion classified as obese; that is, children were 1.5x more likely to be 
obese in 2003 than 1998. The finding that obese (and overweight) children have increased in 
frequency in Leeds over this time scale is not unexpected given the worldwide (Kumanyika et 
al, 2002; Ebbeling et al, 2002; Lobstein et al, 2004) and national rising trends in childhood 
obesity: in the UK between 1995 and 2002 the prevalence of obesity in children aged 2 to 15 
years increased from 10.4% to 16.6% (60% rise) in boys and 11.7% to 16.7% (43% rise) in 
girls (Sproston & Primatesta, 2002). The mean age of children did increase over time, but as 
the variable being examined (BMI SDS) was already standardised for age and gender, the rise 
in obesity (and overweight) with time cannot be attributed to the children being slightly older 
towards the end of the time period than at the beginning. When considering age, 13 year old 
children were 3. Ox more likely to be obese than 3 year olds; with children gaining, on average, 
4.4 (0.303) kg/m2 in BMI (BMI SDS). Similarly, other authors have shown rising rates of 
obesity across all age groups in the UK (Blundred et al, 2001; Sproston & Primatesa, 2002). 
Higher rates of obesity in older children indicates that it is a cumulative problem and once 
obese the children are remaining so, corroborating the assertion that obese children are likely to 
become obese adults (Guo et al, 1994; Freedman et al, 2002), with all the corresponding health 
and social disadvantages. The largest datasets were for 3,5 and 11 year olds. Age, height and 
weight obviously increased in the older children. When considering gender there were 
significant rising trends for boys and girls individually as well as cumulatively by time and age 
(except overweight boys over time). The proportion of obese (and overweight) girls was lower 
than that for boys, by age group and over time, which differs from results from other studies 
(Jones et al, 2005). Whilst the difference between genders was significant it was only a small 
effect size, so probably not clinically important (e. g. from a potential public health intervention 
perspective). 
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The average deprivation score for the study area based on the deprivation score for the children 
measured was 30.3, and based on geography (i. e. taking each OA only once) was 28.1. This 
suggests our study population lived in slightly more deprived areas than the average for Leeds. 
A linear regression showed deprivation was positively associated with childhood obesity. 
Those children living in more deprived areas were twice as likely to be obese (or overweight) 
than children living in more affluent areas. This concurs with work by other authors. The 
following single indicators of SES, as a proxy for deprivation, all showed that children with 
lower SES / more deprived backgrounds have an increased risk of childhood obesity: household 
income (Strauss & Knight, 1999; Stamatakis et al, 2005); entitlement to free school meals 
(Cecil et al, 2005); families with lower education levels (Danielzik et al, 2004; Lamerz et al, 
2005; Romon et al, 2005). Additionally other studies using the Townsend Deprivation Score 
(an index score based on a combination of adult unemployment, household size, and car and 
home ownership) have shown that children from more deprived areas have higher risk of 
obesity (Kinra et al, 2000; Kinra et al, 2005). The increased prevalence of obesity in children 
from more deprived backgrounds could be due to a multitude of factors, for example: dietary 
differences are often apparent; no safe play area for the child; lack of opportunity / funds for 
activities, so TV viewing is the primary leisure activity by default; presence of food deserts 
(lack of accessible, affordable, healthy (low energy dense) food); constraints on calories per 
pound, which focuses purchases on energy dense foods. 
4.5.3 Local analysis 
Significant spatial differences in childhood obesity were found across the study region, 
identified as hot spots (before adjusting for covariates). Children living in Leeds city centre (a 
highly deprived area) were between 1.5x-6. lx more likely to be obese than children outside of 
the obese clusters; similarly for overweight. Nevertheless hot spots were found in both deprived 
and affluent areas, suggesting either a spread of obesity across socio-economic groups and/or 
something special about those areas affects the aetiology of obesity, whether that is an 
obesogenic environment factor (e. g. a lack of parks) or something about the individuals (e. g. 
these children may be very inactive). 
Analysis of the OAC super groups is novel. It is a relatively new classification system that is 
likely to prove extremely useful, as it gives more and different information about an area than 
simply deprivation alone, plus, importantly, is open about the methodology used to determine 
the index (unlike other geo-demographic classifications, such as Mosaic) (Vickers and Rees, 
2007). Some geo-demographic groups were more likely to be obese than others. Children 
living in areas classified as OAC 1 (blue collar communities), 3 (countryside), and 5 
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(constrained by circumstances) were generally more obese than children living in OAC 2 (city 
living), 4 (prospering suburbs), and 7 (multicultural). Some OAC super groups displayed 
obesity prevalence contrary to the "deprivation theory"; that is, multicultural neighbourhoods 
were less likely to be obese but were located in deprived parts of Leeds, and conversely 
countryside neighbourhoods were more likely to be obese but located in affluent parts of Leeds. 
There is evidence of a social class gradient in obesity in the UK (Kinra et al, 2000) and in 
France (Romon et al, 2005), with children from lower socio-economic groups, showing higher 
prevalence or change in prevalence than children from higher socio-economic groups. Yet this 
study is showing a spread of obesity across socio-economic groups, which has been noted by 
other authors in more recent work (Buchan I, personal communication with author, September 
2006). It may be that other variables in the OAC index construction may be having this effect 
with obesity, such as the demographic or household attributes that are not included in the index 
of deprivation. 
Hot (& cold) spots remained even after adjusting for deprivation and OAC super groups. In the 
final model, the hot spots were all in affluent areas (maximum deprivation 28.9) (removing the 
formerly large city-centre hot spot), suggesting that all the areas of high obesity prevalence in 
deprived areas had been adjusted for and excluded. Only OAC super groups 2 and 3 (city living 
and countryside) were not represented in hot spots, suggesting these are good areas to live if 
obesity is to be avoided. The cold spots spanned both affluent and deprived areas. OAC group 
7 (multicultural) was represented in both affluent and deprived cold spots. However OAC 
groups 3,4 and 6 (countryside, prospering suburbs and typical traits, respectively) were in the 
affluent cold spots and OAC group 1 and 5 (blue collar communities and constrained by 
circumstances, respectively) were in the deprived cold spots. OAC group 2 was not represented 
in the cold spots; so whilst "city living" is not obesogenic, neither is it leptogenic. This analysis 
is novel. 
As crude maps of counts of cases by area, reflect the population distribution or age structure and 
do not allow for any natural variation in the underlying population, all mapped data should be 
standardised in some way. Accordingly focusing on mean BMI SDS achieves this. However 
the proportion obese (and/or overweight) maps do not adjust for a different age or gender 
structure of the population, so these hot spots could simply be a reflection of older children 
and/or more boys being measured. The final adjusted hot spot model used mean BMI SDS as 
the childhood obesity dependent variable so these hot (& cold) spots are not affected. The 
average age for each (final, adjusted model) hot and cold spot was similar to the total dataset 
average, with the same age range of children measured, from all possible measurement years. 
The proportion of boys measured ranged from 41-57% (against the dataset average of 50.9%) 
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and there was no clear pattern (some hot and cold spots had lower proportions and some had 
higher). 
This study also enabled analysis of childhood obesity at different spatial scales to be considered. 
The ward level proportion obese (and overweight) maps show only the central (highly deprived) 
areas of high prevalence of childhood obesity. Averaging obliterates the potential hot spots in 
the north-east, north-west and south-west corners of Leeds. Quite a different picture is created 
for the mean BMI SDS maps, showing a lot more variation over the region at both SOA and 
ward level. This may be an example of the difference scale can make to a map. In presenting 
the results the maps used either a quintile scale (to evenly represent the distribution of the data) 
or a manual scale to facilitate comparisons across maps. In the proportion maps (Figures 4.5- 
4.8) the minimum categories (i. e. the lightest shade) are greater than the proportion of children 
who would be obese (or obese and overweight) by definition (i. e. 2% and 9%, respectively). 
Accordingly we would expect that if childhood obesity were not an issue then these maps would 
be entirely coloured in the lightest shade, which is clearly not the case. However in the BMI 
SDS maps even the darkest colour does not represent either obese or overweight (standard 
deviation of over 2.00 or 1.33 respectively). This is because this is an average for the area (so it 
would be very shocking if the average was even classified as overweight as this would suggest 
that a very high percentage of children were at least overweight). Nevertheless this does 
indicate that using a micro-level unit of analysis does enable small pockets of problem areas 
(i. e. high prevalence of obesity) to be identified, which otherwise get "averaged out", and 
potentially ignored increasing health inequalities, if the city as a whole is considered. 
Analysing data at micro-level gives more information about patterns of disease, enabling 
targeted interventions to be designed and implemented. 
4.5.4 Limitations 
There are many potential problems with the analysis of spatial data as on top of the usual 
sources of bias, a whole new stream of problems emerge, such as MAUP and small number 
problems. As the spatial scale of the data reduces, by using a finer geography for analysis, 
researchers can run into confidentiality problems. Accordingly data must be anonymised and 
sensitivity is required over maps published to ensure children can not be identified. Data were 
aggregated to the census boundaries of OA and SOA, and these aggregated data were used as a 
proxy for the individual in the absence of true individual data. As these Census boundaries are 
created to select homogenous populations rather than otherwise arbitrary boundaries for other 
purposes (such as the postcode, which is created for postal convenience, or health care 
boundaries) this effectively minimises the MAUP. Similarly undertaking analysis at the micro 
level, approximating to individual level data, should serve to limit the potential ecological 
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fallacy errors. A larger problem with this analysis was that of small numbers. Even if a large 
dataset such as this one is taken down to the micro-level, the populations in each area get very 
small. This problem was resolved in two classic ways. Firstly the data were aggregated, both 
over time and across age groups, to increase the populations and cases in each area. Also 
Empirical Bayes smoothing techniques were applied to the data to reduce any instability in the 
results. 
Often, as in this case, the spatial element of health data is the postcode. This is obviously a 
different aggregate geography than the census OAs and SOAs; that is, the boundaries are not 
aligned. This issue was minimised by using point data for the full postcode (not postal sector) 
to determine exactly which OA (and accordingly SOA) each child lived in. As this data 
integration uses the centre of the postcode as the child's address (yet the child may live at the far 
end of the postcode area), accordingly it is possible that some children were allocated to the 
wrong, adjacent, OA. This use of "uncertain" locations (i. e. using the postcode centroid to 
determine residence) can reduce statistical power if the locations are inexact (Jacquez et al 
1996; Jacquez & Waller, 1996). At this small scale this effect is likely to be minimal. Further 
there is always the potential for a child to give the wrong postcode. However if this happens it 
is likely to be an incorrect (i. e. non-existent) postcode, which would be identified by the GIS; 
although it is possible (but not likely) that a small number of children gave wrong but actual 
postcodes, so their location in the spatial analysis is incorrect. Or if children spend time with 
separated parents, at different locations, there may be an effect from two different postcode 
areas. Another potential data integration problem is that of the dates of measurement of the 
data. The obesity data related to measurement periods varying from 1998 to 2003, yet the 
census indices related solely to 2001. This is not problematic because the census areas, OA and 
SOAs, are very static, and tend to stay homogenous over time (if people change they move 
home, rather than the characteristics of the area changing). 
Where the disease has long latency period from onset of the process to clinical diagnosis (such 
as obesity), the residence of the patient at the time of diagnosis may not be relevant in terms of 
disease causation. This is the problem of migration. However this study is looking at children, 
so maximum length of latency period is 13 years and for many of the subjects much less than 
this (not decades as can be the case with adults). This minimises the migration problem, but it 
remains a possibility that some of the children did live in the study residence their whole life 
and some did not (percentages unknown). 
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4.5.5 Conclusion 
Both aims of this study have been fully met. 
Firstly in relation to the routinely collected data, this chapter has described an analysis of the local 
(the five Leeds PCTs) National Child Health Computer System (NCHCS) records to examine the 
difficulties associated with using these data. The routine data underlying this analysis for 3 year 
olds is not robust and it should probably not be relied upon as a sole source of information about 
trends in childhood obesity in young children, but the routinely collected data for 5 year olds (and 
the other BMI datasets) are reliable. With a little effort on the part of the primary care trusts in 
relation to data entry, the routinely collected data could become a valuable source of information 
for monitoring obesity and, with the use of spatial analysis techniques, the impact of the 
obesogenic environment. This latter point is important as large datasets, such as one with nearly 
100% coverage such as the routinely recorded dataset, are required to undertake analysis at the 
micro-level. 
This chapter has also looked to increase understanding about childhood obesity and associated 
health inequalities. It has shown that obesity in 3 to 13 year olds in Leeds has risen since 1998 
and that prevalence of obesity increases with age. These results serve as a base from which 
future trends in Leeds can be monitored and also for comparison with trends elsewhere in the 
UK. 
Also childhood obesity Evas significantly associated with deprivation, with children living in 
highly deprived areas being twice as likely to be obese (or overweight) than children living in 
more affluent areas. Nevertheless some hot (and cold) spots were found in affluent (and 
deprived, respectively) areas, suggesting either a spread of obesity across socio-economic 
groups and/or something special about those areas affecting the aetiology of obesity. Some 
homogenous geo-demographic groups were more likely to be obese than others. Furthermore 
some such groups displayed obesity prevalence contrary to the "deprivation theory"; that is, 
some groups that were less likely to be obese were located in deprived parts of Leeds, and vice 
versa. These are important demographic differences between areas of high and low prevalence 
of obesity. 
Spatial analysis techniques used at the micro-level can help us to understand the variations in 
obesity within an area more thoroughly, allowing us to gain a better understanding of the 
driving factors and to identify key problem areas, emphasising pockets of high (or low) 
prevalence and identifying high-risk populations defined spatially or by any of the covariates 
analysed. It can show how the prevalence of obesity is linked to various spatially defined 
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covariates, such as those contained within census data. Also mapping and analysing data down 
to the micro-level (e. g. SOA level) facilitates the focus on key problem areas, rather than relying 
on averages for the whole of an area, e. g. a whole city / town or by ward, as per a global 
analysis. To generalise data for, say, the whole of Leeds would mean that health professionals 
would miss small problem areas. Together, this increases our understanding about patterns of 
childhood obesity, thereby facilitating the development of focused and targeted interventions to 
prevent childhood obesity. This analysis provides an enhanced environment for analysis, 
evaluation and decision-making in health planning. 
This analysis methodology is also generalisable to other chronic diseases and to other localities. 
Next steps: 
Spatial microsimulation modelling can further enhance analysis and evaluation of 
environments by allowing us to synthese data (whether spatially linked or not) down to 
individual (or household) level, permitting us to map and analyse synthesised data at individual 
(or household) level. It enables us to build on existing demographic data contained within the 
model, as additional covariates entered into the microsimulation model provide further details 
about residents' environments and develops the relationship between the risk factors of interest 
and health data - see chapters 6 and 7. Also it is possible to drill down into the differences 
between the final model hot and cold spots of obesity, to gain an understanding of the potential 
causal factors. What is it about some areas that make children more likely to be obese if they 
live there, and some areas children are less likely? Are there any place-specific reasons for the 
high (or low) prevalence? The challenge will then be to develop targeted preventive measures 
aimed at childhood obesity using sources such as the routinely collected BMI data to monitor 
future success (or otherwise). These issues will be addressed in chapter 8. It is also important 
to consider the school environment, as both home and school are important potentially 
obesogenic environments for children - see chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5: Measuring the school impact on child obesity 
5.1 Introduction 
5.2 Background 
5.3 Methodology 
5.3.1 Measurement of pupils' growth 
5.3.2 Analysis of data 
5.3.3 Development of model 
5.4 Results 
5.5 Discussion 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter explores the impact that schools have on their pupils' obesity, identifying those 
where targeted input is most needed. Section 5.2 provides some background information 
regarding obesity and the obesogenic environment, briefly overviewing interventions to prevent 
childhood obesity (more detail is given in Chapter 8) and the role that schools may be able to 
play to facilitate the prevention of obesity in children. Section 5.3 describes the modelling 
process that was developed using data on a socio-economically and ethnically representative 
sample of 2319 school pupils aged 5 and 9 years old attending 35 Leeds primary schools, 
collected over two years. The three steps in the multi-level model involve calculating the 
"Observed" level of obesity for each school using mean BMI SDS; adjusting this using ethnicity 
and census-derived deprivation data to calculate the "Expected" level; and calculating the 
"Value Added" by each school from differences in obesity at school entry and transfer. The 
results are set out in section 5.4. There was significant variance between the schools in terms of 
mean BMI SDS (range -0.07 to +0.78). Residential deprivation score and ethnicity accounted 
for only a small proportion of the variation. Expected levels of obesity therefore differed little 
from the Observed, suggesting robustness in the data (i. e. schools are ranked in line with our 
expectations), and the Value Added step produced very different rankings, which we explore. 
In conclusion (section 5.5), there is variation between schools in terms of their levels of obesity. 
Our modelling process allowed us to identify schools whose levels differed from that expected 
given the socio-demographic make up of the pupils attending. The Value Added step suggests 
that there may be a significant school effect. If this is validated in extended studies, the 
methodology could allow for exploration of mechanisms contributing to the school effect, and 
identify schools with the highest unexpected prevalence. Resources could then be targeted 
towards those schools in greatest need. 
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5.2 Background 
Obesity is a significant medical and social problem. Its prevalence has escalated over the last 
two decades, reaching pandemic levels in the developed world and is also increasing across the 
developing world (Wang & Lobstein, 2006). 
The UK Department of Health has recently taken the controversial step of introducing 
monitoring for obesity in Primary Schools in the UK. With the introduction of widespread 
monitoring, it makes sense to explore whether the process might be utilised to bring benefits to 
the evidence base in other ways. It is, for example, possible that the data might prove useful in 
improving our understanding of the determinants of obesity and exploring the impact that 
schools may have on the problem. 
The environment we live in has been described as "obesogenic" - an environment that hinders 
sufficient physical activity and promotes excess intake of food; thereby making obesity more 
likely to occur. The term obesogenic environment has been defined more precisely as "the sum 
of influences that the surroundings, opportunities or conditions of life have on promoting 
obesity in individuals or populations" (Swinburn et al 1999). These interrelate and determine 
health behaviours which are influenced by many different factors: social, economic, regulatory, 
cultural and physical. 
Primary schools provide an obvious setting where children can be targeted to reduce obesity. 
They spend a considerable part of their waking hours at school, eat meals there and are required 
to have physical exercise as part of the curriculum. The influences and behaviours of peers 
build social "norm" expectations and may also impact on the eating and physical activity 
behaviours of the individual thereby affecting obesity (Monge-Rojas et al, 2002; McCabe et al, 
2002; Gilmer et al, 2003; Zabinski et al, 2006; Salvy et al, 2007). Furthermore, primary schools 
often play an important role in a community. They may be much more than an educational 
facility, and frequently offer opportunities and activities for those who do not have children at 
the school. 
There are a number of examples whereby policy and initiatives may impact on pupils' risks of 
obesity. It has been shown, for example, that a school's food policy to promote healthy eating 
can impact the nutrient intake of children, reducing the intake of high fat and high sugar foods 
(Neumark-Sztainer et al, 2005), which in turn may reduce obesity levels (see Chapter 2). 
Conversely, other food policies can lead to unhealthy eating behaviours and increases in 
overweight / obesity, such as the use of breakfast clubs (Belderson et al, 2003), the consumption 
of packed lunches rather than school meals (Whincup et al, 2005), and the presence of vending 
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machines in schools (New & Livingstone, 2003). A population-based approach in primary 
schools in Leeds was successfully implemented showing positive changes in playground 
activities, tuck shops and school meals (Sahota et al, 2001a; Sahota et al, 2001b). Singapore has 
launched a national healthy lifestyles programme, called "Trim and Fit", using similar methods 
to the Sahota study, and has seen a fall in obesity levels (Toh et al, 2002). One school-level 
intervention has influenced children's actions outside of school, with a decrease in the amount 
of television watched by children and their adiposity (Robinson, 1999). 
Schools have recognised their role in the fight against childhood obesity and a plethora of 
initiatives are springing up within schools and on their premises. However, at this stage the 
initiatives are based on a small amount of evidence. Recent systematic reviews of the evidence 
base has shown that research into the effectiveness of school based interventions is very limited 
and generally of inadequate quality (Summerbell et al, 2005; Connelly et al, 2007). These 
reviews show that there have been a small number of randomised controlled trials and of these 
very few have had an effect in preventing childhood obesity. Clearly, there is a need for good 
quality randomised controlled trials, but they take time and are expensive. While we await their 
development and results, we contend that we might be able to learn some valuable lessons from 
the natural experiments that are being carried out in schools across the country and elsewhere. 
In considering the impact that schools may have on their pupils' risks it is important to take into 
account those social factors that are known to be associated with obesity. Of these social 
disadvantage and ethnicity are key. Studies show that children with lower socio-economic status 
(SES) and/or from more deprived home environments have an increased risk of childhood 
obesity (Strauss & Knight, 1999; Kinra et al, 2000; Danielzik et al, 2004; Cecil et al, 2005; 
Kinra et al, 2005; Lamerz et al, 2005; Romon et al, 2005; Stamatakis et al, 2005 - see Chapter 4 
). In the West, non-white children are more likely to be obese than white children, although this 
is largely thought to relate to socio-economic factors, such as parental education and family 
income (Strauss & Knight, 1999; Strauss & Pollack, 2001; Lobstein et al, 2004). This has been 
shown in children of south Asian origin in the UK (Whincup et al, 2002). 
This paper proposes a methodology for identifying the differences between schools based on a 
detailed analysis of growth measurements interpreted against readily available geographical 
data. Our hypothesis is that by exploring differences between schools we may be able to 
determine school factors that are, for better or worse, having an impact on children's risks of 
obesity. At the same time we may be able to highlight "hot" and "cold" spots of obesity so 
allowing better targeting of resources to those communities in greatest need. 
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5.3 Methodoloey 
A modelling process was undertaken using growth data collected on school children during 
2004 and 2005 in Leeds. The growth data had been collected on primary school children in 
thirty-five schools as part of the Trends project -a project aimed to construct a simple, 
reproducible method to monitor trends in childhood obesity in light of the governmental target 
to stop the rise in childhood obesity by 2010 (Rudolf et al, 2006). Ten of the schools were 
selected as a purposive sample in 2004, and a further 25 were randomly selected by computer 
from the remaining 230 state schools across the city. 
5.3.1 Measurement of pupils' growth 
Agreement had been obtained from the head teachers and governors of each school for a 
specially trained health care assistant and scribe to measure children in Reception class (age 5 
years) and in Year 4 (age 9 years). "Opt out" consent was obtained from parents, and 
measurements were made in the summer term (April - June 2004 and 2005) with children 
wearing light clothing only and no shoes. Height was taken to 0.1cm accuracy using a 
freestanding stadiometer (Raven Dunmow) and weight to 0.1kg, as previously described 
(Rudolf et al, 2003). 
5.3.2 Analysis of data 
Body mass index (BMI) was calculated and converted to standard deviation scores (SDS) using 
the UK 1990 growth references (Cole et al, 1995) to allow for statistical computation of 
children of different ages and sex (Rudolf et at 1999). In the absence of individual SES, micro- 
level area based SES was used to proxy the individual socio-economic characteristics. A 
measure of SES was assigned using the Index of Deprivation 2004 (Communities and Local 
Government, 2004), which is derived from the 2001 census data. It is provided at lower Super 
Output Area (SOA) level (of which there are approximately 500 in the study area) of the 
residential location of each observed pupil, and was determined by linking each child's 
residential postcode centroid to the relevant SOA using GIS software (ArcGIS V9.0). We chose 
this method, rather than calculating the deprivation score of each schools' location, as home 
deprivation has been associated with childhood obesity (as discussed above). When deprivation 
is based on the location of the school, no such relationship has been shown to date (Dummer et 
al, 2005). Ethnicity was divided into two categories (south Asian and non south Asian) for 
pragmatic reasons, as south Asian (covering Indian, Pakistani and Bangladeshi) was the largest 
ethnic minority group, which is reflective of Leeds as a whole (Unsworth & Stillwell, 2004). 
Children's ethnicity was determined from school records using Nam Pehchan software to 
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identify south Asian pupils from their names (Cummins et al, 1999), which shows very high 
sensitivity and reasonable specificity. 
5.3.3 Development of model 
The steps involved in analysis of the growth data and development of the methodological model 
are shown in Figure 5.1. BMI SDS was used, rather than percent obese children, as this is the 
preferred measure of obesity (Rudolf et al, 2006). 
  Step 1-Ascertaining that the sample was representative ofprimary school aged children 
in the city 
A subgroup analysis by ethnicity (south Asian or non south Asian) and socio-economic 
status was undertaken and compared with the 2001 census data, in order to ascertain that the 
sample of children were representative of the city as a whole. 
  Step 2- Ranking of schools according to observed measures of obesity ("Observed 
ranking') 
The mean BMI SDS for children in both Reception and Year 4 was determined for each 
school and this was taken to be their observed measure of obesity. Schools were ranked 
according to their mean BMI SDS, and were then mapped against the Index of Deprivation 
of their location. This provided a preliminary identification of hot and cold spots of obesity 
across the city. 
  Step 3- Ranking of schools according to how much their measure of obesity deviated 
from the expected ("Expected ranking') 
We then adjusted the data (for children in both Reception and Year 4 combined) to take the 
measured deprivation and ethnic mix of the pupils into account to determine the school's 
expected ineasure of obesity. As discussed earlier, both of these variables have been 
highlighted as potential confounders in the literature. 
Multi level modelling (MLM) techniques (Rasbash et al, 2004) were then employed, as this 
allows the dependency inherent in pupil observations nested within the same school (or 
neighbourhood) to be taken into account. M1wiN V2 Evas used based on 2 level hierarchical 
linear model (pupil within school and neighbourhood (Super Output Area), which were 
cross classified at level 2). The independent variable was the BMI SDS of each child. The 
explanatory variables used in the model were SES (deprivation score) and ethnicity (binary 
variable: south Asian / non south Asian). A cross-classified approach was used because 
children living in the same neighbourhood do not necessarily go to the same school, and 
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likewise children attending the same school may or may not live in the same SOA, which 
creates different levels of dependency in the data. Accordingly both school and SOA are at 
level 2 in the model, with the pupil at level 1. That is, it partitions the variation in obesity 
across each of the hierarchies, thus respecting the natural aggregation of the data (pupils at 
level 1, nested within schools at level 2, cross-classified with SOAs also at level 2) leading 
to less erroneous inferences (i. e. the modelling framework improves the accuracy of the 
estimates and leads to fewer erroneous inferences) than if the natural ordering had not been 
accounted for. 
Schools were then ranked according to the extent that the Observed mean BMI SDS levels 
differed from the Expected levels (residuals). This Expected ranking is of more interest than the 
first stage Observed ranking as it allows identification of schools that have levels of obesity that 
are different from expected given deprivation and ethnicity of pupils, and so permits 
identification of real hot and cold spots. 
Step 1: Growth, ethnicity and postcode data 
collected in children in reception and year 4 
classes in 35 Leeds primary schools. 
Check that the sample was representative of 
socio-economic status and ethnic mix of 
Leeds school children. 
Step 2: Observed measure of 
obesity 
Mean BMI SDS calculated for 
each school for reception and 
year 4 classes combined. 
Step 3: Expected measure of 
obesity 
Expected (based on pupils' 
deprivation and ethnicity) 
mean BMI SDS residuals 
calculated for each school for 
reception and year 4 classes. 
Step 4: Value Added Index 
Difference between Observed 
and Expected mean BMI SDS 
at reception year compared 
with that for year 4 for each 
school. 
1 "Observed" ranking of "Expected" ranking of "Value Added" ranking of 
schools IF schools schools 
Preliminary hot and cold Plot and cold spots 
spots identified F identified 
Figure 5.1: The steps involved in data analysis in the development of the methodology for identification 
of hot and cold spots of obesity in schools. 
  Step 4- Calculation of the Value Added index ("Value Added ranking') 
The final stage examined whether it was possible to determine the "value added" by a 
school. In theory, measures of obesity at entry to school might be taken to be a reflection of 
the community from which the children are drawn. As children at the age of five years have 
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been exposed to school for a very short period the school effect can be considered to be 
minimal. Accordingly we calculated a Value Added index (to use an academic analogy 
derived from SATS testing), as the difference between the Observed and Expected mean 
BMI SDS at Reception year compared with that for Year 4 for each school, given 
deprivation and ethnicity of each schools' pupils. This was achieved by firstly calculating 
the Expected residuals for Reception pupils and then separately for Year 4 pupils, using the 
same cross-classified MLM as in Step 3. Then determining the difference between these 
two sets of Expected residuals (Year 4 residuals - Reception residuals). This Value Added 
figure was used to rank the schools. This ranking was compared with the previously 
described rankings, and also used to identify hot and cold spots. 
5.4 Results 
There were a total of 2911 children in Reception and Year 4 classes in the 35 schools, 2367 of 
whom (81.3%) were measured; no systematic bias was identified across the schools regarding 
the unmeasured children. There was no valid postcode or ethnicity data available on 48 children, 
so data on 2319 children were available for this analysis. These children attended 35 schools 
with a mean number of 66 children (range 36 to 117 children) measured in each school. 13.5% 
were of south Asian origin (Pakistan, Bangladesh and India). Comparison of the population 
with census data confirmed that the sample was representative of the socio-economic and ethnic 
make up of the city. There was little difference in the gender breakdown of children measured 
between the two year groups: Reception classes were 47% female, 53% male; Year 4 classes 
were 45% female, 55% male. Higher deprivation was associated with higher mean BMI SDS 
(mean 0.003,95%CI <0.001,0.006; p=0.046, Expected model), although the size of the effect 
was of doubtful clinical importance. South Asian children were found to have a significantly 
lower BMI SDS than non south Asian children (mean -0.199,95%CI -0.352, -0.046; p=0.011, 
Expected model). 
There was a wide range of obesity across different schools, with Observed mean BMI SDS for 
schools ranging from -0.07 to +0.78 (see Table 5.1). As expected, given the rising rates of 
obesity in the UK, the sample had a higher average BMI than the reference population. A 
number of schools had higher or lower measures of obesity than we expected given the Index of 
Deprivation of their location (this is highlighted in Figure 5.2, which uses Observed BMI SDS 
data). 
The revised Expected rankings of the schools given the ethnicity and residential deprivation 
score of the pupils are also shown in Table 5.1. It can be seen that there is little difference 
between the Observed rankings and Expected rankings for the schools with the highest and 
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lowest obesity (mean BMI SDS). That is schools with the highest and lowest observed rankings 
are very similar to the schools with the highest and lowest expected rankings. 
The last step in the process was to calculate the Value Added index. This was calculated by 
deducting the extent that the Observed mean BMI SDS differed from the Expected mean BMI 
SDS for children in Reception classes (i. e. the Reception residuals) from the same residual 
difference for children in Year 4 classes (i. e. the Year 4 residuals). Schools with a large 
negative Value Added figure have higher measures of obesity in Year 4 than might be expected, 
suggesting that the "value added" by the school for obesity risk was detrimental. Schools with a 
large positive Value Added figure have a lower level of obesity than expected in Year 4, 
suggesting that the schools may have a beneficial impact on their pupils' risk of obesity. The 
difference between these two sets of residuals forms each schools' Value Added figure, which 
we ranked. The last column in Table 5.1 shows the ranking of the schools according to this new 
index. 
This Value Added ranking was markedly different from that derived from the previous analyses 
(a comparison of the Value Added index with the Expected ranking system shows little 
relationship: Spearman correlation coefficient -0.39, p=0.02). The last column in Table 5.1 
shows the schools ranking according to this measure. Comparing the figures in the right-most 
three columns for each school in Table 5.1 demonstrates how similar the Observed and 
Expected rankings are, and how different the Value Added ranking is to both the other rankings. 
Figure 5.3 shows the schools mapped against the Index of Deprivation for Leeds again, however 
this time using the Value Added ranking for the schools (as opposed to the Observed data used 
in Figure 5.2). The location of the schools in the top quartile using the Value Added ranking 
(schools ranked 1-9) are indicated as blue spots (cold spots: predicted obesity is lower in Year 4 
than Reception classes), the middle two quartiles (schools ranked 10-26) are indicated as green 
spots, and the bottom quartile (schools ranked 27-35) are shown as red spots (hot spots: 
predicted obesity is higher in Year 4 than Reception classes). This mapping process clearly 
illustrates schools that are hot spots (suggesting factors at those schools may be adding to the 
obesity problem of their pupils), such as the school identified as "X" which is a hot spot in an 
affluent area, or cold spots (suggesting a positive school effect), such as the school identified as 
"Y" which is a cold spot in a disadvantaged area. Those schools that may be having a beneficial 
or detrimental effect on their pupils' obesity levels are therefore highlighted (in red or blue) and 
are likely to be of particular interest for further study. 
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Figure 5.2: The geographic location of the primary schools related to indices of deprivation in Leeds. 
The Observed mean BM[ SDS of each school is shown by the height of the bar. Each boundary area on 
the map represents a ward and the shading is undertaken at SOA in Leeds. The darker the background 
shading, the higher the level of deprivation in that area. This mapping exercise illustrates how sonne 
schools have discrepant measures of obesity than might be expected from the part of Leeds where they 
are located. 
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Figure 53: Hot and cold spots of obesity in primary schools in Leeds (as per the Value Added 
model). The green spots locate the primary schools whose BMI SDS were in the expected range for the 
deprivation indices and ethnicity of their pupils; the red spots where BMI SDS was higher (bottom 
quartile of ranked Value Added residuals) and the blue spots where the BMI SDS was lower (top quartile 
of ranked Value Added residuals). This allows identification of schools with unexpected measures of 
obesity. Two schools are highlighted. X is a hot spot of obesity in an affluent area. Y is a cold spot of 
obesity in disadvantaged areas. Please note, the boundary and deprivation data in this figure are the same 
as for Figure 5.2. 
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5.5 Discussion 
We have demonstrated that there is considerable variation between schools in terms of their 
pupils' obesity. Only part of this variation was explained by differences in the socio- 
demographic backgrounds of the pupils. Using a sophisticated geographic modelling process 
we have taken ethnicity, social deprivation and "school effect" into account and so allowed 
identification of schools that deviate from their expected levels of obesity. The strength of our 
results is that they provide an indication of how well, or otherwise, schools are functioning in an 
obesogenic environment. We have, in essence, produced a school league table for obesity 
adjusted for school and socio-demographic confounders. Publishing such a table would of 
course be unlikely to benefit either schools or pupils, but the methodology does allow for an 
exploration of why, and maybe how, schools differ from each other in this regard. The next step 
must be to study the exceptional schools in depth, and to try to understand why some schools 
manage to combat the obesogenic environment to the benefit of its pupils while others do not. 
We can begin to hypothesise why schools may differ in their impact, facilitated by reviews of 
interventions to prevent obesity in children (Summerbell et al, 2005; Flynn et al, 2006; Brown et 
al, 2007; Connelly et al, 2007), considering those studies/results pertaining to the school 
environment. As interventions that address diet and/or physical activity have been shown to be 
successful (particularly in relation to compulsory exercise) schools may differ in their approach 
to parameters that affect these determinants. Are the schools at the top of the league 
participating in the Healthy School Standard? How much time is allocated for physical 
activity? How large are the playgrounds? Has there been an effort to improve school lunches? 
Is there a tuck shop or breakfast club? These factors could be included in the model and so 
allow an evaluation of the variety of interventions that schools are adopting, as well as other 
environmental factors. It may well also be of value to study some of the schools in more depth, 
using qualitative methods. We can then begin to understand some of the attitudes and culture 
within schools that may have an influence on the lifestyles of pupils and their families too. 
This chapter only offers a preliminary exploration of a methodology. Further study is required 
to validate the findings, and should involve all primary schools in the city, rather than a 
representative sample. The biggest concern must relate to the small size of the samples used to 
produce the "league tables". Measurements were only available for children in Reception 
classes and Year 4, and so the power may well be inadequate to identify hot and cold spots 
reliably and with confidence. Missing data accounted for on average just over 10% of pupils 
but did not seem to be systematically biased across schools. One way to confirm the league 
table's validity would be to repeat the process in subsequent years to see if there is some 
consistency in the results. The analysis would also be improved if measures were available on 
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children in every year rather than just at school entry and exit. If "school effect" is a valid 
hypothesis we would expect to see a dose response with increasing number of years at school. 
Increasing the number of children measured (and similarly the number of schools assessed) 
would also reduce the sampling error. 
In this chapter we have explored the concept of a school Value Added index. This analytical 
process has its attractions as in theory it allows simple correction for deprivation and ethnicity 
as well as a number of other unknown confounding factors. It is based on the assumption that 
children at school entry are a reflection of socio-demographic and biological factors that 
influence the development of obesity. The argument in this chapter is that the Recpetion class 
children have not been at school long and so any effect of the school is minimal on these 
children. Conversely the Year 4 children have been attending school for some time and are 
more likely to be affected by school policies. 
When we compared the Value Added index with the Expected ranking system we found little 
relationship. The Expected model predicts each school's average obesity for all children (i. e. 
Reception and Year 4 classes combined) given the deprivation and ethnic mix at each school. 
The Value Added model goes one step further and is based on how each school's current 
population of pupils in Reception and Year 4 vary (allowing for the relevant deprivation and 
ethnic mix). It is suggested that the difference in predicted obesity between year groups is due 
to the "school effect", however it may be due to other confounding factors. The models do not 
take into account changes that may be occurring at neighbourhood level that are impacting on 
obesity on top of any schools' influence, although adding the cross classification system to our 
model resulted in very little effect on the model estimates so any impact in relation to area 
deprivation is small. Nevertheless we recognize that there is a growing literature about the 
potential impact of the built and social environment on health and it may be that the Index of 
Deprivation is not an adequate description of neighbourhood. Accordingly in any future, larger, 
study it may be useful to record additional potential confounding variables in order to add them 
into the model on top of SES and ethnicity to improve its fit. For example, it may be possible to 
ask residents to complete a simple questionnaire regarding their perceptions of the 
neighbourhood, such as safety, availability of facilities and public transport. We suggest using 
data on a person's perception of a particular feature of their neighbourhood (e. g. how safe it is 
to use the local park), as this is arguable more important than the actual data (e. g. local crime 
statistics) in affecting people's behaviours. Further, geo-demographic data could be added 
(such as the Output Area Classification system (Vickers & Rees, 2007)). The data showed one 
potential outlier school due to a low BMI SDS for Reception year pupils: however the same 
trained measurer and equipment was used suggesting that there may be a genuine difference at 
this school in that year. Qualitative in-depth analysis of schools that do not follow the typical 
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pattern will help to elucidate on potential reasons for such discrepancies and whether (or not) it 
is a true difference. 
This study uses cross-sectional, not longitudinal, data. Accordingly it is possible that there is a 
period effect where the children in the Reception year classes are fundamentally different to the 
children in Year 4 classes, for example, due to living in different neighbourhoods or to changes 
in school policies over time. However the spatial distribution of subjects in Reception and Year 
4 classes are similar. That is, children in both class years at the same school live in the same 
neighbourhoods. Plus the effect of neighbourhood on the children is taken into account in the 
cross-classified multi-level model structure. Data regarding school policies was not collected, 
but in light of the recent spotlight nationally on childhood obesity it is likely that school policies 
have changed during the time the pupils in Year 4 have been at school. Accordingly it would be 
useful for a future qualitative study in the "outlying" schools to consider changes in schools' 
policies to see whether differing changes in policy before the measurement year appear to have 
affected BMI outcomes at the point of measurement. 
The ranking of schools according to the impact they have on their pupils' risks of obesity may 
be worthwhile for another reason. Political focus often tends to be directed towards a total 
population approach. From a public health stance, that is only cost effective where there is a 
fairly uniform distribution of a condition. Otherwise it makes more sense to strategically target 
populations with the highest prevalence. (A good example is the dental caries programme 
where 90% of the disease is concentrated in 10% of the child population and targeting has 
successfully controlled the problem (Tickle, 2002)). Our identification of primary schools 
where the problem is greatest could allow a concentration of resources to the best advantage. 
This chapter proposes a methodology for analysing growth data on children that has potential 
for producing public health benefits at relatively little cost. The cost of the measuring exercise 
itself has been estimated at £2.00 per child (Levine et al, 2007). The identification of hot and 
cold spots of obesity can allow allocation of resources to those communities who would most 
benefit. In addition, in depth study of schools which are particularly successful in curbing the 
development of obesity in its pupils may well lead to an understanding of those qualitative and 
quantitative factors that have an impact on children's lives. It could also provide interim 
direction regarding the benefits of interventions until more solid evidence emerges from 
randomised controlled trials. In this way, we may be able to learn a great deal more about how 
schools can promote resilience to the pervasive obesogenic environment to which children are 
exposed today. (This qualitative work was outside of the scope of this thesis, but hopefully 
funding for further work in this area will be awarded in due course). 
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Chapter 6: A spatial microsimulation model of obesogenic 
environments and behaviours in Leeds: SimObesity 
6.1 Introduction 
6.2 Small area population estimation methods 
6.3 SimObesity Model Specification 
6.3.1 Choice of obesogenic variables 
6.3.2 Choice of constraint variables 
6.3.3 Structure of SimObesity 
6.3.4 Input data 
6.3.5 Algorithm Methodology 
6.3.6 Output data 
6.4 Validation of synthetic micro-data 
6.5 Discussion 
6.5.1 Validation / Calibration 
6.5.2 Methodology limitations 
6.5.3 Uses of SimObesity 
6.5.4 Conclusion 
6.1 Introduction 
Childhood obesity is an increasing problem in the UK and worldwide. It has been shown that 
there are hot spots of high prevalence of obesity in children in certain parts of Leeds (chapter 4). 
Accordingly there is a need to investigate micro-area data in order to be able to respond to local 
differences in the prevalence of health related behaviours and obesity in order to be able to 
develop targeted interventions and health policies that are based on locally relevant evidence. 
Some risk factors are already geo-referenced (e. g. deprivation), however many others are not 
(e. g. dietary variables, physical activity, social capital) but are available in national level 
surveys (such as the Health Survey for England). SimObesity is a spatial microsimulation 
model that is designed to synthesise obesogenic variables, including obesogenic environment 
and behaviour variables (the distinction is explained below), at the small-area level in Leeds in 
order that the relationship between actual obesity data and synthetic obesogenic covariate data 
can be analysed at the micro level. This is a novel application of spatial microsimulation 
modelling. 
This chapter explains how the SimObesity model was built and how it facilitates the 
identification of obesogenic covariates (including obesogenic environments and behaviours) for 
children. The resulting synthetic data can be mapped and analysed. This spatial 
microsimulation model could also be used to address other research questions, depending on the 
data available in the various large, longitudinal, national level surveys, such as National Diet 
and Nutrition Survey or the British Household Panel Survey, that are available in the UK. The 
key benefits of using spatial microsimulation arc: to add more attributes to the population under 
analysis by adding census data to the survey data thereby creating a richer dataset; to get data to 
a smaller geographical scale in order to identify "hot spots" of problem areas; and it is cheaper 
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and quicker than commissioning a survey of the local area. Furthermore it may be possible to 
use spatial microsimulation modelling to undertake "what if' scenario analysis to theoretically 
evaluate the potential impact of potential interventions on the prevalence of childhood obesity in 
say 5,10 or 20 years time, which is cheaper and much quicker than running a pilot study. 
SimObesity combines individual micro-data from the Health Survey for England 2002 (HSE), 
and separately from the Expenditure and Food Survey 2005 (EFS), which both only have 
location data at the scale of large areas, with census statistics for lower Super Output Areas 
(SOAs) to create synthetic micro-data estimates for SOAs in Leeds using a reweighting 
deterministic algorithm. The new, synthesised, micro dataset includes all the attributes from 
both the survey and the census datasets. This allows non geo-referenced variables, such as diet 
and social capital from the HSE and the amount spent on food from the EFS, to be directly 
estimated for SOAs, enabling detailed micro-level analysis of environments to be undertaken. It 
is not possible to determine childhood obesity from the HSE survey despite the inclusion of 
BMI data because exact age data are not included. 
This chapter firstly explores the alternatives for estimating small area populations (section 6.2). 
Then it describes the SimObesity model specification, including the choice of variables to use in 
the model, and how the model is structured and works. The result is the creation of 715,169 / 
715,167 individuals (from the HSE and EFS simulations respectively) in Leeds whose 
characteristics match as closely as possible the characteristics of the 715,402 actual individuals 
living in Leeds as shown in the 2001 Census (section 6.3). Finally, the validation of the 
synthetic micro-data is discussed in section 6.4 with a discussion of the results and methodology 
in section 6.5. 
6.2 Small area population estimation methods 
Microsimulation modelling is a methodology to synthesise large-scale population micro- 
datasets. A key feature in microsimulation models is whether they are aspatial or spatial. 
Aspatial microsimulation models have been successfully developed since their original 
conception in the late 1950s by Orcutt (1957), and are used extensively by economists e. g. 
budget analysis, measurement of poverty, impact of tax changes, policy impact assessment, etc. 
However there are also many medical applications, largely to analyse the effectiveness of 
medicines. These models focus on "who" is impacted (for example, by a proposed policy 
change) rather than "where" the impact occurs. Accordingly they are normally constructed at 
large spatial scales, such as national or regional level. Spatial microsimulation modelling is a 
more recent development, the history of which has already been thoroughly covered by other 
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authors (e. g. Ballas et al, 2005). They are concerned with where people reside and as such tend 
to be built down to the local level. 
Spatial microsimulation modelling involves building spatially disaggregated large-scale micro- 
datasets on the attributes of individuals or households, often using a combination of information 
sources (such as, census data, hospital records, surveys). That is, spatial microsimulation 
models enable the production of synthetic micro data, typically combining data from the census 
with sample surveys to create synthetic households with lists of attributes. It models real life 
events by simulating the characteristics and actions of households in the area under 
consideration. Accordingly, when data of a characteristic of interest are not available at the 
required spatial scale, then these data can be synthesised using microsimulation: spatial 
microsimulation enables the generation of synthetic household estimates for non-spatially 
defined obesogenic factors or to bring spatially defined data down from higher spatial levels to 
household level. 
However there are other methods to undertake small area population estimation, most notably 
the use of multi level modelling and agent based modelling (ABM). On the face of it use of 
multi level modelling to produce small area estimates for obesity is appealing as both individual 
and ecological factors affect the health behaviours that cause obesity. However to do this it is 
necessary to use data from a survey that includes both the disease variables and the risk factors 
data. For example, Twigg et at (2000) used the Health Survey for England to predict smoking 
and excessive alcohol consumption by age, gender and marital status. No survey exists that has 
childhood obesity data within it. The closest is the Health Survey for England, which includes 
body mass index data on many of the participants, but as there is no exact age given for the 
children (only age rounded to the nearest year), then it is not possible to determine whether 
children are obese, overweight or acceptable weight (by definition it is age and gender specific). 
It may be possible to use multilevel modelling to determine various obesogenic factors, but only 
for the few factors that are influenced at both the individual and ecological level, so this would 
be restrictive. Furthermore the multilevel models are constrained by the requirement for 
particular cross-tabulated breakdown of census data, which is not always available as desired 
(Twigg et at, 2006). To date work has been undertaken at the ward level, but there is no reason 
that this could not be undertaken at a finer geography, such as lower super output area, as 
census data are available at this level. ABM is a technique for modelling social behaviour. The 
software agent is constructed as a "self-directed object" using a set of predefined rules to decide 
what action to take (Brown & Xie, 2006). That is, a person will behave in a particular way 
given certain circumstances. However in this study it is not only health behaviour per se that is 
being modelling but also the broader obesogenic environment. This does not involve modelling 
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people's decisions or how they react to a particular situation, which is more akin to agent based 
modelling. Therefore spatial microsimulation modelling is more appropriate. 
6.3 SimObesity Model Specification 
Many different factors may affect the populations' risk of becoming overweight or obese, 
including the "obesogenic" nature of an environment as well as individuals' behaviours (see 
Figure 6.1). This study is looking to model these obesogenic covariates in Leeds by 
synthesising data for all individuals/households in Leeds using SimObesity, which is a spatial 
microsimulation model. 
Obesogenic Covariates 
Obesogenic Environment Individuals' Obesogenic 
Variables Behaviour Variables 
e. g. residential urbanisation c. g. fruit and vegetable consump 
Social capital physical activity levels 
Figure 6.1. Venn diagram of obesogenic covariates - illustrating how both obesogenic environment 
variables and obesogenic behaviour variables are incorporated in the definition. 
SimObesity was implemented in Java, an object-oriented programming language, which has 
been accepted as the most suitable type of programming language for spatial microsimulation 
modelling (Ballas, 2001). It can be operated on any computer system and platform without 
amending any code (i. e. it is platform independent). Note, a (large) part of this PhD involved 
writing the code for this programme`' (see Appendix B for the structure of the Java code). 
The program implements a deterministic combinatorial optimisation reweighting approach to 
generate spatially disaggregated population micro datasets at the SOA level, synthesising the 
715,402 people in the 2001 Census living in Leeds. Specifically the implementation of the 
spatial microsimulation approach to model obesogenic covariates involves selecting the 
combination of individuals from the population datasets that best fit the 2001 Census aggregate 
statistics for each of the small areas (i. e. SOAs in Leeds). This results in an individual-level 
dataset constrained by some census statistics with a list of attributes from both datasets. The 
key to the success of this modelling is the choice of input variables ("constraints") in the model, 
which must be predictors for the output variables. 
`' SimObesity was developed within the School of Geography, University of Leeds - particular thanks to 
Mr Kirk Harland who provided the bulk of the java code for the programme 
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In modelling obesogenic covariates for Leeds at the micro-level it was firstly necessary to 
establish a "wish list" of childhood obesity obesogenic variables to be simulated (e. g. TV 
viewing) and then to review and shorten this list based on being able to find a sufficiently 
disaggregated micro dataset to use as a population base dataset. This is described in section 
6.3.1. Then the obesogenic variable list is further refined as it is only possible to synthesise 
those obesogenic variables that have a correlation with census-type variables (e. g. tenure) 
(within the same dataset). This analysis correspondingly affects the choice of constraint (input) 
variables and is detailed in section 6.3.2. Section 6.3.3 outlines the overall structure of 
SimObesity, highlighting the input and output variables, with section 6.3.4 detailing all of the 
input files required to run SimObesity. Section 6.3.5 explains the algorithms (and java code) 
underlying SimObesity. Finally section 6.3.6 outlines the output files from SimObesity and 
illustrates the resulting output from the two simulations. 
The data for SimObesity comes from a combination of sources: data from the 2001 Census 
(Office for National Statistics, 2001a; 2001b) are combined in two separate simulations with the 
Health Survey England 2002 (HSE) (National Centre for Social Research, 2004) and the 
Expenditure and Food Survey 2005 (EFS) (Office for National Statistics and DEFRA, 2006). 
The fact that more than one national survey is being used is novel and it enables more 
obesogenic variables to be simulated. Census data has 100% coverage and is at a fine 
geographical scale, although availability of small area data is limited in order that 
confidentiality is preserved. Conversely the HSE and EFS are samples, albeit nationally 
representative, at a coarse geography. All are cross sectional. 
The HSE and EFS surveys were selected to use in this study because both contain many 
obesogenic variables. Further these variables of interest were correlated with the census 
variables that will be used as constraints in the simulation, which is obviously key. These 
studies were sourced from the University of Essex UK Data Archives (http: //www. data- 
archive. ac. uk/). Many other surveys were considered, including UK Time Use Survey (Ipsos- 
RSL & ONS, 2003), British Household Panel Survey (University of Essex, 2006), National Diet 
and Nutrition Survey (Office for National Statistics, 2005), Television: the public's view 
(Independent Television Commission, 2005), and SARS (individual or household level census 
data) (SARS, 2001), but they did not include relevant variables and/or the variables were not 
correlated with any census-type variables contained within the survey (analysis not shown). As 
Huang and Williamson (2001) point out, the quality of the synthetic micro-data is likely to be 
affected by the size of the sample used as a parent population. The larger the sample size, the 
more possible combinations of individuals exist and the better the fit is likely to be. Both the 
HSE and the EFS are large datasets containing many thousands of records. 
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The purpose of SimObesity is not to predict childhood obesity in Leeds, as there is actual data 
available for this; rather SimObesity is to provide data on the obesogenic environment and 
behaviour (such as diet and physical activity) covariates in order that relationships with obesity 
in Leeds can be determined. By simulating both types of covariates, it may be possible to 
control the analyses for the behaviour covariates. This "big picture" needs to be born in mind 
when looking for datasets to use to simulate obesogenic covariates in Leeds. 
6.3.1 Choice of obesogenic variables 
There are three stages to the process of deciding which variables to simulate at the micro-level 
for spatial analysis. Firstly the aetiology of childhood obesity is complex and multi factorial, 
so it is impossible to study all obesogenic factors. Accordingly it is necessary to focus on 
several key obesogenic factors identified as having a significant relationship with BMI from a 
review of the literature. Secondly even if a variable is identified as having an important 
relationship with childhood obesity, the ability to simulate it depends upon being able to find a 
reliable dataset that includes that variable. In choosing a dataset to use for spatial 
microsimulation, it is important that the dataset is as disaggregated as possible. That is, as well 
as data on obesogenic variables it also includes demographic and census information about the 
interviewees. This is because it is these census variables that are used as the "input variables" 
(or constraint variables) for the simulation. The third step is to ensure that within the chosen 
dataset the obesogenic variable has a strong correlation with the constraint (input) variables for 
the spatial microsimulation model. (This last step is intertwined with the choice of constraint 
(input) variables and is discussed separately in section 6.3.2). 
The literature review on the aetiology of childhood obesity (Chapter 2) determined many 
potential obesogenic variables that were of interest to simulate, which were born in mind as 
national datasets (from the University of Essex data archives) were trawled looking for current 
disaggregated datasets that included these variables for children. Accordingly datasets such as 
the British Household Panel Survey were discarded, as there was little, if any, data on children. 
Three datasets that were determined as containing suitably disaggregated childhood obesogenic 
variables were the Health Survey for England, the Expenditure and Food Survey and the UK 
Time Survey. The variables included dietary and physical activity variables, social capital (such 
as access to supermarkets, transport links and neighbourhood safety), parenting style and 
expenditure on food (see Table 6.1). Additionally, three obesogenic variables that will not be 
included in this analysis but that deserve a special mention are parental BMI, fast food 
consumption, and access to green spaces. 
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Hea lth Survey for England 2002 (HSE) (National Centre for Social Research, II 
1. Energy density is the key issue with consumption of fast food. Accordingly a good compromise 
may be to use a figure for average daily energy intake per day for each child instead, although 
this figure would need to be adjusted for age and gender (as calorific intake is dependent upon 
these factors). 
2. Diet is obviously associated with obesity. The HSE dataset has many different dietary variables: 
number of portions of fruit and/or vegetables per day; amount of fat consumed; amount of 
cheese/red meat/fried food/fish/chocolate, crisps, nuts, biscuits/ cakes eaten per day 
3. Social capital 
  Transport links may be associated with childhood obesity. The HSE asks participants for their 
opinion on how good local public transport is. 
  Similarly safety in a neighbourhood may affect childhood obesity, perhaps by reducing the 
propensity to spend time outdoors engaging in physical activities, such as walking or playing, or 
possibly it may affect shopping habits in some way. The HSE asks participants whether there are 
problems with teenagers hanging around in their neighbourhood, or whether there are vandalism 
or graffiti problems. These could be used as markers of perception of safety. 
  It will also be worth considering the HSE data on the participants' perception of the quality of 
local leisure facilities. 
  Similarly re the HSE data on participants' perception of the case of getting to the supermarket. 
4. This dataset also includes data on physical activity levels. For children this is described as the 
number of hours of activity per week, and for adults as the number of days per week when they 
are active for at least 30 minutes. 
5. Degree of urbanisation may affect the obesogenic nature of the environment and can also be 
considered. 
Exp enditure and Food Survey I2005 (EFS) (Office 
6. Food purchasing patterns and expenditure on food may be linked with changing rates of body 
mass and the development of obesity in children. The EFS dataset has the amount spent on many 
different foods (such as bread, cakes, beef, milk, vegetables, fruit, etc) as well as food eaten 
outside the home and all data is given per household. 
7. There are many other variables in the EFS dataset that may allude to an obesogenic environment, 
including various indices or markers of wealth or deprivation, and ownership of various goods. 
Considering these factors will also enable the consideration of whether the correlation between 
obesogenic factors and the prevalence of childhood obesity varies with household income levels. 
i ONS, 2003): 
8. A number of different surveys have information on hours of TV viewing and computer time 
(collectively "media time"). TV: The Publics View 2003 (Independent Television Commission, 
2005), even though the data are very disaggregated (e. g. SEG, ethnicity, economic activity, etc), 
actually only has media time data for adults (and we can't assume that adult viewing is the same 
as child viewing). Similarly the British Household Panel Survey (the current latest version is 
2005) (University of Essex, 2006) only has data for children older than 11 years. The UK Time 
Survey 2000 could be used, as it has media time data for children from 8 years old (albeit only 
whole years of age, no date of birth information to calculate exact age). 
9. Other possible markers of physical inactivity include reading and studying, which are also 
included in the UK Time Survey 2000. This could be added to total media time to calculate the 
total sedentary time. 
10. Levels of children's physical activity could be reviewed. The UK Time Survey 2000 has 
information on several physical activity variables, as minutes per day. This includes total 
physical activity plus the two sub-categories of sport and walking/cycling as travel. 
11. Similarly sleep may be associated with obesity. The individual minutes per day of sleep are 
included in the UK Time Survey 2000. 
12. Parenting style may have an impact on childhood obesity rates. A marker of family environment 
factors is the amount of contact time between parent and child. The TV dataset has data on the 
time (minutes per day) spent with parents (proxy for parenting style), with family and with 
friends. 
Table 6.1. Details of obesogenic variables available in UK national level surveys. 
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Parental BMI is strongly associated with childhood obesity. Adult (and child) BMI are 
disclosed in both the Health survey for England 2003 and the National Diet and Nutrition 
Survey (16-64) 2000. The HSE has the advantage of having children of all ages in the dataset, 
which enables a more accurate population (i. e. adult and child) to be simulated. However the 
simulated population whilst generating an accurate adult: child, and male: female population, 
doesn't specifically tell us which adult lives with which child (assuming that defines a parental 
relationship). Accordingly it will not be possible to analyse parental BMI as an obesogenic 
covariate. 
Fast food consumption is associated with obesity. Accordingly ideally this study would have 
included a variable for the number of fast food meals a child eats per week (fast food 
frequency), however it was not possible to find a national survey dataset (searched University of 
Essex data archives) on frequency of fast food consumption of children. For example, the HSE 
survey also does not include fast food data. Similarly neither does the National Diet and 
nutrition Survey (4-18 years) 1997. Data from a study in Leeds (Cadet) gives daily diet nutrient 
content (e. g. total saturated fat), frequency of consumption of daily foods consumed (e. g. crisps, 
sugar sweetened drinks, etc) as well as total daily energy intake (Cade et al, 2006). It does not 
include any data on fast food intake. The UK Time Survey (Ipsos-RSL & ONS, 2003) has 
information on time (minutes per day) spent in restaurants, cafes or pubs. It also has details of 
total eating time (individual minutes per day of eating). However it is not valid to use external 
eating time as percentage of total eating time as a proxy for frequency of eating out because, for 
example, a long meal in a restaurant is very different to a quick meal in a fast food venue. The 
amount spent on external food vs. home food (using the Expenditure and Food Survey) would 
also be an inaccurate proxy of fast food consumption (as restaurant meals are often/normally 
more expensive than fast food meals). Also direct approaches to fast food outlets asking for 
data were rebutted (unsurprisingly perhaps, given the focus of this study on childhood obesity). 
An alternative way of analysing fast food information (rather than simulating the data) would be 
to use a geographic information system (GIS) to calculate the fast food outlet density. In this 
vein a list giving the geographical location of all fast food outlets in Leeds has been obtained, 
which could be used to determine fast food outlet density (as simple location is not necessarily 
associated with consumption). But this dataset is inaccurate (a quick ground-truth analysis 
showed many fast food outlets were missing from the list). Also even if the list were accurate it 
would be a massive task to accurately calculate the fast food outlet density, which would need 
to be in relation to a buffer zone from each individual child's home (as census boundaries are 
not relevant when deciding where to shop, in that the adjacent SOA may be closer or more 
convenient than that within a person's "own" SOA), which is not really the onus of this study. 
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Finally there is varying data on the association of availability of green spaces and childhood 
obesity, although the consensus seems to be moving towards no relationship (Pearce J, personal 
communication, paper in process of publication). Again details of the geographic information 
for the location of all council run parks and green spaces in the Leeds area has been obtained, 
although this does exclude any privately run public green spaces in Leeds. There is also a small 
survey regarding the participants' favourite parks and safety in those parks. However the main 
problem is how to determine "access" as opposed to "proximity", which would require spatial 
interaction modelling to include variables such as car ownership and distance, as well as 
extensive GIS work. So this variable is also not included in this study. 
6.3.2 Choice of constraint variables 
A key difficulty with spatial microsimulation modelling is determining which constraints will 
be used. This spatial microsimulation model, SimObesity, works by selecting individuals (or 
households) from a study population (i. e. HSE and EFS) to match certain "constraint variables" 
of the actual population in that area (i. e. census data) (the algorithms used are explained in 
section 6.3.5 below). Accordingly the possible constraint variables are limited to what census- 
type variables are included in the study population datasets. 
This section explains the third step in the choice of variables, which involves two intertwined 
processes. Firstly to identify the obesogenic variables that will be simulated in this study - only 
those obesogenic variables in the "shortlist" described in Table 6.1 that have a correlation with 
the input (constraint) variables can be simulated. The reason for this is explained below. As the 
census provides the known data necessary for the constraint variables, the same census-type 
value must be in the constraint files (available in Census) as well as the population files 
(available in HSE and EFS). Secondly it is necessary to identify potential input variables (i. e. 
census-type variables) that are contained within the population datasets, and to choose which 
ones will be used to simulate the obesogenic variables - which should be the census-type (input) 
variables with the strongest correlations with the obesogenic (output) variables. Both processes 
occur concurrently. In summary, the HSE and EFS population datasets did show correlations 
between some of the obesogenic variables and census variables whereas the UK Time Survey 
did not (analysis undertaken on the UK Time Survey is not described here). Accordingly it is 
possible to simulate obesogenic variables from the HSE and EFS datasets, but not the variables 
from the UK Time Survey. 
The choice of which variables to use as constraints is key. Obviously different choices result in 
different final synthetic populations (Huang and Williamson, 2001), although the aim is always 
to replicate the real population as closely as possible. Generally, the more constraint variables 
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used the better the synthetic micro dataset produced (i. e. more similar to the real population). 
However, it has to be born in mind that the more constraint variables added in, the more 
comparisons with the real data would be required, which means more time will have to be spent 
running the model. In practice, the number of constraints would be restricted to no more than 
about six, with a limited number of categories, otherwise it would be easy to end up in a 
situation where each synthesised household may fall into one of millions of different possible 
states. Obviously, disaggregated data that are not used as constraints ("non-constraints") would 
remain attached on the final list of attributes and could be used for validation purposes. 
Accordingly SimObesity has been set up to accommodate a maximum of six constraint 
variables. 
Initially in this study, the determination of which variables to use as constraints in the 
microsimulation model was based on using the variables that produced the lowest errors; 
synthetic micro-populations were simulated using many different combinations of constraint 
variables, and the levels of errors were compared to see which permutation produced the lowest 
results (not reported here). However this methodology is flawed; overlooking the crucial fact 
that a spatial microsimulation model only accurately and reliably simulates the constraint 
variables and any variables correlated with the constraint variables. That is, the constraint 
variables and obesogenic variables being simulated must be strongly correlated for an accurate 
simulation to occur. Note, no one particular paper or author emphasizes this point, although the 
concept is alluded to: for example, "difficulty lies in identification of which characteristics are 
dependent upon others" (Clarke, 1996). 
Accordingly, non-constraint variables (i. e. census-type variables included in the population 
dataset that are not used as constraint variables) may or may not simulate well - one just doesn't 
know. Other authors (e. g. Ballas et al, 2005; unpublished discussions in CSAP, School of 
Geography, University of Leeds) discuss using these non-constraint variables to validate the 
model. This methodology is problematic. It might be that a non-constraint variable simulates 
well due to correlations with the input variables or due to chance; more likely it won't simulate 
well, resulting in high errors. Furthermore, whether or not the non-constraint variables have 
simulated well has no bearing on how well the constraint variables and all variables correlated 
with these input variables have simulated. Calibration (as opposed to validation) of the model 
by comparing simulated and actual data for the constraint variables will confirm whether the 
simulation of the constraint variables is good and the errors low. Furthermore, if the obesogenic 
variables have a strong correlation with the constraint variables, then if the constraints simulate 
well it is a safe statistical assumption that the obesogenic variables simulate well. This is 
important as it is not possible to compare the simulated obesogenic variables to actual data (by 
definition; else why would one be simulating the values? ). 
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This concept is illustrated graphically in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Both graphs are plots of simulated 
data against actual (census) data for the same census-type variable, i. e. tenure. Obviously with a 
perfect simulation the data would lie on a 45° regression line (i. e. y= x). Figure 6.2 shows the 
results of the simulation when tenure is included as a constraint (input) variable, this shows an 
almost perfect fit of the simulated against actual. When census-type variables were not used as 
constraint variables, the data simulated very badly. For example, Figure 6.3 shows the results of 
the simulation when tenure is not included as an input variable, with all other things equal; the 
fit around the 45° regression line is poor and the R square value (describing the fit of the data 
around its actual regression line) is also low. 
Figure 6.2. Scatterplot of simulated (x axis) and actual (census) (y axis) values for the proportion of 
households that own their own home (with or without a mortgage) for the Leeds wards. It is based on a 
simulation of the HSE dataset, using gender, age, household type and tenure as constraints. The line is at 
45° (i. e. y= x), as if the simulation was perfect the actual value and simulated value would be the same. 
R2 = 0.93. This clearly shows that the simulated proportion of home-owning households is very similar 
to the actual proportion of such households. 
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Figure 6.3. Scatterplot of simulated (x axis) and actual (census) (y axis) values for the proportion of 
households that own their own home (with or without a mortgage) the Leeds wards. It is based on a 
simulation of the HSE dataset, using gender, age and household type (i. e. not tenure) as constraints. The 
line is at 45° (i. e. y= x), as if the simulation was perfect the actual value and simulated value would be 
the same. R' = 0.02. The simulation values are limited to the range of 70-80% of the population being 
home-owners, rather than the actual range of 10-90%. 
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As such, the choice of constraint variables should be determined by the existence of a strong 
correlation between the factor of interest to be simulated (i. e. obesogenic variables, such as food 
expenditure) and census-type data that are available in that survey (i. e. the constraint variables 
such as tenure). These constraint variables are termed "optimisation constraint variables". 
However it may also be that some variables need to be accurate in the simulated dataset (e. g. 
child's age and gender in order to define obesity), so these data may be included as constraint 
variables irrespective of whether a correlation exists with the output obesogenic variables. 
These constraint variables are termed "control constraint variables". 
To establish which census-type variables available in each population dataset would make the 
best (optimisation) constraint variables (that is, be the best predictors of the output variables) we 
undertook a number of correlation analyses as well as a logistical regression of the data, which 
are described below, firstly for the HSE survey then the EFS survey. Because most of the data 
are nominal, the use of logistical regression is required (rather than linear regression). 
Similarly, use of Pearson's correlation coefficient is not suitable as the normal distribution 
assumption fails. Furthermore the data are mainly nominal, not ordinal or interval, so 
Spearman's correlation coefficient is also unsuitable, as this procedure involves ranking 
observations for each variable in turn, and then involves the correlation of pair-wise ranks. 
Thus where one variable is dichotomous (binary) in nature, such as with marital status or 
household type, it may not be able to discriminate between observations as many will share tied 
ranks on these variables. Accordingly for this dataset we could use a Pearson's chi square test 
to detect whether there is any significant association between two categorical variables. 
However it does not say anything about the strength of the association. Therefore it is also 
necessary to use a Phi or Cramer's V test to measure the strength of the association between two 
categorical variables (whether nominal or not). Phi is used with 2x2 contingency tables (i. e. 
both variables are binary); it is calculated by taking the chi square value, dividing it by the 
sample size and then taking the square root of this value. Cramer's V is used when one of the 
two categorical variables contains more than two categories. This is because in these 
circumstances phi fails to reach its minimum value of zero (indicating no association). Trying 
to calculate the mean of a categorical variable is obviously meaningless because the numeric 
values we attached to the different categories are arbitrary and the mean will depend on how 
many members each category has. Accordingly we need to measure frequencies. So we 
analyse the number of things that fall into each combination of categories using contingency 
tables. The key assumptions for this analysis are: each person / item / entity can only contribute 
to one cell of the contingency table (e. g. can not use on a repeated measures design); expected 
frequencies should be greater than five. 
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The strength of the correlation also needs to be taken into account. Effect sizes arc useful 
because they provide an objective measure of the importance of an effect. Correlation 
coefficient of 0 means there is no effect; a value of 1 means there is a perfect effect. The 
parameters of what constitutes a large or small effect is widely accepted: r=0.10 (small effect) 
- the effect explains 1% of total variance; r=0.30 (medium effect) - the effect explains 9% of 
total variance; r=0.50 (large effect) - the effect explains 25% of total variance (Cohan, 1992). 
Constraint choice for Health Survey for Eniland 
The first step in identifying the constraint variables to use in SimObesity is to understand the 
dataset. This enables potential output variables (i. e. obesogenic variables) and constraint (input) 
variables (i. e. census-type variables) to be identified. The Health Survey for England (HSE) is a 
multi-stage stratified random sample designed to monitor trends in the nation's health. The 
survey focuses on different health issues in different years, although a number of core questions 
are included every year; including a focus on cardiovascular disease, minority ethnic groups, the 
health of older people, and, in 2002, a focus on children and young people (with a boost sample 
of young people). The population surveyed is adults (aged 16 and over) and children (aged 0- 
15 years) living in private households in England. Data is collected by interview with the 
household members as well as self-completion questionnaires, followed by a nurse visit, which 
was extended to include additional procedures at one sixth of the households. The survey was 
conducted throughout the year to take into consideration seasonal differences. 
The HSE 2002 has a child boost survey, so has data on more children (9461 children from a 
total sample of 18398). Also it contains extra information that is not included in other years of 
this survey; in particular it has data on children's physical activity levels. However it does not 
have the detailed dietary survey that the HSE 2003 has (although it transpires that this data is 
missing for most of the 4358 children in that sample of 18553 people; so is not of use to this 
study anyway). The HSE 2002 does still have details of fruit and vegetable consumption. 
Whilst the HSE dataset does include anthropometric measurements, such as BMI, it does not 
include the exact age, only a rounded age on the date of the nurses visit. Accordingly it is not 
possible to calculate an accurate BMI SDS (a few months can make a big difference - see Table 
6.2) and thus to determine which children are obese or not. The HSE 2002 also has information 
about degree of urbanisation and social capital. These latter data include questions on "does the 
area have good local transport", "... good leisure things for people", "... problem of teenagers 
hanging around", "... problem of vandalism, graffiti or deliberate damage", and "is it easy to get 
to the supermarket". There is also data on household income and socio-economic group (but in 
a way that does not tic up with census data), but there are many people with missing data, 
particularly for total income. 
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Any variables that are also covered by the census can be included as a constraint variable; this is 
because it is essential that all constraint variables are both included in the population dataset 
(i. e. HSE dataset) and in the census. There are ten census-type variables available in the HSE 
dataset (i. e. variables that are compatible with the classifications given in the census): household 
type (simplified to with or without children); car (or van) availability (car/van available or not); 
household tenure (home owner or not); gender; age (0-2 years, 3-6 years, 7-9 years, 10-12 years, 
13-15 years, 16-18 years, adults: these categories were chosen as they give more detail about 
children's ages and tie in with the ages of the BMI data that is available for this study i. e. 3-6 
years, 9 years, 11 years and 13 years); marital status (married/cohabiting or not); ethnic group 
(white or not); deprivation score (five categories from least to most deprived); top qualification 
achieved by the individual (degree or equivalent; A or 0 levels or equivalent; none or other 
qualifications; full time student or child); economic activity (economically active or not). All of 
these variables can be compared to known census data. So these are the variables that could be 
used as constraint variables. 
Age at last Age at nurses visit sex t Obese? 
birthday (rounded) exact age 
0 years 0 years female 19.256 0.1 2.932 99.8 Yes 
0.2 2.229 98.7 Yes 
0.3 1.777 96.2 No 
0.4 1.493 93.2 No 
0.5 1.326 90.8 No 
5 years 6 years male 18.816 5.5 2.071 98.1 Yes 
5.6 2.058 98.0 Yes 
5.7 2.044 98.0 Yes 
5.8 2.029 97.9 No 
5.9 2.012 97.8 No 
Table 6.2. This table takes data from the HSE 2002 and demonstrates the difference a few months in age 
makes to whether a child is defined as obese (> 98`h centile) using the British reference dataset 
classifications. 
In "cleaning" the dataset, people with missing data were excluded (see Table 6.3), leaving 9386 
children and 8131 adults in the final dataset for analysis. For the urbanisation variable only two 
people had missing data so they were excluded. For social capital, the other key output 
variable, these questions were only answered by people aged 16 upwards, and adults without a 
response for any one of the five social capital questions were excluded (n=728). That means the 
social capital for an area can be determined from an adult's perspective and applied to children 
living in that area. There is information about the number of portions of fruit and vegetables 
consumed, but these data are sporadic for young children (some of whom may not be eating 
solids yet; some of whom may just have poor diets). So this variable can be analysed for people 
from age 5 upwards. The physical activity data are good for children aged 0-15 years; the few 
with missing data were excluded (n=29). All 16-18 year olds (n=1376) and most adults have no 
physical activity data. Rather than exclude these interviewees, the physical activity analysis can 
be undertaken for children (aged 0-15 years), and the simulated physical activity data for adults 
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will need to be examined to ensure those simulated individuals with missing data are excluded 
from the calculations. The household income and socio-economic group variables are not "key" 
obesogenic variables that this study wishes to simulate, but they may provide some useful 
information. However total household income has many people with missing data (n=3335), 
and less so for socio-economic group where less people have missing data (n=702); accordingly 
rather than exclude the people without these data, it will be analysed if the simulated population 
do not have too many people with missing data. Also any constraint variables can not have 
missing data, so although at this stage in the analysis the final constraint variables had not yet 
been chosen, as the numbers of missing data were small (n=122), all people with missing 
census-type variable data were excluded. The resulting HSE 2002 dataset for simulation and 
analysis has a much higher proportion of children compared to the 2001 Census, because of the 
child boost sample. This affects any variable affected by child status: i. e. age, household type, 
qualifications achieved, marital status, and economic activity. See Table 6.4. 
It is preferable to do one simulation to synthesise one population for all of the output variables 
of interest (from both a statistical and computational perspective), thus it is necessary to 
determine the optimal combination of constraint variables that suit all the output variables. As 
there can only be six constraint variables it is necessary to decide which six are optimal across 
most of the output variables. It is clear that in modelling the child environment, the gender and 
age of the child needs to be accurate in the simulation. Accordingly gender and age will be 
"control" constraint variables. The other type of constraint variable is an "optimisation" 
constraint. These are variables that are correlated with the output variables in order to ensure 
the output variables simulate accurately (as described above). This leaves capacity for a 
maximum of four "optimisation" constraints (as the maximum number of constraints is six) 
from the remaining census-type variables. 
The second step in determining the variables for SimObesity was to undertake a logistical 
regression analysis in order to determine how well the census-type variables (e. g. tenure) predict 
the outcome variables. A stepwise logistic regression analysis was used as there were ten 
potential census-type variables yet only a maximum of four could be used as optimisation 
constraint variables, plus age and gender as control constraint variables. Accordingly a binary 
categorisation of each of the output variables was input as the dependent variables and all of the 
census-type variables were input as covariates. Whilst a stepwise approach can be affected by 
random variation in the data, which may result in non-replicable results, it is nevertheless 
appropriate to use in this situation as effectively rather than testing a theory (whereby a forced 
entry method, with all of the covariates placed into the regression model in one block and 
parameter estimates calculated for each block, would be more appropriate), this analysis will 
determine which census variables predict obesogenic variables the most strongly. The results 
are summarised in Table 6.5. 
122 
Original number of people 9461 8937 18398 
Exclude: 7 
Child physical activity data 29 0 29 
Urbanisation 2 0 2 
Social capital 0 728 728 
Household type 1 3 4 
Car availability 5 3 8 
Tenure 22 23 45 
Ethnic group 16 5 21 
Top qualification 0 35 35 
Economic activity 0 9 9 
Final dataset 9386 8131 17517 
Table 6.3. Details of the number of interviewees excluded from the HSE 2002 dataset, highlighting the 
variable with the missing data. 
2001 L d Proportion of population HSE 2002 ( ee s Census 
N 17517 715402 
Who are male 47.2 48.3 
Who are female 52.8 51.7 
Aged 0-2 years 8.1 3.4 
Aged 3-6 years 11.1 4.8 
Aged 7-9 years 8.8 3.8 
Aged 10-12 years 8.9 4.1 
Aged 13-15 years 8.7 3.9 
Aged 16-18 years 7.9 3.8 
Aged 19+ years 46.4 76.2 
Live in household without children 42.5 53.7 
Live in household with children 57.5 46.3 
Least deprived 16.1 13.3 
Deprived 2 15.1 16.5 
Deprived 3 18.0 18.4 
Deprived 4 21.8 19.1 
Most deprived 29.0 32.7 
Highest educational qualification is 7.3 14.0 
HEQ is A or 0 levels, or equivalent 25.8 31.3 
No or other qualifications 11.0 34.7 
Full time student / child 55.9 20.0 
Who are white 89.0 91.9 
Who are other ethnic group 11.0 8.1 
Who are home owners 69.6 65.3 
Who rent or "other" 30.4 34.7 
With at least I car or van available 82.8 66.4 
Without car or van available 17.2 33.6 
Who are married or cohabiting 27.9 37.7 
Who are not married 72.1 62.3 
Economically active 29.2 42.9 
Not economically active 70.8 57.1 
Table 6.4. Comparison of HSE 2002 (cleaned) to the 2001 Census data for the census-type variables 
contained within the HSE dataset. The HSE 2002 contains a child boost, so the child variables are higher 
than for the census proportions. 
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Fruit and vccctablcs 
qualifications 14142 318 . 034 
age 14018 442 . 047 Ethnicity 13968 492 . 052 Tenure 13909 551 . 058 Deprivation 13871 589 . 062 Economic activity 13855 605 . 064 household type 13842 618 . 065 Marital status 13827 633 . 067 Car availability 13810 650 . 068 
sex 13805 655 . 069 Child Physical activity 
Age 8591 1417 . 227 Ethnicity 8540 1468 . 235 
sex 8503 1506 . 240 deprivation 8492 1516 . 242 
Urbanisation 
Deprivation 16969 1122 . 096 Ethnicity 16594 1498 . 127 Car availability 16505 1587 . 134 Qualifications 16482 1606 . 136 Economic activity 16472 1619 . 137 Age 16449 1642 . 139 Martial status 16438 1653 . 140 Socio Economic Group 
deprivation 21970 1099 . 085 Qualifications 21109 1961 . 148 Tenure 20761 2308 . 172 Ethnicity 20719 2350 . 175 Age 20699 2371 . 176 Economic activity 20690 2379 . 177 Marital status 20683 2386 . 177 Public transort 
Deprivation 10909 166 . 025 Sex 10872 203 . 031 Ethnicity 10831 244 . 037 Qualifications 10815 260 . 039 Household type 10804 270 . 041 Car availability 10794 281 . 042 Marital status 10789 285 . 043 
ace 10785 289 . 044 
Access to leisure facilities 
Age 12413 105 . 015 Deprivation 12353 164 . 024 Ethnicity 12309 209 . 030 Tenure 12283 235 . 033 Qualifications 12259 259 . 037 Marital status 12247 271 . 038 
Access to supermarket 
Car availability 4111 112 . 032 Economic activity 4064 158 . 046 Marital status 4052 170 . 049 Qualifications 4031 191 . 056 
tenure 4026 196 . 057 
Problem Teenagers 
Deprivation 11984 448 . 063 Marital status 11919 513 . 072 Tenure 11887 545 . 077 Qualifications 11847 585 . 082 Economic activity 11834 598 . 084 Age 11824 608 . 085 Ethnicity 11819 613 . 086 type 11814 618 . 087 
Vandalism 
Deprivation 11485 612 . 087 Tenure 11431 665 . 094 
qualifications 11389 708 . 100 Age 11379 718 . 101 Economic activity 11371 726 . 102 Ethnicity 11363 734 . 104 Car availability 11355 742 . 105 
Table 6.5. Results of the stepwise logistic regression analysis for the HSE dataset using all possible 
constraint variables as predictors for the output variables. It shows the ranking of the predictors for each 
output variable, as well as some key statistics for each covariate. 
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The difficultly with this dataset is that different output variables have different optimal 
combinations of constraints, so choosing a combination that works for all outputs is very 
difficult; the solution is to find the best compromise for all output variables. That is, to find the 
variables that are important predictors for many of the output variables in order that that 
combination of constraint variables that will permit all output variables to be synthesised in the 
same simulation, minimising the errors for all variables. On a "popularity" basis, that is those 
constraints that most often appear highly ranked, then the four optimisation constraints would 
be deprivation, ethnicity, qualifications and tenure. 
Accordingly this "optimal compromise" of constraint variables (sex, age, deprivation, 
qualifications, ethnicity, and tenure) was run through a logistical regression using an entry 
method to assess the fit; i. e. how well these constraints predict each of the output variables. 
Table 6.6 summarise this analyses. Ideally for a good fit of the regression model the following 
is sought. The -2 log-likelihood statistic should be as low as possible as this shows that the 
model is improving at predicting the output variable more accurately, but this isn't comparable 
across models for different output variables. Instead look for a high chi square, which measures 
the difference between the model as it currently stands and the model when only the constant 
was included. The degrees of freedom allows the determination of whether the chi square is 
significant, and all the chi squares in Table 6.6 are clearly strongly significant. The column 
giving Nagelkerke's adjusted value of R2 shows to what degree this model accounts for the 
variability in the data; so the higher the better. Similarly the last column gives the Hosmer- 
Lemeshow goodness-of-fit statistic, which assesses how well the chosen model fits the data, 
testing the hypothesis that the observed data are significantly different from the predicted values 
from the model; so a high number (a non-significant value - indicating that the model does not 
differ significantly from the observed data) is desirable. Table 6.6 shows how this constraint 
combination is a good fit for all of the output variables. Also the model using this combination 
is explaining much of the variability in the data for many of the output variables; in particular, 
physical activity 24%, urbanisation 13%, SEG 18%, vandalism 10%. 
Output variable -2Log Chi Degrees of Nagelkerke's 
d 2 
Ilosiner-Lemeshow 
i i 
Fruit and vegetables 
Likelihood 
13855 
sq 
605 
freedom 
15 
R adjuste 
. 
064 
c stat st 
. 
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Physical activity 8490 1519 11 . 242 . 094 Urbanisation 16547 1545 16 . 131 . 066 Socio Economic Group 20691 2379 16 . 177 . 173 Transport 10813 262 11 . 040 . 621 Leisure facilities 12258 260 11 . 037 . 222 Supermarket access 4117 105 11 . 031 . 100 Problems with 11855 577 11 . 081 . 128 teenagers 
Problems with vandals 11367 730 11 . 103 . 325 
Table 6.6. Results of logistical regression (entry method) analysis using sex, age-full, ethnicity, 
deprivation, qualifications and tenure as constraints to predict each of the output variables. 
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A further variable that should be considered in the final model is the Wald statistic; this has a 
chi square distribution and tells us whether the b-coefficient for that predictor is significantly 
different from zero. If the coefficient is significantly different from zero then we can assume 
that the predictor is making a significant contribution to the prediction of the outcome variable. 
As we might expect, given that the constraint combination in these models is a compromise 
across all the output variables, the Wald statistic is not significant for all constraints for most of 
the output variables (analysis not shown here). However, positively, all output variables had at 
least three of the six constraint variables with significant Wald values (most had four or five), 
suggesting that for these output variables these significant constraints were predicting the output 
variable well. Three constraints are sufficient for a good simulation. 
In conclusion, gender, age, deprivation, qualifications, ethnicity and tenure all play important 
roles and are important predictors for the output variables seen in this dataset (namely fruit and 
vegetable consumption, children's physical activity levels (both behavioural covariates), 
urbanisation, SEG, public transport, leisure facilities, shop access, teenagers and vandals 
(obesogenic environment covariates)). Therefore these variables will be included as constraint 
variables in the spatial microsimulation model for obesogenic covariates, SimObesity. 
Conctrainrt choice for Expenditure and Food Survey 
Similarly the first step in identifying the constraint variables to use for the EFS simulation with 
SimObesity is to understand the dataset. This enables potential output variables to be identified 
(i. e. obesogenic variables) as well as the constraint (input) variables (i. e. census-type variables). 
The Expenditure and Food Survey (EFS) brings together the former Family Expenditure Survey 
(FES) and the National Food Survey (NFS) since 2001. As with the FES and NFS, the EFS 
continues to be primarily used to provide information for the Retail Prices Index, National 
Accounts estimates of household expenditure, analysis of the effect of taxes and benefits, and 
trends in nutrition. There are two questionnaires, one about income and one about expenditure, 
as well as covering demographic information. In addition every household member (aged 16 
years and over) completed an expenditure diary for two weeks. The latest version of the EFS 
Evas utilised, which was from 2005. It has data on a total of 6798 people. No one was excluded 
from the analysis as there was no missing data. 
The principal output variable of interest was how much each household spends on food per two- 
week period (which can also be adjusted for the number of people living in the household). 
This is the variable that the choice of constraint variables was based on. However, there are 
other output-type variables that may be of interest to simulate (assuming the constraint variables 
chosen show a strong enough correlation) and this is discussed shortly. 
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Any census-type variable included in the EFS could be used as a constraint variable; this is 
because it is essential that all constraint variables are both included in the population dataset 
(i. e. EFS dataset) and in the census. Note as the survey is undertaken at household level, 
individual details, such as age and gender, are not available. There are five census-type 
variables available in the EFS dataset that are compatible with census definitions: household 
type (simplified to with or without children); car (or van) availability (car/van available or not); 
household tenure (home owner or not); type of property (detached, semi-detached, terraced, flat, 
and other); number of people living in the house (1 person, 2 people, 3 or 4 people, and 5 or 
more people). All of these variables can be compared to known census data. Note the EFS also 
has data on economic activity, but it is not structured in a manner that makes it comparable to 
the census economic activity data. So these five variables could be used as constraint variables. 
Table 6.7 compares the EFS 2005 dataset with the 2001 Census. Note, the EFS dataset also has 
data on the number of males/females and children/adults living in each household. The way the 
algorithm is set up (discussed in section 6.3.5 belowv) means these data cannot be used as input 
variables. 
Proportion population 
N (households) 6798 301614 
N (individuals) 16257 715402 
Who are male 48.5 48.3 
Who are female 51.5 51.7 
Who are children 24.6 23.8 
Who are adults 75.4 76.2 
1 person lives on own 27.5 30.6 
2 people live in the household 36.4 33.3 
3 or 4 people live in household 29.0 28.8 
5+ people live in household 7.1 7.3 
Live in household without children 68.2 53.7 
Live in household with children 31.8 46.3 
Who are home owners 70.2 65.3 
Who rent or "other" 29.8 34.7 
Proportion with at least 1 car available 75.2 66.4 
Proportion without car available 24.8 33.6 
Who live in a detached house 22.6 15.5 
Who live in a semi or terraced house 60.3 67.5 
Who live in a flat or other accommodation 17.1 17.0 
Table 6.7. Comparison of EFS 2005 and 2001 Census data. Note, the EFS dataset has 6798 households, 
comprising of 16257 individuals. 
The second step in determining the variables for SimObesity was to undertake a logistical 
regression analysis in order to determine how well the census-type variables (e. g. tenure) predict 
the outcome variables. Accordingly a binary categorisation of food expenditure (i. e. greater 
than or less than £60 per two weeks) was input as the dependent variable and all five of the 
census-type variables were input as covariates. This analysis is only being undertaken for food 
expenditure as this is the primary output variable; the other variables are all "extras" that could 
add further detail to the simulated population. As there were only five census type variables 
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which is less than the maximum number SimObesity is constrained to, the theorywas tested that 
these five covariates would predict food expenditure significantly well. Accordingly a forced 
entry logistical regression method, with all of the covariates placed into the regression model in 
one block and parameter estimates calculated for each block, was utilised. 
All of the predictor variables are added to the model as each one significantly improves the 
predictor power of the model. As described above for a good fit of the regression model the-2 
log-likelihood statistic should be as low as possible (-2LL=6664), which is better demonstrated 
by a significant chi square value (chi square (df 8) = 2745; p<0.001). Accordingly this new 
model is significantly better at predicting food expenditure than it was with only the constant 
included (the model chi-square is an analogue of the F-test for the linear regression sum of 
squares). R square (Nagelkerke's adjusted value) showed that this model, with all five constraint 
variables, accounted for 44% of the variability in the data. The number of people in each 
household accounted for the most variability, with home tenure following. The remaining three 
covariates accounted for a small proportion of variability. The Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness- 
of-fit statistic assesses how well the chosen model fits the data, testing the hypothesis that the 
observed data are significantly different from the predicted values from the model; so a high 
number (a non-significant value - indicating that the model does not differ significantly from 
the observed data) is desirable, which is the case here (HL=0.500). Further key statistics are 
summarised in Table 6.8. In particular the Wald statistics are mostly significant: the b- 
coefficient for all predictors except the type of property (semi-detached/terraced) is significantly 
different from zero, suggesting that the predictors (with the noted exception) are making 
significant contributions to the prediction of the outcome (food expenditure). 
However, as alluded to earlier there are many other variables that may be of interest to simulate, 
in order to create a more powerful obesogenic environmentibehaviour picture. However these 
variables can only be simulated if they are correlated with (most of) the five chosen constraint 
variables. As such a simple correlation analysis (using Cramer's V or Phi, due to the nominal 
nature of the data) was undertaken to ascertain if this was the case. The results for the variables 
that do have correlations with these census-type variables are given in Table 6.9. This means 
that ownership of a PC and more than one television, internet access, income level, source of 
income and spending on school meals were also correlated with the census-type variables and 
will be synthesised using SimObesity. 
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SimHH(1) 
It (SE) 
. 422 . 104 
Wald 
16.365 
df 
1 
Sig. 
. 000 
Exp (11) 
1.525 
951%, Cl Exp 
(11) (lower) 
1.243 
95%, Cl Exp 
(13) Upper 
1.870 
SimCars(1) -. 609 . 086 50.118 1 . 000 . 544 . 459 . 644 Ten(1) . 764 . 078 96.122 1 . 000 2.147 1.843 2.502 hse2 24.574 2 . 000 hse2(1) . 164 . 112 2.161 1 . 142 1.178 . 947 1.467 hse2(2) -. 193 . 095 4.146 1 . 042 . 824 . 684 . 993 Nofolks cd 872.766 3 . 000 Nofolks cd(1) -4.573 . 189 582.601 1 . 000 . 010 . 007 . 015 Nofolks cd(2) -2.369 . 167 201.034 1 . 000 . 094 . 067 . 130 Nofolks cd(3) -. 784 . 145 29.386 1 . 000 . 457 . 344 . 606 Constant 1.488 . 161 85.532 1 . 000 4.428 
Table 6.8. A summary of the key statistics for the logistic regression analysis of how well the five 
census-type variables available in the EFS 2005 predict expenditure on food. The b-value represents the 
change in the logit of the outcome variable associated with a one unit change in the predictor variable. 
The logit of the outcome is simply the natural logarithm of the odds of Y occurring. So if it is greater 
than 1 then as the predictor variable increases, the odds of the outcome (in this case spending less than 
£60 on food) occurring increases, and vice versa. For this interpretation to be reliable the confidence 
interval of Exp(B) should not cross 1. The crucial statistic is the Wald statistic, which has a chi-square 
distribution and tells us whether the b-coefficient for that predictor is significantly different from zero. 
Outcome Census Phi 
' ' 
R2 Chi s(I df p Strength 
PC HH 
Cramer sN 
. 
304 0.09 629 1 < 0.001 Medium 
No_cars3 431 0.19 1261 2 < 0.001 Medium 
Ten . 211 0.05 301 1 < 0.001 Weak HseType . 203 0.04 279 5 < 0.001 
Weak 
SimFolks . 419 0.18 1194 3 < 0.001 Medium Internet HH . 250 0.06 425 1 < 0.001 
Weak 
No_cars3 . 439 0.19 309 2 < 0.001 
Medium 
Ten . 254 0.07 439 1 < 0.001 
Weak 
HseType . 220 0.05 329 5 < 0.001 
Weak 
SimFolks . 371 0.14 937 3 < 0.001 
Medium 
Income HH . 189 0.04 243 2 < 0.001 Weak No_cars3 . 329 0.11 1473 4 < 0.001 
Medium 
Ten . 337 0.11 772 2 < 0.001 
Medium 
HseType . 203 0.04 560 10 < 0.001 
Weak 
SimFolks . 201 0.04 547 6 < 0.001 
Weak 
Source2 HH . 288 0.08 563 2 < 0.001 Weak No_cars3 . 369 0.14 1854 4 < 0.001 Medium Ten . 337 0.11 772 2 < 0.001 Medium HseType . 194 0.04 512 10 < 0.001 Weak SimFolks . 289 0.08 1203 6 < 0.001 Weak SchSum2 HH . 511 0.26 1775 1 < 0.001 Strong No_cars3 . 168 0.03 191 2 < 0.001 Weak Ten . 046 0.00 14 1 < 0.001 None HseType . 101 0.01 70 5 < 0.001 Weak SimFolks . 468 0.22 1490 3 < 0.001 Medium TV+ HH . 201 0.04 275 1 < 0.001 Weak No_ears3 . 301 0.09 617 2 < 0.001 Medium Ten . 193 0.04 253 1 < 0.001 Weak HseType . 286 0.08 555 5 < 0.001 Weak SimFolks . 357 0.13 865 3 < 0.001 Medium 
Table 6.9. Details of output variables that are included in the EFS dataset that also have correlations with 
the five constraint variables chosen to simulate food expenditure, and so can also be simulated as part of 
the same model. The strength of the correlation was determined using the following cut-offs: r>0.10 
(small effect); r>0.30 (medium effect); r>0.50 (strong effect). 
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Other variables that were analysed (not shown here) but that had no or weak correlations with 
the census type variables included council tax payments, wealth index, ownership of telephone, 
television, digital television, video or DVD player, microwave, tumble dryer, washing machine, 
fridge and gas mains. Any output variable that does not have a good correlation with the input 
variables (constraints) is likely to be synthesised with high errors (and there would be no way to 
check this, so we would have to assume a poor fit). The EFS dataset also has details on the 
amount each household spends on individual foods, such as cake and soft drinks. However 
these data were not considered; partly due to inconsistencies across the data (impossible to tie 
up the definitions and avoid double counting) and partly due to time constraints. These 
individual food variables will not be simulated. 
In conclusion, household type, car availability, tenure, property type and number of household 
members are important predictors for food expenditure (a behavioural covariate), and these 
variables will be included in the spatial microsimulation model, SimObesity. Using these 
constraint variables, SimObesity will also simulate spending on school meals (behavioural 
covariate), ownership of a PC and more than one television, internet access, income level, and 
source of income. The latter variables are arguably behavioural covariates (e. g. individuals 
choose whether to buy a computer), but given a person's income (which affects disposable 
income and purchasing ability) is not necessarily a `choice', these are categorised as 
environment covariates (see Figure 6.1). 
6.3.3 Structure of SimObesity 
This study is seeking to model the obesogenic environment and behaviours for Leeds at the 
micro level. No one survey contains all the variables of interest. Accordingly two surveys are 
separately being used as population datasets for two separate simulations in order to simulate 
more obesogenic variables. SimObesity combines the outputs of the UK 2001 census with the 
Health Survey for England 2002 data, and separately with the Expenditure and Food Survey 
2005 data, using deterministic algorithms (see Figure 6.4). That is, fruit and vegetable 
consumption, children's physical activity levels, urbanisation, SEG, and social capital (public 
transport, access to facilities, neighbourhood safety) will be simulated using the HSE 2002 as 
the population dataset, with gender, age, deprivation, qualifications, ethnicity and tenure as 
constraint variables. Similarly, household expenditure on food, ownership of a PC and more 
than one television, internet access, income level, source of income and spending on school 
meals will be simulated using the EFS 2005 as the population dataset, with household type, car 
availability, tenure, economic activity, and number of household members as constraint 
variables. These variables are summarised in Table 6.10. The resulting synthetic micro- 
populations are aggregated to SOA. 
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Input variables: Output variables: 
Fruit & vegetable consumption 
Scx, ago, deprivation, Physical activity levels 
qualifications, Residential urbanisation 
ethnicity, tenure Socio-economic group 
USE 2002 Social capital 
Food expenditure 
tenure, car availability, PC & TV o%vncrship 
type of property, Internet access 
household type R size 
M 
Income 
Source of income 
EFS 2005 Spending on school meals 
Figure 6.4. Summary of structure of the spatial microsimulation, showing what variables will be 
simulated and the input variables required to do this. 
Sex b Sex 
Age b Age 
Index of Deprivation b Index of Deprivation 
Qualifications b Qualifications 
Ethnicity U Ethnicity 
Tenure Tenure 
Economic activity Economic activity 
Household type Household type 
Car availability Car availability 
Marital status Marital status 
Fruit and vegetable consumption 
Physical activity levels 
Urbanisation 
Socio-economic group 
Social capital (public transport. access to facilities. neiehbourhood safety) 
Tenure b Tenure 
Household type b Household type 
Car availability U Car availability 
Household size b Household size 
Property type U Property type 
Food expenditure 
PC ownership 
TV+ ownership 
Internet access 
Income 
Source of income 
Spending on school meals 
Table 6.10. Details of the variables used in the two simulations. The variables linked with an arrow 
were used as constraint variables. Variables that are not also in the census column are the obesogenic 
variables being simulated. All of these variables are available in the resulting synthetic micro- 
populations. 
An alternative structure to combine two population surveys would be to use a probabilistic 
algorithm for the second survey. However this method would be very time consuming (as a 
second java programme, for the probabilistic algorithm, would need to be written and tested). 
Plus the "deterministic plus deterministic methodology" used in this study is statistically 
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equivalent to the "deterministic plus probabilistic methodology", because the chain conditional 
probabilities used in the probabilistic methodology would be determined from the first dataset 
anyway. The only advantage conferred by a "deterministic plus probabilistic methodology" is 
that it produces one synthetic micro-population with attributes from both the EFS and HSE at 
individual level, rather than SOA level as per this study's method. However as all the analysis 
is undertaken at, at least, SOA level, the extra work is not justified. 
6.3.4 Input data 
There are four important types of files are needed to run the model (and these files are derived 
from the above-mentioned data sources, namely the HSE, EFS and census data): 
1) Population file 
2) Constraint files 
3) Summary files 
4) Micro-config file 
1) Population file 
There are two population datasets: one is the Health Survey for England 2002, the other is the 
Expenditure and Food Survey 2005. The population files are derived from these cleaned 
datasets. There is only one population file per simulation; accordingly each population file is 
used in a separate simulation (not together). These files consist of a column for a weighting 
variable to ensure the data is a representative sample (if none, put 1), columns for each of the 
constraint variables (in the order that the simulation will run in), and an ID number for each 
individual (see Table 6.11). The order of the columns in this table is vital, plus there can be a 
maximum of six constraint variables between the weight and ID columns, so a maximum of 
eight columns. More details of the population files are given in Appendix C. 
Weight Gender Age Ethnic ID 
1.00 1 7 2 10109101 
1.00 2 7 2 10109102 
1.28 2 4 2 10109103 
1.46 2 2 2 10109104 
1.00 1 7 1 10110101 
Table 6.11. Example of population dataset, assuming the constraint variables are gender (binary), age (7 
categories) and ethnicity (binary). This assumes gender is the first constraint variable, and household 
type is the last. There is a row for each person, so depending on the dataset used this is likely to be 
thousands of rows. The larger the sample size, the more possible combinations of individuals exist and 
the better the fit is likely to be. 
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2) Constraint files 
SimObesity requires a number of constraints to be input, which are the variables by which the 
study population (i. e. HSE or EFS) and the census population are compared, in order to come up 
with the best selection from the study population to be the synthesised population. That is, the 
constraints are the census variables that are being used to simulate the output variables, to 
ensure that the synthetic populations created accurately represent the "real" individuals in that 
area. For computational ease the maximum number of constraints is six, so there can only be up 
to six constraint files; the number of categories used should also be kept to a minimum (due to 
computational, not technical, limitations - too many will result in the computer crashing). In 
light of this, both the HSE and the EFS simulation use six constraint variables (the choice of 
constraint variables is described in section 6.3.2), most of which are binary. A particular 
exception to this is age, where a more detailed breakdown of the children's ages is required in 
order to consider obesity in children. 
The constraint files were derived from the census tables listed in Table 6.12, which were 
extracted from CasWeb (http: //casweb. mimas. ac. uk/). The exception is deprivation, which was 
determined from the Index of Multiple Deprivation 2004 available from National Statistics (the 
relevant department is now called Communities and Local Government: 
http: /hv%vw. communities. gov. ukt). The categorisations match that in the population file. All 
data is at SOA. 
Table Code 
UVOO3 
Table 
Sex All people Constraint 
simulation 
Na 
UVOO4 Age All people Constraint Na 
UV046 Household composition All people Non constraint Constraint 
N/A Index of multiple 
deprivation 2004 
All SOAs Constraint Na 
UV024 Qualifications All people Constraint Na 
UV043 Tenure All people in households Constraint Constraint 
UV062 Cars or vans All households Non constraint Constraint 
UV028 Economic activity All people Non constraint Constraint 
UV051 Number of people 
living in households 
All occupied household 
spaces 
Na Constraint 
UV042 Accommodation type All people Na Non constraint 
UV009 Ethnic group All people Constraint Na 
UVOO7 Marital status All people Non constraint Na 
Table 6.12. Details of the CAS univariate census tables used for the constraint data, highlighting which 
variables were available in the two population datasets and whether the census variable was used as a 
constraint or not. 
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These constraints are input into the model using constraint files: see Table 6.13 for an example 
(the full listing of the constraint files is given in Appendix D). The more categories a constraint 
has the more columns these tables will have. The order of the columns is important: the first 
must be the area code, which has to be named in the manner shown in Table 6.13 (so 
SimObesity can accept either SOAs or OAs, but not postcodes or postal sectors); subsequent 
columns relate to the categories and must be in the order of the number assigned to the 
population dataset, that is for example, "white" would be coded 1 and "not white" would be 
coded 2. The rows represent each area: for example in SOA EO1011264 there are 1434 white 
individuals (the numbers are not integers due to the input adjustment described below). 
ZoneCode White Not white 
OODAFAE01011264 1434.0 4.0 
OODAFAEO1011265 1458.0 33.0 
OODAFAE01011266 1391.9 65.1 
Table 6.13. Example of a constraint variable table: ethnicity. Each column is for a category of the 
variable (in this case binary) and each row is for each area. This uses the low SOA level so there would 
be 476 rows (at OA there would be 2440 rows). There is one of these tables for each constraint variable. 
The constraint tables "tell" the programme how many people live in each area as defined by any 
one category, using the census counts data. For example, the number of males, the number of 
children, etc. This is the ideal aggregate number that the model is trying to simulate by 
selecting individuals from the HSE (or EFS) datasets. 
However it should be noted that there are inconsistencies between the census tables produced by 
official disclosure control measures in order to protect confidentiality. This means that there are 
often slightly different numbers of people in the different tables for a given output area. For 
example, if SOA E01011264, which is one of the 17 SOAs in the Aireborough ward is 
considered, the sex table (UVO03) states that 1438 and 25617 people live in E01011264 and 
Aireborough respectively, whereas the tenure table (UV043) says 1439 and 25215 people live in 
the two areas respectively. The reweighting algorithm would not work optimally under these 
conditions; the totals need to be the same. It should be noted that there is no way of deriving a 
true estimate of the number of residents or households prior to the imposition of disclosure 
control. 
Accordingly the aggregate values in the constraint tables for each SOA are adjusted to ensure 
the totals always sum to that of the sex tables. That is, the number of people in the small areas 
we want to populate are adjusted by using the sex table (UVOO3) to give the number of 
individuals for each SOA. The number of people in each cell in the constraint tables is adjusted 
using the formula in Figure 6.5 (and is demonstrated in Table 6.14): 
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Number of people from the constraint table ,K 
Total sum for each area of the sex table 
Total Sum for each area of the constraint table 
Figure 6.5. Formula used to adjust the constraint data to ensure the total number of people for each 
variable is the same. 
SOA UV046: 
own 
UV046: 
rent/other 
UV046: 
total 
UVOO3: 
total 
Adjusted: 
own 
Adjusted: 
rent/other 
Adjusted: 
total 
E01011264 1067 372 1439 1438 1066.26 371.74 1438 
E01011265 1090 333 1423 1491 1142.09 348.91 1491 
E01011266 1288 70 1358 1457 1381.90 75.10 1457 
Table 6.14. This is an example of the input adjustment for the tenure constraint table. For each SOA the 
number of people in each of the categories (e. g. people who own their home) is multiplied by the sum for 
that SOA in the sex table and divided by the original sum for that SOA in that constraint table. So for 
home owners in E 10101264: 1067 / 1439 * 1438 = 1066.26. 
This adjustment seeks to minimise discrepancies between the totals of the constraint tables 
(note, it is not important which table is used to adjust the totals; sex was an arbitrary choice: 
what is important is that all the totals are the same). Whilst the adjusted tables may not be more 
accurate than the original census tables, the adjustment method ensures the constraint tables are 
more consistent or at least can be guaranteed to produce the smallest discrepancy. 
3) Summary files 
The third type of file needed to run the model is a summary of the totals of the population 
dataset for each constraint variable (see Table 6.15). For each constraint variable a summary of 
the aggregate number by each category is given in a summary table, as shown in Table 6.15. So 
if there are 6 constraint files for a simulation, there would be 6 summary files for that 
population file (the full listing of the summary files are given in Appendix E). 
Area White Not white 
15595 1922 
Table 6.15: Example of a summary table for ethnicity. There is always only one row in these tables and 
there is one table for each constraint variable. This table shows that there are 15595 individuals in the 
population table who are white and 1922 who are not white (note this sums to 17518, the total population 
in the HSE dataset). 
4) Micro_Config file 
The Java code to run SimObesity needs to be able to read these files in and to read out the 
output files. This is facilitated by the use of an Access database called Sim-data; this contains 
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the population file and all of the constraint and summary files, as well as a Micro Config file. 
See Table 6.16 for an example (the full listing of the two Micro Config files used are given in 
Appendix F). 
Array Identifier ItemName 
CONSTI ID ZoneCode 
CONST6 ID ZoneCode 
SUMMARYI ID area 
SUMMARY6 ID area 
CONSTI TABLE Name of constraint 1 "constraint file" 
CONST6 TABLE Name of constraint 6 "constraint file" 
POPULATION TABLE Name of population file 
SUMMARYI TABLE Name of constraint 1 "summary file" 
SUMMARY6 TABLE Name of constraint 6 "summary file" 
Table 6.16. Example of a Micro_Config file (contained within an Access database with the population 
file and all the constraint and summary files). The order and number of rows of a Micro_Config table is 
very important; if there are six constraints then there will be 25 rows (plus the header row); if two 
constraints, then 9 rows. 
Sim data must be stored directly on the c drive of the computer running the simulation, under 
the java source code directory (src). Here there are four folders: database (where Sim data sits); 
Dist; Does; Src; as well as the four batch files required to run SimObesity (Framework, 
JarFramework, MicroSimulation and SharedObjects). The java code are stored in four folders 
of the same names as the batch files also under the source code directory, although it is really 
only the "microsimulation" java files that need to be amended (for example if the number of 
constraints changes). It is not particularly user-friendly. 
6.3.5 Algorithm Methodology 
This section describes the algorithms that are used in SimObesity. The principal task in spatial 
microsimulation is to select individuals from a micro dataset to fill small census areas (e. g. 
SOAs). The information about individuals to create the micro-populations for SimObesity 
comes from the HSE and EFS datasets (which are only available at coarse levels of geography). 
A simulation was run on the HSE dataset and another on the EFS dataset separately, using 
different constraint variables (the choice of these constraints was described in the previous 
section) in order to synthesise a micro-population with a list of attributes. These attributes 
include census input variables as well as several different obesogenic output variables. That is, 
SimObesity synthesises a micro-dataset of individuals living in the Leeds area (by SOA) such 
that a tabulation of the individuals in each SOA sum to approximately the same as the census 
tabulations. In effect this process inputs "real people" into census areas as a synthetic sample. 
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Each micro area has a list of individuals/households with a corresponding list of attributes. For 
example: 
  Person 1, male, white, 42 years old, married without children, lives with his wife in their 
rented house, they have a car, he has 0 levels, low SEG, employed with a low income, 
living in a deprived suburban area with good public transport and easy access to the 
supermarket, in a neighbourhood he perceives as safe, access to leisure facilities is poor but 
he still manages to exercise 3-4 days per week for at least 30 minutes but eats less than 5 
portions of fruit and vegetables per day, he is not overweight or obese. 
  Person 2, female, white, 8 years old, lives in a household with 3-4 people, her parents have 
a car and own their own home, high SEG, household income is high, live in an affluent 
suburban area, she ate no fruit and vegetables during the survey, but does spend at least 7 
hours a week being physically active. 
Building a static spatial microsimulation model involves constructing a micro-dataset; that is, a 
population of households in conjunction with their related characteristics. This entails using a 
combination of available known data and mathematical algorithms to estimate the micro-level 
population. The algorithms for a static spatial microsimulation model can be either probabilistic 
(i. e. random sampling) or deterministic (i. e. rule based - if A then B). With this in mind, a 
static spatial microsimulation model can be split into three categories (Ballas et al, 2005): 1. 
synthetic probabilistic reconstruction models (random sampling); 2. reweighting probabilistic 
methodology; 3. rewcighting deterministic methodology. A synthetic probabilistic 
reconstruction model (option 1) involves the use of random sampling. They are only really 
useful if there isn't any small area known data available. This is not the case in the UK (as we 
have Census data), so SimObesity does not need to use this methodology. Options 2 and 3 both 
typically involve reweighting an existing national micro dataset to fit a geographical area 
description on the basis of random sampling and/or optimisation techniques. Simulated 
annealing (Kongmuang, 2007), linear programming models (Zhang & Chambers, 2004) and 
complex combinatorial optimisation (reweighting) methods (Ballas et at, 2006) are examples of 
techniques that fall into the Option 2 category for the construction of a micro dataset. Iterative 
proportional fitting (IPF) techniques (Norman, 1999; Rees et al, 2004; Simpson & Tranmer, 
2005), and reweighting of a parent sample of micro data such as with SimLeeds (Ballas, 2004) 
are examples of Option 3. 
Previous work (Ballas et al, 2005) has shown that the reweighting technique works effectively 
in terms of finding the combination of records which best fits known small area statistical 
constraints. It is theoretically preferable to use a deterministic approach because, as no random 
sampling procedures are involved, this method will produce "one" solution no matter how many 
times the model is run. With a stochastic (probabilistic) mechanism each time the 
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microsimulation model is run, the string of random numbers employed to create choices will be 
changed and consequently different results achieved. As no two runs will (most likely) 
produce the same results, the customary method to remedy this is to run the model several times 
and to use an average of the results (Clarke, 1996). However a probabilistic method is 
preferable if the base population dataset is very large (e. g. the individual SARS dataset has 
millions of records). This is because the deterministic methodology does not use any random 
sampling (by definition); it reweights the whole of the dataset, which for the HSE/EFS surveys 
is manageable. This is not the case for the SARS data, so it would be necessary to randomly 
sample from this huge dataset. When using a deterministic reweighting technique the synthetic 
micro population is selected based on all constraints used, and not on any one constraint used: 
effectively fitting all constraints simulataneously to each micro area in turn. This means that the 
order that the input variables are entered into the algorithm does not affect the resulting 
population (so a simulation using sex, tenure and deprivation returns the same population as one 
using deprivation, sex and tenure). This is a further advantage of deterministic over 
probabilistic methodologies. Therefore, in this study, combinatorial optimisation is achieved by 
using a deterministic reweighting algorithm. 
Two deterministic algorithms are used (based on Ballas et al, 2005) to create the micro- 
population. The first, the reweighting algorithm, compares the entire HSE (or EFS) base 
population with the census population for each SOA for each constraint variable and reweights 
each individual based on this (iterating just once through each constraint in turn). That is, the 
survey records are re-weighed to fit the census data tabulations. Then the second algorithm, an 
integerisation procedure, converts these reweight values into integers to determine how many of 
each of the individuals from the base population synthetically "live" in each SOA (as it is not 
possible to have fractions of people without creating a mess! ). The task is to ultimately select 
those individuals in the base population that best match the descriptions of the population who 
actually live in the micro area. The descriptions are determined by the census variables that are 
used as the input variables. 
These two algorithms create the micro dataset, stating how many of each individual 
synthetically "live" in each SOA. They give appropriate weights for the individuals to 
synthetically exist in each SOA based on the census tables used as "constraints" in this 
methodology. However these same weights may translate into relatively high over or under 
estimates of some variables that were not used as constraints in the simulation. It is possible to 
add a third algorithm to swap out poor (badly fitting) individuals for others to improve the 
match with the census statistics to adjust areas with high over and under estimations (Ballas et 
al, 2005). It is based on swapping suitable matching simulated individuals (that is individuals 
that have all attributes but one in common). This swapping algorithm has not been 
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implemented in SimObesity. The reasons for this are three-fold (in order of priority): Firstly all 
the output variables of interest (i. e. the obesogenic variables) show a correlation with the 
constraint variables, so if the constraint variables have simulated accurately (which is reviewed 
in the validation section of this chapter) then it is highly likely that the output variables have 
also simulated with low errors. Secondly it is only possible to run this third, swapping, 
algorithm for non-constraint census variables; i. e. it does not improve the simulation for the 
output (obesogenic) variables (which is why the correlation with the constraint variables is so 
important). Finally it could be argued that it is over adjusting the data. Furthermore, if 
SimObesity is used for "what if" scenario analysis then it is not possible to do this algorithm to 
test the efficacy of proposed public health interventions as the choice of which areas to run the 
algorithm on is somewhat subjective. 
A java model was built to run these two algorithms, as the datasets are too large to run this in 
excel. As this was the first programme written by the author in java, to test whether the 
algorithm was functioning as expected a mini spatial microsimulation model (due to excel 
memory constraints) was built to ensure that the java code and excel formulas produced the 
same populations - which the final versions (results not shown) did. A summary of the key 
parts of the code is given below and a full version is available from the author upon request. 
(1) Reweighting algorithm 
The first algorithm in SimObesity reweights the existing micro datasets (HSE and EFS) so that 
they fit small area population statistic tables (2001 census area statistics univariate tables). A 
deterministic reweighting methodology was used to select the HSE (and separately the EFS) 
individuals that best matched the SOA census individual variables (six variables for the HSE 
simulation: sex, age, deprivation, qualifications, ethnicity, tenure; and five variables for the EFS 
simulation: tenure, car availability, type of property, household type and size). Note, 
SimObesity is set up to run on either OA or SOA. This analysis is undertaken at the SOA 
because small number problems are greater at OA level. 
When using the single census variable tables (e. g. just sex or tenure) as in this analysis, rather 
than cross-tabulated census tables (e. g. tenure by sex) as used by Ballas and colleagues (2005), 
there are two stages to calculating the reweight value (i. e. reweighting the data). The first step 
of the reweighting algorithm uses the equation in Figure 6.6. The java code for the reweighting 
algorithm all falls within the reweighting class. The corresponding part of the java code is 
highlighted in Figure 6.7. The second step of the reweighting algorithm uses the equation in 
Figure 6.8 and the relevant exert from the reweighting class of the java code is given in Figure 
6.9. 
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For HSE ij 
X ij = Weight ij x constraint ij / sum ij 
Figure 6.6. Equation for step 1 of the reweighting algorithm (where i= person ID and j= micro area). 
Note HSE ij represents each person in the population dataset, thus is HSE survey for the HSE simulation 
and EFS survey for the EFS simulation. X is the resulting reweight from this step of the algorithm for 
person i in area j. Weight is the person's original weight in the population table for the first constraint in 
the algorithm and is the resulting weight (Yij) from the previous constraint for all subsequent constraint 
variables. Constraint ij is element ij of the corresponding constraint table (Table 6.13). Sum ij is element 
ij of the corresponding sum table (Table 6.15). 
newArray[oaCounter] [personCounter]=oldArray[oaC ounter] [personCounter] *constraint [oaCounter] [cat- 
1]/summary[O][cat-1]; } 
Figure 6.7. Exert from the reweighter class java code that represents step 1 of the reweighter algorithm. 
I. e. For HSE ij, X ij (i. e. newvArray) = Weight ij (i. e. oldArray) x constraint ij / sum ij. Note, "old 
array" is the weight column in the population table for the first iteration (i. e. the first constraint). For 
subsequent iterations (constraints) it becomes the output from the previous iteration (the Y value). 
For HSE ij 
Y ij =X ij xE constraint j/EXj 
Figure 6.8. Equation for step 2 of the reweighting algorithm (where I= person ID and j= micro area). 
Xij is the resulting value from step 1 of the rewveighting algorithm. E constraint j is the sum of the 
relevant area column for the constraint variable. Similarly EXj is the sum of the relevant area column 
for the reweight value calculated in the previous step. 
//put in a temp for/next loop to cycle thru the first element 
setArray(1); 
for(int i=0; i< newArray. length; i++) { 
double totalPop = 0; 
double acPop = 0; 
String s="' ; 
for(int t=0; t<constraint[i]. Iength; t++) { 
acPop=acPop+constraint[i] [t]; 
} 
for (int j=0; j<newvArray[i]. length; j++) { 
totalPop = total Pop+nc%vArray[i] U]; 
} 
for (int j=0; j<newvArray[i]. lcngth; j++) { 
newArray[i][j] = newArray[i][j]*acPop/totalPop; 
} 
if (i=0) { 
for (int j=0; j<nc vArray[i]. lcngth; j++) { 
System. out. println(Double. toString(newvArray[i] [j])); 
//converts dbl to string for printing, this is the output 
} 
} 
//Basically this translates as: 
//newArray[i][j] = newArray[i][j]*acPop/totalPop; 
// acPop=acPop+constraint[i][t]; 
// totalPop = totalPop+newvArray[i][j]; 
Figure 6.9. Exert from the rewcighter class java code that represents step 2 of the rcweighter algorithm. 
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To build the micro dataset all the individuals in the population dataset are given an initial 
weight that compensates for error, bias, refusals, etc. Then these weights are readjusted in order 
to fit the census micro-data using the two equations detailed in Figures 6.6 and 6.8. The 
reweight algorithm is carried out for the first constraint variable (for all SOAs individually), 
then the algorithm moves to the next constraint variable, carrying out the same process for the 
next constraint, and so forth until all constraints have been looped through and reweighted once. 
It is only necessary to do a proportional fit once, as the HSE and EFS data are a good fit to the 
general population, so there are good outputs from one run only. 
In order to demonstrate how the reweighting algorithm works there follows a worked example. 
The input data files are given in Tables 6.17-6.19. There are five micro areas in the example, 
super output area 1-5. In practice this data would be required for all micro areas in the study 
area (476 SOAs across Leeds). The example runs with two constraint variables, namely sex and 
tenure, which are detailed in Table 6.17. Both the HSE and EFS simulations use more than two 
CAS univariate tables (6 constraints for HSE simulation and 5 constraints for EFS simulation). 
Table 6.18 is an example of a population dataset, such as the HSE or EFS datasets, but with 
only 10 individuals and two attributes rather than the thousands of individuals in the HSE or 
EFS datasets and would include many attributes, not just sex and tenure. Table 6.19 gives an 
example of the summary tables that are used in this example. Again there would be a summary 
table for each constraint, and it summarises the totals from the population datasets. 
As there are two constraint variables there are four stages to the calculation. The order of the 
constraints in the simulation (given by the order of columns in the population table (Table 6.18) 
is sex followed by tenure. Thus step 1 of the algorithm is run using sex as the constraint 
variable (resulting weights are shown in Table 6.20), then step two using sex constraint 
(resulting weights in Table 6.21). The algorithm then moves to the next constraint, so, next, 
step 1 of the algorithm is run using tenure as the constraint variable (resulting weights in Table 
6.22) and finally step 2 using tenure constraint (resulting weights in Table 6.23). The reweight 
results from each stage are used in each subsequent stage. After the second step of the 
algorithm has been run on the last constraint (which in this case is tenure), this is the output 
from Algorithm 1 that would run into algorithm 2 (i. e. Table 6.23). These reweight values 
represent the probability that a HSE individual "lives" in that micro area. Note, as there are 
over 18,000 records in the HSE and perhaps a few hundred people living in each micro area, the 
actual reweight values will often be less than 1 (although they are all greater than one in the 
above example because of the small numbers used). 
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Sex 
Area Male Female Total 
SOAI 156.0 148.0 304.0 
SOA2 145.0 141.0 286.0 
SOA3 209.0 227.0 436.0 
SOA4 100.0 137.0 237.0 
SOA5 146.0 148.0 294.0 
Tenure 
Area Own Rent/Other Total 
SOA1 216.4 87.6 304.0 
SOA2 269.0 17.0 286.0 
SOA3 379.5 56.5 436.0 
SOA4 70.6 166.4 237.0 
SOA5 261.4 32.6 294.0 
Table 6.17. A hypothetical example of three CAS univariate tables from the 2001 census (by super 
output area) - the constraint tables. These Census data are aggregated into pre-determined tables, with a 
count or sum of the relevant constraint factor(s). 
wei-lit 
1.262 
sex 
1 
Tentire 
1 
ID 
ID1 
1.000 1 1 ID2 
1.000 1 1 ID3 
0.899 1 1 IN 
1.000 2 1 ID5 
1.000 1 2 ID6 
1.000 1 2 ID7 
1.000 2 1 ID8 
1.000 2 2 ID9 
1.000 1 2 D10 1 
Table 6.18. Population dataset -a hypothetical example of the HSE or EFS dataset. Sex: 1=male, 
2=female; tenure: 1=home owner, 2=rent/other. 
Sex 
Area Male Female 
173 
Tenure 
Area Own Rent / Other 
164 
Table 6.19. A hypothetical example of the summary tables of the population dataset by each of the 
constraint variables. The first constraint, sex, has been adjusted to take account of the fact that some 
initial ID weights are not = 1, so sum of weights = 49.3 rather than 50. 
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OAI 
IDI 28.1 26.1 37.7 18.0 26.3 
ID2 22.3 20.7 29.9 14.3 20.9 
ID3 22.3 20.7 29.9 14.3 20.9 
I D4 20.0 18.6 26.8 12.8 18.7 
ID5 49.3 47.0 75.7 45.7 49.3 
ID6 22.3 20.7 29.9 14.3 20.9 
ID7 22.3 20.7 29.9 14.3 20.9 
ID8 49.3 47.0 75.7 45.7 49.3 
ID9 49.3 47.0 75.7 45.7 49.3 
ID I0 22.3 20.7 29.9 14.3 20.9 
total 307.6 289.3 440.8 239.3 297.4 
Table 6.20. The results from implementing the first step of the reweighting algorithm for the first 
constraint, sex. For example, person I (IDI) is male (sex = 1). So for SOAI his new reweight value 
(Xij) = his initial weight (Table 6.18) x number of males in SOAI (Table 6.17) / total number of males in 
the population table (Table 6.19). I. e. X (IDI. OAI) = 1.262 x 156.0 /7= 28.1. This calculation is repeated 
for all people in SOAI, then for all people in all other areas. 
Idcode OA I OA2 OA3 OA4 OA5 
IDI 27.8 25.8 37.3 17.9 26.0 
ID2 22.0 20.5 29.5 14.1 20.6 
ID3 22.0 20.5 29.5 14.1 20.6 
ID4 19.8 18.4 26.5 12.7 18.5 
ID5 48.8 46.5 74.8 45.2 48.8 
I D6 22.0 20.5 29.5 14.1 20.6 
I D7 22.0 20.5 29.5 14.1 20.6 
ID8 48.8 46.5 74.8 45.2 48.8 
ID9 48.8 46.5 74.8 45.2 48.8 
IDIO 22.0 20.5 29.5 14.1 20.6 
total 304.0 286.0 436.0 237.0 294.0 
Table 6.21. The results from implementing the second step of the reweight algorithm for the first 
constraint, sex. For example, person I in SOAI, his new reweight value (Yij) = his reweight value from 
the first step calculation x the sum of the sex constraint in SOA l (i. e. total number of males and females 
in that area) / sum of the reweight values from the first step calculation for SOA I. i. e. Y (iDI. Q, \i = 28.1 x 
304.0 / 307.6 = 27.8. This calculation is repeated for all people in SOAI, then for all people in all other 
areas. 
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OA I OA2 OA3 OA4 OA5 
IDI 1002.8 1158.7 2357.7 210.1 1134.2 
ID2 482.2 87.0 417.0 588.6 167.8 
ID3 794.5 918.0 1868.0 166.5 898.6 
ID4 714.0 825.0 1678.7 149.6 807.5 
I D5 1067.5 197.4 1056.8 1881.5 397.0 
ID6 482.2 87.0 417.0 588.6 167.8 
ID7 482.2 87.0 417.0 588.6 167.8 
ID8 1758.7 2082.9 4734.0 532.2 2125.4 
ID9 1758.7 2082.9 4734.0 532.2 2125.4 
IDIO 794.5 918.0 1868.0 166.5 898.6 
total 9337.5 8444.0 19548.2 5404.3 8890.2 
Table 6.22. The results from implementing the first step of the reweighting algorithm for the second 
constraint, tenure. For example, person I (IDI) is a home owner (tenure = 1). So for SOAI his new 
reweight value (Xij) = the resulting weight from step 2 with the previous constraint variable (Table 6.21) 
x number of home owners in SOA I (Table 6.17) / total number of home owners in the population table 
(Table 6.19). Le. X (IDI OAt) = 27.8 x 216.4 /6= 1002.8. This calculation is repeated for all people in 
SOA 1, then for all people in all other areas. 
Idcode OA1 OA2 OA3 OA4 OA5 
IDI 32.6 39.2 52.6 9.2 37.5 
1D2 15.7 2.9 9.3 25.8 5.6 
ID3 25.9 31.1 41.7 7.3 29.7 
1D4 23.2 27.9 37.4 6.6 26.7 
ID5 34.8 6.7 23.6 82.5 13.1 
ID6 15.7 2.9 9.3 25.8 5.6 
ID7 15.7 2.9 9.3 25.8 5.6 
ID8 57.3 70.5 105.6 23.3 70.3 
ID9 57.3 70.5 105.6 23.3 70.3 
ID10 25.9 31.1 41.7 7.3 29.7 
total 304.0 286.0 436.0 237.0 294.0 
Table 6.23. The results from implementing the second step of the reweight algorithm for the second 
constraint, tenure. For example, person I in SOAI, his new reweight value (Yij) = his reweight value 
from the first step calculation x the sum of the tenure constraint in SOA 1 (i. e. total number of people in 
that area) / sum of the reweight values from the first step calculation for SOA1. i. e. Y (LDI. OAI) = 1002.8 x 
304.0 / 9337.5 = 32.6. This calculation is repeated for all people in SOA1, then for all people in all other 
areas. 
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(2) Intergisation Algorithm 
Algorithm 2 is a procedure to select the individuals that synthetically "live" in each micro area 
and importantly to ensure that no fractions of persons are allocated to an area. This requires an 
iterative optimisation technique, whereby the decimal weights (e. g. the reweight values in Table 
6.23 above) are converted into integer weights. Different integerisation methodologies exist and 
have been tested and the following methodology has been determined the best in these 
circumstances (Ballas et al, 2005). This second algorithm selects individuals for each micro area 
(rather than random sampling as per a probabilistic methodology), assuring that no fraction of 
persons are allocated to a SOA; people can only be whole people. This algorithm works as 
follows (and is also explained numerically in Table 6.24 and the relevant java code is outlined 
in Figures 6.10 and 6.11): 
1. For each SOA in turn, rank the data by reweight value from smallest to largest - this is 
sorting the individuals into ascending order of probability of living in the SOA being 
populated. 
2. Calculate each individual's "cumulative reweight" number by summing the reweight values, 
one at a time, from the top of the list (i. e. for the lowest reweight values first). Note, for the 
first individual on the list (i. e. the person with the lowest likelihood of living in that SOA) 
their cumulative reweight value is just their reweight figure. 
3. Each time the cumulative reweight value moves down a row (i. e. to a new, higher re- 
weighed, individual), if the new cumulative reweight value is > 1, take the whole number 
(of the cumulative value) as the number of that individual in that area and carry forward the 
balance. That is, if cumulative value = 2.4, then 2 of that person "lives" in the area and 0.4 
would be carried forward to the next person on the list and added to their reweight value to 
calculate the next cumulative reweight value. It uses a "floor" function, so the integisation 
always rounds downwards, rather than either up or down. 
4. Continue until each person has been allocated an integisation number for each SOA. 
Table 6.24. Simplified illustration of the integisation algorithm. The three left most columns represent 
the results from the first algorithm, giving each individual a reweight value, which represents how likely 
they are to live in that SOA. The four left most columns represent the algorithm after the individuals 
have been ranked in ascending order of reweight value. Then the cumulative rewcight value is calculated 
in order to determine how many of each individual live in the SOA. 
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//start bubble sort here (i. e. sorts array so smallest at top and largest at bottom) 
boolean notSorted=true; 
while(notSorted=true){ //starts the sorting 
for(int j=0; j<d[O]. lengdh; j++) { H For each column (individual) 
if (j=0) { 
notSorted = false; 
)else( 
if (d[O][j-l]>d[O][j])[ 
//if the second number in a pair is less than the first 
// ie if first #> second # 
double tempWt = d[O][j]; 
//actual weight - remember the second number (create a temp =j #) 
double tempOrder = d[1][jJ; 
//id, to keep track of changes - remember the 2nd number's place 
d[O][j] = d[O][j-1J; 
//set the second number to equal the first 
Hie change j so= j-1 (ie change #) 
d[1](j] = d[I][j-l]; 
//set the second id to the place of the first id 
// is change j ID so = ID j-1 (ic change places of the numbers) 
d[O]U-1] = tempWt; 
//set the first number to equal the second number 
// change j-1 so= old j# 
d[I]U-1] = tempOrder; 
//set the id of first number to the second number's place 
// change j-1 ID so = old j ID 
notSorted=true; //this stops the while loop when all are sorted 
H e. g. say j-1 = 4, j =2 
// then tempest = 2, tempOrder = ID for 2 
// j(2) = j(4), ditto ID and j-1(4) = tempwt(2), ditto ID 
//So end upwith j-1=2, j=4 
// and when you do this for a column of numbers, the sorting gradually 
// moves through the column (bit like a Mexican wave) 
//end of if comparison loop 
} //End of j loop (using d) 
//end of while loop 
//end bubble sort here 
Figure 6.10. Extract from reweighter class java code that corresponds to the code to rank the data 
(step 1). 
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//**/rest of integerisation starts here 
Create a double called cumulativeWt, and set it equal to zero 
Loop through each column j (i. e. each individual) 
Create a2 dimensional array called sorted, and set it equal to the sorted weights 
// from the above code (bubble sort) 
Create a double called r, and set it equal to zero 
Then change CumulativeWt so it equals previous cummulative\'Vt plus the next result 
// in the sorted array. That is, it is the current record's weight plus the remainder left in 
// the counter from the previous record(s) 
// Then do the following if statement ... // If the resulting cummulative weight exceeds 1, then take the floor (i. e. whole number, 
// always rounding downwards) - this number is the result for this indiv in this area 
// Don't use round, as this rounds up or down 
// Then set cummulative weight = previous cummulativeWt less the integer just taken 
// as the result for that individual (the floor) 
// Then take the array "ra" and give it the floor values (this will be the result array) 
I/ Then the code goes back up to the "for" statement, and moves to the next individual, 
// increasing the cummWt by their algl result and then looping through the "if' statement 
// again, getting floor values whenever the cummWt goes above 1 
// (if it doesn't exceed 1, then that individual just gets a zero in the result array, ra) 
double cummulativeWt= 0; 
for(int j=0; j<d[O]. lcngth; j++){ 
double sorted = d[O][j]; //equals the sorted weights 
double r=0; 
cummulativeWt=cummulativcWt+sorted; 
it(cummulativewt> 1) { 
r= Math. floor(cummulativeWt); 
//take whole number part of the sorted weights (leave the fraction / decimals) 
// CHANGE ROUND TO FLOOR (see notes below) 
cummulativeWt=cummulativeWt-(double)r; 
} //End if 
ra[i][(int)d[l][j]] = (doublc)r; 
this gives the floor integer to the results array 
} 
//end of for looping thru i in newvArray 
return ra; // ie gives the number of each individuals in each area 
} 
//end of integerise 
Figure 6.11. Extract from reweight class java code corresponding to the summing of the reweight values, 
and when the cumulative value is > 1, then take the whole number as the number of that individual in that 
area (steps 2-4). 
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6.3.6 Output data 
The output from SimObesity comprises of 33 files, one for each ward. Each ward file has a 
separate column for each SOA in that ward. The java programme output just lists how many of 
each individual "lives" in each micro-area (either low SOA or OA, depending how SimObesity 
is set up - in this study it was set on SOA) (see Table 6.25). Once the list of individuals and 
their attributes has been estimated, they can be aggregated to any spatial scale. This output was 
then converted into aggregate (SOA) data for all variables (i. e., constraint, non-constraint and 
obesogenic variables) for each micro-area using a bespoke aggregation programme (written by 
the author) in excel. Using an excel spreadsheet (which requires some level of manual input 
due to memory limitations, but is mostly automated) is more time consuming than if java code 
calculated it automatically, but in the short term it was quicker to do it this way than to spend a 
long time writing the appropriate java code. This "conversion" results in a list of SOAs with the 
sum of each individuals' associated demographic and socio-economic characteristics (see Table 
6.26). In addition, the attributes include the obesogenic variables from the HSE 2002 and the 
EFS 2005. Note, the categorizations of variables used included a "missing data" category so if 
an individual was simulated with missing data for, say, physical activity, then this could be 
adjusted for. Subsequent analyses took these absolute numbers and calculated the proportions 
of the population, so simulated persons with missing data were excluded. 
ID 
10109101 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
10109102 1 0 0 
10109103 1 0 3 
10109104 0 0 0 
10110101 4 1 0 
Table 6.25: Example of SimObesity java output. There is a column for each area (this is actually split 
into separate files by ward, as there arc limitations on how many columns a spreadsheet can hold) - so 
2440 OA columns or 475 SOA columns in total. There is a row for each "real" individual (17518 in the 
HSE simulation and 6798 in the EFS simulation). Each number represents how many of that individual 
synthetically "live" in that area. 
Total 1437 1490 1457 
Male 644 646 678 
Female 793 844 779 
Child 267 178 340 
Adult 1170 1312 1117 
Table 6.26: Example of final SimObesity output (after the java output has been converted into agj l arte b. lb: >; xampte of 1mal StmUbestty output (after the Java output has been converted into aggregate 
data). There is a column for each area - so 2440 OA columns or 475 SOA columns. There is a row for 
each category of each variable; this would include constraint variables and the variables being simulated. 
The HSE simulation produced 715,169 individuals whose characteristics matched the 
characteristics of the 715,402 individuals living in Leeds (as per the 2001 Census). Similarly 
the EFS simulation produced 715,167 matching individuals. Variables that were reliably 
simulated (this is discussed in more detail in the validation section) are the constraint and 
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obesogenic variables (i. e. not the non-constraint variables). That is: sex, age, deprivation, 
qualifications, ethnicity, tenure, fruit and vegetable consumption, physical activity levels, 
urbanisation, socio-economic group, social capital (public transport, access to facilities, 
neighbourhood safety) (from the HSE simulation); tenure, economic activity, household type, 
car availability, household size, food expenditure, PC and TV ownership, internet access, 
income, source of income, and spending on school meals (from the EFS simulation). 
One of the major advantages of spatial microsimulation models is the ability to estimate 
geographical distributions of socio-economic variables which were previously unknown (Ballas, 
2001). It is possible to identify individuals with very specific characteristics: for example, of 
being a child, living in a highly deprived area, with low perceived neighbourhood safety, low 
expenditure on food, low fruit and vegetable consumption, low physical activity levels, poor 
access to shops, low income and a high number of household televisions, i. e. children associated 
with a higher risk of obesity. Figures 6.12-6.15 show some model outputs by SOA. In 
particular, Figure 6.12 depicts the estimated spatial distribution of areas with perceived low 
social capital, namely poor public transport, limited access to leisure facilities and supermarkets, 
problems with teenagers hanging around and vandalism. This shows that areas where more of 
the population perceive the neighbourhood as having low social capital is in central Leeds (an 
area of high deprivation), with separate areas of high prevalence in the north west and south 
east. Figure 6.13 shows the distribution of populations with low expenditure on food, low 
income, low SEG, not economically active, no access to a car, rent their home, and have no 
qualifications. Again there are higher rates in the central, deprived, areas of Leeds, with some 
isolated cases in the north of Leeds. Figure 6.14 illustrates the distribution of children aged 7- 
15 years exhibiting obesogenic behaviours; that is, with low daily fruit and vegetable 
consumption and low physical activity levels. This shows a low percentage of people meeting 
these criteria in central Leeds, with higher levels of poor diet and low activity amongst children 
in more affluent, rural parts of Leeds. Finally Figure 6.15 depicts those people living in a 
highly deprived area, with low perceived neighbourhood safety, and a low income. Anyone 
outside of the highest deprivation areas is automatically excluded from this classification (thus 
all the yellow shading outside of the centre of Leeds). 
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Figure 6.12. Distribution of perceived low social capital by SOA in Leeds: namely poor public transport, 
limited access to leisure facilities and supermarkets, problems with teenagers hanging around and 
vandalism. 
M 
e 
Figure 6.13. Distribution of populations with low expenditure on food, who are on benefits, and no one 
in the household is economically active, have a low income, no access to a car, and who do not own their 
home, by SOA in Leeds. 
+ 
Figure 6.14. Distribution of obesogenic behaviours of children aged 7-15 years by SOA in Leeds: that is, 
with low daily fruit and vegetable consumption and low physical activity levels. 
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Figure 6.15. Distribution of people who perceive the safety of their neighbourhood as low and have a 
low income, who live in a highly deprived area, by SOA in Leeds. 
6.4 Validation of Synthetic Micro-data 
This section discusses ways of validating the simulation outputs, and of showing where 
SimObesity works well and where it functions less well. As the whole purpose of producing 
synthetic micro-data is to generate data that do not currently exist for small areas, validation is 
difficult; which is a drawback of spatial microsimulation. However it is possible to calibrate 
spatial microsimulation model outputs by aggregating the individual level simulated data to 
levels at which observed datasets exist and compare the synthetic data with the actual data 
(Ballas et al, 2005). To do this actual data for Leeds (from Census 2001) are compared to the 
simulation outputs. This is undertaken at the ward level (due to small number problems at 
SOA). 
A key point of our constraint choice analysis was that we should use variables as constraints 
that are most strongly associated with the output variables that we are wanting to simulate. We 
would expect these constraint variables to simulate well. Accordingly simulated data will be 
"validated" by comparing the actual data to the simulated data for the constraint variables that 
went into each respective model. Given the correlations between the output (obesogenic) and 
the constraint variables, we can assume that if the constraint variable simulates well that the 
output variable is also accurate. Conversely we would expect that non-constraint variables that 
had no correlation to the input variables to simulate poorly. If they do simulate well, that could 
be because they are correlated with the input variables or down to luck. A variable that is not 
correlated to the input variables may or may not simulate well; it is not possible to predict 
which. There is no point in validating against non-constraint variables as they may (for 
example if they happen to be correlated to the constraint variables) or may not simulate well. 
Plus how well these non-constraint variables simulate has no bearing on how well the output 
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variables of interest (the obesogenic variables) have simulated and so how well the data are 
simulated. 
There are four key analyses undertaken to validate the data. Firstly the simulated population is 
compared to the corresponding census population for all of the census-type variables to give an 
approximate indication of the quality of the simulation. Then the error values are calculated. 
Thirdly a regression of simulated data verses actual data is undertaken to better understand the 
fit of the simulation, and finally a t-test statistical comparison of the two datasets is done to 
establish whether there are any statistically significant differences between the synthetic and 
real populations. 
Firstly the population simulated for both the HSE and EFS datasets are (separately) compared 
with their census counterparts for all of the census-type variables: that is, for both the constraint 
variables used in the simulation and the non-constraint variables that were not used as input 
variables in the simulation. This is summarised in Tables 6.27 and 6.28. This very quickly 
shows that for the HSE simulation out of the constraint variables, gender and tenure appear to 
have simulated least well, with an underestimation of proportion of males and home owners, but 
that age and deprivation are almost perfect simulations. The non-constraint variables for the 
HSE simulation (there are not any non constraint variables in the EFS dataset) have performed 
poorly. Conversely for the EFS simulation, gender has simulated well, as has age and, again, 
tenure has simulated less well. However this is simply "eye-balling" the data for Leeds as a 
whole; it is necessary to determine whether there are any statistical differences between the 
simulated and actual data at the micro-level. 
The next step in the validation process is to calculate the error values for each of the census-type 
variables in the HSE and EFS simulations. The error report provides information on the 
aggregate difference between distributions of each actual constraint variable plus other census 
variables that are synthesised (non-constraint variables), and the synthetic micro-data at the 
ward level. 
The fit of a combination of individuals to known small area constraints is evaluated by the 
Absolute Error (AE), the absolute difference between observed (simulation) and expected 
(census) counts for each variable in each area. For example for the number of people who own 
their home in each of the 33 wards. Ideally, an optimal solution would have an AE of 0, which 
means there is no difference between the observed and estimated counts, in other words a 
"perfect fit". In order to compare across tables, the Standardised Absolute Error (SAE) is used. 
This is the AE divided by the total expected count for each area. An acceptable limit for error is 
often accepted to be around 10%. Note, it would be reasonable to expect that the performance 
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Proportion populaition: HSE 2002 Census 2001 
N 
simulailed 
715169 
(Leeds) 
715402 
CONSTRAINT VARIABLES 
Who are male 45.2 48.3 
Who are female 54.8 51.7 
Aged 0-2 years 3.5 3.4 
Aged 3-6 years 4.9 4.8 
Aged 7-9 years 3.8 3.8 
Aged 10-12 years 3.9 4.1 
Aged 13-15 years 3.8 3.9 
Aged 16-18 years 3.9 3.8 
Aged 19+ years 76.2 76.2 
Who are children 23.8 23.8 
Who are adults 76.2 76.2 
Least deprived 13.3 13.3 
Deprived 2 16.5 16.5 
Deprived 3 18.4 18.4 
Deprived 4 19.1 19.1 
Most deprived 32.7 32.7 
Highest educational qualification is degree, or equivalent 14.7 14.0 
HEQ is A or 0 levels, or equivalent 29.0 31.3 
No or other qualifications 33.6 34.7 
Full time student / child 22.6 20.0 
Who are white 92.1 91.9 
Who are other ethnic group 7.9 8.1 
Who are home owners 62.5 65.3 
Who rent or "other" 37.5 34.7 
NON-CONSTRIANT VARIABLES 
No children in household 60.4 53.7 
Household has children 39.6 46.3 
With at least I car or van available 74.8 66.4 
Without car or van available 25.2 33.6 
Who are married or cohabiting 46.5 37.7 
Who are not married 33.6 62.3 
Economically active 42.7 42.9 
Not economically active 57.3 57.1 
Live in household on own 13.2 30.6 
Two people in household 30.2 33.3 
3-4 people in household 43.1 28.8 
5 or more people in household 13.5 7.3 
Table 6.27. Comparison of simulated population (from HSE 2002) to the 2001 Census data for the 
census-type variables contained within the IISF dataset. 
Proportion 1population: 2005 Census 200 
(11)(11% I (I LI, 11) 
simulated 
7H17: 
(Leeds) 
71 5402 
CONSTRAINT VARIABLES 
Who are male 48.5 48.3 
Who are female 51.5 51.7 
Who are children 24.6 23.8 
Who are adults 75.4 76.2 
1 person lives on own 29.2 30.6 
2-4 people live in the household 61.6 62.1 
5+ people live in household 9.2 7.3 
Live in household without children 55.9 53.7 
Live in household with children 44.1 46.3 
Who are home owners 59.2 65.3 
Who rent or "other" 40.8 34.7 
Proportion with at least I car available 62.8 66.4 
Proportion without car available 37.2 33.6 
Who live in a detached house 16.4 15.5 
Who live in a semi, terraced house, flat or other accommodation 83.6 84.5 
Table 6.28. Comparison of simulated population (from EFS 2005) and 2001 Census data for the census- 
type variables contained within the EFS dataset. 
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of SimObesity would vary from variable to variable, especially at small areas such as wards 
and SOAs. When the same combination of constraints are run in different orders, the same 
errors result. Accordingly it is clear that the order of the constraints does not have effect on the 
size of the errors; rather the choice (and number) of constraints affects the error size. 
For the HSE simulation, very few wards had an SAE > 10% for a constraint variable (see Figure 
6.16). In particular, Harehills (DAFM) was the only ward with multiple variables with an SAE 
> 10%; namely child/adult proportions and the tenure proportions. Other than this, tenure was 
the only constraint variable with SAE > 10% and it affected eight wards (Armley, Burmantofts, 
Chapel Allerton, City and Holbeck, Harehills, Hunslet, Richmond Hill and Seacroft). In all 
cases the proportion of people who own their home was underestimated. For example, for 
Armley (DAFB), the census values for home owners and for people who rent or otherwise are 
13381.7 and 8652.3 (61% and 39% of total ward population) respectively. The simulated 
values were 11067 and 10957 (50% and 50% of total ward population) respectively. The 
absolute error was 2314.7 and -2304.7 respectively, giving a SAE of +1-10.5%. Conversely, all 
of the non-constraint variables (except economic activity) mostly had an SAE > 10%. 
For the EFS simulation, the SAEs are generally higher and so are more frequently greater than 
10% (see Figure 6.17). Again tenure is the variable that simulates least well, with 13 wards 
with a SAE > 10% (Armley, Beeston, Burmantofts, Chapel Allerton, City and Holbeck, 
Harehills, Headingly, Hunslet, Kirkstall, Richmond Hill, Seacroft, University and Weetwood), 
although car availability also has nine wards with a SAE > 10% (Burmantofts, City and 
Holbeck, Headingly, Hunslet, Kirkstall, Richmond Hill, Seacroft, University and Weetwood). 
In all cases the proportion of household who do not own their home was overestimated 
(correspondingly those who own underestimated) and those without a car available 
overestimated (correspondingly with a car underestimated). 
Then a regression analysis of the percentage of population in each category (simulated vs. 
actual) is undertaken. The r square statistic (the coefficient of determination) is an indicator that 
ranges in value from 0 to 1, and reveals how closely the simulated values for the regression 
trend line fit the actual (census) data. A trend line is most reliable when its R2 is at or close to 1. 
It should be noted that because census variables are largely count data (and certainly all the 
census variables used in this analysis i. e. that are available from the HSE and EFS surveys, are 
count data), the comparisons relate to proportions. 
Figures 6.18-6.20 show the scatter plot for each pair of variables at the ward level, with the 
simulated proportion on the x axis and the actual (census) data on the y axis. If the data had 
simulated perfectly, then y=x and all the points would lie on a straight line of gradient 1. For 
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the HSE simulation, this shows a high coefficient of determination for all constraint variables 
except gender, and a low coefficient of determination for all non-constraint variables except car 
availability. As does the EFS simulation, except for households with 5 or more people living 
there. 
Accordingly gender and household size data have been broken down further. Figure 6.21 is a 
comparison of the simulated (HSE simulation) and actual proportions of males for each ward, 
and shows that the proportion of males is consistently underestimated, highlighting those few 
wards with the greatest differences (albeit each still under 5%). Similarly Figure 6.22 compares 
the simulated (EFS simulation) and actual proportions of large households (5 or more people 
living there). This shows that for household size the regression analysis suggested just four 
outlier wards were affecting the coefficient of determination. 
However this regression analysis does not give any information about the fit of the simulated 
data to the "ideal" (i. e. where y=x and the simulated data are the same as the actual data), rather 
it expresses the fit of the data to the "best ft" line through those data. That is, the coefficient of 
determination is providing information about precision not accuracy. Accordingly an equal 
variance 2-tailed t-test is used to determine if there is any significant difference between the two 
datasets (i. e. simulated and actual). The results of this analysis are summarised in Tables 6.29 
and 6.30 for the HSE and EFS datasets respectively. These tables clearly show that as predicted 
most non-constraint variables simulate very poorly, showing a significant difference between 
the simulated and expected values. The exception to this is Economic Activity in the HSE 
simulation, where the simulated values are not significantly different to the census values. Of 
particular note is how the simulated data for car availability had a high coefficient of 
determination but is statistically significantly different from the expected data, albeit to a much 
lesser degree than the other non-constraint variables. Similarly most of the constraint variables 
simulate very well, showing no significant difference between the simulated and expected 
proportions. The only exception is gender in the HSE simulation and households with the most 
people living there, which are significantly different. The proportion of males is underestimated 
and the number of households with five or more people was overestimated. 
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Figure 6.16. Bar charts showing the standardised absolute error percentage for each ward for each of the 
six constraint variables (sex, age, deprivation, tenure, qualification and ethnicity) in the HSE simulation. 
Gender, deprivation and ethnicity have no SAE% > 10%. Qualifications (student) and age (adult) have 
just one ward (DAFM) with a SAE% > 10%. Tenure however has eight wards with a SAE% > 10%. 
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Figure 6.17. Bar charts showing the standardised absolute error percentage for each ward for each of the 
five constraint variables (household type, car availability, tenure, household size, and property type) in 
the EFS simulation. Only property type has no SAE% > 10%. Household type and size both have just 
two wards with a SAE% > 10%. However tenure and car availability have 13 and nine wards 
(respectively) with a SAE% > 10%. 
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Figure 6.18. Scatter plots for each pair of constraint variables at the ward level from the HSE simulation. 
The simulated value is on the x axis, and the expected value on the y axis. The dummy regression line 
indicates the "perfect fit" of y=x. The coefficient of determination for each variable is also given, the 
closer the number is to 1, the better the fit. 
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Figure 6.19. Scatter plots for each pair of non-constraint variables at the ward level from the HSE 
simulation. The simulated value is on the x axis, and the expected value on the y axis. The dummy 
regression line indicates the "perfect fit" of y=x. The coefficient of determination for each variable is 
also given; the closer the number is to 1, the better the fit. 
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Figure 6.20. Scatter plots for each pair of constraint variables (there are no non-constraint variables in 
this simulation) at the ward level from the EFS simulation. The simulated value is on the x axis, and the 
expected value on the y axis. The dummy regression line indicates the "perfect fit" of y=x. The 
coefficient of determination for each variable is also given; the closer the number is to I, the better the fit. 
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Figure 6.21. Simulated against actual proportion of population who are male (from the HSE simulation). 
The ward is along the x axis, and both the simulated value and the expected values are on the y axis, to 
highlight wards that differ the most (with the percentage difference given in brackets). 
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Figure 6.22. Simulated against actual proportion of population who live in households with 5 or more 
people (from the EFS simulation). Ward is along the x axis. Both the simulated value and the expected 
values are on the y axis, to highlight wards that differ the most (the percentage difference in brackets). 
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Proportion I population: 
CONSTRAINT VARIABLES 
Who are male / female 0.000 *** 
Aged 0-2 years 0.616 
Aged 3-6 years 0.639 
Aged 7-9 years 0.821 
Aged 10-12 years 0.572 
Aged 13-15 years 0.644 
Aged 16-18 years 0.254 
Aged 19+ years 0.852 
_ Who are children / adults 0.852 
Least deprived 1.000 
Deprived 2 1.000 
Deprived 3 1.000 
Deprived 4 1.000 
Most deprived 1.000 
Highest educational qualification is degree, or equivalent 0.798 
HEQ is A or 0 levels, or equivalent 0.143 
No or other qualifications 0.685 
Full time student / child 0.053 
Who are white / other ethnic group 0.965 
Who are home owners / rent or "other" 0.546 
NON-CONSTRIANT VARIABLES 
No children in household / Household has children 0.001 *** 
With at least I car or van available / without car or van 0.019 
Who are married or cohabiting / not married 0.000 *** 
Economically active / not economically active 0.775 
Live in household on own 0.000 *** 
Two people in household 0.002 ** 
3-4 people in household 0.000 *** 
5 or more people in household 0.000 *** 
Table 6.29. Results of equal variance 2-tailed t-test, comparing simulated population (from HSE 2002) 
to the 2001 Census data for the census-type variables contained within the HSE dataset. The binary 
variables have the same result for both categorisations. Stars indicate significance level (*** significant 
at p<0.001; ** significant at p<0.01; * significant at p<0.05). 
Proportion of population: 
CONSTRAINT VARIABLES 
T-Test 
Who are male female 0.067 
Who are children / adults 0.430 
1 person lives on own 
2-4 people live in the household 
5+ people live in household 
0.665 
0.772 
0.010 ** 
No children in household / Household has children 0.229 
Who are home owners / rent or "other" 0.236 
With at least l car or van available / without car or van 0.384 
Who live in a detached house / semi, terraced house, flat or other 
accommodation 
0.793 
Table 6.30. Results of equal variance 2-tailed t-test, comparing simulated population (from EFS 2005) to 
the 2001 Census data for the census-type variables contained within the EFS dataset. The binary 
variables have the same result for both categorisations. Stars indicate significance level (*** significant 
at p<0.001; ** significant at p<0.01; * significant at p<0.05). 
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6.5 Discussion 
This chapter has presented the SimObesity spatial microsimulation model, covering in detail its 
construction and calibration/validation. It was built using Java: an object-oriented language like 
Java is the most appropriate for building spatial microsimulation models (Ballas et al, 2006) and 
enables SimObesity to have the advantage of presenting the data in list form (rather than 
matrices), with each individual having a list of attributes. A key class in the Java programming 
for SimObesity is a class called "reweighter", which includes the code for both the reweighting 
and integisation algorithms, resulting in the estimation of new information (including 
obesogenic environment and behaviour data) at the micro level. It is a novel application of 
spatial microsimulation modelling and enables the spatial analysis of survey and census data 
combined. 
The key part of the process of building SimObesity is in the selection of the input (constraint) 
variables. This chapter has shown that these variables must be correlated with the output 
variables that are being synthesised if these output variables are to be simulated accurately (i. e. 
to closely match the characteristics of the actual population). By definition (as we are 
deliberately synthesising data that we do not otherwise have at the micro-level) there is no way 
to directly validate these data. Instead we can calibrate the input data (which by definition have 
actual data, in this case from the 2001 Census); plus we could validate non-constraint variables, 
although if they are not correlated with the input variables then it is not possible to guarantee 
that they simulate reliably. Validation of the output variables stems purely from the correlation 
analysis done in choosing the input variables, and then in determining whether these input 
variables simulate well; if yes, then it can be assumed that the correlated output variables also 
simulated well. 
6.5.1 Validation / Calibration 
Four methods were used to calibrate the data. The first two highlight different variables as less 
well simulated (gender, tenure and car availability) than the latter two methods (gender and 
large households). The first method, "eyeballing" the data, is an interesting exercise to get a 
global view of the results, but is not a valid method to investigate the effectiveness of the micro- 
level (e. g. ward / SOA) simulation as it summarises the data for the whole of Leeds. Secondly 
the use of SAE figures uses an arbitrary cut off figure of 10% to highlight outlying wards for 
particular variables. This analysis is rather simplistic and is not statistically considering the 
significance of any differences between wards. For the EFS simulation the SAE proportions 
were generally higher than for the HSE simulation. This may be due to the smaller population 
dataset, which only had around 7000 people, or due to variations between the census and EFS 
survey definitions, as the EFS survey was undertaken at household, not individual, level. 
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Combining two or even three years of EFS data, to create an initial population dataset of around 
20,000 people, may produce lower errors. Thirdly the regression analysis visually provides 
information regarding how well the data fit the ideal simulation (i. e. y=x regression line) but 
the coefficient of determination describes how well the data fit the best fit regression line, rather 
than the ideal one. Thus this considers precision rather than accuracy. Finally the equal 
variance t-test compares each ward's simulated and actual results in turn, in order to determine 
whether any differences are statistically significant. On balance, this is probably the better 
method. 
The calibration methodologies draw similar conclusions about the calibration of the simulated 
data. Most of the constraint variables simulate very well, showing no significant difference 
between the simulated and expected proportions (the key exceptions being gender and large 
households). However, spatial microsimulation may not work well for synthesising variables 
that are affected to a large degree by "external and localised factors", such as by public 
transport, the existence of a large university or prison or employer in an area (Ballas et al, 
2005). This will be of particular relevance to the handful of outlying wards where two of the 
constraint variables (from a total of 11) simulated less well (statistically significant differences 
between the simulated and actual data). 
For gender the underestimate of males is true across all wards (and vice versa for women) and 
there are six wards in particular with a large difference between simulated and actual values 
(albeit still only approximately 5% difference). For example, in Harehills 9675 males are 
simulated (total ward simulated population 21045) against 10244 males from Census data (total 
ward census population 21052). Of these six wards, three (City & Holbeck, Headingly, 
University wards) have particularly high actual proportions of males, all of which are in the 
residential catchment for the Leeds Universities, suggesting that possibility student populations 
are skewing these results. The other three wards (Burnmantofts, Hunslet, Richmond wards) 
have noticeably low simulated proportions of males, the rationale and impact of which is less 
clear. It may be that there is something geographically unusual about these wards; a localised 
feature (such as a safe house for drug users) that increases the actual male population above that 
expected by the simulation. 
Household size is a further variable that warrants some discussion. In the EFS simulation 
(where it was used as a constraint variable), SimObesity under- and over-estimates some wards 
and the apparent differences are largely due to just four wards (differences of -11%, 8%, 5% 
and 4%) (Headingly, Harehills, Roundhay, Moortown, respectively). The ward with the 
largest difference, underestimating the proportion of large households in the simulation, is in the 
catchment area for the Leeds Universities. Accordingly houses in this area are likely to have 
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students living in households with many other students - to increase rents for landlords and 
reduce per capita rent for students. This would lead to exceptionally high actual proportions 
and may account for the underestimated simulated number of large households in this area. The 
other three outlying wards are all fairly central (and adjacent to each other) and all overestimate 
the simulated proportion of large households. Accordingly perhaps the house types in this ward 
are unusually concentrated on smaller occupancies (e. g. more ex-council houses or large houses 
converted to flats), thus leading to a low actual proportion of large households. However if the 
data for all wards are compared the actual proportion of large households in these three wards is 
higher than in other wards, just that the simulated proportions are even higher. 
Tenure was a constraint variable for both simulations. In the HSE simulation the proportion of 
people who own their own home was underestimated in eight wards. Also the EFS simulation 
underestimates the proportion of households who own their own home in 12 wards. That is, for 
example, the census shows that 13,000 people own their homes and 8,000 people rent, yet the 
simulation results in 11,000 home owners and 10,000 renters. These wards largely overlapped; 
so it is the same wards with problems with the simulation of tenure data. The underestimate of 
home ownership (analogous to overestimate of households that rent their home) may be due to 
peculiarities about the populations in these wards. A lack of council estates or business 
buildings in these areas may account for the differences, as the census data shows that less 
people are renting than the simulation expects. Nevertheless there were no significant 
differences found between the simulated and actual values for tenure (equal variance t-test, P= 
0.546). 
The availability or otherwise of a car (or van) was a non-constraint variable for the HSE 
simulation and a constraint variable in the EFS simulation. Given this, it might be expected to 
see lower errors for this variable in the EFS simulation, which is the case. A little confusingly 
the HSE simulation underestimated the proportion of individuals without a car, whereas the EFS 
simulation overestimated. Most wards had very different results from the two simulations; 
further the HSE simulation showed significant differences between the simulated and actual 
proportions of people with and without a car available (equal variance t-test, P=0.019), 
whereas the EFS simulation showed no significant differences (equal variance t-test, P=0.3 84). 
These different simulation results highlight the need for correlated input and output variables (as 
only constraint variables simulate well reliably). The nine wards where the proportion of people 
without a car was overestimated may be due to localised features, such as the quality of the 
public transport or deprivation levels. Again, there are no significant differences between the 
simulated and actual values for car availability where used as a constraint variable (equal 
variance t-test, P=0.384). 
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As might be expected most non-constraint variables simulated very poorly, showing a 
significant difference between the simulated and expected values. The exception to this was 
Economic Activity in the HSE simulation, where the simulated values were not significantly 
different to the census values. This is probably because economic activity is highly correlated 
to two of the input variables, namely age (as no children are economically active) (Cramer V= 
0.619; p<0.001) and qualifications (again most children, and all young children, are classified 
as students as they have not finished their education) (Cramer V=0.713; p<0.001). 
Whilst it is not possible to explicitly quantify the impact of the under/over-estimate of 
proportion of males/large households on the obesogenic variables simulated, these differences 
were limited to a few wards. Further, more importantly perhaps, the use of five/six constraint 
variables, which did simulate well the bulk of which did simulate well, would serve to minimise 
any errors with the simulated obesogenic variables. The overall results from SimObesity for the 
two simulations show that the wards match the socio-economic characteristics from the 2001 
Census very well. This means that the characteristics of the synthetic population closely match 
that of the census `real' population. 
6.5.2 Methodology limitations 
Spatial microsimulation is both an art and science; which can be frustrating. The quality of the 
synthetic population is likely to be affected by the size of the sample used as a micro-data 
database, the number of constraint variables, the consistency of constraint tables and, vitally, the 
correlation of the output variables to the input variables. 
It may be that the sizes of the sample populations were too small. The parent populations, the 
HSE 2002 and EFS 2005, were both very large datasets, incorporating 17517 and 6798 
participants respectively. However these sample sizes may still be too small to generate a 
synthetic population that truly matches the actual population; error sizes may have been reduced 
with larger parent population files. It may have been worth increasing the size of the files by 
amalgamating two year's worth of data. However it was only the HSE 2002 (not 2001 or 2003) 
that included reliable data on child fruit and vegetable consumption and child physical activity 
levels, so this output variable would not have increased in size. The reweighting deterministic 
algorithm has been shown to be a useful tool for simulating micro-area data. However it is 
computationally intensive. Most computing time is spent on evaluating the difference between 
constraint tables and synthetic micro-data. Due to computational restrictions, SimObesity is 
limited to a maximum of six constraint variables. It may be that with better java programming 
this maximum could be increased, however this is beyond the possibilities for this thesis. 
However with too many constraints and/or categories, the model can run into small number 
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problems. If any constraint categories were to have zeros or low numbers (in the census 
population), the less likely the synthetic population is to be a close match. Accordingly a trade 
off is required. Six constraints, mostly binary, was a good compromise between too few and too 
many; the EFS survey did not even have six possible constraint variables to use. 
It was explained that the constraint tables needed to be adjusted to minimise discrepancies 
between the total population summations for each micro area. The adjustment method utilised 
to standardise the consistency of the census tables (i. e. equating all the totals to those in the sex 
census table, UVOO3) was simplistic, but it did ensure that the constraint tables were more 
consistent. It may have been better to use a mean of the total number of individuals living in 
Leeds from either all the census tables used, or even all possible individual level census UV 
tables. However, the end result was the same, in that consistency was achieved. Plus at the 
small areas considered, the small differences involved would probably not make any difference 
to the output that resulted. 
The difficultly with the HSE dataset is that the SimObesity simulation is going to synthesise 
many different output variables from the same simulation. However the output variables have 
different optimal combinations of constraints. Accordingly it is necessary to choose a 
combination of constraint variables that predict all the output variables. The step wise logistic 
regression analysis determined the optimal combination of constraint variables as being sex, 
age, deprivation, qualifications, ethnicity and tenure. Using a entry method logistic regression 
for this optimal combination showed that all nine output variables (fruit and vegetable 
consumption; physical activity levels; degree of urbanisation; socio-economic group; public 
transport facilities; leisure facilities; access to supermarket; problems with teenagers hanging 
around; problems with vandals or graffiti) showed a highly significant improvement in fit when 
the predictor variables were added to the model. The predicted values do not differ significantly 
from the observed values for any output variable (as shown by the non significant Hosmer- 
Lemeshow statistics) and the predictors are all making a significant contribution to the 
prediction of the outcome variables (from the mostly significant Wald statistics). Also the 
model using this combination is explaining much of the variability in the data for many of the 
output variables; in particular, physical activity 24%, urbanisation 13%, SEG 18%, 
vandalisation 10%. Accordingly one can say that these six constraint variables predict the 
output variables well. 
Whilst more than one output variable is being analysed from the EFS dataset, the principal 
variable was household expenditure on food, and so this was the variable used to determine the 
choice of constraint variables. Other output variables that also showed a correlation with this 
combination of constraint variables would also be simulated. This is different to the HSE 
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dataset constraint methodology, but has the same end result (i. e. the output variables are 
correlated to the input variables). Logistic entry method regression analysis showed that the 
five constraint variables were all important predictors of expenditure on food. Cramer V 
correlation analysis showed that ownership of a PC and more than one television, internet 
access, income level, source of income and spending on school meals were also correlated with 
the census-type variables. 
Whilst the constraint variables chosen were all important predictors of the output variables, it 
would have been preferable to see stronger correlations (r > 0.50) between input and output 
variables as there is not a linear relationship between effect size and predictive power. Lower 
correlation figures have almost no value in prediction, with only a small improvement for 
medium correlation figures. It is only the high range of correlation coefficients where the 
predictive values become useful and reliable. 
A key choice to be made early on in the building of SimObesity was whether to use a 
deterministic or probabilistic algorithm. This is largely determined by the datasets to be used to 
simulate the data and software availability. With hindsight, why write software for a new model 
if other software exists? Spatial microsimulation models are not simple to write/build. Whilst 
conceptually relatively easy to design, not everyone has the time and expertise required to 
actually build the model. This can be avoided by either contracting the work out or using a 
generic model, which are now available at the University of Leeds (but not when this thesis was 
started). That said, writing the code for the model gives the massive advantage of truly 
understanding the maths behind the numbers; and if the user does not understand exactly how 
the model is running this makes it difficult to adapt or update the model and encumbers 
validation and calibration. However the author could not find any papers directly comparing 
differences in these methodologies with conclusive evidence as to which is "best". 
6.5.3 Uses for SimObesity 
The SimObesity simulations result in the creation of a small area population micro dataset 
consisting of a profusion of health-related variables and socio-economic variables, providing the 
appropriate environment for an examination of the interdependencies between these variables. 
These data can be used to undertake analyses of the risks of being obese and the impact of living 
in an obesogenic environment at the small area level in Leeds (as well as looking at the 
relationship between obesity and obesogenic behaviours), particularly by reading the output 
data into ArcGIS software for further analysis and mapping (see chapter 7). Microsimulation 
modelling facilitates this analysis as it brings the data, whether spatially linked or not, down to 
the required micro-level. In particular, it gives individuallhousehold estimates of obesogenic 
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variables, thereby developing information about the relationship between obesogenic factors 
and childhood obesity. A key advantage of this type of analysis is that mapping health data 
down to micro levels enables us to focus on key problem areas, rather than relying on averages 
for the whole region as per a global analysis. To generalise for the whole of Leeds would mean 
that health professionals could miss small problem areas. Highlighting them enables more 
focused interventions to be designed and implemented, levelling health inequalities. 
Another great advantage of spatial microsimulation is the ability to link data from different 
sources. The resulting synthetic populations had attached details of many different variables, 
including sex, age, deprivation, qualifications, car availability, tenure, diet, physical activity, 
income, expenditure on food, ownership of goods, perceived social capital, etc (see Table 6.10). 
Some of these variables corresponded to those found in the 2001 Census and some did not; the 
former variables were used to calibrate the model and the latter variables were the ones that we 
were interested in simulating as we do not have data at the micro-level for these variables. This 
creates new population micro-level data unavailable from the published sources. Also it is a 
good substitute for conducting a detailed survey to produce such a rich dataset at the micro 
level, which would be expensive and time consuming. It should be noted that once the list of 
individuals and their attributes has been simulated, the individuals can be aggregated to any new 
geographical scale. SimObesity used data from the HSE 2002 and EFS 2005 to add obesogenic 
covariate data (all non-census attributes) to the simulated micro-level database. In the context of 
this thesis these attributes are important for investigating the relationship between obesity and 
the obesogenic environment/behaviours and this process will be described in the next chapter. 
This spatial microsimulation model could also be used to address other research questions, 
depending on the data available in the various national level surveys, such as National Diet and 
Nutrition Survey or British Household Panel Survey. 
In this way spatial microsimulation modelling also facilitates policy formation and evaluation. 
By using the output to identify clusters of obesogenic attributes and hot spots of problem areas, 
spatial statistical analysis can show which, if any, hot spots are significant. This increased 
understanding of obesogenic patterns will facilitate effective policy formation to reduce obesity 
prevalence by enabling targeted (to the local area) interventions and health policies to be 
determined. 
On the whole, it can be asserted that the spatial microsimulation methodology detailed in this 
chapter can be used to give constructive information on obesogenic-related variables (as well as 
other health-related variables and socio-economic trends) that could be extremely useful in 
health-related applications. The use of spatial microsimulation techniques provides a rich 
dataset that can facilitate the understanding of variations in the obesogenic 
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environment/behaviours at the micro level and to enable the consideration of the relationship 
between these factors and childhood obesity, and identifying pockets of problem areas. This 
increases our understanding of childhood obesity, providing an enhanced environment for 
analysis, evaluation and decision-making in health planning. 
6.5.4 Conclusion 
This paper explains how SimObesity, a spatial microsimulation model, was built and how it 
facilitates the identification of obesogenic covariates, including both obesogenic environment 
variables and behavioural variables. 
Methodology 
  This paper clearly explains the construction and calibration/validation of a spatial 
microsimulation model. 
  The choice of constraint variables is critical to validation (low errors). The need for a 
strong correlation to exist between the input (constraint) and output variables is emphasised 
and rationale explained. This key statistical factor has not been stressed in other 
microsimulation work. 
  The simulated values were a good match to the census data. 
Application 
  This paper demonstrates a methodology to predict micro-level obesogenic variables, 
highlighting "hot spots". Subsequent analysis of these data will increase understanding of 
obesogenic patterns and facilitate effective policy formation to reduce obesity prevalence 
  SimObesity also has implications for policy evaluation, assessing the likely future impact of 
policy change at the local level. 
  Gencralisable to other health conditions / areas 
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Chapter 7: Micro-level analysis of childhood obesity, diet, physical 
activity, residential socio-economic and social capital variables: 
where are the obesogenic environments in Leeds? 
7.1 Introduction 
7.2 Background: 
7.2.1 Obesogenic Environments 
7.2.2 Geographically Weighted Regression 
7.3 Methodology 
7.3.1 Sources of data 
7.3.2 Analysis of data 
7.4 Results 
7.4.1 Descriptive analysis 
7.4.2 Global analyses 
7.4.3 Geographically weighted regression analyses 
7.5 Discussion 
7.5.1 Global analyses 
7.5.2 Local analyses 
7.5.3 Relationship with income 
7.5.4 Limitations 
7.5.5 Conclusion 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes global (the whole of Leeds) and local (at Census low super output area 
(SOA)) analyses of the relationship between childhood obesity and many potential obesogenic 
variables, including obesogenic environment variables such as deprivation, urbanisation, socio- 
economic group, income, access to local amenities and perceived neighbourhood safety, as well 
as individual obesogenic behaviour variables such as dietary and physical activity behaviours. 
The covariate data are all synthesised at the individual level using spatial microsimulation 
(SimObesity). This builds on the work undertaken in chapters 4 and 6. 
In chapter 4 the actual (sample) obesity data were analysed in order to identify the locations 
with high prevalence of childhood obesity. Spatial auto-correlation (which exists when the 
location of disease cases are dependent on the location of other disease cases) was not adjusted 
for initially in order to enable the detection of clusters that exist due to these correlations. If 
they are adjusted away, important hot spots may go undetected and interventions not targeted to 
or implemented in the right areas. The null hypothesis was effectively that obesity cases are 
geographically randomly distributed (allowing for population density etc) and the alternative 
hypothesis is that some hot spots exist due to either differences in underlying risk factors or 
spatial auto-correlation. Chapter 4 then went on to consider the impact of deprivation and OAC 
super-groups to determine a potential determinant of the clusters. However this chapter will 
consider whether various neighbourhood features or behaviours, such as perceived supermarket 
access or fruit and vegetable consumption, contribute to a higher risk for childhood obesity. It 
is essential to use spatial regression in order to adjust for the inherent spatial auto- correlation in 
the data. If not, the confidence in the risk relationships will be overestimated, leading to too 
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small biased p-values (Kulldorff, 2006). That is, relationships would show to be statistically 
significant when in fact they are not. 
Accordingly these analyses will identify the covariates with the strongest relationships with 
obesity, as well as highlighting the variation in these relationships across the study area. For 
example, some SOAs will have a positive relationship and others may have a negative 
relationship, within the bounds of an overall (global) positive or negative relationship. Thus 
identifying "at-risk" populations, which could be defined spatially and/or by any of the 
covariates analysed. It seeks to demonstrate the importance of analysis at the micro-level in 
order to provide health planners with additional information with which to tailor interventions 
and health policies to prevent childhood obesity. These analyses will also briefly consider 
whether the correlation between obesogenic factors and the prevalence of childhood obesity 
varies with household income or deprivation levels. 
This analysis will not incorporate a structured assessment of how obesogenic factors can be 
changed to reduce childhood obesity. This will be addressed in Chapter 8. 
7.2 Background 
7.2.1 Obesogenic Environments 
Obesity is a significant social, medical and economic problem. Its prevalence has escalated 
over the last two decades, reaching pandemic levels in the developed world (Ebbeling et al, 
2002; Sproston & Primatesta, 2002; Lobstein et al, 2004). Ignoring the obesity epidemic would 
have serious detrimental public health consequences, in terms of the financial burden on health 
care systems, individual morbidity, and ultimately (early) mortality. Why are some people more 
obese than others? The "it's my/his/her genes" is often cited by individuals as a primary cause. 
However the literature does not support this view. A review by Allison et al (2001) suggests 
that only about 20% of the population have strong genetic predispositions to be obese or slim 
regardless of the environment; accordingly why do some places have more obese people than 
others? Do obese people congregate in similar locations (compositional) or do certain attributes 
of places cause its inhabitants to become obese (contextual)? These are compelling questions 
for researchers. 
The very rapid rise in childhood obesity suggests that environmental factors rather than single 
gene defects are the primary cause. Population studies also suggest a strong influence of 
environmental factors on obesity rates: migrants often have higher obesity than those still living 
in the country of origin (Ravussin et al, 1994; McDermott et al, 1998; Popkin & Udry, 1998); 
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immigrants' offspring have higher rates of obesity than their parents (Popkin & Udry, 1998); 
second generation children have higher obesity rates than first generation children (Popkin, 
1998); and, when developing countries' populations have switched to more Western diets and 
reduced physical activity levels, a rise in the prevalence of childhood obesity is shown 
(Drewnowski & Popkin, 1997; Wang et al, 2002). Obesogenic environments are thus one of the 
major explanations for the increasing prevalence in obesity. The definition is a broad concept, 
being "the sum of influences that the surroundings, opportunities or conditions of life have on 
promoting obesity in individuals or populations" (Swinburn et al, 1999). Obesity is a result of 
chronic positive energy balance and yet we all have choices over how much we eat and how 
much exercise we take. An obesogenic environment is one in which the easy choices are 
unhealthy choices, promoting a high energy-intake and sedentary behaviours, which makes 
obesity more likely to occur. 
If the environment is affecting peoples' behaviour, leading to over-eating and/or under- 
exercising, then examining diet and physical activity in isolation is not sufficient to prevent 
obesity. Rather than focusing preventative strategies on education or behaviour change, a 
population based, long term, line of attack may be to identify (and then change) the obesogenic 
environments. In considering whether place affects prevalence of childhood obesity it is 
important to consider the scale of the analysis. Operating at purely a global scale, say for a 
whole city, will "average out" small areas of high prevalence such that the mean can be deemed 
acceptable and the pockets of problem areas are ignored, or rather, not noticed. By considering 
a smaller scale, the impact of obesity at the micro-level can be highlighted. This is important, 
because it may well suggest different obesogenic factors are important in different locations, 
thus not only increasing our understanding about geographical patterns of obesity, but also 
providing additional information to the health planner, enabling more targeted interventions to 
prevent childhood obesity to be drawn up and implemented. The aim of this chapter is thus to 
explore whether variations in the obesogenic environment exist across the neighbourhoods of a 
major UK city, namely, Leeds. 
7.2.2 Geographically Weighted Regression 
It is important that spatial data are not simply aggregated and analysed globally. This is 
illustrated in Figure 7.1, which shows how aggregating spatial data can lead to an incorrect 
conclusion about the underlying relationships, in this case leading to a supposition that obesity 
and household income are positively related (i. e. higher income is associated with higher 
obesity rates) whereas if the data are disaggregated into the two areas that the example data stem 
from, it is clear that both areas have a negative relationship between income and obesity (this 
example uses made-up data to illustrate a point). 
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Figure 7.1. Graphic illustration of the importance of analysing spatial data correctly (adapted from 
Fotheringham et al, 2005). Importantly both scatterplots use the same (theoretical) dataset. The top 
diagram shows the data spatially aggregated, showing a positive trendline. However if the two datasets 
are disaggregated, as in the bottom diagram, say to reflect two different areas, the both areas actually 
show a negative relationship between obesity and household income. 
A "normal" linear regression model assumes processes are stationary and the parameter 
estimates obtained are constant over space (i. e. the results are location independent), which does 
not highlight potentially important local variations in relationships (Brunsdon et al, 1998; Shi et 
al, 2006). That is, it assumes the relationships being modelled are the same across the entire 
study area. Conversely, a local model is a spatial disaggregation of a global model, and the 
results are, accordingly, location specific; a local model allows the processes under investigation 
to vary spatially. Spatial non-stationary exists when the same stimulus provokes a different 
response in different parts of the study region. 
This non-stationarity is explained further using an example (from Fotheringham et al, 2005). 
Suppose a non-stationary process was being modelled using (incorrectly) a global model. Then 
the model would incorrectly assume the values of 1 in the regression equation are the same in 
all localities across the whole study area. This means that any spatial non-stationarity in the 
relationship can only be seen through the residuals (the difference between the observed and 
predicted data) of the model. Example residuals from an incorrectly applied global model to 
spatial data are shown in Table 7.1. As such, whilst it is possible to determine whether there are 
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any spatial patterns by simply mapping a global model's residuals (or alternatively to calculate a 
residuals' auto-correlation statistic), it is better to address the issue of spatial non-stationarity 
directly using geographically weighted regression software that allows the relationships being 
measured to vary over space. 
0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.5 
0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 
0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 
0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 
2. 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
3. + + + + 0 
+ + + 0 - 
+ + 0 - - 
+ 0 - - - 
0 - - - - 
Table 7.1. Example of the problems of using a global model to predict a non-stationary process. The top 
table (1) represents the (example) real values of (3;. Accordingly if a global model is used, the estimated 
values of ß; will be as per the middle table (2) leading to incorrect residuals (y, - y; ') as per the bottom 
table (3) (Fotheringham et al, 2005). 
The main output from GWR is a set of local parameter estimates for each relationship. The 
extent of the spatial variability of any relationship can be ascertained by comparing the range of 
the local parameter estimates with a confidence interval around the global estimate of the 
equivalent parameter. By definition (assuming Gaussian distribution) 50% of the local 
parameter estimates will lie within the inter-quartile range and approximately 68% of the values 
will lie between +/- one standard deviation of the mean. As the global parameter estimate is the 
global mean, if the inter-quartile range of the local estimates is greater than two standard 
deviations of the global mean (i. e. twice the standard error), then this suggests the relationship 
might be non-stationary (Fotheringham et al, 2005). A Monte Carlo test is used to assess 
whether the spatial variation in the measured relationships are statistically significant. 
The key equations for a geographically weighted regression model are given in Figure 7.2. The 
main output from GWR is a set of location-specific parameter estimates, which can be mapped 
across the study region to provide information on spatial non-stationarity in relationships (as 
well as producing a more accurate regression model). GWR is able to undertake both a global 
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and a local regression analysis, which is important because what GWR can not do is take a 
badly fitting global model and suddenly create a well fitting local model. The difference is 
purely to take account of spatial non-stationarity, so the initial global model must be a good fit 
before the local model can be considered. 
yi = 1o(i) + ßl(l) Xli + ß2(i) X2i +"""+ ßn(i) Xni + £i 
Regression equation 
ßýllý = (XT W(i) X)_' XT W(i) Y 
Estimator equation 
Figure 7.2. Key equations for GWR regression model, where i refers to a location at which data on y and 
x are measured and at which local estimates of the parameters are obtained. The estimator where W(i) is 
a matrix of weights (which can be defined as fixed or adaptive) specific to location i such that 
observations nearer to i are given greater weight that observations further away. That is, W;,, is the weight 
given to data point n for the estimate of the local parameters at location i (Fotheringham et al, 2005). 
7.3 Methodolo2y 
7.3.1 Source of data 
The study area covers the 476 Leeds Census Super Output Areas (SOAs) (see Figure 1 in 
chapter 4). Childhood obesity was defined using age and gender specific body mass index 
(weight (kg)/height (m)) standard deviation scores (BMI SDS) using the British 1990 growth 
reference dataset (Freeman et al, 1995; Cole et al, 1995); overweight is defined as above the 91" 
centile and obesity as above the 98 `h centile (Cole et al, 1995) (as previously described in 
Chapter 2). 
There are three key sources of child BMI data from Leeds used in this study: for 3 to 6 year olds 
was obtained from primary care trusts' records of routinely collected data for children born 
since 1995; a sample of 5,9 and 13 year olds collected as part of the "Trends" study in 2004 and 
2005 (Rudolf et al, 2006); and, a sample of 11 year olds collected as part of the "RADs" study 
in 2005 and 2006. Further details regarding these studies and also regarding the cleaning of 
these data is described in chapter 4. No children were contacted directly, and no new 
measurements were taken. All data were anonymised. A geographic information system (GIS) 
(ArcGIS v. 9.0) was used to summarise the childhood obesity datasets by residential SOA. The 
SOA of the residential location of each measured child was determined by linking each child's 
residential full postcode centroid to the relevant SOA using GIS software. To minimise small 
number problems the aggregate obesity data (percentage of obese children; percentage of obese 
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and overweight children; mean BMI SDS) for each SOA was smoothed using Empirical Bayes 
(with a local smoothing based on population limits, i. e. children measured). Ethical approval 
was obtained from Leeds (East) Research Ethics Committee. 
A number of "obesogenic factors" were considered - namely, obesogenic behavioural variables: 
fruit and vegetable consumption, purchasing school meals, spending on food per household 
(eaten at home and externally), physical activity levels; obesogenic environment variables: 
perceived social capital, urbanisation, socio-economic group (SEG), size and source of 
household income, number of televisions per household, PC ownership, and internet access. 
These data were obtained from the microsimulation model, SimObesity (as described in chapter 
6), using the Health Survey for England 2002 (National Centre for Social Research and UCL, 
2002) and the Expenditure and Food Survey 2005 (Office for National Statistics and DEFRA, 
2005) as the base populations as well as data from the 2001 Census (Office for National 
Statistics, 2001a; 2001b). Deprivation score was determined using the Index of Deprivation, 
2004 (Communities and Local Government, 2004). The lists of synthetic individuals in each 
SOA and their lists of attributes, were aggregated to SOA level in a GIS (ArcGIS v. 9.0) and the 
results given as proportions of the population in that SOA (rather than absolute numbers) for 
analysis. All data are categorised to facilitate this aggregation (see Appendix G). As the 
simulated data represent the whole population of Leeds (over 715,000 individuals), there are no 
small number problems. 
7.3.2 Analysis of data 
The proportion of children who were obese, or overweight and obese, plus the mean and range 
for BMI SDS, number of children measured, and each of the simulated variables were 
calculated. The obesity data were mapped, at ward and SOA level, using ArcGIS v. 9.0 to 
visually identify any spatial patterns across the study area. Similarly the obesogenic covariates 
data were mapped, showing the proportion of the population in each SOA for each covariate. 
A series of geographically weighted regression (GWR) analyses, at both global and local level, 
were undertaken (GWR3 software, version 3.0.1) (Charlton et al, 2003). GWR analyses spatial 
variations in relationships in the data - permitting the investigation of whether any non- 
stationary relationships between obesity and the predictor variables exist. It also allows the 
spatial auto-correlation that is inherent in the data to be accounted for. Percentage of measured 
children who were obese was the dependent variable (although percentage of overweight and 
obese children and mean BMI SDS were also separately considered). The simulated variables 
were the independent variables. Univariate analyses were undertaken (multivariate analysis was 
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complicated by the extensive collinearity in the data, given the strong correlations (r > 0.9) 
between many of the predictor variables - results not shown). 
The global regression model constructed for each covariate against childhood obesity was 
evaluated first, in order to gain an understanding about the overall relationship between the 
covariates and childhood obesity in Leeds. This process also enabled the identification of the 
covariates with the strongest global relationship with obesity. The Pearson correlation 
coefficient was also calculated (using SPSS v12.0) for each pair of simulated predictor variables 
and obesity to provide further information regarding any global correlations between the 
covariates and childhood obesity. A 2-tailed test was used to determine significance. 
Next the local regression model for each covariate against childhood obesity was assessed to 
determine two things: firstly, whether the relationship with obesity was non-stationary, and, 
secondly, where different (to the global perspective) determinants of obesity were key. 
Location was input as the x/y coordinates for the centre of each SOA polygon. Kemal type was 
fixed, kernel shape Gaussian, bandwidth selected by AICc minimisation, with a Monte Carlo 
test for spatial variation significance. The main output are a set of location-specific parameter 
estimates, which were mapped (using ArcGIS v. 9.0) to provide information on spatial non- 
stationarity in relationships. Also, the parameter estimates for each covariate were ranked for 
each SOA in order to prioritise the most important local determinants of childhood obesity in 
each area, and which may help to understand what drives obesity in specific localities. Maps of 
the areas where the key local determinants of childhood obesity differed to the key global 
determinants were created to visualise the geographic differences. The boundary data for the 
study area were downloaded from UKBORDERS1° in a form compatible for use with ArcGIS 
v. 9.0 software. 
The use of multi-level modelling techniques (Rasbash et al, 2004) to analyse the spatial data 
was considered as this technique allows the dependency inherent in child observations nested 
within the same SOA to be taken into account. That is, it would partition the variation in obesity 
across each of the hierarchies, thus respecting the natural aggregation of the data (children at 
level 1, nested within SOAs at level 2) leading to less erroneous inferences than if the natural 
ordering had not been accounted for. However it is not possible to use multi level modelling 
analysis on this dataset, even though the obesogenic factors data are available at individual level 
and deprivation and obesity are available at SOA level. This is due to two reasons. First and 
foremost, MLWin (the MLM software) can not cope with a dataset with over 715,000 
individuals (rows), which a model of Leeds has; there are just too many data, even if the number 
10 UKBORDERS is an online provider of digitised boundary datasets of the UK, funded by the ESRC 
(http: //edina. ac. uk/ukborders/index. shtml) 
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of variables (columns) are reduced (maximum c. 1 million cells). Secondly, arguably, there is 
some mixing of levels. That is, the actual obesity data, which has been aggregated to SOA level 
is really individual data, but for different individuals than the synthetic ones in this dataset. 
Similarly one of the (many) obesogenic factors that are attributed to the synthetic individuals, 
degree of urbanisation, is a neighbourhood level factor rather than individual factor. Finally, 
maps of census variables for low income, car ownership, low socio-economic group, and 
deprivation were prepared and compared to the local parameter estimate maps in order to 
consider any potential relationships. 
7.4 Results 
7.4.1 Descriptive analysis 
The data show that the percentage of obese or overweight children in Leeds is 7.6% and 11.3% 
respectively, for children aged 2.5 years to 14.4 years. Mean BMI SDS was 0.4 (range 0.0 to 
1.1). The mean number of children measured in each SOA was 71 (range 2 to 156). The map 
of these data at ward and SOA shows considerable variation in obesity across Leeds (see Figure 
7.3). 
SimObesity simulated data on many different variables made up of census-type variables (such 
as tenure or age) and obesogenic-type variables (such as fruit and vegetable consumption and 
supermarket access). The census-type variables have been discussed in the validation section of 
chapter 6. The global means and ranges for the obesogenic covariates are given in Table 7.2, 
which shows that there is a wide range of values for each covariate, suggesting there is 
considerable variation in the different SOAs. However these data are also available at a local 
level, i. e. for each of the SOAs in Leeds. Accordingly the obesogenic covariates were mapped 
at this level in order to visually identify any patterns (see Figures 7.4-7.6). Eyeballing the maps 
indicates that many variables have a strong central pattern, with a few outlying SOAs also with 
high/low proportions. The notable exception to this is the physical activity maps, which show 
the most dispersed pattern, with no real central pattern. 
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HSE variables_ 
____ 
mean min max EFS variables mean min max 
Obesogenic Environment Variables 
SEG_high 51.9 24.8 82.7 Household income low 33.1 7.1 67.8 
SEG_low 48.1 17.3 75.2 Household income medium 52.0 30.8 64.3 
urban 19.5 3.4 61.5 Household income high 14.8 1.2 44.3 
suburban 59.0 37.3 65.9 Wage main source income 56.9 21.0 90.2 
rural 21.5 1.3 36.7 Other main source income 7.6 1.8 19.3 
Transport good 72.4 59.4 86.8 Benefits main source income 35.6 4.6 73.3 
Transport bad 27.6 13.2 40.6 Own a computer 59.0 18.7 91.3 
Leisure facilities good 62.4 51.5 72.6 Do not own a computer 41.0 8.7 81.3 
Leisure facilities bad 37.6 27.4 48.5 One household TV 73.2 30.5 92.9 
Easy access supermarket 93.1 88.1 97.3 More than one TV 26.8 7.1 69.5 
Difficult access supermarket 6.9 2.7 11.9 Internet access 48.4 12.3 85.6 
Teenagers are a problem 37.4 18.5 58.2 No internet access 51.6 14.4 87.7 
No problem with teenagers 62.6 41.8 81.5 
Vandals are a problem 35.9 14.4 59.3 
No problem with vandals 64.1 40.7 85.6 
Obesogenic Behaviour Variables 
No fruit and vegetables eaten 9.2 2.3 17.8 Food Expenditure low 53.1 16. I 96.4 
1-4 portions fruit and vegetables 70.5 65.3 74.4 Food Expenditure high 46.9 3.6 83.9 
5 or more portions fruit and veg. 20.3 10.1 30.5 Food Expenditure £0-29 23.7 2.9 69.0 
Child physical activity none 12.1 0.0 33.3 Food Expenditure £30-49 20.3 7.3 27.3 
Child physical activity low 9.1 0.0 19.0 Food Expenditure £50-69 17.1 6.7 22.3 
Child physical activity moderate 17.8 0.0 28.4 Food Expenditure £70-99 19.3 1.3 29.4 
Child physical activity high 60.8 0.0 81.8 Food Expenditure £100+ 19.7 0.9 48.3 
Adult physical activity none 13.2 5.3 19.8 FE adusted for size - low 50.6 33.2 74.0 
Adult physical activity low 33.8 24.6 42.5 FE adusted for size - high 49.4 26.0 66.8 
Adult physical activity moderate 12.3 6.9 17.8 School meals eaten 14.3 0.0 34.4 
Adult physical activity high 40.7 30.7 51.5 No school meals 85.7 65.6 100.0 
Table 7.2. Summary statistics for the obesogenic variables for the whole of Leeds. The left hand list 
come from the SimObesity simulation using the Health Survey for England 2002 (HSE) as the base 
population, and the right hand list from the simulation using the Expenditure and Food Survey 2005 
(EFS). Both lists distinguish between the obesogenic environment variables, and the individual 
obesogenic behaviour variables. Each number represents the proportion of the population living in that 
SOA that display that attribute. 
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Figure 7.3. Map of childhood obesity across Leeds (proportion of measured children, in each area, who 
are obese). The darker the shading, the higher the prevalence of obesity. The left hand map is by ward, 
and the right hand map by lower super output area. Data were smoothed using Empirical Bayes and both 
maps use the same scale (based on a quintile scale for the lower map). 
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Figure 7.6. Maps of obesogenic covariates - 3. The legend for each map indicates the colour (for each 
quintile) of the proportion of the population exhibiting the covariate of interest in each SOA. That is, the 
proportion that consume no daily fruit and vegetables; that consume at least 5 portions of fruit and 
vegetables per day; of households with low expenditure on food (less than £60 per two weeks); that do 
not buy school meals; where children undertake no physical activities; where children exhibit high levels 
of physical activity; where adults undertake no physical activities; where adults exhibit high levels of 
physical activity. 
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7.4.2 Global analyses 
The results of the global regression analyses are summarised in Table 7.3, which categories the 
variables into four sub-groups: socio-economic indicators, dietary variables, physical activity 
variables, and social capital indicators. This shows whether each variables has a positive or 
negative relationship with childhood obesity. For example, obesity prevalence was lower in 
areas with a high income, and higher in areas where no of fruit and vegetables were consumed 
daily. Many of these variables are strongly correlated with income - see Table 7.4 (all p< 
0.001). Car availability is also strongly positively correlated with income (r > +/- 0.94 for all 
categories, p<0.001). Similarly there are strong positive correlations between fruit and 
vegetable consumption and expenditure on food (none eaten per day, low food expenditure per 
person, r=0.85, p<0.001; 5 or more portions per day, high food expenditure per person, r= 
0.84, p<0.001). 
Similar results were obtained when other definitions of childhood obesity were used (results not 
shown); namely, the percentage of children who are overweight and obese (these correlations 
were very slightly weaker), and mean BMI SDS for the SOA (much weaker correlations for 
most variables) (results not shown). Using mean BMI SDS three variables produced different 
results to the percentage obese / overweight and obese results: degree of urbanisation (suburbia), 
child physical activity levels (none) and TV ownership. Suburban areas were positively 
associated (r = 0.17, p<0.001) yet the obesity percentage data showed them equally negatively 
correlated. Thus the suburban data can be deemed inconclusive. A child undertaking no 
exercise had a negative correlation (i. e. protective! ) with mean BMI SDS of the area, but this 
effect was small and insignificant (r = -0.04, p=0.362), compared to a much stronger 
significant effect with percentage of obese children (r = 0.22, p <0.001). Other child physical 
activity variables were in line with previous results. Similarly mean BMI SDS and ownership 
of more than one TV per household showed a very weak, insignificant negative correlation (r = 
-0.02, p=0.728), whereas the obesity percentage data showed the opposite (r = 0.32, p<0.001). 
These last two differences were not significant and thus may have occurred due to chance. The 
correlations with the percentage obesity data are stronger, significant and generally more robust. 
In determining the covariates with the most important global relationship with childhood 
obesity, firstly, a high coefficient of determination was considered. The R2 figures provide 
information regarding how well the fitted models replicate the observed datasets. The global R2 
figure says generally how well the model works, whereas the local R2 figure gives information 
on how well the local model replicates the data around data point i weighted by distance from 
point i (i. e. the fit around different points). These figures represent the amount of variability in 
the obesity data explained by the predictor variable. Table 7.3 shows that many variables have 
a global R2 above 10%, which is fairly low but adequate to enable the global model to be used 
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as a base to build a local model. Also important is having a large parameter estimate because 
for every unit change in the predictor variable, a change equal to the amount of this estimate 
induced in the obesity variable (e. g. for every unit change in the proportion of the child 
population who undertake no exercise, childhood obesity would increase by 0.16). Thus a high 
estimate is better, otherwise notwithstanding how significant the results, the impact on 
childhood obesity will only be small. Accordingly, the variables with the strongest global 
relationships with obesity are access to supermarket and leisure facilities, quality of public 
transport, fruit and vegetable consumption, sedentary behaviour, household income and 
urbanisation. 
Independent 
Pearson 
correlation Sig. Global Local R2 
variables coefficient Global R2 (2-tailed) estimate 
Socio-economic indicators: 
Income high (> £650 pw; > £33800 pa) - 0.345 0.119 < 0.001 -0.106 0.410 
Income medium - 0.303 0.092 < 0.001 - 0.099 0.093 
Income low (< £200 pw; < £10400pa) 0.343 0.118 < 0.001 0.057 0.414 
Live in rural area -0.331 0.109 < 0.001 -0.079 0.425 
Live in suburban area -0.166 0.027 < 0.001 -0.105 0.401 
Live in urban area 0.341 0.116 < 0.001 0.071 0.412 
Do not / do own a home computer +/-0.337 0.114 < 0.001 +/-0.057 0.411 
Do not / do have internet access +/-0.342 0.117 < 0.001 +/-0.054 0.414 
Unemployed / employed +1-0.342 0.117 < 0.001 +1- 0.050 0.412 
SEG low / high +/-0.290 0.084 < 0.001 +/-0.045 0.438 
Deprivation score 0.287 0.082 < 0.001 0.043 0.431 
Social capital indicators: 
Supermarket access perceived as hard/easy +/-0.275 0.075 < 0.001 +/-0.347 0.424 
Leisure facilities access perceived bad/good +/-0.272 0.074 < 0.001 +/-0.134 0.431 
Public transport perceived as good/bad +/-0.316 0.100 < 0.001 +/-0.120 0.419 
Teenagers do / do not cause a problem +/-0.306 0.094 < 0.001 +/-0.067 0.431 
Vandals do / do not cause a problem +/-0.301 0.091 < 0.001 +/-0.057 0.430 
Dietary variables: 
5 or more portions of fruit and vegetables eaten 
per day -0.247 0.061 < 0.001 -0.130 0.437 
Low consumption fruit and vegetables (>0, <5 
portions per day) 0.038 0.001 0.406 0.064 0.407 
No fruit and vegetables eaten per day 0.284 0.080 < 0.001 0.180 0.436 
Food expenditure low/ high +/-0.319 0.102 < 0.001 +/-0.102 0.409 
Food expenditure (adjusted for household size) 
low/high +/-0.310 0.096 < 0.001 +/-0.102 0.417 
Do / do not buy school meals +/-0.234 0.055 < 0.001 +/-0.101 0.405 
Physical activity variables: 
Child takes no physical exercise 0.217 0.047 < 0.001 0.156 0.398 
Adult takes no physical exercise 0.209 0.044 0.006 0.181 0.416 
Own more than one TV / only one (or no) TV per 
household +/- 0.321 0.103 < 0.001 +/-0.064 0.410 
Child low activity (>0, <3 hours pw) -0.052 0.003 0.261 -0.059 0.410 
Child moderate active (3-7 hours pw) -0.175 0.030 < 0.001 -0.131 0.404 
Child highly active (takes 7 or more hours of 
exercise per week) -0.068 0.005 0.141 -0.036 0.397 
Adult low active (>0, <3 days pw) 0.125 0.016 < 0.001 0.096 0.386 
Adult moderate active (3-5 days pw) -0.100 0.010 0.029 -0.152 0.410 
Adult highly active (exercise for at least 30 
minutes on 5 or more days pw) -0.197 0.039 < 0.001 -0.115 0.402 
Table 7.3. Summary of the key coefficients of the global analyses, as well as the local coefficient of 
determination. Correlations with percentage of obese children in each SOA (obese data smoothed using 
Empirical Bayes) for Leeds (global regression model; N= 476). The RZ figures provide information 
regarding how well the fitted models replicate the observed datasets. The global RZ figure says generally 
how well the model works, whereas the local RZ figure gives information on how well the local model 
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replicates the data around data point i weighted by distance from point i (i. e. the fit around different 
points). These figures represent the amount of variability in the obesity data explained by the predictor 
variable. The parameter global estimate figure represents the amount of change induced in the obesity 
variable for a unit change in the predictor variable; so a higher figure suggests the covariate has more 
impact on childhood obesity than a lower value. * Urban area is defined as inner city or other dense 
urban/town centre. 
I ndependent variables - Pearson correlation coefficient 
Socio-economic indicators: 
Deprivation 
score 
Low 
income 
Medium 
income 
Iligh 
income 
Live in rural area -0.92 -0.82 0.73 0.81' 
Live in suburban area -0.32 -0.30 0.28 0.28 
Live in urban area 0.90 0.81 -0.73 -0.80 
Do own a home computer * -0.70 -0.98 0.92 0.93 
Do have internet access * -0.76 -0.99 0.91 0.97 
On benefits * 0.82 1.00 -0.93 -0.95 
SEG low * 0.89 0.80 -0.69 -0.82 
Deprivation score 1.00 0.79 -0.71 -0.78 
Social capital indicators: 
Supermarket access perceived as easy * -0.84 -0.82 0.73 0.82 
Leisure facilities access perceived good * -0.83 -0.79 0.69 0.79 
Public transport perceived as good * 0.89 0.78 -0.67 -0.81 
Teenagers do cause a problem * 0.92 0.83 -0.74 -0.83 
Vandals do cause a problem * 0.92 0.82 -0.73 -0.82 
Dietary variables: 
5 or more portions of fruit and vegetables eaten per day -0.86 -0.75 0.65 0.76 
Low consumption fruit and vegetables (>0, <5 portions per day) 0.43 0.23 -0.13 -0.30 
No fruit and vegetables eaten per day 0.87 0.82 -0.74 -0.81 
Food expenditure (adjusted for household size) low * 0.64 0.96 -0.90 -0.92 
Do buy school meals * -0.38 -0.79 0.75 0.75 
Physical activity variables: 
Child takes no physical exercise 0.45 0.50 -0.43 -0.52 
Adult takes no physical exercise 0.61 0.48 -0.47 -0.45 
Own more than one TV per household * 0.59 0.94 -0.92 -0.86 
Child low activity (>0, <3 hours pw) -0.08 -0.17 0.12 0.19 
Child moderate active (3-7 hours pw) -0.26 -0.51 0.46 0.51 
Child highly active (does ?7 hours of exercise per week) -0.12 -0.01 0.03 -0.01 
Adult low active (>0, <3 days pw) 0.30 0.22 -0.23 -0.19 
Adult moderate active (3-5 days pw) -0.38 -0.26 0.30 0.21 
Adult highly active (exercise >_ 30 minutes on 5 or more days pw) -0.49 -0.39 0.37 0.37 
Table 7.4. Summary of results of Pearson correlation coefficient between the obesogenic variables and 
deprivation / income. All results were highly significant (p<0.001). Binary variables are marked with *- 
here, the opposite variable has the same but opposite Pearson correlation value e. g. the value of the 
Pearson correlation coefficient between households without a computer and deprivation is +0.70. 
7.4.3 Geographically weighted regression analyses 
Next the local GWR analyses were performed for those variables with strong global 
relationships with obesity. The key figures for each GWR analysis are summarised in Table 
7.5. The AICc figure is a trade-off between goodness-of-fit and the number of parameters; 
accordingly it can be used to compare the global and local models of the same analysis (a lower 
figure represents a better fitting model), but it cannot be used to compare different datasets. The 
ANOVA analysis tests the null hypothesis that the local model does not represent an 
improvement over a global model. A significant F statistic suggests that the local model is 
better. Table 7.5 shows that for all independent variables the local model is a better fit than the 
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global model (using the results from both the AICc figure and the ANOVA analysis). 
Accordingly it is worthwhile perusing local level analyses. 
Independent variables Global AIC Local AIC ANOVA F Local < (global 
Supermarket access perceived as easy 2288.3 2223.8 3.63 yes 
Supermarket access perceived as hard 2288.3 2223.8 3.63 yes 
Leisure facilities access perceived good 2289.0 2218.7 3.74 yes 
Leisure facilities access perceived bad 2289.0 2218.7 3.74 yes 
Public transport perceived as good 2275.6 2226.0 3.33 yes 
Public transport perceived as bad 2275.6 2226.0 3.33 yes 
5 or more portions of fruit and vegetables eaten pd 2295.7 2213.8 3.98 yes 
Low consumption fruit and vegetables (>0, <5 
portions pd) 2325.0 2244.6 3.93 yes 
No fruit and vegetables eaten per day 2285.8 2214.0 3.77 yes 
Child takes no physical exercise 2302.7 2250.4 3.38 Yes 
Adult takes no physical exercise 2304.4 2241.6 3.57 Yes 
Table 7.5. Summary of results of global and local GWR analyses using percentage of children who are 
obese as the dependent variable and the shortlisted covariates as predictor variables. This table shows 
whether the local model is an improvement on the global model: if local AICc < global AICc then 
suggests local model is a better fit of the data; similarly if the F statistic from the ANOVA analysis is 
significant this suggests the local model is an improvement on the global model. 
For each relationship, a comparison of the range of the local parameter estimates with a 
confidence interval around the global estimate of the equivalent parameter determined if any 
relationships were non-stationary (Fotheringham et al, 2002,2005). All of the simulated 
covariates showed a non-stationary relationship with obesity, which means that the same 
stimulus provokes a different response in some parts of Leeds. The results of these calculations 
for five key global determinants are given in Table 7.6. Perceived access to supermarkets (p = 
0.010) and leisure facilities (p = 0.010), high or non-existence consumption of fruit and 
vegetables (p < 0.001 for both) and perceived quality of public transport services (p < 0.001) 
had statistically significant (using a Monte Carlo test) non-stationary processes. The 
insignificant results for sedentary behaviour in either adults or children are perhaps not 
surprising given the dispersed pattern of the physical activity maps seen in Figure 7.6 (above). 
To list the parameter estimates for each location across Leeds would not be meaningful; 
accordingly these results have been mapped in order to visualise the spatial variation (see 
Figure 7.7). These maps show the areas where the local relationship between the covariates and 
childhood obesity is positive or negative, bearing in mind that the overall global relationship 
will be either positive or negative. The dark blue areas (cold spots) are areas where the 
predictor reduces the risk of childhood obesity, and the red areas (hot spots) are areas where the 
relationship is obesogenic: e. g. that a higher proportion of SOAs' population perceive 
supermarkets as hard to access is associated with less childhood obesity in blue areas (negative 
local relationship) and associated with more childhood obesity in red areas (positive). The 
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darkest blue and red areas are the areas with the strongest relationships, and these are the areas 
of specific interest; in particular the areas of red in a primarily blue map (and vice versa). 
In practical terms, it is likely that any policies directed towards childhood obesity are likely to 
only go down to the ward level as the smallest unit. Accordingly in order to summarise this 
analysis by ward, rather than simply averaging the parameter estimates of all the SOAs in each 
ward which would serve to lose some of the detail of differences across a ward, the percentage 
of SOAs in each ward that show either a positive or negative relationship were calculated for 
each of the covariates (see Table 7.7). This information effectively provides a ward-level 
summary of Figure 7.7. For example, for the covariate that "supermarkets are difficult to 
access", in Moortown it can be see that all SOAs in this ward show a positive relationship 
between this variable and childhood obesity, which suggests this may be a variable to include in 
any future childhood obesity prevention policy. Whereas in Middleton the relationship is less 
clearly defined, which suggests this may not be a key variable to focus an intervention policy 
around. In order to facilitate identification of each of the 33 wards in Leeds, Figure 7.8 shows 
their locations. 
Independent ob 
SE stationary R2 
Supermarket access 
perceived as easy 
0.06 0.11 -0.47 -0.07 0.39 Yes 0.010 0.347 
Supermarket access 
perceived as hard 
0.06 0.11 0.07 0.46 0.39 Yes 0.010 0.347 
Leisure facilities access 
perceived good 
0.02 0.04 -0.18 -0.03 0.15 Yes 0.010 -0.134 
Leisure facilities access 
perceived bad 
0.02 0.04 0.03 0.18 0.15 Yes 0.010 0.134 
Public transport 
perceived as bad 
0.02 0.03 -0.14 -0.05 0.09 Yes <0.001 -0.120 
Public transport 
perceived as good 
0.02 0.03 0.05 0.14 0.09 Yes <0.001 0.120 
5 or more portions of 
fruit and vegetables 0.02 0.05 -0.18 -0.03 0.16 Yes 
eaten per day <0.001 -0.130 
Low consumption fruit 
and vegetables 
0.08 0.15 -0.19 0.32 0.51 Yes 0.180 0.064 
No fruit and vegetables 
eaten per da 
0.03 0.06 0.06 0.24 0.18 Yes <0.001 0.180 
Child takes no physical 
i 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.17 0.16 Yes 0.270 6 1 exerc se 0. 5 
Adult takes no physical 0.04 0.08 0.02 0.19 0.17 Yes 0.620 
exercise 0.181 
Table 7.6. Summary of local parameter estimate results for the relationship between childhood obesity 
and each of five of the key global determinants of obesity. This table shows the calculations of the extent 
of any spatial variability in order to determine whether any local relationship processes are non- 
stationary. That is, if the inter-quartile range is greater than twice the global standard error, then this 
suggests the local relationship might be non-stationary (Fotheringham et al, 2005). P values from the 
Monte-Carlo tests are given. Abbreviations used: SE: standard error; LQ: lower quartile; UQ: upper 
quartile; IQR: inter-quartile range. 
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Public transport good. Min -. 066 max +1.12 Leisure facilities poor. Min -0.79; max +1.00 
1 ý 
V 
Supermarket access poor. Min -1.83; max +2.30 No daily fruit & vegetables. Min -1.36; max 2.31 
[ 
iy 
\_. 
_ 
- \- 
' 
Jam' 
\ 
Child no physical activity. Min -0.86; max 0.88 Adult no physical activity. Min -1.11; max 1.05 
-O. 50 -0SO : -0.05 -0.05 0.05 0.05: OSO -. 0.50 
Figure 7.7. Map of the parameter coefficient for six of the key global predictor variables by SOA. The 
overall map colour (red or blue) illustrates the overall global relationship (increases or reduces risk of 
obesity respectively), although all were mapped from a global obesogenic perspective e. g. no daily fruit 
and vegetable intake, rather than consuming "5-a-day". The darkest blue and red areas are the areas with 
the strongest local relationship with obesity, and these are the areas of specific interest; in particular the 
areas of red in a primarily blue map (and vice versa). In order to enable comparison between maps, all 
were prepared using the same five-category manual scale. 
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The local analysis also determined those areas where the most important local determinants of 
childhood obesity are different to the key global determinants by ranking the parameter 
estimates for all variables in each SOA - namely, expenditure on food, number of household 
televisions, problems with teenagers, internet access, school meals and children's levels of 
physical activity. The areas where these factors are influential drivers of childhood obesity are 
highlighted in Figure 7.9. Again these data have been summarised by ward with the percentage 
of SOAs in each ward where each covariates is an important determinant of childhood obesity 
in that locality detailed in Table 7.8. For example, in Armley (central Leeds) school meals is a 
local determinant of childhood obesity in most of that ward's SOAs (93%), as is moderate/high 
child physical activity levels (80%) and to a lesser degree households owning more than one 
television (13%). 
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Figure 7.8. Map of Leeds showing the location of the wards. The grey shading corresponds to the grey 
shading in Tables 7.7 and 7.8 in order to facilitate locating a particular ward. 
School meals are an important local determinant of 
childhood obesity (eating school meals lowers risk) 
Similarly for food expenditure (high/low food 
expenditure lowers/increases risk respectively) 
Jam J s -ý/ 
AA 
' 
1 
nf 
j 
Households with more than one television are at Households that have internet access are at reduced 
increased risk of childhood obesity risk of childhood obesity 
Neighbourhoods with problems with teenagers Children who undertaken 3 hours or more of 
hanging around are at increased risk (and vice versa) physical activity per week are at reduced risk 
Figure 7.9. Maps showing where there are important local determinants of childhood obesity. For each 
map of each covariate shown (e. g. food expenditure) the shaded areas are those locations where that 
determinant is key. These key local determinants differ to the key global determinants (which are access 
to supermarkets and leisure facilities, public transport services, fruit and vegetable consumption, 
sedentary behaviour, household income and urbanisation). It also shows where multiple factors are 
important locally e. g. in the extreme north east corner of Leeds both purchasing school meals and 
household food expenditure are important local determinants of childhood obesity. 
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Table 7.8. Summary by ward showing where there is an important local relationship with childhood 
obesity that is different to the key global relationships. The numbers represent the percentage of SOAs in 
that ward where this variable is an important determinant. For example, 26% of the SOAs in Morley 
South show a strong relationship between the number of household televisions and childhood obesity; 
similarly in Armley 93% of the SOAs show a strong relationship between buying school meals and 
childhood obesity. 
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In order to visualise whether the patterns of covariates' relationships with obesity are affected 
by income or deprivation, maps of low income, no car availability, low SEG and deprivation 
were prepared, which all show a clear pattern with the highest values in central Leeds (see 
Figure 7.10). Conversely, the strongest relationships between the covariates and obesity (as 
shown in Figure 7.7, above) are largely in the north east or south east of Leeds, and do not 
concur with these four patterns. 
Proportion ufpupulatiun Prulvrtion of population 
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Proportions of households with low SEG Deprivation score (Index of Deprivation) 
Figure 7.10. Maps of proportions of households with low income, without a car available, low SEG, as 
well as the deprivation score. All four are by SOA across Leeds, using simulated data, and the scales use 
quintiles. 
The standarised residuals for each predictor variable were also mapped in order to see if any 
areas had particularly high or low values; a flat picture is desired (maps not shown). Negative 
residuals mean that the observed level of obesity is less that that predicted by the model, and 
positive ones mean that the observed values are greater. Very few SOAs (less than 2%) had a 
result less than -2.58 or greater than +2.58 areas, giving a uniform picture, suggesting the model 
is well fitting. The standard errors of the parameters at each regression point was also mapped 
to ensure rates were not too high (maps not shown). Higher rates were evident in the north east 
corner of Leeds, which might be expected because the model used a fixed kernel size in the 
analysis, so based on a set distance from the sample point rather than say the number of nearest 
neighbours, so SOAs with a larger area and/or fewer measurements will have higher standard 
errors. Overall standard errors were low. 
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7.5 Discussion 
This chapter has taken two different approaches to consider the relationship between the 
obesogenic covariates and childhood obesity: using a global (for the whole of Leeds) and a local 
(for each SOA across Leeds) focus. The latter approach is novel in respect to obesity studies. 
The first approach enables the overall relationship between each covariate and childhood 
obesity in Leeds to be understood. This is the general stance that health planners work from; 
averaging data for the whole of a city in order to determine appropriate action to take. 
However, by also considering these relationships at the micro-level using local analyses, it 
highlights those micro-areas where the relationship may be at odds to the "norm". In these 
areas, it may be that different interventions or health policies are more appropriate to have the 
most effect on health (in this case, reducing prevalence of childhood obesity). Thus it is 
important that these geographical differences are understood, in order that they can be acted 
upon. This is a more informative position for a health planner to work from. 
Whilst the obesity data were considered in more detail in Chapter 4, a brief summary of the 
global dataset is provided. The percentage of obese or overweight children in Leeds overall was 
7.6% and 11.3% respectively. This compares to national UK prevalence of obesity and 
overweight amongst children of 16.7% (in 2002) (Sproston & Primatesta, 2002). The lower 
Leeds' obesity rates may be explained by differences in the definitions of obesity used; with the 
national dataset using the IOTF (International Obesity Task Force) definitions and this study 
using the British reference dataset definitions (with conservative, clinical, cut-offs of 915` / 98th 
centiles). Both datasets considered children of similar ages. The map of these data at ward and 
SOA level (see Figure 1) shows firstly how the prevalence of obesity varies across Leeds and 
secondly emphasises the increased detail obtained by analysing at the smaller scale - in the 
ward level map important areas of high and low prevalence (e. g. in the north east of Leeds) are 
not apparent. 
7.5.1 Global analyses 
Household income was shown to be a significant predictor of childhood obesity (inverse 
relationship) in line with other authors (Strauss & Knight, 1999; Stamatakis et al, 2005). This 
study also showed that SEG was negatively correlated with childhood obesity, but this 
relationship was fairly weak, perhaps indicating that SEG is not the best marker to typify the 
relationship between socio-economic status and childhood obesity. Other possibilities would 
include employment, tenure, education level and family size (not an exhaustive list). Other 
authors corroborate this result, although using other markers; for example, using education level 
as a proxy for socio-economic status, children from families with lower education levels had a 
higher risk of childhood obesity (Danielzik et al, 2004; Lamerz et al, 2005; Romon et al, 2005), 
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although this effect could be mediated by confounding factors, such as low income and lower 
levels of cognitive stimulation (Strauss and Knight, 1999). It may be that SEG is acting as a 
proxy for the effect of multiple adverse childhood circumstances, which are then manifesting as 
adult obesity in the long term (Power & Parsons, 2000). For example, it has been shown that 
there is a higher density of fast food outlets in poorer areas, which may (partially) explain the 
phenomenon (Reidpath et al, 2002). Computer ownership and access to the internet were 
shown to be negatively correlated with obesity; so in an area where a higher percentage of the 
population owned a computer (or internet access) then obesity prevalence was lower. It seems 
unlikely that simply owning a computer makes children thinner and this correlation does negate 
the increased sedentary behaviour theory somewhat. More likely the mechanism is to do with 
ownership acting as a marker for higher household income and/or lower deprivation. 
Deprivation and living in urban areas were shown to be positively associated with obesity (and 
living in rural areas negatively associated). In relation to deprivation, studies using the 
Townsend Deprivation Score (an index score based on a combination of adult unemployment, 
household size, and car and home ownership) have shown that children from more deprived 
areas have higher risk of obesity (despite lower birth weights) (Kinra et al, 2000; Kinra et al, 
2005). Also it has been shown that overcrowding, poverty, migration, pollution, housing, 
employment can all create environmental changes that may initiate the breakdown of 
community factors that adversely affect health, suggesting urbanization may have a role in the 
aetiology of obesity (Curtis et al, 2002). Furthermore urban sprawl, which reduces accessibility 
on foot, has been shown to be associated with obesity in America (Vandegrift & Yoked, 2004). 
Nevertheless despite the strong connection between urbanisation and health, there is a need to 
increase our understanding about its relationship with obesity. 
Expenditure on food was shown to be a significant predictor of childhood obesity (inverse 
relationship). Household income has been shown to be associated with poor nutritional intake 
(Nelson, 2000) and low expenditure on food is strongly related to poor growth and health in 
children, after adjusting for confounders such as parental height or birth weight (Nelson, 2000). 
Also this study showed that household income and food expenditure were strongly positively 
correlated with each other, which concurs with the suggestion that the health consequences arise 
due to insufficient money to spend on food, rather than parents unwisely spending what money 
they have (Nelson, 2000). 
Fruit and vegetable intake was negatively associated with obesity, which concurs with other 
authors (WHO, 2003; He et al, 2004; Sturm & Datar, 2005). There appeared to be a threshold 
effect of fruit and vegetable consumption before the protective effect was realised, as no daily 
fruit and vegetable consumption was positively associated with childhood obesity and eating 
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five or more portions was negatively correlated, with a weak, insignificant, positive correlation 
for 1-4 portions consumed daily. Also there is a strong positive correlation between income and 
fruit and vegetable consumption, and between expenditure on food and fruit and vegetable 
consumption. These indicate that the higher food expenditure is not about buying more food 
(more energy intake), but rather about buying more expensive, healthy (low fat, low sugar, low 
energy density) food such as fruit and vegetables, which is also suggested by Nelson (2000). 
Again, the collinearity between household income, food expenditure and fruit and vegetable 
consumption means it is impossible to isolate the variable that is having the effect with 
childhood obesity. 
Consuming school meals was negatively correlated with obesity, suggesting a protective effect. 
Whilst this result was significant it was dichotomously categorised as the overwhelming 
majority of households did not spend any money on school meals, so the sample purchasing 
school meals was very small. Also "not spending on school meals" may also include children 
who consume free school meals, thus too much emphasis should not perhaps be placed upon 
this result. Furthermore there has been a lot of recent changes to the nutritional quality of 
school meals, which has affected both nutrient intake of children and the numbers of children 
taking school meals (many rejecting the forced healthy eating), and as this dataset is from 2005 
or earlier it is contiguous with recent changes. It may be that changing to healthy snacks, such 
as free fruit at school (Nelson, 2000; Ransley at al, 2007) and reducing consumption of sugar- 
sweetened drinks (Gregory & Lowe, 2000; Wilson, 2000; Ludwig et al, 2001), has had an 
impact on the daily energy intake of children and thus on obesity. 
In the relationship between childhood obesity and (children's or adults') physical exercise, a 
dose response is evident (i. e. more exercise, less obesity), with sedentary behaviour having a 
stronger effect than activity. These results coincide with other work, with a stronger link being 
found between lifestyles characterised by lack of physical activity and excessive inactivity with 
increased risk of obesity (Lowry et al, 2002; Matheson et al, 2004). These results suggest that it 
may be more beneficial to aim interventions towards those people undertaking no physical 
activity in order to get them to do some, rather than in trying to increase the amount of exercise 
that people who are already at least partly active do. The primary outlying result with these data 
was that the correlation with obesity prevention was lower in children who were highly active 
(more than 7 hours per week) than medium active (3-7 hours per week). It may be that either 
parents of obese children are reporting what they think they should be doing (whether or not 
their child is actually that active) or that obese children are encouraged to do more exercise in 
order to facilitate weight loss (or at least "growing into" their weight). Plus of course these data 
are self-reported, and one persons idea of "physical activity" is not necessarily the same as 
another's view. 
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Due to the strong effect of sedentary behaviour, many cross sectional and prospective studies 
have looked at the association between TV viewing and childhood obesity. In this study, it was 
found that the ownership of more than one television per household is positively correlated with 
the percentage of obese children. The mechanism between increased TV ownership and obesity 
is likely to be due to increased viewing (sedentary) time; a study in America (Wiecha et al, 
2001) found that increased numbers of TV sets in the house, particularly if found in the child's 
bedroom, greatly increased TV viewing time. Also a prospective study by Gortmaker et al 
(1996) showed a strong positive dose-response relationship between time watching TV and 
prevalence of overweight, after adjusting for potential confounders (as measured at the end of 
the 4 year study). Whilst some studies have only found a weak association between TV viewing 
and childhood obesity (Robinson et al, 1993; Maffeis et al, 1998), most (including subsequent 
papers by Robinson (1999; 2001)) find a positive association (after adjusting for potential 
confounders, such as maternal overweight, previous overweight, family structure, ethnicity, 
socio-economic status and maternal and child aptitude test scores) in children all over the world; 
for example, in the UK (Reilly et al, 2005). 
Recent debates on whether social capital affects health, suggest that variations in social capital 
between places may account for between-place variations in health (Mohan et al, 2005). 
Accordingly social capital was also considered, using data on residents' perception of different 
neighbourhood factors, and showed increased risk of obesity if there was a problem with 
teenagers or vandals, or with accessing supermarkets or leisure facilities. It has been shown that 
childhood obesity is associated with parents' perception of the safety of the neighbourhood (less 
safe, more obese) (Lumeng et al, 2006) and that fear is inversely associated with physical 
activity (Ross, 1993; Parkes & Kearns, 2006; Stafford et al, 2007). However, these 
relationships are with physical activity for leisurelpleasure and not with purposeful exercise, 
such as walking to get somewhere, which is not associated with safety ratings (Parkes & 
Kearns, 2006). In fact, in more deprived areas residents are more likely to walk than residents 
in affluent areas (Ross & Mirowsky, 2001), although this is likely to be due to necessity perhaps 
because of lack of car availability (plus it does not reflect overall activity levels). Whilst 
European evidence for an association between retail food access and fruit and vegetable 
consumption is mixed (Cummins & Macintyre, 2006), in the US the ease of access to 
supermarkets is associated with increased consumption of fruit and vegetables (Morland et al, 
2002) and vice versa (Rose & Richards, 2004). This may be the mechanism by which the 
difficulty of accessing supermarkets, as found in this study, is associated with increased 
childhood obesity, particularly as a higher perceived problem with accessing supermarkets was 
linked with increased deprivation and low income. Physical activity levels have been found to 
be greater in locations with good local leisure facilities (Giles-Corti & Donovan, 2002) or with 
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designated play areas (Brownson et al, 2001). Accordingly it might be expected that 
populations in those SOAs with perceived good leisure facilities have higher physical activity 
levels, which concurs with finding that poor leisure facilities increases obesity risk. Conversely 
areas that reported perceived bad public transportation had reduced risk of obesity, lower 
deprivation scores and high income. As car availability is strongly positively correlated with 
income, most households with a high income also have a car available. Whether or not a car is 
available is likely to influence the perception of the quality of the public transport service 
available - if a car is available, the quality of the public transport would have to be very good 
before it is used in preference to the convenience of a car, thus leading to a rating of poor. 
7.5.2 Local analyses 
The local GWR analyses show how the relationship between the covariates and childhood 
obesity varies in each SOA across Leeds. All of the covariates showed a non-stationary 
relationship with childhood obesity, stressing the importance of a local level analysis because 
otherwise these local-level differences would be missed. Furthermore all of these non- 
stationary processes, with the exception of sedentary behaviour, were statistically significant. 
The maps of these results enable visualisation of the areas with the strongest negative (dark 
blue) or positive (red) relationship with obesity, bearing in mind that the overall global 
relationship will be either positive or negative - although in this instance all have been prepared 
from an obesogenic perspective (so using "good public transport" which has a positive 
relationship with childhood obesity, rather than "bad public transport" which has a negative 
relationship). Different interventions may be required in the SOAs with different (opposite) 
relationships. 
All the covariates illustrated in Figure 7.7 (good public transport, poor leisure facilities, 
sedentary behaviour, poor supermarket access, and no fruit and vegetables) show a positive 
overall global relationship with childhood obesity (primarily red shading). Therefore, where a 
higher proportion of the population perceive the public transport as being good or the 
supermarket as being difficult to access, who think leisure facilities are poor, who do not eat any 
fruit and vegetables, and/or who are sedentary, then the higher the prevalence of childhood 
obesity. However the analyses show that some SOAs' local relationship with childhood obesity 
is opposite to Leeds' global relationship (blue, instead of red, shading); i. e. in these opposing 
areas the more people who, say, perceive leisure facilities in the neighbourhood as being poor, 
then the lower the prevalence of childhood obesity. The implications of this is that in these 
"blue" SOAs any intervention aimed at, say, improving access to leisure facilities may not be as 
effective at reducing childhood obesity as we might otherwise expect. 
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This study also highlights those areas where the key drivers of childhood obesity are different 
locally to globally. This yields food expenditure, television ownership and internet access, 
neighbourhood safety, school meals and children's physical activity levels as important 
determinants of obesity in certain parts of Leeds. Accordingly in these areas interventions 
focused on these covariates may be the most effective ways to prevent obesity in children. 
Tailoring interventions to specific localities may be key to their success. One size does not fit 
all. 
These results facilitate greater understanding of local differences in obesity determinants. For 
example with fruit and vegetable consumption we saw globally, as we might expect given the 
literature, that increased consumption was associated with reduced levels of childhood obesity 
and no consumption associated with increased levels. However, some areas showed the 
converse relationship at the local level, yet it is unlikely that high consumption of fruits and 
vegetables causes children to become obese, or that no daily fruit and vegetables is protective. 
More likely is that other factors, peculiar to those specific SOAs showing the converse 
relationships, are the driving force. For instance, those areas that show a positive local 
relationship between fruit and vegetable consumption and childhood obesity also show that food 
expenditure, television ownership and the amount of exercise children undertaken are crucial 
local determinants of obesity, and it is likely that variations in these local determinants, rather 
than in the global determinants, that are key. It is necessary for public health officials to 
determine what these local factors are in order to be able to tailor solutions to each population's 
requirements for maximum effectiveness. 
7.5.3 Relationship with income 
The mean data (for the whole of Leeds) for the obesogenic variables does not tell us very much, 
as the range for most data are very wide indicating that there is a lot of variation across Leeds. 
This variation is highlighted in Figures 4-6, which map the different mean values for each SOA 
(as opposed to the mean for the whole of Leeds), enabling any patterns to be visually identified. 
These figures show that many covariates in isolation show a pattern around the centre of Leeds, 
with a few miscellaneous SOAs standing out. When these maps are compared to the income / 
deprivation maps in Figure 10, eyeballing the information suggests many covariates are strongly 
associated with deprivation and/or household income (as the patterns are the same/similar), 
which concurs with the correlation analysis. However the non-central hot/cold spots suggest 
that other relationships also exist and the local analyses delve into this more. 
When the maps of the global relationships between the covariates and obesity (Figure 7) are 
compared to the income / deprivation maps (Figure 10), the patterns are not the same. 
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Conversely the strongest relationships between the covariates and obesity are largely in the 
north east or south east of Leeds, and does not concur with the deprivation patterns. That is, it 
seems that factors other than household income and deprivation are affecting the relationship 
between the covariates and the prevalence of childhood obesity in these outlying (i. e. not central 
Leeds) areas. 
7.5.4 Limitations 
This chapter has a number of limitations. These analyses are based on simulated covariate data, 
not "real" data, however the validation of the simulation was robust and these data do enable 
analysis at the micro-level, elucidating more about the relationship between obesity and 
covariates than would otherwise be the case. The covariate data are subject to all the data 
collection limitations of the underlying surveys, namely the HSE and EFS. In particular much 
of the information collected, such as the physical activity data, was by self report and may be 
subject to reporting bias, which both surveys have sort to minimise through their rigorous study 
designs. The actual obesity data are based on a sample of the population; the mean number of 
children measured in each SOA was 71 (range 2 to 156). This small number problem was 
adjusted for using Empirical Bayes to smooth the data, which works by borrowing strength from 
areas with higher (measured) populations. The choice of SOA as the unit of analysis was driven 
largely by the availability of data and scale of convenience and not due to a priori theoretical 
consideration. Using SOAs (n = 476) rather than the smaller scale output areas (n = approx. 
2400) helped to reduce small number problems. There is no information about the exposure 
time for people; it is assumed that all individuals have lived in the same area their whole lives, 
yet migration in a small proportion of the population is likely, albeit possibly between areas 
with similar characteristics. Most of the covariates were strongly correlated with household 
income, which creates difficulties in interpreting the results. The problem of having two (or 
more) predictor variables that are correlated, is that it is not possible to identify which one is 
having an effect on the dependent variable (childhood obesity). 
In order to be able to aggregate the data to SOAs it was necessary to categorise continuous data, 
the choice of categories being fairly arbitrary, although common sense options were chosen (e. g. 
the fruit and vegetable breakdowns were based around the fact many people consumed no daily 
fruit and vegetables and that the recommended daily intake is five portions per day). 
Limitations were driven by definitions given in the underlying datasets (i. e. either the Health 
Survey for England or Expenditure and Food Survey). For adults' physical activity, this was 
defined as the number of days that the person is active for more than 30 minutes per day. 
However a person who exercises vigorously for many hours in a day but only on 3 or 4 days per 
week (perhaps because they need a rest in-between! ) would be categorised as moderate activity, 
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yet someone who does 30 minutes of walking every day would come out as a high exerciser. 
Total hours (and type) of exercise are very different and this categorisation (which stems from 
the underlying dataset) is poor. 
With the GWR analyses the standarised residuals were considered and showed a flat picture, 
suggesting the model is well fitting. Similarly the standard errors were low in most areas. 
Higher rates were evident in the north east corner of Leeds (despite the smoothing) most likely 
because of the fixed kernel size in the GWR model. That is the local model used a set distance 
from the sample point (the geographic centre of each SOA) rather than number of nearest 
neighbours; so SOAs with a larger area and/or fewer measurements will have a larger standard 
error. Overall the standard errors were low, although arguably use of a floating kernel may have 
produced lower standard errors. 
7.5.5 Conclusion 
Individuals' behaviour was shown to be important in determining levels of obesity, including 
lack of physical activity, no or low consumption of fruit and vegetables, households that do not 
purchase school meals, and low expenditure on food. Additionally, this study adds to the 
increasing evidence of the existence of "obesogenic environments". Features of the local 
environment may affect childhood obesity by changing health behaviours, i. e. promoting a 
healthy diet and encouraging physical activity (and vice versa). Several local determinants of 
obesity were identified in this study; obesogenic environments are characterised by the 
following: scale of urban development, deprivation (high deprivation score, receives benefits, 
low income), low SEG, more than one television per household, poor leisure facilities, poor 
access to supermarkets, problems with teenagers hanging around or with vandals, and good 
public transport facilities. Consequently more effective interventions to reduce childhood 
obesity would be those targeted at multiple determinants, rather than focusing solely on the 
individual child. 
Many of these determinants of childhood obesity are outside of the remit of the health care 
sector. This highlights the role of organisations outside the health sector (e. g. supermarkets, 
gyms, swimming pools, food manufacturers), as well as local and national government (e. g. 
decisions regarding public spending, agricultural policy) in contributing to the obesity problem. 
This emphasizes the responsibility that public and private sector organisations have in endorsing 
public health (Stafford et al, 2007). Thus in order to maximise childhood obesity prevention, 
health care professionals need to work with these organisations, otherwise it will not be possible 
to halt the flood of obesity. Multivariate analyses are constrained due to collinearity between 
the covariates. Further work considering combinations of local factors needs to be undertaken 
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to identify which combinations of risk factors are the most obesogenic in order to be able to 
stem the epidemic. 
These determinants of childhood obesity are not uniform across Leeds; they vary such that there 
are some places with particularly high positive or negative associations, and where, 
consequently, there is a particular need for different types of public health action. Also, factors 
that are associated with obesity in one locality, may not be in another. This suggests that it is 
either a combination of risk factors that are important and/or perhaps a threshold of negative 
environmental factors needs to be attained, before the individual is tipped over into obesity 
and/or the environment becomes obesogenic. The ecological approach to health behaviour 
states that as well as being influenced by individual factors, factors outside the individual (i. e. 
social and cultural and the physical environment) also impact the choices people make in 
relation to health behaviour (see Chapter 2). Equally important is the interaction between these 
different factors - with different individuals being influenced by different factors, or in different 
ways by the same factors (see Chapter 2), which is the essence of non-stationary relationships 
whereby the same stimulus does not produce the same effect in all areas. This obviously 
complicates analysis and the ability to drill to the root of the problem. However with this in 
mind it is possible to identify differences between areas and to tailor interventions and health 
policies to embrace these differences to increase effectiveness. 
These analyses highlight the different relationships between the obesogenic covariates and 
childhood obesity. The significant variation seen in these relationships across Leeds suggests 
that different interventions to reduce the prevalence of childhood obesity may be more effective 
in different areas. Accordingly there is considerable advantage to analysing health data at a 
small scale, otherwise this differences are simply "averaged" away and missed. The chapter 
clearly shows how micro-level spatial analysis can be used to enhance analysis, leading to more 
targeted decision making in health planning. 
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Chapter 8: The development of a childhood obesity prevention policy 
for Leeds using an ANGELO-style framework 
8.1 Introduction 
8.2 Background 
8.2.1 Interventions to prevent obesity in children 
8.2.2 The ANGELO model 
8.2.3 Current obesity prevention policy in Leeds 
8.3 Methodology 
8.4 Results 
8.4.1 ANGELO-style framework to prevent obesity 
8.4.2 Identify three case study locations 
8.4.3 Obesity variance across each area 
8.4.4 Childhood obesity and deprivation / Open Area Classification super groups 
8.4.5 Childhood obesity and the simulated covariates 
8.4.6 Tailoring the framework to prevent obesity in Leeds 
8.4.7 Comparison to Leeds policy 
8.5 Discussion 
8.1 Introduction 
So far this thesis has considered how childhood obesity varies across Leeds, at both the 
residential level (chapter 4) and school environment (chapter 5). The variation in different 
groups of potential obesogenic variables, namely the distribution of populations with perceived 
low social capital, populations with low income, obesogenic behaviours of children and of 
people with low perceived neighbourhood safety in deprived areas, were summarised (chapter 
6). It has also considered relationships between childhood obesity and different obesogenic 
factors, namely deprivation and OAC super group (chapter 4), and various simulated variables 
(chapter 7): fruit and vegetable consumption, school meal consumption, spending on food per 
household (eaten at home and externally), physical activity levels, number of televisions per 
household, perceived social capital, urbanisation, socio-economic group (SEG), size and source 
of household income, PC ownership, and internet access. This has shown that both childhood 
obesity varies across Leeds and also that the relationship of the obesogenic variables with 
childhood obesity varies across Leeds - the key global determinants of childhood obesity are 
not necessarily the same as the most important local determinants. 
This chapter seeks to pull this work together into a practical application. Using the results from 
the previous chapters to identify the key obesogenic factors at the micro-level, three case studies 
of three different neighbourhoods in Leeds will be studied in depth - the most affluent, the most 
deprived, and a more average ward. An ANGELO-style framework (described below) will be 
used to develop and prioritise potential targeted interventions and health policies to facilitate the 
prevention of childhood obesity in these three areas, using factors that are amenable to 
measurement, intervention, and change. These suggestions will also be compared and 
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contrasted with actual local policy in Leeds with a discussion regarding what could, and perhaps 
should, be altered to facilitate the prevention of childhood obesity. 
8.2 Background 
8.2.1 Interventions to prevent obesity in children 
Ecological evidence shows that the prevalence of childhood obesity is rising in the UK. 
Between 1995 and 2002 in children aged 2 to 15 years old, the prevalence of obesity in boys 
rose from 10% to 17% and in girls from 12% to 17% (Sproston & Primatesta, 2002). This 
coincides with secular decreases in habitual energy expenditure in children (DiGuiseppi et at, 
1997; WHO, 2004b; Wareham, 2007) and paradoxically decreases in reported food intakes 
(Cavadini et at, 2000). It is interesting to note, however, food disappearance data suggest 
energy intakes have increased (Harnack et at, 2000). 
The observational study evidence, where individuals' activity levels and changes in weight are 
measured, identifies the components of diet and physical activity that are key determinants of 
obesity. A review by Brown et al (2007) summarises the key determinants of obesity. The only 
factor that they concluded as having a "convincing" evidence base was increased (over time, not 
just high) total physical activity (reducing the risk). Other variables that are "probable" factors 
are breast feeding (reduced risk for the infant), diets rich in low energy-dense foods and high 
non-starch polysaccharides/dietary fibre foods (reduced risk), frequent large portions of energy- 
dense foods and/or sugary drinks (increases risk). 
There are several papers (Lobstein et al, 2004; Summerbell et at, 2005; Flynn et at, 2006; 
Connelly et at, 2007) that thoroughly review interventions to prevent childhood obesity. There 
have been a small number of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and of these very few have 
had an effect in preventing childhood obesity. Randomised and non-randomised controlled 
trials, with at least 30 participants, with a follow up of at least three months (short term) or at 
least 12 months (long term) are summarised in Table 8.1. The bulk of the interventions include 
both a diet and physical activity arm, with only two including only a dietary intervention and six 
undertaking only a physical activity intervention. Many were run in a school setting, some of 
which also had links to the home environment, and some were run in a community setting. Of 
these interventions, 11 were effective at reducing adiposity and 18 were not effective. 
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Positive outcomes on adiposity were shown with small-scale interventions in schools, such as, 
changing children's TV watching behaviour, nutritional / healthy lifestyle education, and using 
a price differential to promote the consumption of healthier foods. This type of intervention has 
demonstrable and significant favourable results, but these are small effects (given the scale of 
the obesity problem). Also, after interventions finish, any progress tends to regress (Lobstein et 
al, 2004; Summerbell et al, 2005): the interventions lack sustainability. This suggests that either 
interventions are required where the effects persist after they finish, or, more likely perhaps, we 
need permanent "interventions". That is, lifestyle changes and continuous encouragement and 
support to resist the obesogenic environment and prevent obesity - at least for the foreseeable 
future. The absence of long-term follow-up data makes it difficult to evaluate the efficacy of 
the interventions for population-wide effects on obesity prevalence and the effects of the 
interventions when the children become adults remain to be assessed. 
Whilst it is important that a measure of childhood obesity is included as an outcome measure, 
otherwise it is not possible to tell if the intervention is having an impact on obesity (Lobstein, 
2006), perhaps this is not the only way of assessing / measuring effectiveness. For example, 
there is an argument to consider positive behavioural changes as well (and perhaps the effect on 
emotional health). Many studies do see significant changes in diet and physical activity levels 
during the intervention. Whilst, ultimately, if there is never an effect on obesity, then the 
intervention is not effective at preventing obesity, but has enough follow up time been allowed 
to permit changes in behaviours to filter through to changes in obesity? Plus if physical activity 
is a component of the intervention then body fat and/or fitness tests may be appropriate outcome 
measures (Summerbell et al, 2005). 
Lessons learnt from research to date suggests that future studies should also take care to ensure 
that they include the right number of participants to ensure adequate power, the follow up period 
is long term, and that appropriate and dependable outcome measures are included (Summerbell 
et al, 2005). It has not been possible to suitably assess many interventions because inadequate 
information is supplied (Lobstein, 2006). Other key problems have been in determining the 
most cost-effective interventions that are also generalisable to other situations (Summerbell et 
al, 2005). There is a lack of studies with interventions focused at pre-school children, with a 
gender specific component, or for immigrant (new to developed world, not simply ethnic 
minority populations) children, which needs to be addressed in the future research (Flynn et al, 
2006). 
It is necessary to understand the (potential) cause(s) of obesity in order to elucidate judicious 
public health strategies. But the equivocal evidence is far from compelling and does not 
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highlight one particular course of action as the best, thus failing to identify best practices to 
form the basis of an obesity prevention policy. 
The traditional approach would be to undertake further good quality RCTs, which take time and 
are expensive. RCTs are regarded as the gold standard of evidence for the purpose of 
determining causality; other forms of evidence are considered less worthwhile. (Kroke et at, 
2004). However, for public health purposes, RCT evidence may be "inappropriate, 
unachievable or irrelevant" (Swinburn et al, 2005). A RCT necessitates that a single or limited 
collection of factors are manipulated, and also that the distribution and context of the 
intervention are completely controlled (Lobstein et at, 2004). This level of control may make 
interventions too unrealistic and disruptive of the real world and the multifaceted approach 
required to affect population health may find these rigorous constraints "too artificial or 
unrealistic" (Swinburn et at, 2005). This is because obesity prevention interventions are 
necessarily complex public health approaches: dispensed in multifaceted circumstances over the 
long term (Lobstein et at, 2004), making it difficult to control all the variables, and to evaluate 
the effectiveness (Flynn et al, 2006). Further they are frequently targeting individuals and 
populations concurrently - to affect individual behaviours as well as the social and environment 
factors that affect population health (Lobstein et at, 2004). By definition there is continual 
danger of contaminating the control group, as a public health policy relies on its effects filtering 
through to the target community (Lobstein et at, 2004), which would serve to reduce the 
ostensible efficacy of an intervention. Accordingly, while the development and results of more 
RCTs are waited for, it is contended that policy should be based on the best of the existing 
evidence base (best available evidence as opposed to best possible evidence (Swinburn et at, 
2005)). To sit on our (growing) laurels and wait for more evidence is likely to give sufficient 
time for the obesity time bomb to explode, and then it will be much harder to reverse the trend. 
We cannot afford to simply gather more evidence and wait. 
So, based on the existing evidence base, what may be helpful in preventing obesity in children? 
Schools are a logical setting to roll out childhood obesity prevention interventions. But it is 
necessary to take a whole school approach, including cafeterias, PE classes, lunch and break 
activities, plus classroom teaching, and importantly it should also link back to the home and 
community (Summerbell et al, 2005). Programmes that impact several environments 
concurrently are required because of obesity's complex, multi-factorial aetiology, with the 
likely cause coming from combinations of variables with different levels of influence (Dietz & 
Gortmaker, 2001). Long-term benefits will only accrue from coordinating interventions with 
changing ingrained social and cultural beliefs (Lobstein et al, 2004). A multi-component 
school-based intervention addressing diet and/or physical activity is required. It is at least as 
important that environmental modifications, such as changes in school physical education, are 
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included in the programme as much as classroom-based educational interventions (Connelly et 
al, 2007; Wareham, 2007). More effective (at preventing child weight gain) interventions are 
those in the school directed at raising physical activity levels by PE classes and behaviour 
change rather than those directed towards decreasing sedentary time or those focused on the 
family environment (Wareham, 2007). In particular compulsory aerobic physical exercise 
seems to be important to success (Connelly et al, 2007), however it is not possible to strip out 
the effect from the rest of the intervention. That is, it may be that the provision of nutritional 
and nutritional skills education along side the compulsory physical activity component is 
essential for the intervention to be effective (Connelly et al, 2007). Additionally different age 
groups, genders and ethnic groups may need different approaches. 
However, on top of this, a larger scale approach is advocated if the environmental drivers that 
promote obesity are to be confronted successfully. It is not sufficient to put in place 
interventions at simply the individual, family, school and/or community level, whilst 
contradictory messages continue to come from "higher" levels of media, industry and 
government (Lobstein, 2006). Yet to date, these macro levels (Swinburn et al, 1999) have been 
ignored. None of the studies in Table 8.1 dealt with population-wide policy-related issues such 
as food marketing, labelling or pricing, planning controls or transport policies (Lobstein, 2006), 
yet obesity is influenced by markets and governments (Lang & Rayner, 2007). There are many 
different stakeholders including the food industry, medical community, schools, employers, 
parents, advertisers and the media, recreation and sports planners, city planners, social and 
welfare services, manufacturers, retailers, transport, international trading and standard setting 
bodies, and local and central government - all of whom must recognise their role and 
responsibilities in this fight against obesity (Jebb et al, 2003). These macro-environment 
influences on obesity need to work in a co-ordinated fashion for maximum effect. For example, 
contradictory government policies, such as recommending individuals eat less fat whilst at the 
same time subsidising agriculture to churn out excess fat, are likely to have the effect of 
cancelling each other out (Lang & Rayner, 2007). Thus policy coherence is required to enable 
obesity to be successfully prevented. 
8.2.2 The ANGELO model 
Different models have been proposed to facilitate the understanding of the complex, multi- 
factorial aetiology of childhood obesity, including: Ecological Systems Theory (Davison & 
Birch, 2001); Epidemiological Traid (Swinburn & Egger, 2002; Egger et al, 2003); Ecological 
Model (Egger & Swinburn, 1997; Swinburn et al, 1999). All expand the energy balance 
equation to look at the broader environmental factors and their role in influencing energy 
balance in order to facilitate the identification of obesogenic factors and the prevention of 
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obesity. Similarly, Flodmark et al (2004) suggest, without the use of a model, that there are six 
levels that should each be considered when addressing a preventative programme for childhood 
obesity. Each of these models seeks to address the multifaceted nature of obesity. They all 
concur that the determinants of obesity sit at many different levels, and agree that successful 
prevention of obesity needs to work at all of these levels. However, it is how these levels are 
defined and summarised that varies between the models. Nevertheless each model is seeking to 
address the complex web of behaviours that impact a person's dietary and physical activity 
choices, including: the individual; family influences; neighbourhood and socio-cultural 
influences (including schools); industry, media and government. 
One example is the framework that has been developed using the Ecological Model (Swinburn 
et al, 1999) that attempts to identify obesogenic factors in the environment, called the ANGELO 
(ANalysis Grid for Environments Linked to Obesity) framework. It is a grid made up of two 
sizes of environment (micro environmental "settings", such as schools and neighbourhoods, and 
macro environmental sectors, such as transport and health system) on one axis against four 
types of environment (physical, economical, political, socio-cultural), with food and activity as 
subcategories for each type, on the other axis (see Figure 8.1). These macro environmental 
"sectors" influence whole populations, including bodies such as the food industry and 
governments. The Physical environment looks at "what is available? " This includes food and 
physical activity options together with more intangible features such as technology, information 
and expertise, and the availability of training opportunities. The Economic environment looks 
at the "financial factors", covering both the consumers' costs and income as well as money 
spent on advertising/health promotion by industry and health departments and other government 
funding (such as on roads, public transport and recreation facilities). The Political environment 
explains the "rules". That is, the policies, regulations and laws, the institutional (including the 
home and school) rules that impact food and activity choices. Finally, the Sociocultural 
environment asks, "what are the attitudes, beliefs, perceptions and values? " At the micro level 
this covers the "culture" or "ethos" of a school, home, workplace or neighbourhood. At the 
macro environment level it would include things such as the influence of the media on 
influencing socio-cultural aspects of food and activity choice, particularly in relation to 
advertising and marketing. (Swinburn et al, 1999). 
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Figure 8.1. The ANGELO Framework. ANalysis Grid for Environments Linked to Obesity (ANGELO). 
This diagram is a pictorial representation of the ANGELO grid. The two axis are size of environment and 
type of environment. Each environment type is further subdivided into food and activity, to represent the 
two elements of the energy balance equation (Swinburn et al, 1999). 
8.2.3 Current Obesity prevention policy in Leeds 
The UK government has set a target for childhood obesity, namely "to halt, by 2010, the year- 
on-year increase in obesity among children under 11 years of age" (DH, 2004; Foster & Buttris, 
2005), which was recently updated to "by 2020, we aim to reduce the proportion of overweight 
and obese children to 2000 levels" (DH, 2008). Three government departments are responsible 
for this target: the Department of Health (DH), Department for Culture, Media and Sport, and 
Department for Children, Schools and Families (formerly the Department for Education and 
Skills). Yet the UK (and Europe) does not have a comprehensive structure or policy model for 
what action to take to prevent obesity (Lang & Rayner, 2007). There are many government 
initiatives that have been detailed as priority measures by the DH. These are outlined in Table 
8.2, with an indication of the age group the strategy is aimed at, together with an indication of 
the type of intervention. 
To facilitate the achievement of the childhood obesity target, obesity prevention is being 
included on the agenda of local councils through Local Area Agreements (LAAs) and Local 
Public Service Agreements (LPSAs) (DH, 2007). These policies are a link between central and 
local government. The LPSAs are a mechanism to prioritise and agree the twelve most 
important targets for improvements in performance in the local area with central government. 
The LAAs provide a framework for service delivery in the local area, which can relate to 
national or local priorities. 
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Initiative 
Healthy start 
Target age group 
(years old) 
0-10 
Type of intervention 
Breastfeeding promotion 0-2 Nutrition 
School food agenda 5-10 
Reformulation, portions sizes and si ostin 2-10 
School fruit and vegetable scheme 4-6 
Food promotion to children 2-10 
Healthy schools programme 5-10 
PE in School s(PESSCL) 5-10 Physical activity 
Children's play 0-10 
Active travel including school travel plans 5-10 
Obesity care pathway 2-10 Obesity 
Obesity social marketing 2-10 
Table 8.2. Outline of various initiatives to tackle obesity set as priority measures by the DH (DH, 2006). 
In Leeds the twelve LPSA targets cover topics such as fire, road safety, burglary, youth 
offending, homelessness and domestic violence. There is no specific target to reduce obesity 
prevalence to an agreed level, although three of these targets may impact obesity prevalence in 
Leeds - improving school children's health (through both tackling obesogenic behaviours and 
the healthy schools standard), improving physical activity, and cleaning up the local 
environment (see Table 8.3). 
Target Heading Status Notes Target Included in 
Value LAA block 
4 Improving children's health Agreed 
in all Leeds schools C&YP 
(a) Tackling behaviours `h 
that contribute to obesity 
(b) Healthy Schools 1 
Standard 
7 Improving physical activity Dropped No further 
negotiation possible 
11 Improving the cleanliness Ageed 1 SSC 
of the local environment 
Table 8.3. A summary of three of the twelve Local Public Service Agreement (LPSA2) targets. These 
targets may impact obesity prevalence in Leeds. 
The LAA for Leeds (Leeds City Council, 2007a) is very disappointing from a childhood obesity 
perspective. There are no specific outcomes or targets for obesity, although some, which are 
highlighted below, do consider factors that may be associated with obesity and thereby may 
affect obesity rates in Leeds. The Leeds LAA vision wants all Leeds' children "to be happy, 
[and] healthy", yet focuses "primarily, but not exclusively" on the 31 most deprived SOAs of 
Leeds. It also focuses on children in Year 9. There are four themes to the Leeds LAA: health 
and well being; housing and the environment; crime, safety and reassurance; employment, 
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skills, learning and enterprise. The specific outcomes and initiatives that may impact on 
childhood obesity for each of these themes are considered in turn. 
Children and Young People 
The only Mandatory Outcome remotely associated with obesity is to ensure all 284 schools in 
Leeds have an approved travel plan by March 2010 (milestones: 65% by 12/07 and 80% by 
12/09). This strategy is to encourage children to walk and cycle to school, investing £40 million 
(nationally) to facilitate this (e. g. with increased cycle storage facilities, linking schools into the 
National Cycle Network, and to improve pedestrian safety through projects such as Kcrbcraft) 
(Leeds City Council, 2007b). 
Three additional outcomes (albeit not high enough up the agenda to be included in the outline of 
the policy - only readable in the small print) may be associated with childhood obesity. Firstly, 
to raise the percentage of 5-16 year olds undertaking at least two hours of "high quality PE and 
school sport" per week from 83% in 2006 to 90% by 8/08. Secondly to raise the percentage of 
schools that attain the National Healthy Schools Standard from 0.5% in 2/06 to 50% by 8/07 
and 95% by 12/09. These standards include components on healthy eating and physical activity. 
Also, importantly, it involves the whole school community, from parents to school staff to 
governors (Healthy Schools, 2007). Thirdly to increase the percentage of schools that offer "the 
"core offer" of extended schools services" from 13% in 9/06 to 25% in 9/07 and 33% in 9/08. 
This core offer involves schools offering activities for the local community, including childcare 
from Bam to 6pm, two hours of extra-curriculum activities per week "for those who want it" 
(e. g. homework clubs, sport, music tuition), adult education facilities, referral to specialist 
support services (e. g. speech therapy, mental health services), and access to IT, sports and arts 
facilities (Education Leeds, 2007). 
Of the other outcomes the bulk (9 out of 24) are to do with grades achieved by pupils. The 
remaining outcomes include topics such as teenage pregnancies, unemployment, child 
register/foster/adoption, attendance levels, number of excluded children (from school). 
Healthier Communities and Older People 
Mandatory Outcomes under this theme aim to reduce both rates of premature mortality and rates 
of inequalities in premature mortality, with an emphasis on reducing the risk factors for heart 
disease, stroke and related diseases (i. e. smoking, diet and physical activity). No specific 
references to diet (or smoking) were seen in the small print for this policy, however there were 
targets for increasing physical activity. That is, to raise the number of adults undertaking a 
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minimum of 30 minutes of "moderate intensity physical activity" on at least five days a week by 
1% per annum (no baseline figures for this were given - to be established from the Leeds 
Physical Activity Survey in May 2007). Similarly, for a 1% per annum increase in the number 
of adults undertaking a minimum of 30 minutes of "moderate intensity sport and active 
recreation" on at least three days per week (baseline being established from Sport England 
Active People Survey in 10/06, results not published). Other Outcomes (Mandatory and 
Additional) focused largely on benefits and transportation. 
Safer and Stronger Communities 
There were a number of indicators under the Mandatory Outcome to "build respect in 
communities and reduce anti-social behaviour", largely around changing people's perception of 
such problems in their neighbourhood. For example, the people who feel anti-social behaviour 
is a very big problem in their area; those who feel it has got worse in the last year; problems 
with noisy neighbours, with teenagers hanging around, littered streets, abandoned or burnt out 
cars, vandalism, graffiti and other deliberate damage, or drug dealers and users. All of these 
examples have a target of a year on year reduction in the percentage, with no set percentage 
reduction given. Other examples include the percentage of residents who feel parents take 
responsibility for their children's behaviour, and the percentage of residents who feel treated 
with respect by their neighbours. Both of these have a target for year on year increases in the 
percentages found. Other outcomes under this theme included lots of focus on reducing crime 
and drink/drugs related problems, and some outcomes regarding quality of housing, cleaning up 
civic areas (particularly in deprived areas), promoting a sense of pride in neighbourhoods, 
accidental deaths and road traffic accidents, and homelessness. 
Economic Development and Enterprise 
Whilst the bulk of the outcomes for this theme were to support new businesses, create new jobs, 
reduce benefit claims and improve financial literacy support, there were a number of Mandatory 
Outcomes related to physical infrastructure. These focused on improving the transport network 
and investing in the public infrastructure to increase the percentage of non-car journeys into the 
city centre during peak times. The targets for this are very small, increasing the percentage of 
non-car journeys from 43% in 2005 to 43.9% in 2007/08 and 44.3% in 2008/09. This 
Mandatory Outcome also includes indicators to increase the number of visitors/users to the City 
Council's sports facilities and parks and countryside. The baseline figure for sports facilities is 
4,105,506 (in 2005/06) and is targeted to actually decrease to 3.9 million in 2008/09, in order to 
allow for anticipated closures of facilities due to Private Finance Initiatives developments. 
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Similarly, the baseline figure for users of parks and countryside was 61,213,587 (in 2006/07), 
but this indicator will not be measured again and there are no targets. 
8.3 Methodoloey 
The first stage in developing a local childhood obesity prevention policy for Leeds was to place 
the results of existing evidence from interventions to prevent childhood obesity into an 
ANGELO-style framework. The ANGELO model was adapted slightly to clarify the micro- 
and macro-level environments considered: "micro" was broken down into individuals, schools 
and communities; "macro" was broken down into media, industry and government (in line with 
Lobstein et al, 2004). 
The next stage was to calculate the mean and range of deprivation using the Index of 
Deprivation, 2004 (Communities and Local Government, 2004) for each SOA in each of the 33 
wards in Leeds, in order to select three case study wards. Also, for the three case study areas, 
the proportions of populations in each of the National Statistics 2001 Open Area Classification 
of Output Areas (OAC) "super-groups" (Vickers & Rees, 2007) were calculated from the OAC 
data for the OAs in each ward, in order to give more demographic information about each area. 
A map showing the location of the three case study areas was prepared using ArcGIS v. 9.0, as 
well as four maps of various combinations of the simulated covariates (as described in Chapter 
6). The combinations were a distribution of perceived low social capital, less affluent 
households, obesogenic behaviours and unsafe/deprived areas so as to highlight the differences 
between the areas. 
Following this, the variation in obesity across each case study area was examined. The obesity 
data used was that collected from routine measurements of children in the Leeds PCTs, data 
from the "Trends" study in Leeds, and the "RADs" study in Leeds (as described in Chapter 4). 
Obesity was considered in two ways. Firstly the percentage of obese children in each SOA, 
with "obese" classified as children above the 98`h centile using the British reference dataset 
(Cole et al, 1995). Also using mean body mass index standard deviation score (BMI SDS) 
(standardised using the British 1990 growth reference dataset (Freeman et at, 1995; Cole et al, 
1995)). The average individual (actual) childhood obesity data were tabulated for each study 
area: the percentage of obese children and the mean BMI SDS calculations for each case study 
ward are averages (mean) from the individual child data, which have then been smoothed 
(aggregated at ward level) using Empirical Bayes techniques to minimise small number 
problems (as described in chapter 4). The tabulated Minimum and Maximum BMI SDS figures 
are not smoothed but the actual range of individual child BMI SDS values. Next the SOA level 
data (i. e. the individual level data aggregated to SOA level) were mapped using ArcGIS v. 9.0 to 
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show both prevalence of obesity and mean BMI SDS across each case study area. Similarly the 
location of the schools sampled in the Trends project in each of the study areas is shown, using 
the analysis from chapter 5 for whether the level of obesity at each school is in line with 
expectations (given deprivation and ethnic mix) or not. The hot spot (of childhood obesity) 
calculations (determined in chapter 4) were applied to each case study to highlight whether any 
hot spots exist in each case study area. 
In order to be able to design targeted interventions for each of the case study areas, it is 
important to understand the relationship between childhood obesity and potential obesogenic 
factors in each area at the micro-level. Accordingly the work undertaken in Chapters 4 and 7 
has been drawn on to ascertain the important local determinants of childhood obesity, and the 
direction of those relationships, for each case study area. Accordingly, next, the variance for the 
relationship between each covariate and childhood obesity was considered: firstly for 
deprivation and the OAC super groups, and then for the twelve simulated covariates highlighted 
in chapter 7 as having a strong relationship with obesity (namely, transportation, leisure 
facilities, supermarket access, child and adult sedentary behaviour, fruit and vegetable 
consumption, buying school meals, food expenditure, problems with teenagers loitering, 
television ownership, internet access, and levels of physical activity in children). 
The mean BMI SDS for each of the seven OAC super groups was calculated using the 
individual (raw) data for the three case study areas cumulatively, and compared to the mean 
figures for the whole dataset for Leeds. The simulated variables were analysed using global and 
local geographically weighted regression (GWR) models in Chapter 7. The results of these 
models were summarised for each of the twelve principal determinants of obesity now being 
considered. A map of the relationship between each simulated covariate and childhood obesity 
was prepared for each case study area using ArcGIS V. 9.0, and the obesogenic covariates in 
each area described and tabulated, thereby highlighting the differences in the relationships 
between the areas. 
Finally the results from the analysis of the relationships between childhood obesity and its 
determinants in each case study area were applied to the framework in order to prevent 
childhood obesity in Leeds. This shows how policy can be tailored to the specific needs of each 
micro-area to prioritise the obesogenic factors for change and to guide the development of 
targeted interventions and perhaps how they are implemented. These recommendations were 
then compared and contrasted to the existing Leeds policy (the LPSAs and LAAs) in order to 
determine whether all the bases are being covered or if the policy is lacking in any respects. 
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8.4 Results 
8.4.1 ANGELO-style framework to prevent obesity 
The results of the ANGELO-style framework for the prevention of childhood obesity in Leeds is 
given in Table 8.4. This policy is based on literature both generalisable to the UK and 
internationally. This model is generic for Leeds. However, as is shown below (section 8.4.6), 
for maximum effect, it is likely to be beneficial to "customise" the policy for the area in 
question. 
8.4.2 Identify three case study locations 
Three wards were chosen for analysis based on a mixed demographic profile. The most affluent 
(Wetherby), the most deprived (City and Holbeck) and a mid-range ward (Morley South) were 
chosen (see Table 8.5). The Open Area Classification (OAC) "Super-group" was also 
considered: City and Holbeck's population is largely "multicultural" and "constrained by 
circumstances"; Morley South is "typical traits", "prospering suburbs" and "blue collar 
communities"; Wetherby is largely "prospering suburbs" and "countryside" (see Table 8.6). 
The location in Leeds of the three wards being used as case studies, City and Holbeck (CH), 
Morley South (MS), and Wetherby (W), are given in Figure 8.2. 
The maps of combinations of the synthetic covariates highlight differences between each case 
study area. CH and to a lesser degree MS show a high distribution of low social capital, 
whereas the social capital in W is high (see Figure 8.3). Figure 8.4 illustrates some aspects of 
poverty, namely low food expenditure, unemployment, tenants without a car. Very few people 
in W or MS match these criteria, whereas most people in CH do. In relation to obesogenic 
behaviours of diet and activity (see Figure 8.5), many children in W do not eat fruit and 
vegetables daily and are very inactive. This is less true of the MS children and it seems that few 
children in CH are both eating a poor diet and inactive. Finally some areas of CH are both 
highly deprived and perceived as unsafe by the residents, as do a few areas in MS, but W is an 
affluent area (Figure 8.6). 
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IIorstorth 14 4.0 28.0 11.2 
Otley and Wharfedale 16 5.0 29.0 11.7 
Aireborough 17 5.0 32.0 14.5 
Garforth and Swilling 16 6.0 26.0 14.7 
Cookridge 14 4.0 38.0 14.9 
Halton 15 7.0 22.0 15.3 
Roundhay 15 5.0 28.0 15.4 
Pudsey North 15 6.0 32.0 15.9 
Barwick and Kippax 16 7.0 30.0 15.9 
North 15 6.0 51.0 16.1 
Moortown 14 9.0 48.0 18.9 
Morley North 17 8.0 34.0 19.4 
Weetwood 14 9.0 42.0 19.7 
Rothwell 14 11.0 36.0 20.4 
Pudscy South 1S 10.0 39.0 22.2 
Morley South 19 6.0 39.0 23.2 
Headingly 17 15.0 40.0 24.8 
Whinmoor 11 10.0 50.0 30.0 
Wortley 15 15.0 54.0 31.3 
Kirkstall 13 20.0 59.0 33.2 
Bramley 15 16.0 67.0 35.7 
Middleton 14 14.0 69.0 36.9 
Armley 15 20.0 58.0 37.5 
Beeston 11 23.0 72.0 39.3 
University 14 22.0 73.0 42.9 
Chapel Allerton 12 13.0 78.0 45.5 
Hunslet 11 27.0 67.0 48.8 
Richmond Hill 12 30.0 70.0 53.1 
Harehills 14 19.0 76.0 53.9 
Burmantofts 12 33.0 70.0 54.3 
Scacroft 12 20.0 77.0 55.3 
Table 8.5. Ranking of deprivation score (Index of Deprivation, 2004) for Leeds' wards, fron most 
affluent to most deprived. The three grey shaded wards represent the thre case study areas. 
" Supergroup Ci ty and 11' Morley South 1 
I blue collar cou111111IIuuh! c il 20 11 
2- city living 6 1 0 
3- countryside 0 2 21 
4- prospering suburbs 0 22 45 
5- constrained by circumstances 33 15 5 
6- typical traits 15 39 18 
7- multicultural 40 0 0 
Table 8.6. Details of the Open Area Classification (OAC) Super-group for each of the three wards 
selected for case study (based on the OAC data for actual OAs in each ward). Each number represents 
the percentage of population for each ward that are classified as each Super-group. 
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Figure 8.2. Map of location of the three case study wards. 
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Figure 8.3. Distribution of perceived low social 
capital by SOA in Leeds: namely poor public 
transport, limited access to leisure facilities and 
supermarkets, problems with teenagers hanging 
around and vandalism. 
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Figure 8.5. Distribution of obesogenic 
behaviours of children aged 7-15 years by SOA in 
Leeds: that is, with low daily fruit and vegetable 
consumption and low physical activity levels. 
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Figure 8.4. Distribution of populations with low 
expenditure on food, who are on benefits, and no one 
in the household is economically active, have a low 
income, no access to a car, and who do not own their 
home, by SOA in Leeds. 
Figure 8.6. Distribution of people who perceive the 
safety of their neighbourhood as low and have a low 
income, who live in a highly deprived area, by SOA 
in Leeds. 
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8.4.3 Obesity variance across each area 
The prevalence of obesity is greatest in CH (10%) and lowest in MS (6%). Yet CH had the 
lowest mean BMI SDS (0.46) and Wetherby the highest (0.52) (see Table 8.7). The percentage 
of obese children is not uniform either within or across the three study areas (see Figure 8.7). 
This shows that CH has a high percentage of obese children, W has some areas with a high 
prevalence and MS has a much lower prevalence. To put it another way, both CH and W have 
higher prevalence of obesity than the global average figure for Leeds (7.6%), and MS has lower 
prevalence. By way of an alternative perspective using mean BMI SDS, CH is the area with 
SOAs with the lowest mean BMISDS. All three case study areas show SOAs with figures 
above and below the global Leeds mean BMI SDS (0.422). 
We also have data on obesity in primary schools in each of the case study areas from the Trends 
study. The school in W shows obesity levels that we would expect given the deprivation and 
ethnicity mix, as does one school in CH. However the other school in CH and one school in MS 
display higher childhood obesity than would be expected (given the deprivation and ethnicity of 
the children) (see Figure 8.8), suggesting that these schools may be having a detrimental affect 
on the obesity of their pupils. It may be appropriate that a school is used as an environment for 
an intervention. 
Hot spots were found in both deprived and affluent areas (in chapter 4), suggesting either a 
spread of obesity across socio-economic groups and/or something special about those areas 
which affects the aetiology of obesity. CH was in a hot spot for obesity prevalence (see Figure 
4.13 in chapter 4). Children in this area are 1.5x more likely to be obese than children living in 
other parts of Leeds (p = 0.001). After adjusting for deprivation and OAC (see Figure 4.19 in 
chapter 4) it is apparent that there is a cold spot (cold spot 5) in CH and a hot spot (hot spot 4) in 
W. 
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Table 8.7. Obesity data for the case study wards based on the individual level data. The percentage 
obese and mean BMI SDS figures were smoothed using Empirical Bayes (to minimise small number 
problems). 
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Figure 8.7. Map of percentage of measured children who are obese (on left hand side) and of mean BMI 
SDS of measured children (smoothed), in each of the case study areas in Leeds. The global figures for 
percentage of obese children (7.6%) and mean BMI SDS (0.422) both lie within the central scale choice. 
Figure 8.8. Map of location of primary schools, where children were measured as part of the Trends 
study. The red circles indicate the location of schools with higher obesity than expected given the 
deprivation and ethnicity mix, and the green circles show the location of schools where obesity is in line 
with expectations. 
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8.4.4 Childhood obesity and deprivation / OAC super group 
There are high levels of obesity in each of the three case study areas, despite the differences in 
deprivation levels. In chapter 4 it was found that, based on mean BMI SDS for each super 
group, children in Leeds living in areas classified as OAC Super groups 1 (blue collar 
communities), 3 (countryside), and 5 (constrained by circumstances) were more obese than 
children living in OAC 2 (city living), 4 (prospering suburbs), and 7 (multicultural). This was 
not true of this subset (see Table 8.8). Super groups 4 and 7 still have a lower than average 
BMI SDS, and super groups 1 and 3 have higher than average BMI SDS. However in this sub- 
set, super group 2 has much higher than average obesity (but N is small). Both super groups 5 
and 6 are close to the total average. 
group Super 
Leeds mean 
1 
Leeds Case INlean 
i1 
Case 
1 0.488 6637 0.552 557- 
2 0.379 1002 1.215 14 
3 0.492 607 0.555 196 
4 0.392 7989 0.431 855 
5 0.478 5655 0.462 357 
6 0.423 7172 0.481 642 
7 0.366 4532 0.333 495 
Total 0.422 33594 0.462 3118 
Table 8.8. A summary of the seven OAC super groups by mean BMI SDS firstly using the obesity 
dataset for the whole of Leeds and secondly using the sub-data for the case study areas only (based on 
individual-level raw data). 
8.4.5 Childhood obesity and the simulated covariates 
The twelve variables with the important relationships with childhood obesity (see chapter 7) 
were: quality of public transport, access to leisure facilities and supermarkets, sedentary 
behaviour of children and adults, fruit and vegetable consumption, buying school meals, 
expenditure on food, problems with teenagers hanging around, television ownership, having 
internet access and activity levels of children (as opposed to sedentary behaviour). 
The results of the global and local GWR analysis (described in Chapter 7) showed the following 
(see Appendix G for definitions of how the covariates were assessed). Areas that reported 
perceived bad public transportation had reduced risk of obesity, lower deprivation scores and 
high income. The risk of obesity was increased if there was a problem with accessing 
supermarkets or leisure facilities. In the relationship between childhood obesity and (children's 
or adults') physical exercise, a dose response was evident (i. e. more exercise, less obesity), with 
sedentary behaviour having a stronger global effect than activity. Fruit and vegetable intake 
was negatively associated with obesity, and there appeared to be a threshold effect before the 
protective effect was realised. Buying school meals was negatively correlated with obesity. 
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Expenditure on food was shown to be a significant predictor of childhood obesity (inverse 
relationship) and the data suggested that the health consequences arise due to insufficient money 
to spend on food, rather than parents unwisely spending what money they have, and conversely 
that higher food expenditure is not about buying more food (more energy intake), but rather 
about buying more expensive, healthy food such as fruit and vegetables. There was increased 
risk of obesity if there was a problem with teenagers hanging around in the neighbourhood - 
potentially a proxy for neighbourhood safety. It was found that the ownership of more than one 
television per household was positively correlated with the percentage of obese children and 
access to the internet was shown to be negatively correlated. 
In order to determine whether the relationships between these covariates and childhood obesity 
differ in the three case study areas, the relationships in each ward were considered separately. 
These are summarised in Table 8.9. 
Wetherby 
The consumption of no daily fruit and vegetables and the perception that leisure facilities in the 
neighbourhood are poor are strongly, positively associated with childhood obesity, without 
exception (Figure 8.9). A slightly weaker, but nevertheless consistent, positive relationship also 
exists if there is a perception that supermarkets are difficult to access. This may be because of 
the rural nature of this ward. Other variables that show areas of strong obesogenic relationship 
with childhood obesity are the perception of good public transport, children and adults with high 
levels of sedentary behaviour, and a perception of a problem with teenagers hanging around the 
neighbourhood. Variables that reduce the risk of childhood obesity in Wetherby (in decreasing 
order of strength) are children being at least moderately physically active (i. e. active for at least 
three hours per week), and children purchasing school meals. The relationship between 
childhood obesity and food expenditure, television ownership and internet access is weak across 
most of Wetherby. 
City & Holbeck 
Figure 8.10 shows that the parameter estimates for City & Holbeck are generally much weaker 
than for Wetherby. That is, for a unit change in a covariate, there is a smaller change (either 
positively or negatively) in childhood obesity in CH than in W. That aside, it shows that 
variables with a largely positive (obesogenic) relationship with childhood obesity (in decreasing 
strength order) include, the perception that supermarkets are difficult to access, low expenditure 
on food, no internet access, more than one television per household, no daily consumption of 
fruit and vegetables, the perception that leisure facilities in the area are poor, sedentary adult 
behaviour, and the perception that there is a problem with teenagers hanging around in the 
neighbourhood. Variables that seem to reduce the risk of childhood obesity in CH are the 
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purchasing of school meals, and sedentary children, the latter of which seems contrary to 
popular biological explanations of obesity and is presumably a marker for another 
behaviour/determinant. 
Morley South 
In Morley South the pattern of covariate relationships with childhood obesity differ once again 
(see Figure 8.11). Children undertaking no weekly physical activity (sedentary) show an across 
the board positive relationship (obesogenic) with childhood obesity, although none of the 
parameter estimates are above 0.5 (so a1 unit change in sedentary behaviour of children will 
have a less than 0.5 unit change in obesity). The next most obesogenic factors in Morley South 
(in descending order) are: supermarkets perceived as difficult to access, more than one 
household television, no daily fruit and vegetables being consumed, perceived poor access to 
leisure facilities, perceived good public transport, a perception of a neighbourhood problem 
with teenagers hanging around, and sedentary adults. Conversely, purchasing school meals and 
moderately active children reduce the risk of obesity. 
Area 
W 
Variables that increase the risk of obesity 
No daily fruit and vegetables 
Variables that reduce the risk of obesity 
Children being at least moderately physically 
Leisure facilities are poor active 
Supermarkets perceived as difficult to access Children purchasing school meals 
Good public transport 
Children with high levels of sedentary 
behaviour 
Adults with high levels of sedentary behaviour 
Problem with teenagers hanging around 
CH Supermarkets perceived as difficult to access Purchasing of school meals 
Low expenditure on food Sedentary children (! ) 
No internet access 
More than one television per household 
No daily consumption of fruit and vegetables 
Leisure facilities are poor 
Sedentary adult behaviour 
Problem with teenagers hanging around 
MS Sedentary child behaviour Purchasing school meals 
Supermarkets perceived as difficult to access Moderately active children 
More than one household television 
No daily fruit and vegetables consumed 
Poor access to leisure facilities 
Good public transport 
Problem with teenagers hanging around 
Sedentary adults 
Table 8.9. Summary of variables that are associated with higher or lower obesity in each case study area 
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Transport good Leisure bad Supermarket difficult 
oor 4 *0 111 
Children sedentary Adults sedentary FV none 
Buy school meals Low food expenditure Problem with teenagers 
More than I TV No internet access Physical activity (moderate) 
< -0.50 -oso : 405 -OAS : 0.05 0.05: 0., 0 0.50 
Figure 8.9. Map of covariates' relationships with childhood obesity for Wetherby, the most affluent 
ward in Leeds. The shading indicates the value of the parameter coefficient for each SOA (no boundaries 
shown). The overall colour of the map indicates the direction of the overall relationship (red: increases 
risk; blue: reduces risk of childhood obesity). The darkest blue and red areas are the areas with the 
strongest local relationship with obesity. In order to enable comparison between maps, all were prepared 
using the same five-category manual scale. 
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Transport good Leisure bad Supermarket difficult 
Children sedentary Adults sedentary FV none 
Buy school meals Low food expenditure Problem with teenagers 
More than 1 TV No internet access Ph sical activity (moderate) 
-0 511 -1150 : -0.05 -0.05: 0.01 0.05: ((. 5(1 - 0.50 
Figure 8.10. Map of covariates' relationships with childhood obesity for City & Holbeck, the most 
deprived ward in Leeds. The shading indicates the value of the parameter coefficient for each SOA (no 
boundaries shown). The overall colour of the map indicates the direction of the overall relationship (red: 
increases risk; blue: reduces risk of childhood obesity). The darkest blue and red areas are the areas with 
the strongest local relationship with obesity. In order to enable comparison between maps, all were 
prepared using the same five-category manual scale. 
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Transport good Leisure bad Supermarket difficult 
Children sedentary Adults sedentary FV none 
Buy school meals Low food expenditure Problem with teenagers 
More than I TV No internet access Physical activity (moderate) 
-O. >0 -0.511 : -0.05 -0.05 : 0.05 0.05 0.50 > 0.50 
Figure 8.11. Map of covariates' relationships with childhood obesity for Morley South, a mid-range 
ward (in terms of deprivation) in Leeds. The shading indicates the value of the parameter coefficient for 
each SOA (no boundaries shown). The overall colour of the map indicates the direction of the overall 
relationship (red: increases risk; blue: reduces risk of childhood obesity). The darkest blue and red areas 
are the areas with the strongest local relationship with obesity. In order to enable comparison between 
maps, all were prepared using the same five-category manual scale. 
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8.4.6 Tailoring the framework to prevent obesity in Leeds 
The analysis has shown that the key determinants of childhood obesity in each of the three case 
study wards in Leeds differ. Accordingly, the "micro" aspects of the ANGELO-style childhood 
obesity policy developed earlier in this chapter (see section 8.4.1) can be modified to take into 
account the nuances of each neighbourhood, both by the emphasis (in focus or funding) given to 
certain policies (the most important ones will vary), as well as how an intervention is 
implemented. Thus we can establish a location-specific policy for Leeds. 
Across all three case study areas children purchasing school meals was a factor that reduced the 
risk of childhood obesity. Accordingly, the Leeds childhood obesity prevention policy should 
focus on the interventions that affect how healthy school meals are and to encourage children to 
eat them. Therefore, it is a priority that Leeds parents/schools/government ensure that meals 
provided in ALL schools for all age groups meet nutritional guidelines set by the School Food 
Trust to ensure they are healthy. This should be true for the first and the last child served. 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that some schools comply with healthy eating requirements by 
offering a small number of portions of the healthy option with large amounts of the unhealthy, 
popular, option (e. g. chips). A set healthy menu, provided free or subsidised, may be the best 
way to ensure all children eat a healthy meal at lunchtime. 
Child activity as a compulsory element of the curriculum / school programme is also essential if 
school children are to be fit and healthy (and not obese) (Connelly et al, 2007). This was 
corroborated in the local analysis, with both Wetherby and Morley South showing a reduced 
risk of childhood obesity with more active children (data on compulsory versus voluntary was 
not available, but would be an interesting local analysis). Surprisingly City & Holbeck showed 
that sedentary behaviour in children was associated with a reduced prevalence of childhood 
obesity in this ward. This is not consistent with the biological explanation of energy balance 
causing obesity, nor with the experience of other authors and in the other areas in Leeds. 
In relation to the obesogenic covariates, in Wetherby policy needs to focus on encouraging 
children (and adults) to eat more fruit and vegetables, improve access to leisure facilities and to 
supermarkets. In relation to fruit and vegetables, this may be by education to learn the 
importance of eating fruit and vegetables (although surely everyone has now heard of "5-a- 
day"? ), as well as how to cook tasty, fresh, affordable meals that will appeal to children. 
Children must also be taught how to prepare and cook nutritionally balanced meals. Council 
housing needs to ensure that its tenants have adequate cooking facilities. Providing free fruit to 
school children (the School Fruit and Vegetable Scheine) is also a means to increase children's 
fruit and vegetable intake during the early years of schooling. Communities can also help to 
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increase fruit and vegetable intake, perhaps by establishing food cooperatives, or local farmers 
could provide fruit and vegetable boxes (obviously at a price, but Wetherby is an affluent area). 
Also there is a need to provide better leisure facilities - this may incorporate local councils and 
local transport companies improving access to the facilities, for example with regular, 
affordable buses, or by providing secure places to park bikes. Car parking is perhaps a double 
edged sword, being an energy-saving transportation method but if it enables people to go 
somewhere where they will enjoy being physically active then perhaps it is worthwhile. Also 
leisure facilities need to be clean, safe, and welcoming environments, which is down to the 
facility staff, local council and the community. Similarly issues arise in regard to supermarket 
access. Wetherby is a sparsely populated, largely rural area and it is likely that for many people 
the nearest supermarket is over ten miles away (which may be classified as difficult to access - 
depending how a question is worded). With a car this is not a problem, but without one then it 
is the bus or a taxi, so either time consuming or expensive. 
For City & Holbeck, a highly deprived, inner-city area, the focus needs to be on supermarket 
access, low expenditure on food, television viewing and fruit and vegetable consumption. It is 
highly likely that internet access' association with childhood obesity is a marker for household 
income. Supermarket access can be improved by providing more local, nearby shops that sell 
healthy, affordable foods, as without access to a car or good public transport links out-of-town 
supermarkets can be inconvenient. Interventions in school (linked to home and the community) 
can help to reduce the amount of television children watch, as can parents monitoring the 
amount and removing televisions from children's bedrooms (Wiecha et al, 2001). However it is 
not as simple as stop watching television. Alternatives need to be provided, which is where 
support from the school and community can help, with increased after school clubs and 
community clubs (e. g. Scouts, youth clubs) as well as weekend activities in the neighbourhood. 
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss the benefit system and incomes for unemployed 
families. Suffice to say that a third of people in CH are described as "constrained by 
circumstances", with higher than average unemployment, lone parent households and 
population densities. Nevertheless this will be a factor influencing the importance of food 
expenditure on this population. Energy dense foods are cheap and a healthy diet is more 
expensive (Baratt, 1997; Cade et al, 1999). It is important that local council and the community 
focus on educating parents (and children, due to the force of "pester power") regarding the 
importance of buying healthy foods and how this can be done in an affordable way if cooking 
skills are honed (rather than simply heating up highly processed, pre-prepared foods), as well as 
providing the ability to improve cooking skills (there is no point in telling people they need to 
be able to cook, if support to facilitate this is then not provided). Community cooking lessons 
and recipes need to take account of the demographics: given the high multi-cultural population 
(40%) it is important that ethnic meals are included in this intervention. Fruit and vegetable 
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consumption can be increased in line with the Wetherby suggestions, albeit with more ethnic 
and value-for-money options, to take account of the different demographics. 
Morley South is similar to the previous two case studies in all aspects apart from sedentary child 
behaviour, which is highly associated with increased risk of childhood obesity. Reducing media 
time, such as television viewing, replacing this with more active home, school and 
neighbourhood activities, as well as increased (some? ) compulsory exercise at schools, will all 
serve to limit this risk factor and so, hopefully, obesity in children. 
8.4.7 Comparison to Leeds policy 
How does this suggested childhood obesity prevention policy compare to actual policy in 
Leeds? 
The lack of specific LPSA targets to reduce obesity prevalence to an agreed level suggests that 
this is perhaps too hard to achieve. The target to improve school children's health has two 
components: tackling obesogenic behaviours & healthy schools standard. However there are no 
clear "Outcomes" in the LAA that mention directly tackling obesity behaviours, so it is unclear 
how this LPSA target will be measured or achieved. Further, the emphasis given to tackling 
obesogenic behaviours is very low (i. e. a value of only half compared with a value of two for 
reducing youth offending). The target to improve physical activity does not have any target 
values, so measurement and achievement of this target is doubtful. This implies it is not a 
priority for the government. The target to clean up the city, which may improve social capital, 
is targeted and has clear "Outcomes" in the LAA. 
The Leeds LAA does not include any specific targets regarding obesity prevalence. Also the 
focus on the 31 most deprived SOAs of Leeds includes six of the fourteen SOAs in CH ward, 
but would exclude Wetherby and Morley South wards - yet it has been shown that these areas 
also have obesity problems. It also focuses on children in Year 9, but all children can benefit 
from interventions to reduce obesity. 
The Outcomes in the LAA that may be associated with obesity are as follows (taking each of the 
four themes in turn). To encourage children to walk and cycle to school, which is in line with 
the framework developed. To ensure more children do at least two hours of physical activity at 
school per week (which still seems very low if it is to have an effect - this would be classified 
as "low activity" in the analysis in this thesis). To increase the number of schools that attain 
the National Healthy Schools Standard, which is likely to be beneficial for the schools' pupils, 
plus the targets are high - from 50% of schools in 2007 to 95% by the end of 2009. To be more 
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beneficial the healthy eating and physical activity components in the schools need to link back 
to the home and community. To encourage more schools to offer extended schools services 
(but the targets are still pretty low - reaching only 33% by September 2008). Plus these 
services may or may not be beneficial from an obesity perspective depending upon what 
services are offered exactly. The healthy schools initiative and incorporating minimum levels of 
physical activity as a compulsory component of the school curriculum (although the current 
target levels are too low) are important targets. These cover many of the schools micro- 
environment interventions, such as altering the composition of school meals and other 
foods/drinks available in schools, nutritional and activity education classes, "walking buses", 
and active after-school activities. The bulk of the other outcomes in the Children and Young 
People theme are to do with grade achievement, which suggests the emphasis is misplaced. It is 
important that schools do not focus solely on grade attainment, particularly at the exclusion of 
all else (e. g. exam classes rather than PE lessons), as to do so teaches children that a rounded, 
balanced lifestyle is not important, and perhaps that a healthy diet and regular exercise is not 
important. 
The key Healthier Communities outcome was to reduce the risk factors for heart disease, stroke 
and related diseases (i. e. smoking, diet and physical activity). But there was no mention of how 
diet would be changed, nor any targets to measure any change. Further the targets to increase 
physical activity were tiny - just 1% increases each year. So of the 545,427 adults that live in 
Leeds that would be an increase in physical activity levels in approximately 5-6000 people per 
year. 
The indicators for Safer Communities centered largely on changing people's perception of anti- 
social behaviour problems in their neighbourhood. These indicators may affect a person's 
social capital or feelings of safety in their community. But the targets are simply for 
reductions/increases (as appropriate) each year, so even a 0.01% change would be classified as a 
success, yet really what impact would this have? Further, the baseline figures for this are not 
stratified across Leeds, with a simple average showing in the report. Thus it is unclear how 
changes in micro-areas (for example the 31 highly deprived SOAs the LAA highlights as being 
a priority for change) will be accurately monitored. Obviously an average decrease in a 
percentage for the whole of Leeds may be masking an increase in any or all of these target 
SOAs. 
The Economic Development outcomes were related to physical infrastructure. Firstly to 
increase the percentage of non-car journeys - but the targets for this are miniscule with a 1.3% 
increase over five years. Accordingly this is likely to have minimal impact of physical activity 
levels. Also to increase the number of visitors/users to the City Council's sports facilities, yet 
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the target is a decrease in the number of users. The rationale is that facilities are expected to 
close, but this is irrelevant. If the outcome is to increase, then the target needs to be to increase 
- so this is an indicator that is targeted to not meet the lexis of the outcome. Similarly the 
number of visitors to Leeds parks does not have any target figures and is not being measured 
after baseline, so it is unclear how the council will monitor whether this goal has been met or 
not. Plus the number of users is greater than the population of Leeds (approximately 720,000 
people) so it includes people from surrounding areas and potentially, depending how it is 
measured, includes individuals more than once if they make multiple visits. Thus an increase 
could be seen because the existing users become more active, not because the population of 
Leeds is generally more active. Further who is to say a visitor is "active"? They could be 
visiting to watch a sport or simply have an ice cream. 
It is clear that this policy is not as comprehensive as that suggested in the framework in this 
chapter. Obviously time and money are going to be practical limitations in the "real world", but 
childhood obesity is a major problem and targets for obesity prevalence in Leeds should be 
agreed and prioritized in the top twelve LPSAs. There are too many missing policies to 
illustrate one by one, but the following illustrates the point. Whilst improving the 
safety/cleanliness of a neighbourhood is being addressed in Leeds, the policies do not address 
other local community level factors, such as to encourage participation in community team 
games and activities, to establish food coops, to encourage activities for children (youth clubs, 
scouts), creating a healthy eating ethos, increasing the acceptability of breast feeding, and 
reducing the long-working hours culture. The macro environment is hardly addressed at all, 
with the outcomes for public transport, cycling/walking, healthy schools initiatives, and 
physical activity curriculum being the only areas that are covered. Perhaps this is appropriate in 
a local government's policy, as these areas are more suitably addressed by regulation by central 
government. But some aspects could be addressed locally. For example, urban planners 
considering how to affect more activity, local planning laws to prevent overcrowding and 
restrict fast food outlets close to schools, provide reasonably priced, healthy foods in public 
sector facilities, encourage local restaurants to provide healthy options and local employers to 
develop more opportunities for physical activity, and to ensure health information is widely 
available. So more could be done. 
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8.5 Discussion 
The prevalence of obesity is greatest in CH (10%) and lowest in MS (6%). The "deprivation 
theory" would predict that Wetherby had the lowest prevalence, which is not the case. The 
obesity data for each case study area suggests that as well as many children with a high enough 
BMI SDS to be classified as obese, CH also has many children with low BMI SDS, thereby 
pulling the average mean BMI SDS down. Whereas in W it seems that there are more children 
with a high BMI SDS, but not quite high enough to be classified as obese. Arguably this could 
be storing up more problems for the future if the children continue to gain weight, rather than 
gaining height and growing out of the problem. It has been suggested that higher BMI SDS in 
more deprived areas are due to shorter stature (White et al, 1995). 
The significant variation seen in the relationships of the covariates with childhood obesity 
across Leeds suggests that different interventions to reduce the prevalence of childhood obesity 
may be more effective in different areas. It is necessary for public health officials to determine 
what these local factors are in order to be able to tailor solutions to each population's 
requirements for maximum effectiveness. One size does not fit all. Further messages should be 
modified to suit individuals at different stages of decision making: from the "pre-contemplation 
individual" who has not yet decided to change their lifestyle to reduce the risks of obesity so 
needs motivational guidance, to the "action individual" who has decided to change and needs 
advice on how to do that (Jebb et al, 2003). Given the complex interplay between different 
covariates, it is likely that the most effective interventions to prevent childhood obesity will be a 
policy incorporating interventions targeting multiple determinants. 
The individualistic model is outdated. Few obesity experts accept that individuals "choose" to 
become overweight - the question of what constitutes free choice being an important one. Only 
individuals with greater amounts of "social power" are to be expected to be capable of 
consistently making healthy choices (Lang & Rayner, 2007). How can children choose? 
Accordingly the solution to the ideological framework within which to sit an obesity prevention 
policy should not focus on individual level interventions. The optimum model and most 
realistic way forward is to use a population level approach, changing obesogenic environments 
towards becoming leptogenic, or at least obeso-resistant, environments. 
There are clear benefits to taking a public health perspective to childhood obesity prevention 
policy. Universal prevention, aiming at everyone in the community, seeks to stabilize or reduce 
the mean rates of obesity in the population (Muller et al, 2001b). Selective interventions that 
focus on high-risk children do help to target finite resources, but can lead to stigmatisation, 
especially if individual children are singled out for action (Lobstein et al, 2004). Furthermore, 
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as genetic studies show that most children are at risk of weight gain, population focused obesity 
prevention strategies will benefit the health of all children not just those who arc (or would be) 
obese. The real strength of this approach is that significant population benefits can result from 
even fairly small effects if a large number of people are exposed to that environment (Swinburn 
& Egger, 2002). 
However, public health policies for obesity prevention are not without difficulties: at the end of 
the day "all" they have to do is persuade the population to eat a healthy, balanced diet and to be 
physically active. However obesity is a chronic condition due to positive energy balance over 
time, probably many years (Jebb et al, 2003). As such, the impact of any prevention policy is 
likely to be equally gradual (Lang & Rayner, 2007), which limits the visibility and 
measurability of its success (or otherwise) (Heller & Page, 2002), which likely relies on average 
measures of population health indicators, such as BMI. Further, the complex aetiology of 
obesity means the policy message is also going to be complex. It is not as simple as "stop 
smoking" as we all have to eat - and it is both what and how much we cat that is important 
(Jebb et al, 2003) and similarly for, physical activity. This complexity increases the likelihood 
that the message given is interpreted as contradictory in nature and also the perception that 
authorities cannot agree on what the best action to take is (Jobb et al, 2003). Given this 
complexity, it is not sufficient to put in place interventions at simply the individual, school or 
community level, whilst contradictory messages continue to come from "higher" levels of 
media, industry and government (Lobstein, 2006). Yet to date, these macro levels (Swinburn et 
al, 1999) have been ignored; unsurprisingly perhaps given the difficulties in influencing 
strategies at this level. It feels way beyond the influencing circle of the "average researcher", 
particularly against the might of the powerful and influential food industry. This influence is 
further hampered by the fact that there is insufficient evidence for the obesity professionals to 
prescribe what "best practice" should be. Notwithstanding that this task is extremely daunting, 
we should still seek to make changes at these levels. 
It should be asked whether the policy is appropriate, adequate, and equitable. It is not sufficient 
for an obesity prevention policy to only focus on urging individuals to live less unwholesome 
lives and/or promoting public health messages through public organizations (the traditional 
approach) - for maximum leverage it is also necessary to engage other levels of environments, 
such as communities, media and industry. The importance of the environment in controlling 
obesity is widely acknowledged. A WHO report (2003) states that major social and 
environmental changes to make healthier choices more accessible and preferable are required to 
prevent obesity. Ecological interventions that consider multiple levels of influence on 
behaviour may be more effective. For example, a programme that increases preferences for 
fruit and vegetables without changing availability of these foods is probably going to produce 
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smaller increases in consumption than a programme that addresses both these factors. Also they 
can change health behaviours without the need to make changes at the individual level. For 
instance, reducing the amount of fat in foods served in schools cafeterias can reduce overall fat 
and energy consumption without altering children's beliefs or attitudes about low fat foods. 
However it can be difficult to understand all levels of ecological influence on health behaviours, 
plus levels of ecological influence interact, making the model even more complex. In addition 
intervening at more than one level of the ecosystem can be difficult and costly. 
Some of these determinants of childhood obesity are outside of the remit of the health care 
sector. This highlights the role of organisations outside the health sector (e. g. supermarkets, 
gyms, swimming pools, food manufacturers and to some extent schools), as well as local and 
national government (e. g. decisions regarding public spending, agricultural policy) in 
contributing to the obesity problem. This emphasizes the responsibility that public and private 
sector organisations have in endorsing public health (Stafford et al, 2007). Thus in order to 
maximise childhood obesity prevention, health care professionals need to work with these 
organisations, otherwise it will not be possible to halt the flood of obesity. 
This study is not without its limitations. The relationships between childhood obesity and the 
obesogenic covariates are based on small-area estimates for Leeds using SimObesity (a spatial 
microsimulation model) (see chapter 6). Whilst the validation of the inputs and outputs from 
the model were robust, it is nevertheless not "real" data. Also care must be taken in interpreting 
the maps because whilst each SOA has approximately the same population size, they vary in 
size geographically, thus more sparsely populated areas (and thus larger SOAs in geographical 
size) may be visually given more weight. To minimise this problem the interpretations of the 
maps was undertaken both visually and with the use of the underlying numbers (not provided). 
Further the cross-sectional nature of the data means that this work cannot identify causality, but 
may just provide some clues about what interventions may work best in Leeds. 
This theoretical framework does not consider real world limitations of budgets and finite 
resources. But it is better to work from the ideal scenario, rating the elements in the framework 
for validity, relevance and potential for change in order to then prioritise action. This testing 
should be undertaken with a mixed committee (not solely government staff), including senior 
representatives from different stakeholders, which would be an important mechanism for 
gaining the commitment of the stakeholders to common goals related to childhood obesity 
prevention. 
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Conclusion 
This chapter has outlined a framework for a childhood obesity prevention policy for Leeds. 
This has been compared to current Leeds policies, which have been shown to be lacking in 
many areas, although some important steps, such as the Healthy Schools Initiative, have been 
made. There is significant variation in obesity across Leeds and hot spots of problem areas are 
not restricted to the most highly deprived areas, which is where the focus of local policies are. 
There is also significant variation across Leeds in the relationship of childhood obesity with key 
determinants, and three case studies were used to highlight some of the differences. This then 
supports the debate that solutions need to be tailored to the locality. Interventions need to focus 
on the different levels of environment that influence obesity - from the individual, 
schools/communities, through to media/industry and government. Changes at all these different 
levels need to be coordinated, to enable benefits to occur and to be sustained over the long-term. 
Small individual programmes are unlikely to make a difference to the obesity epidemic. For 
maximum benefit an obesity prevention policy needs to take a coordinated, multi-component, 
multi-sectorial public health approach and overall policy unity and coherence is required, with 
buy-in of all stakeholders. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusion 
9.1 Introduction 
9.2 Summary of research findings 
9.3 Limitations of the research 
9.4 Possibilities for future research 
9.5 Conclusion 
9.1 Introduction 
This final chapter draws the thesis to a close by reflecting on the study's results, and 
summarising the key limitations of the research. Possibilities for future work are proposed 
before finishing with some concluding statements regarding the key findings. 
9.2 Summary of research findings 
The principal aim of this thesis was to investigate the micro-level variability in childhood 
obesity and obesogenic environments/behaviours. To achieve this 14 research objectives were 
established and needed to be undertaken. Each of these objectives will be addressed to evaluate 
whether they were successfully attained. 
The first objective was to review the aetiology and geography of childhood obesit}, and 
interventions to prevent childhood obesity. This was covered in two literature review chapters 
(2 and 3) and also in chapter 8, where a table summarising the key interventions that have taken 
place was provided. This gave a solid knowledge of essential background information. Further 
background information was provided through the second objective, namely to evaluate small 
area population estimation methods and spatial analysis techniques. This was covered 
gradually in several chapters, building up the information base. Chapter 6 considered different 
small area population estimation methods, establishing that spatial microsimulation using a 
deterministic re-weighting algorithm was a suitable method with which to estimate obesogenic 
covariates. Chapter 4 covered the practicalities of spatial analysis of health data including 
information about spatial scan statistics, with chapters 5 and 7 going into more detail about 
specific techniques, namely multi-level modelling and geographically weighted regression 
respectively. The third objective was to describe obesogenic environments and the ANGELO 
model, which were covered in the background sections of chapters 7 and 8. The last objective 
focused on providing background information was the fourth one, which was to examine 
current obesity prevention policy in Leeds. Chapter 8 addressed this point, outlining the key 
government strategies to prevent/reduce childhood obesity that are taking place and then 
focusing on the Local Public Service Agreements and Local Area Agreements for Leeds. 
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Objective 5, to identify and obtain the available data for childhood obesity in Leeds, lead to the 
identification of three possible sources of childhood obesity data. The first source to be 
identified was the routinely collected data by the Leeds Primary Care Trusts. As these data 
were only available for young children (aged 3-6 years), other sources of data were sought. 
This work then lead to the procurement of the height and weight data for the Trends and RADs 
studies, which are ongoing studies in Leeds. This information is included in chapter 4, however 
the text does not reflect the massive amount of work that went into obtaining these data. 
Similarly objective 6, to investigate and determine sources of data for obesogenic covariates 
was also a large piece of work. This was covered in chapter 6 and involved three stages. Firstly 
to establish a "wish list" of childhood obesity obesogenic covariates to be simulated based upon 
those variables identified as having a significant relationship with obesity from a review of the 
literature (chapter 2). However the ability to simulate a variable depends upon being able to 
find a reliable dataset that includes that variable and is as disaggregated as possible. 
Accordingly the University of Essex data archives were searched for suitable datasets and the 
obesogenic covariate list shortened accordingly. The third step is to ensure that the obesogenic 
covariates (output variables) have a strong correlation with the input variables for the spatial 
microsimulation model (within a chosen dataset, such as the Health Survey for England), 
thereby establishing the final list of obesogenic covariates for simulation. That is, from the 
Health Survey for England: fruit and vegetable consumption; physical activity levels; degree of 
urbanisation; socio-economic group; perception of quality of public transport, access to leisure 
facilities and supermarkets, and whether there is a problem with teenagers hanging around or 
vandals in the locality. From the Expenditure and Food Survey, the covariates were: household 
expenditure on food; ownership of a PC and more than one television; having internet access; 
household income and its main source; spending on school meals. 
Chapter 4 principally covered objective 7, to explore the temporal and micro-level spatial 
variations in childhood obesity in Leeds at residential level, using spatial analysis techniques, 
and identify "hot" and "cold" spots of childhood obesity. The results showed that obesity in 3 
to 13 year olds in Leeds has risen since 1998 and that prevalence of obesity increases with age. 
These results serve as a base from which future trends in Leeds can be monitored and also for 
comparison with trends elsewhere in the UK. Also childhood obesity was significantly 
associated with deprivation, with children living in highly deprived areas being twice as likely 
to be obese (or overweight) than children living in more affluent areas. Nevertheless some hot 
and cold spots were found in affluent and deprived areas, suggesting either a spread of obesity 
across socio-economic groups and/or something special about those areas affecting the 
aetiology of obesity. Some homogenous geo-demographic groups were more likely to be obese 
than others. Furthermore some such groups displayed obesity prevalence contrary to the 
"deprivation theory"; that is, groups that were less likely to be obese were located in deprived 
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parts of Leeds, and vice versa. These are important demographic differences between areas of 
high and low prevalence of obesity. Spatial analysis techniques used at the micro-level can help 
us to understand the variations in obesity within an area more thoroughly, allowing us to gain a 
better understanding of the driving factors and to identify key problem areas, rather than relying 
on averages for the whole of an area, which may mean that health professionals would miss 
small problem areas. 
Objective 8 was covered by Chapter 5, to explore the variation in childhood obesity at the 
school level, using spatial analysis techniques, and identify the schools that are under or over 
performing in respect to their levels of pupils' obesity. This chapter demonstrated that there is 
considerable variation between schools in terms of their pupils' obesity, but that only part of 
this variation was explained by differences in the socio-demographic backgrounds of the pupils. 
Using a cross classified multi-level modelling process ethnicity, deprivation and "school effect" 
were taken into account and so allowed identification of schools that deviate from their expected 
levels of obesity. The strength of these results is that they provide an indication of how well, or 
otherwise, schools are functioning in an obesogenic environment. 
Chapter 6 focused on objectives 9 and 10, namely to build and validate ShnObesity, a static 
spatial rnicrosimulation model for obesogenic the environment in Leeds and to use SimObesity 
to estimate obesogenic covariates at the individual level, and aggregate to low super output 
area, in Leeds. The key finding of this work was that the input (constraint) variables must be 
selected carefully, as they must be correlated with the output variables that are being 
synthesised if these output variables are to be simulated accurately (i. e. to closely match the 
characteristics of the actual population). Accordingly validation of the output variables 
stemmed from the correlation analysis undertaken in choosing the input variables, and then in 
determining whether these input variables simulate well; if yes, then it can be assumed that the 
correlated output variables also simulated well. Four methods of calibration were used and 
drew the same conclusions, that is, that the estimates for the obesogenic covariates were robust. 
SimObesity is a novel application of spatial microsimulation modelling. 
To fulfil object 11, to study the relationship between childhood obesity and obesogenic 
covariates in Leeds, using spatial analysis techniques, to identify those covariates with the 
strongest associations with childhood obesity and also to determine how the relationships vary 
at the micro-level, chapter 7 took two different approaches, using both global and local 
analyses. The latter approach is novel in respect to obesity studies. The first approach enables 
the overall relationship between each covariate and childhood obesity in Leeds to be 
understood, and the second approach highlighted the differences in the covariates' relationships 
with obesity in the different micro-areas, showing where the relationships were weaker or 
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stronger. This significant variation across Leeds suggests that different interventions to reduce 
the prevalence of childhood obesity may be more effective in different areas in order to have the 
most effect on reducing prevalence of childhood obesity. This study showed that individuals' 
behaviours are important in determining prevalence of childhood obesity: namely, lack of 
physical activity, no or low consumption of fruit and vegetables, not purchasing school meals, 
and low expenditure on food were all globally associated with an increased risk of obesity (with 
these relationships varying across Leeds at the micro-level). This study also adds to the 
increasing evidence of the existence of "obesogenic environments". Features of the local 
environment may affect childhood obesity by changing health behaviours, i. e. promoting a 
healthy diet and encouraging physical activity (or vice versa). Several local determinants of 
obesity were identified in this study, with different covariates being more important in different 
areas. However to generalise for Leeds, obesogenic environments are characterised by the 
following: scale of urban development, deprivation (high deprivation score, receives benefits, 
low income), low SEG, more than one television per household, poor leisure facilities, poor 
access to supermarkets, problems with teenagers hanging around or with vandals, and good 
public transport facilities. Consequently more effective interventions to reduce childhood 
obesity would be those targeted at multiple determinants, and also take a coordinated approach 
with stakeholders. 
Chapter 8 was concerned with objectives 12 and 13. That is, to apply the knowledge gained in 
objectives 1-11 to develop a framework for childhood obesity prevention policy, and tailor it for" 
different population groups and to compare and contrast the theoretical childhood obesity 
prevention policy ivith the actual obesity policy in Leeds. It outlined a generic framework for a 
childhood obesity prevention policy, which was then tailored for each case study area in Leeds 
addressing the requirements of different populations. This policy was then compared to the 
current Leeds policies, which have been shown to be lacking in many areas, although some 
important steps, such as the Healthy Schools Initiative, have been made. There is significant 
variation in obesity across Leeds and hot spots of problem areas are not restricted to the most 
highly deprived areas, which is where the focus of local policies are. Interventions need to 
focus on the different levels of environment that influence obesity - from the individual, 
schools/communities, through to media/industry and government. Changes at all these different 
levels need to be coordinated, to enable benefits to occur and to be sustained over the long-term. 
Small individual programmes are unlikely to make a difference to the obesity epidemic. For 
maximum benefit an obesity prevention policy needs to take a coordinated, multi-component, 
multi-sectorial public health approach and overall policy unity and coherence is required, with 
buy-in of all stakeholders. 
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9.3 Limitations of the research 
This study has achieved its principle aim of investigate the micro-level variability in childhood 
obesity and obesogenic environments/behaviours. However all studies have their limitations 
and this one is no exception. The key limitations were as follows: 
  These analyses are based on simulated covariate data, not "real" data, however the 
validation of the simulation was robust and these data do enable analysis at the micro-level, 
elucidating more about the relationship between obesity and covariates than would 
otherwise be the case. 
  The covariate data are subject to all the data collection limitations of the underlying surveys, 
namely the HSE and EFS. In particular much of the information collected, such as the 
physical activity data, was by self report and may be subject to reporting bias, which both 
surveys have endeavoured to minimise through their rigorous study designs. 
  The obesity data were based on a sample and thus suffered from some small number 
problems, although a number of steps were taken to minimise this, including aggregating 
the data to SOA (rather than a smaller geography), aggregating data across time and age 
groups to enlarge the dataset, and smoothing the data using Empirical Bayes techniques. 
  The use of SOA as unit of analysis was decided based on the availability of data and as a 
scale of convenience. It was not based on any a priori theoretical considerations. 
  In order to be able to aggregate the data to SOAs it was necessary to categorise continuous 
data, the choice of categories being fairly arbitrary, although common sense options were 
chosen (e. g. the fruit and vegetable breakdowns were based around the fact many people 
consumed no daily fruit and vegetables and that the recommended daily intake is five 
portions per day). 
  Running a separate simulation for each covariate may also have reduced errors, but would 
have been very time intensive. 
  The size of the base populations for SimObesity may have been too small to generate a 
synthetic population that truly matches the actual population and amalgamation of parent 
files across years (e. g. using the HSE 2002 and 2003) may have improved the results, 
although this would have prevented the analysis of some key variables. 
  There is no information about the exposure time for people; it is assumed that all 
individuals have lived in the same area their whole lives, yet migration in a small proportion 
of the population is likely, albeit possibly between areas with similar characteristics. Also it 
is likely that migration is less of an issue for children than for adults (purely due to age). 
  Most of the covariates were strongly correlated with household income, which creates 
difficulties in interpreting the results. The problem of having two (or more) predictor 
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variables that are correlated, is that it is not possible to identify which one is having the 
effect on the dependent variable (childhood obesity). 
  This study uses cross-sectional, not longitudinal, data (for both obesity and the covariates) 
and thus the results cannot indicate causality. 
9.4 Possibilities for future work 
They say a PhD thesis is never finished so much as abandoned. Accordingly details of potential 
future work are detailed below: 
The existing simulated obesogenic covariates data could be used to address other research 
questions: for example, to facilitate the development of an obesity prevention initiative for 
parents of pre-school children in specific children's centres in Leeds. Similarly SimObesity 
could be used to generate other synthetic data to answer other research questions, depending on 
the data available in the various national level surveys, such as National Diet and Nutrition 
Survey or the British Household Panel Survey, that are available in the UK. 
This work could be extended by using qualitative research methods to drill down into residential 
or school level hot or cold spots of obesity, in order to explore why, and maybe how, 
areas/schools differ from each other in this regard; studying the exceptional areas/schools in 
depth may elucidate why some areas/schools manage to resist the obesogenic environment to 
the benefit of its residents/pupils while others do not. 
Furthermore it may be possible to use SimObesity to undertake "what if' scenario analysis to 
theoretically evaluate the potential impact of potential interventions on the prevalence of 
childhood obesity, particularly if SimObesity were upgraded to a dynamic model. Then it 
would be able to represent future population structures and be able to evaluate the future impact 
of health policies on disease prevalence, which is cheaper and much quicker than running a pilot 
study. 
Multivariate analyses are constrained due to collinearity between the covariates. Further work 
considering combinations of local factors needs to be undertaken to identify the combination 
that it would be necessary to determine which combinations of risk factors are the most 
obesogenic in order to be able to stem the epidemic. 
This analysis serves to highlight that there is a need to extend the current research base in order 
to build a well-founded framework to form the basis of a strategy for the prevention of 
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childhood obesity. At the current time there is no coherent obesity prevention policy in the UK 
and the evidence base does not indicate any best practices. 
9.5 Conclusion 
This thesis has added to the literature in the following ways. The methodologies used in this 
thesis are generalisable to other locations and chronic conditions. 
In terms of methodology the key lessons are as follows. Spatial microsimulation modelling was 
shown to be a robust method to estimate obesogenic covariates at the micro-level. In the design 
of a spatial microsimulation model using a deterministic re-weighting algorithm, the input 
variables must be strongly correlated with the output variables to be able to accuracy simulate 
micro-area estimates. Also this thesis has highlighted that there is considerable advantage to 
analysing health data at a small scale, otherwise micro-level differences are simply "averaged" 
away and missed. 
In relation to the application, the important results are firstly that deprivation was shown to be 
associated with childhood obesity in Leeds but that hot spots also exist in affluent areas, 
suggesting a spread of childhood obesity across the socio-economic groups. Secondly this 
study adds to the increasing evidence of the existence of "obesogenic environments": features 
of the local environment in Leeds may affect childhood obesity by changing health behaviours 
giving some evidence for contextual effects, however individual effects (compositional) are also 
important. Finally, relationships between obesogenic covariates and childhood obesity vary 
across Leeds, highlighting the need for tailored public health policies that are based on locally 
relevant evidence. 
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APPENDIX B- SimObesity: structure of 'lava code 
Microsimulation package: 
Cl ass name 
Dataloader 
Function 
Loads data 
Change 
Yes 
Menu Main entrance for the framework package 
Menulistener 
MicroModel Runs the bulk of the code (i. e. the microsimulation model). Put in so 
it is easy to call the reweighter class. 
Only if change rewcighter 
class 
MicroMonitor Keeps an eye on what is happening 
ModelData Stores values Only if> 6 constraints 
Reweighter Algorithms 1 rewei ter) and 2 (integisation) Yes 
SaveResults Creates output files (either postal sectors or wards) Yes 
TaskLoadData Simply how to run tasks in different threads 
TaskRunModel Simply how to run tasks in different threads 
TaskSaveData Simply how to run tasks in different threads 
Database Management Package: 
Class name Function Change 
ConnectionMana er All are about getting data into and out of the database / 
DAL / managing data 
FindDatabase 
SQLTypeConverter Converting from java type to SQL type 
Framework Package: 
The basis for the whole idea. 
Where the nuts and bolts are. 
Allows us to load up packages without them 
knowing about each other 
MainMenuLoader 
MainScreen 
MainScreenListener 
SharedObjects Package: 
IA ticattonlntormation Provides communications and interfaces 
IDAL that are promised throughout the system. 
Imenu Easy way to transport information around. 
Menu 
Relevant classes if avant to change the code slightly: 
  How change from 476 SOAs to 2400 OAs or 100 postal sectors (output)? SaveResults (or change the 
way the ZoneCode is coded to swap between OAs and SOAs) 
  How change number of constraints used? Reweighter and Dataloader 
  Any impact (to code) from number of categories per constraint? No. Array size is dynamic. 
  Where is number of iterations? Reweigher 
' Where is break clause (i. e. if difference < 0.001 then stop)? Reweightcr 
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APPENDIX C- SimObesity: populations files 
For HSE 2002 simulation: 
weight sex AgeFull nimd SimTen SimEth SirnTQ ID 
1.00 2 7 4 2 1 1 10101101 
4.50 2 1 4 1 1 4 10107103 
1.00 2 7 4 1 2 2 10111105 
1.00 1 7 4 2 1 3 10115101 
1.00 2 7 4 1 1 2 10120101 
1.00 1 7 4 2 1 2 10127101 
1.00 2 7 4 2 1 1 10127102 
1.00 2 7 5 1 1 2 82038103 
17517 individuals (rows) in HSE population file. 
For EFS 2005 simulation: 
weight SimHH SimCars Ten hse2 Nofolks ID 
1.0 2 2 2 2 3 1 
1.0 2 1 2 3 3 2 
1.0 1 1 2 3 1 3 
1.0 1 1 2 3 1 4 
1.0 2 1 2 2 3 5 
1.0 1 1 1 3 1 6 
1.0 1 1 2 3 1 7 
1.0 2 1 2 2 2 6798 
6798 individuals (rows) in EFS population file. 
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APPENDIX D- SimObesity: constraint files 
For HSE 2002 simulation: 
ZoneCode male female 
OODAFAE01011264 701 737 
OODAFAE01011265 689 802 
OODAFAE01011266 700 757 
OODAFAEO1011267 730 806 
OODAGKEO1011739 781 836 
ZoneCode 0_2yrs 3_6yrs 7_9yrs 10_12yrs 13_15yrs 16_18yrs adult 
OODAFAEO1011264 32.02 59.04 51.04 64.04 66.05 46.03 1119.78 
OODAFAE01011265 38.95 49.93 37.95 37.95 47.94 59.92 1218.37 
OODAFAE01011266 31.98 74.95 63.96 72.95 58.96 56.96 1097.25 
OODAFAEO1011267 50.00 63.00 56.00 68.00 62.00 55.00 1182.00 
OODAGKEO1011739 48.00 83.00 79.00 78.00 74.00 64.00 1191.00 
ZoneCode IMDI_leastdep IMD2 IMD3 IMD4 IMD5_mostdcp 
OODAFAEO1011264 0 0 1438 0 0 
OODAFAE01011265 0 1491 0 0 0 
0ODAFAEO1011266 0 1457 0 0 0 
OODAFAE01011267 0 0 0 1536 0 
OODAGKE01011739 0 0 0 0 1617 
ZoneCode Own Rent other 
OODAFAE01011264 1066.26 371.74 
OODAFAEO1011265 1142.09 348.91 
OODAFAE01011266 1381.90 75.10 
OODAFAE01011267 922.63 613.37 
OODAGKE01011739 613.38 1003.62 
ZoneCode White NotWhite 
OODAFAEO 1011264 1433.99 4.01 
OODAFAE01011265 1457.98 33.02 
OODAFAE01011266 1391.91 65.09 
00DAFAE01011267 1502.11 33.89 
OODAGKE01011739 1584.96 32.04 
ZoneCode Degree AO None other FT_studcnt 
OODAFAE01011264 122.08 455.32 588.41 272.19 
OODAFAE01011265 339.54 477.36 461.38 212.71 
OODAFAE01011266 340.77 458.69 354.76 302.79 
OODAFAEO1011267 154.00 441.00 642.00 299.00 
OODAGKEO1011739 64.00 459.00 732.00 362.00 
286 
For EFS 2005 simulation: 
ZoneCode no kids Nvith kids 
OODAFAEO1011264 804.0 634.0 
OODAFAE01011265 902.8 588.2 
OODAFAEO1011266 681.4 775.6 
OODAFAE01011267 828.3 707.7 
OODAGKE01011739 817.0 800.0 
ZoneCode Own Rent-other 
OODAFAEO 1011264 1066.26 371.74 
OODAFAEO 1011265 1142.09 348.91 
OODAFAE01011266 1381.90 75.10 
OODAFAEO1011267 922.63 613.37 
OODAGKE01011739 613.38 1003.62 
ZoncCode No car Car avail 
OODAFAEO 1011264 345.41 1092.59 
OODAFAE01011265 412.96 1078.04 
OODAFAEO 1011266 123.82 1333.18 
OODAFAEO 1011267 494.40 1041.60 
OODAGKEO 1011739 802.98 814.02 
ZoneCode detached semi_terr flat_oth 
OODAFAEO 1011264 62.8 1348.6 26.6 
OODAFAE01011265 143.0 1005.2 342.8 
OODAFAE01011266 656.4 724.3 76.4 
OODAFAEO 1011267 197.9 1192.0 146.1 
OODAGKE01011739 30.0 1080.9 506.1 
ZoneCode 1 person 2 people 3 4people 5orrnore 
OODAFAE01011264 340.5 541.4 472.8 83.3 
OODAFAE01011265 583.0 487.6 355.4 65.0 
OODAFAE01011266 242.8 511.7 598.4 104.1 
OODAFAE01011267 456.7 531.2 461.5 86.5 
OODAGKE01011739 582.4 525.0 410.3 99.3 
476 SOAs (rows) in each file. 
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API'FNDIX F -SimObesity: summary files 
For ILSE 2002: 
area male female 
1 8260 9257 
area 0 2yrs 3 6yrs 7_9yrs 10_12yrs 13_15yrs 16_18yrs 19+ 
1 1424 1946 1545 1565 1530 1376 8131 
area least Dcp2 Dcp3 Dcp4 most 
2822 2638 3153 3817 5087 
area own rent 
12185 5332 
area white Not\Vhite 
15595 1922 
area Degree AO None Student 
1283 4512 1934 9788 
For EFS 2005: 
area NoKids Kids 
1 4637 2161 
area Own Rent 
1 4773 2025 
area NoCar CarAvail 
l 1684 5114 
area detached scini_terr flat_other 
1 1539 4100 1159 
area Iperson 2peoplc 34pcople 5ormorc 
1 1872 2472 1972 482 
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APPENDIX F- SimObesity: micro config files 
For HSE 2002 simulation: 
Array Identifier ItemNamc 
CONSTI ID ZoncCodc 
CONST2 ID ZoncCodc 
CONST3 ID ZoncCodc 
CONST4 ID ZoncCodc 
CONSTS ID ZoncCodc 
CONST6 ID ZoncCodc 
SUMMARY I ID Area 
SUMMARY2 ID Area 
SUMMARY3 ID Area 
SUMMARY4 ID Area 
SUMMARY5 ID Area 
SUMMARY6 ID Area 
CONSTI TABLE Const_sex 
CONST2 TABLE Const_agef 
CONST3 TABLE Const_IMD 
CONST4 TABLE Const_ten 
CONSTS TABLE Const_eth 
CONST6 TABLE Const_TQ 
POPULATION TABLE HSE02pop4 
SUMMARYI TABLE Sum sex 
SUMMARY2 TABLE Sum_agef 
SUMMARY3 TABLE Sum_IMD 
SUMMARY4 TABLE Sum ten 
SUMMARY5 TABLE Sum_eth 
SUMMARY6 TABLE Sum T 
For EFS 2005 simulation: 
Array Identifier ItemName 
CONSTI ID ZoncCode 
CONST2 ID ZoncCode 
CONST3 ID ZoneCode 
CONST4 ID ZoneCode 
CONST5 ID ZoncCodc 
SUMMARY I ID Area 
SUMMARY2 ID Area 
SUMMARY3 ID Area 
SUMMARY4 ID Area 
SUMMARYS ID Area 
CONSTI TABLE Const_HH 
CONST2 TABLE Coast car 
CONST3 TABLE Coast ten 
CONST4 TABLE Coast_hse 
CONST5 TABLE Const_NoFolks 
POPULATION TABLE EFSpop3 
SUMMARYI TABLE Sum-HH 
SUMMARY2 TABLE Sum 
-car SUMMARY3 TABLE Sum_ten 
SUMMARY4 TABLE Sumhsc 
SUMMARYS TABLE Sum NoFolks 
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APPENDIX G- Definitions and catetorisation of the simulated obesotenic variables 
"SE variables Definition Categories 
High (1,11, IIIN); 
SEG Social class of household reference person Low (111M. IV. V) 
Degree of urbanisation of residential location. 
Urban: inner city / other dense urban/town centre; 
suburban: suburban residential (city/large town 
outskirts); rural: rural residential / village centre, or 
rural agricultural with isolated dwellings or small 
urbanisation hamlets Urban; Suburban; Rural 
Agree (good transport); 
Transport This area has good local transport Disagree (bad transport) 
Agree (good leisure facilities); 
Leisure facilities This area has good leisure things for people Disagree (bad leisure facilities) 
Access supermarket Ease of getting to supermarket Easy-, Di cult 
Problem; 
Teenagers Problem of teenagers hanging around Not a problem 
Problem; 
Vandals Problem of vandalism, graffiti or deliberate damage Not a problem 
Total number of portions of fruit and vegetables None; 1-4 portions; 
Fruit and vegetables eaten yesterday 5 or more p ortions 
None; <3 hours (low); 
4-7 hours (moderate); 
Child physical activity Time spent last week in activities (children only) 7 or more hours (high) 
None; <2 days pw (low); 
Total days per week active for at least 30 minutes 3-4 days pw (moderate); 
Adult physical activity (adults only) 5 or more days w (high) 
EFS variables 
< £60 (low); 
Food Expenditure Amount household spent on food in last two weeks > £60 (high) 
Food Expenditure Amount household spent on food in last two weeks < £25 (low); 
adjusted for size divided by number of household members > £25 (high) 
Computer Home computer in household Yes: No 
TV Number of TVs in household 0 or 1; 2 or more 
Internet access Internet connection in household Yes: No 
Wage, self employed, pension, 
investments, other; 
Source income Main source of household income benefits 
Amount of money spent on school meals in the last 
School meals week None; Some 
Low <200 pw (cquiv 
£10400pa); Medium; 
High >£650 pw (cquiv 
Household income Amount of household income £33800 a) 
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